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1 Introduction

Entanglement is a trick that quantum magicians
use to produce phenomena that cannot be imitated
by classical magicians.

Asher Peres

Bestmögliche Kenntnis eines Gange schließt nicht
bestmögliche Kenntnis seiner Teile ein – und da-
rauf beruht doch der ganze Spuk.

Erwin Schrödinger [1935a]

1.1 Historical overview

Our current understanding of computation, communication and information processing
in general is largely influenced by the digital electronic world that surrounds us. This is
mainly the result of a revolutionary technological milestone that dates back to 1947, when
John Bardeen, Walter Brattain, and Will Shockley developed the first transistor. Since
then we have seen 50 years with a dramatic (approximately exponential!) miniaturization
in computer technology along with speed improvements by many orders of magnitude.
However, despite the extremely sophisticated designs of modern electronic processors

and the complex technology involved in their production, our basic understanding of what
a computer can do has not changed. This is mostly due to the fact that today’s information
processing is still based on the discrete Boolean logic and the tiny components1 inside a
modern computer still behave, in all important respects, according to the laws of classical
physics. With the ongoing trend in miniaturization, however, it soon became clear that
there would come a point at which one would be forced to use quantum physics to describe
the elementary states and operations of computers.
When analyzing these fundamental limits of classical computers in the late 1970s and

early 1980s, i.e. almost three quarters of a century after the discovery of quantum mechan-
ics, and half a century after the birth of (classical) information theory, some researchers
realized that quantum physics had the potential to fundamentally change the character
of information processing and computation.

1Current processors have typical structure sizes of approximately 45nm

1
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The first ideas of this new paradigm of computing have been attributed to Yuri Manin
[1980], Paul Benioff [1980; 1982] and Richard Feynman [1982]. A strong motivation be-
hind these still vague concepts was the observation that efficiently simulating quantum
mechanics on a classical (deterministic) computer is extremely hard, probably infeasible,
as it typically leads to differential equations whose dimensions are exponential in the
number of system components. To overcome this, they suggested to simulate quantum
mechanics using quantum devices itself. That was certainly interesting in its own right
but even 25 years later, at the current state of research, this still remains to be a long-term
vision.
So it was David Deutsch who realized how these ideas could lead to a general purpose

quantum computer. He showed that any physical process can, in principle, be modeled
perfectly in a quantum computer [Deutsch, 1985]. Furthermore, he asked whether it
is possible to use a quantum computer to efficiently solve computational problems for
which no efficient algorithm is known for a classical computer, even a probabilistic one.
By constructing a simple example, he showed that this is indeed the case, suggesting
that quantum computers might have computational powers exceeding those of classical
computers. To achieve that, Deutsch exploited the ability of quantum mechanical systems
to exist in a superposition of different states like (|0〉 + |1〉)/

√
2. Using this kind of

(complex) continuous logic, a quantum computer would be able to outperform traditional
digital computers that are restricted to the discrete states ‘0’ and ‘1’ of a classical bit. This
implies that, in some sense, an operator or algorithm can act on all possible initial states
of a ‘quantum register’ at the same time which led to the notion of ‘quantum parallelism’.
Deutsch’s paper marked the starting point for the search for new algorithms that could

make use of a quantum computer’s capabilities. Unfortunately, for almost a decade, all
that could be found were a few rather artificial mathematical problems. At that time,
quantum computers seemed to be not more than an academic curiosity. This was changed
dramatically by a publication that might, in retrospect, be characterized as the big bang
of quantum computation. In his 1994 paper [Shor, 1994], Peter Shor discussed several
mathematical operations that can be combined to an efficient (i.e., polynomial time)
factoring algorithm which can only be performed on a quantum computer. Since this
was (and still is) believed to be impossible for a classical computer the factoring of large
numbers into primes has been used as a crucial ingredient in cryptographic protocols, for
example in the famous public-key encryption algorithm RSA, named after it developers
Ronald Rivest, Adi Shamir and Leonard Adleman [Rivest et al., 1978]. Now after Shor’s
discovery, this kind of encryption became, at least in principle, insecure which might
explain the enormous interest in quantum computing from different sides.
After Shor’s important breakthrough, further evidence for the power of quantum com-

puters came in 1996 when Lov Grover showed that another important problem - the
problem of searching through an unstructured database - could also be done quicker on
a quantum computer [Grover, 1996, 1997]. Although this algorithm did not provide a
speedup that was as spectacular as in Shor’s algorithm, the wide applicability of search-
based methods has excited a great interest in Grover’s algorithm.
Since then, the field of quantum computation and quantum information has has been

growing at amazing pace and has become an established branch of research in physics
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with interesting connections to mathematics and computer science [Nielsen and Chuang,
2000].
In the meantime, moreover, many of those fascinating concepts from quantum infor-

mation that sounded like pure science-fiction in the 1980’s have made their way into the
labs. Among them is not only the successful experimental demonstration of quantum
algorithms [Chuang et al., 1998; Vandersypen et al., 2001] but also dense coding2 [Mat-
tle et al., 1996], teleportation3 [Bouwmeester et al., 1997], quantum key distribution4

[Bennett and Brassard, 1989].
In all of these applications, it emerges that certain correlated superpositions of multi-

particle states, so-called entangled states, play a fundamental role. Despite the fact that
the notion of entanglement and its counterintuitive implications have been known since
the early days of quantum mechanics [Einstein et al., 1935; Schrödinger, 1935a] it took
nearly thirty years until the theoretical foundations for an experimental test were laid by
John Bell [1964]. And only in the early 1980s the famous experiment of Alain Aspect
and coworkers finally verified the nonlocal character of quantum mechanics [Aspect et al.,
1982]. Although a variety of more refined experiments have been carried out since then
the main motivation behind those efforts was to answer the question if our world is actu-
ally nonlocal at the microscopic level. Only in the last 15 years the exciting discoveries
that had led to quantum information theory, together with greatly enhanced experimental
possibilities, motivated a renewed interest in quantum systems and processes that exhibit
entanglement.
Although the role of entanglement in quantum computation is not yet completely un-

derstood [Biham et al., 2004; Kendon and Munro, 2006; Ding and Jin, 2007] it is widely
accepted that it is a vital (but hard to quantify) resource in quantum information process-
ing. Unfortunately, the structure of entanglement (especially in the multipartite setting)
is rather complex and, moreover, it is very fragile when a principal quantum system is
subjected to unwanted interactions with the environment.

1.2 Control of entanglement in atomic systems

Although it is often not discussed explicitly, entanglement is by no means an exotic
phenomenon in real physical systems, such as atoms. Indeed, one might even think of
entangled states as the normal situation. As a simple example we recall the case of two
identical spin 1/2 fermions that are described by two single-particle wave functions ψ1

and ψ2. Assuming that their spins couple to the triplet state S = 1, the total spin wave
function must be symmetric and, hence, the spatial part of the wave function must be

2i.e., sending more information than classically possible by using entangled quantum systems [Bennett
and Wiesner, 1992]

3i.e., the transmission and reconstruction of the state of a quantum system over arbitrary distances
[Bennett et al., 1993]

4i.e., different techniques (typically using single photons or entangled photon pairs) for the secure gen-
eration of a shared random bit strings that can be used by two parties as keys to (classically) encrypt
and decrypt messages [Bennett et al., 1982; Ekert, 1991]
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antisymmetric and of the form

Ψ(x, y) =
1√
2

[ψ1(x)ψ2(y)− ψ1(y)ψ2(x)] , (1.1)

where x and y denote the spatial coordinates of the particles. The state (1.1) is entangled
in the continuous spatial degrees of freedom due to the Pauli principle. In fact, this
entangled state even resembles the prototypical shape of the so-called EPR or Bell state

|Ψ〉 =
1√
2

[|0, 1〉 − |1, 0〉] , (1.2)

where now |0〉 and |1〉 denote the two possible eigenstates for a discrete degree of freedom.
Typical examples for such discrete degrees of freedom are the spin states |↑〉 , |↓〉 of an
electron (or any spin-1/2 system) and the circular polarization states |σ−〉 = |	〉 , |σ+〉 =
|�〉 of a photon. But also other physical representations of qubits are used, for instance
the ground state |g〉 and some sufficiently stable excited state |e〉 of a trapped ion or the
magnetic flux in a superconducting Josephson junction.
Although the electron pair example from above can be found in virtually any quantum

mechanics textbook, the knowledge about entanglement in atomic systems and processes
is still rather limited. However, in recent years, the improved experimental techniques have
allowed for a very precise control of single atoms or ions, for example in traps [Leibfried
et al., 2003] and cavities [Raimond et al., 2001]. Such improvements have also enabled
the study of fundamental processes on the level of individual particles rather than just
on a statistical level. For us, the remarkable progress on the experimental side provided
the basis and motivation for a new theoretical view at some long known processes of
atomic physics. In our analysis of entanglement in such processes, we have confined our
interest to the discrete case, i.e. the spin degrees of freedom of electrons and photons.
This decision is largely motivated by the fact that the majority of quantum information
concepts and protocols are based on the quantum bit (qubit) which is a discrete two-state
system5. In particular, we have studied the change of the electron-ion spin entanglement
in atomic photoionization and the photon-photon polarization entanglement in the two-
photon decay of hydrogen. Our aim was to contribute to a better understanding of the
nature of entanglement and the change thereof in these two processes. In the following, we
give a very brief summary of our work in these two directions. For a detailed discussion,
we refer to the original publications that are provided as an appendix.

1.2.1 Spin entanglement in atomic photoionization

The first of the two processes that we have investigated is the atomic photoionization in
which an atom or ion absorbs a photon and emits an electron. Since Einstein’s famous
work on the ‘photoelectric effect’ more than one hundred years ago [Einstein, 1905], this
process has been one of the most fundamental phenomena in quantum mechanics and
has become one of the most intensively studied topics in the atomic physics literature.
Over several decades, theoretical and experimental investigations focused on different

5See [Cerf et al., 2007] for a recent collection of results on continuous-variable systems.
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aspects like cross sections, angular distributions of the photoelectrons as well as their
spin polarization. However, the spin entanglement between the photoelectron and the
photoion has not been considered until recently [Kim et al., 2004].
The underlying theoretical formalism for the analysis of the photoionization has been

well established since the 1950’s [Bethe and Salpeter, 1957] and has been further refined
later to take into account the improved experimental methods. An overview of the theory
can be found, for instance, in [Pratt et al., 1973] and [Huang, 1980] and references therein.
Rather generally, the formalism assumes a composite initial system, ρ̂i, that consists of
the target atom (or ion) and the incident photon

ρ̂i = ρ̂atom ⊗ ρ̂photon = ρ̂0 ⊗ ρ̂γ. (1.3)

The atmomic/ionic initial system is described by a density matrix of the form

ρ̂0 =
∑

M0M ′
0

cM0M ′
0
|α0J0M0〉 〈α0J0M

′
0| , (1.4)

where α0 denotes a set of inner coordinates (quantum numbers), J0 is the total angular
momentum so that the initial state of the atom can be written as a general mixed state
with respect to the spin projection M0. Similarly, the incident photon state is given by
the density matrix

ρ̂γ =
∑

λλ′

cλλ′ |kλ〉 〈kλ′| , (1.5)

where λ = ±1 corresponds to the spin projection of the photon onto the direction of its
momentum k̂.
The final state of the system after the photoionization is obtained from the well-known

relation
ρ̂f = R̂ρ̂iR̂† , (1.6)

in which R̂(k) =
∑

iαi ·uλ,i eik·ri is the general many-electron transition operator which
can be written as a sum of one-particle operators that describe the interaction of an
electron with the radiation field of the photon. Here, αi = (αx,i, αy,i, αz,i) denotes the
(vector of the) Dirac matrices and the unit vector uλ,i describes the circular polarization
of the photon.
Using the above definitions, the final-state properties like angular distribution and spin

polarization of the photoelectrons – or the entanglement with the photoion – can then be
traced back to the transition matrix elements

〈
αfJfMf ,pms

∣∣∑
iαi · uλ,i eik·ri

∣∣α0J0M0

〉
.

For the evaluation of the involved wavefunctions and (reduced) matrix elements, we have
used the Ratip program that has been developed previously in our group [Fritzsche, 2002,
2001].
Extending an earlier theoretical work by [Kim et al., 2004], in Paper II, we have adapted

the outlined general formalism to study the change of the spin entanglement in the pho-
toionization of one out of two spatially separated, hydrogenlike systems. In our work
we show detailed results for the angular and photon energy dependence of the final-state
entanglement between the photoelectron that was emitted from one hydrogenlike system
and the total spin of unchanged system. As both the emitted electron and the unchanged
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hydrogenlike system can be interpreted as quantum bits we have applied Wootter’s ‘con-
currence’ measure which has become an established entanglement quantifier in quantum
information theory [Wootters, 1998]. The computations have shown that, in the nonrel-
ativistic dipole approximation or for light elements, the initial degree of entanglement is
usually preserved in the photoionization of one of the atoms or ions. However, this does
not hold when the nuclear charges increase. For medium and high-Z elements, more-
over, such a change in the concurrence of the system arises not only from the relativistic
contraction of the wave functions but also from the higher multipoles (beyond the electric-
dipole approach) in the electron-photon interaction. In the relativistic domain, therefore,
the photoionization of non-interacting ions can lead to the creation of strongly entangled
electron pairs even if they were initially in a spin state with no entanglement at all.
In Paper IV, we have further extended our studies of the entanglement change in atomic

photoionization to the case of an atom or ion where an ns valence electron is emitted,
leaving behind a photoion in a well-defined 2S1/2 state. Similarly to the earlier study,
both the emitted photoelectron and the remaining photoion can be interpreted as qubits.
The general formalism that is presented in Paper IV is based on the density matrix
theory and it can be adapted to a variety of scenarios. Detailed computations have been
carried out for the case of neutral strontium (Z=38), starting from its singlet ground
state [Kr]5s2 1S0 where the two valence electrons are naturally spin entangled due to
the Pauli principle. In particular, we have studied how the spin entanglement between
the singly ionized Sr+ ion and the ejected photoelectron depends on the direction and
energy of the ionizing radiation. Our results indicate that near the ionization threshold,
large portions of the initial entanglement are lost in the course of the photoabsorption
and the simultaneous electron emission, depending only weakly on the process geometry.
For photon energies well above the ionization threshold, the angular dependence of the
entanglement approaches the shape which was obtained before (in Paper II) within the
independent particle model where the initial entanglement is fully preserved for nearly all
angles.

1.2.2 Polarization entanglement in the two-photon decay of
hydrogen

As a second fundamental process after the photoionization we have studied the two-photon
decay of hydrogenlike systems in which two photons, γ1 and γ2, are emitted simultaneously
by an atom or ion during the decay from a (metastable) excited state to a lower energetic
state. Similar to the photoionization, the two-photon decay is, in principle, known since
the early days of quantum mechanics where this process has been first predicted by Maria
Goeppert-Mayer [1931] and further analysed by Breit and Teller [1940]. Since then,
there have been numerous experimental and theoretical works, especially for the case
of hydrogenic systems, see e.g. [Santos et al., 1998] for an overview of the literature.
Concerning the theory, one can use similar arguments as in the photoionization case and

trace back all relevant quantities in the two-photon decay to the transition operator that
connects the initial excited state |ψi〉 = |nijiµi〉 and the final decayed state |ψf〉 = |nfjfµf〉
of the atom. Within the formalism of the second-order perturbation theory, the two-
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photon decay can be described formally as a two-step process in which the atom first
decays to some virtual intermediate state |ψν〉 and emits the ‘first’6 photon, γ1, before
it decays further to the final state |ψf〉 under emission of the second photon, γ2. The
corresponding transition amplitude is then given by [Akhiezer and Berestetskii, 1965]

M(µf , µi, λ1, λ2) =
∑∫

ν

〈ψf |A∗1|ψν〉 〈ψν |A∗2|ψi〉
Eν − Ei + Eγ2

+
∑∫

ν

〈ψf |A∗2|ψν〉 〈ψν |A∗1|ψi〉
Eν − Ei + Eγ1

, (1.7)

where Ai = αuλi
eikir is again the electron-photon interaction operator [cf. Eq. (1.6)],

Eγ1,2 are the energies of the emitted photons, Ei is the initial-state energy and |ψν〉 are
the virtual intermediate states with the energies Eν . Formally, the summation in Eq.
(1.7) can be carried out using a Green’s function

GE(r, r′) =
∑∫

ν

|ψν〉 〈ψν |
Eν − E

, (1.8)

whose form is known analytically for the case of a pure Coulomb potential [Swainson and
Drake, 1991] and which can be evaluated with the help of the Greens program [Koval
and Fritzsche, 2003]. For further details of the formalism we refer the reader to Paper VI
and the references given there.
Applying the above theory, we have investigated the nonlocality and polarization en-

tanglement of the photon pairs that are emitted in the decay of hydrogenic systems [see
Papers VI and VII]. Earlier experimental works [Perrie et al., 1985; Haji-Hassan et al.,
1989] had shown that the photon pairs that are emitted, for example, in the 2s1/2 → 1s1/2

decay of metastable hydrogen or deuterium are quantum mechanically correlated in their
polarization states. As a criterion for the nonclassicality of these correlations the viola-
tion of the Bell inequalities was used. However, these experiments considered only the
back-to-back emission of the photon pairs where the photons are emitted in opposite di-
rections. In Paper VI, we have presented the density matrix formalism that allows us to
extended the analysis of the two-photon decay of hydrogenlike systems to more general
geometries. In addition, by using again Wooter’s concurrence, we have applied a true
entanglement measure to quantify the degree of polarization entanglement. Our results
agree with the previous findings that maximal polarization correlation between the pho-
tons is found when they are emitted in opposite directions. Moreover, the calculations
show how the variation of the decay geometry can be used as a means to generate photon
pairs with any desired degree of entanglement. Furthermore, we compare the results of
the 2s1/2 → 1s1/2 decay to those of the (much less probable) 3d5/2 → 1s1/2 decay in order
to investigate the influence of the initial atomic polarization state and the sensitivity of
the photon entanglement to relativistic and multipole effects.
Finally, in Paper VII, we provide more insight into the difference between nonlocality

and entanglement in the two-photon decay of hydrogenlike systems. Specifically, we com-
pare the maximal violation of the Bell-CHSH inequality [Clauser et al., 1969; Horodecki,

6Note that the distinction between the ‘first’ and ‘second’ photon is only formal and actually rather
arbitrary since both photons are, in fact, emitted simultaneously.
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1996] as a measure of nonlocality to the widely known concurrence measure of entangle-
ment. For the 2s1/2 → 1s1/2 decay of hydrogenic systems, the results show (as expected)
that the Bell violation and entanglement are the same. In contrast, the 3d5/2 → 1s1/2

decay that was considered already in Paper VI, gives rise to nontrivial differences between
nonlocality in the sense of violating the Bell-CHSH inequality on the one hand and true
entanglement on the other hand. In particular, there exist geometric setups in which a
measurement might not reveal any nonlocality although the photon pair must contain a
significant degree of entanglement. These results emphasize the fact that the violation
of the Bell-CHSH inequality is in general not well suited to detect entanglement, i.e.
the quantum mechanical correlations of the state may remain hidden. For future exper-
iments, it seems therefore advisable to implement direct measurement schemes for the
entanglement [Mintert, 2007].

In parallel to our investigations of entanglement in atomic systems, and partially to
support these studies, we have developed a program package for the computer algebra
system Maple that provides a large collection of tools for the simulation of general
qubit systems. During the last years, this program development was the second field of
activity. In the following and for the remainder of this work we will give an overview
of the program and illustrate its use through a variety of examples ranging from more
pedagogical, introductory applications to more advanced problems as they might occur
in a research project.

1.3 The Feynman program

The Feynman program has been developed during the last few years as a toolbox for
the simulation of n-qubit quantum systems (quantum registers) within the framework
of Maple. Our approach does not emphasize any particular experimental realization
scheme, such as ion traps, photon based implementations or others. Instead, our aim has
been to implement the general concepts that are common to all relevant implementations
within a flexible and extendible framework. Moreover, by using a computer algebra system
as the underlying framework, the Feynman package supports both symbolic and/or nu-
merical computations which further extends the range of possible applications. Until the
first public version of our program, only a rather small number of other software projects
on quantum information had been published most of which were not well documented or
rather short-lived. Additionally, with the exception of some more recent Mathematica
projects like Qdensity [Juliá-Díaz et al., 2006], the support for symbolic computations
is in contrast to the majority of other quantum simulators, such as Qlib [Machnes, 2007]
or Qubit4Matlab [Tóth, 2008] which are based on Matlab and also most of the C++
programs and libraries where emphasis is placed on numerical studies. A rather exhaus-
tive list of quantum computer simulators and similar quantum information software tools
can be found in [Quantiki].
So far, the Feynman program has been developed and published in several steps. In

the first version which was introduced in Paper I, we have restricted ourselves essentially
to the introduction of the basic data structures for the simulation of n-qubit quantum
systems referring, in particular, to the three data types qbit(), qregister() and qoperator().
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These data structures (auxiliary procedures) represent single quantum bits, registers of
several quantum bits and the –typically unitary– quantum operators that may act them.
Technically, the main purpose of these structures is to keep together related information
and to facilitate the data handling with and within the program. Moreover, a number
of commands were introduced in that initial program version that enable the user to act
upon these data structures, e.g. by applying some predefined or user-defined quantum
gates or for performing standard operations, such as the tensor product of two or more
quantum registers or the computation of reduced density operators and so on. In addition,
some simple visualization tools were provided in order to ‘display’ the state of quantum
registers by using probability plots or the Bloch vector representation of single qubits.
In a second program version [Paper III], later, we focused mainly on the entangle-

ment properties of quantum states by implementing several separability criteria and mea-
sures of entanglement. These measures can be accessed through the command Feyn-
man_measures(), together with a number of other frequently applied quantities like the
distance between two quantum states or their entropy. The rather large collection of such
analytic tools makes the program very versatile so that it can be used in a wide range of
investigations.
More recently [Paper V], we have implemented support for quantum operations, i.e.

completely positive and trace-preserving maps (CPT maps) that can be used to describe
general (unitary or nonunitary) state changes as it is needed to simulate decoherence ef-
fects. Additionally, we provided several commands that make use of the duality between
quantum states and quantum operations which is also known as the Jamiołkowski isomor-
phism. It provides a means to connect the static entanglement properties of states and
the dynamical properties of quantum channels. Using this method, for example, several
(distance) measures and separability criteria for quantum states can be transferred to
quantum operations.
In the fourth program extension [Paper VIII], we concentrated on the parametrization

of some of the most frequently used objects within the context of quantum computation
and quantum information, especially pure and mixed quantum states, pure product states
and separable mixed states as well as hermitian and unitary matrices.
Technically, the Feynman program is organized as a module (package) for Maple,

containing a hierarchy of currently about 90 (sub)procedures at different hierarchy levels.
Apart from various subprocedures, which remain hidden to the user, the main commands
can be used for interactive work and as language elements in order to build-up new
commands at some higher level of the hierarchy. Given the large number of functions
that are already implemented in the Feynman package and the simple access to Maple’s
built-in mathematical functions, it is particularly easy for the user to extend and adapt
the program on a higher level.
To give an overview of the program’s main commands, we list all of them in table

1.1, together with a short description of their functionality. A detailed description of the
commands is available in the manual file Feynman-commands.pdf that is distributed with
the program package.
The following section of this work is then devoted to a collection of examples which aim

to illustrate how the Feynman package can be used for education and research. The first
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examples are meant to introduce the fundamental concepts and notations in quantum
information theory as they might also occur in an introductory course. However, the
program examples are certainly not meant as a coherent introduction to the field and
later we will feel free to present also slightly more advanced applications. In doing so, we
hope to give an impression of the versatility of the package and promote its future use.

Table 1.1: Main commands of the Feynman program as accessible by the user. A detailed description of
all commands is provided in the manual Feynman-commands.pdf which is distributed together
with the code.

Command Short explanation

Feynman_adjoint() Computes the adjoint of a given matrix, vector and
dual (=‘adjoint’) quantum operations.

Feynman_apply() Applies qoperator() and qoperation() structures to a
qregister().

Feynman_decompose() Computes the spectral decomposition of a matrix and
several other matrix decompositions as well as the
Schmidt decomposition of a pure state.

Feynman_define() Returns predefined objects like the generalized Gell-
Mann matrices or the generators of the Pauli group.

Feynman_eigenvectors() Computes eigenvectors and eigenvalues with addi-
tional support for some symbolic cases that are not
originally supported by Maple

Feynman_evaluate() Carries out a large number of basic operations like
inner/outer products, Kronecker products, partial
traces, commutators, vector/matrix norms, etc.

Feynman_equal() Checks the equality of two scalars, vectors or matrices
within some numerical noise limits.

Feynman_measures() Computes a variety of different measures (entangle-
ment, distance, fidelity, etc.)

Feynman_normalize() Normalizes a given vector or qregister().

Feynman_parameters() Returns a list of parameter ranges for the imple-
mented parametrizations of matrices states, etc.

Feynman_parametrize() Computes different objects (state vectors, density
matrices, unitary matrices, etc.) from a set of given
parameters or randomly.

Feynman_plot() Returns plots of the Bloch vector representation of a
qubit, probability plots of a qregister() and the pro-
cess matrix of a qoperation().

Continued on next page
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Table 1.1 – continued from previous page

Command Short explanation

Feynman_print() Returns a ‘pretty print’ of a qregister() (and other
objects) using Dirac notation in the computational
basis.

Feynman_qoperation_representation()Computes several representations of a quantum oper-
ation, such as its dual state, the superoperator matrix
and others.

Feynman_quantum_operation() Provides the explicit list of Kraus operators for prede-
fined quantum operations like the ‘amplitude damp-
ing’ and ‘depolarization’ channel, etc.

Feynman_quantum_operator() Provides the explicit matrix representation for prede-
fined quantum gates like the ‘controlled-not’ and the
‘Hadamard’ gate and others.

Feynman_random() Computes random state vectors, density matrices and
unitary matrices. The generated objects are dis-
tributed uniformly with respect to the Fubiny-Study
metric, Hilbert-Schmidt norm and the Haar measure,
respectively.

Feynman_set_qregister() Provides access to a large collection of predefined
quantum states that appear frequently in the liter-
ature.

Feynman_transform() Carries out basis changes (e.g. qubit permutations)
of qregister() and qoperator() structures and performs
other notation changes.

Feynman_transpose() Applies the (partial) transposition operation or a so-
called ‘general transposition’ to a given matrix.

Feynman_type() Checks for a large number of properties of matrices,
qregister() and qoperation() structures.
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2 Concepts of quantum information
- A short introduction using the
Feynman program

In the following, we use Maple together with the Feynman package to illustrate some
important notions and concepts in (finite dimensional) quantum information theory. To
that aim, we assume that the Feynman program has been ‘loaded’ via the command
with(Feynman) at the beginning of the session and that the Maple prompt is available
for interactive work. Moreover, since several procedures can result in rather a large Maple
output, a colon (instead of a semicolon) is used to terminate several of the input lines in
order to suppress the corresponding printout to screen.

2.1 Fundamental notations

2.1.1 What is a qubit?

A single qubit is an abstract two-state system. As such it is the simplest object of quantum
information theory and although there exist, of course, also higher dimensional systems
(qudits) the qubit is still considered the ‘workhorse’ of quantum information. Physically,
there exists a great variety of systems that can represent a qubit. To give some examples,
one might think of a qubit as an electron with its spin states |↑〉 and |↓〉 or an atom in its
ground state |g〉 and some (reasonably stable) excited state |e〉 or the polarization states
|h〉 and |v〉 of a photon. To be independent from a particular experimental realization one
typically uses the more abstract computational basis {|0〉 , |1〉} which is always assumed
to be orthonormal, i.e. 〈i | j〉 = δij. A pure qubit state is then written as a complex linear
combination in that basis

|ψ〉 = a |0〉 + b |1〉 =

[
a
b

]
(2.1)

with |a|2 + |b|2 = 1.
More generally, a qubit may also exist as a statistical mixture of pure states |ψi〉. Such

a state might represent the ensemble of states that is created by a source that produces
different states |ψi〉 with the according probabilities pi (with

∑
i pi = 1). The (hermitian,

positive semidefinite and trace normalized) density matrix of this single-qubit mixed state
is defined as

ρ =
∑

i

pi |ψi〉 〈ψi| . (2.2)

13
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One can see that this notation includes also the case of a pure state as the trivial ‘ensemble’
with only one single member.
In order to visualize the state of a qubit it is common to use the three dimensional

vector ~r inside the Bloch (unit) ball

ρ =
1

2
(I + ~r · ~σ) , (2.3)

where ~σ = (σx, σy, σz)
T denotes the vector of the Pauli matrices and ri = 〈σi〉 = Tr(ρσi).

Using this definition, any pure state corresponds to a point on the unit sphere, i.e. |~r| = 1
while the mixed states with |~r| < 1 occupy the interior of the Bloch ball. To demon-
strate that with the Feynman package, we use the Feynman_set_qregister() command
to create the pure states |0〉, |+〉 = (|0〉 + |1〉)/

√
2, |−〉 = (|0〉 − |1〉)/

√
2 and finally

some mixture of these three pure states. A selection of other popular syntax options for
Feynman_set_qregister() is shown in Box 1 on page 18.

> state_0 := Feynman_set_qregister("0"):
state_plus := Feynman_set_qregister("+"):
state_minus := Feynman_set_qregister("-"):
state_mixed := Feynman_set_qregister(2/10*state_0 + 7/10*state_plus

+ 1/10*state_minus):
> Feynman_print(state_0);

Feynman_print(state_plus);
Feynman_print(state_minus);
Feynman_print(state_mixed);

The respective Bloch ball visualizations can be generated by

> Feynman_plot("Bloch vector", state_0);
Feynman_plot("Bloch vector", state_plus);
Feynman_plot("Bloch vector", state_minus);
Feynman_plot("Bloch vector", state_mixed);

which returns the graphics shown in Figure 2.1. From the picture we can see that the
Bloch vectors corresponding to the states |0〉, |+〉, |−〉 have unit length while the mixture
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Figure 2.1: Bloch ball visualization of |0〉 (upper left), |+〉 = (|0〉+ |1〉)/
√

2 (upper right), |−〉 = (|0〉 −
|1〉)/

√
2 (lower left) and ρ = 2

10 |0〉 〈0|+ 7
10 |+〉 〈+|+ 2

10 |−〉 〈−| (lower right).

of them corresponds to a vector of length less than one. Finally, a zero vector (i.e. the
center of the Bloch ball) corresponds to the maximally mixed state

ρ =
1

2
I =

1

2

[
1 0
0 1

]
. (2.4)

As the density matrix consists only of the real nonnegative main diagonal elements, the
maximally mixed state corresponds to a classical probability distribution. Moreover, as
the diagonal elements are all equal, this state reflects the least possible knowledge that
we can have about the qubit state.
As any pure state |ψ〉 can also be written as a density matrix

ρ = |ψ〉 〈ψ| , (2.5)

it might not always be obvious if a given density matrix actually describes a pure state
or a nontrivial mixture of several pure states. It is therefore useful to note that

ρ2 = ρ ρ (2.6)

=
∑

i

pi |ψi〉 〈ψi|
∑

j

pj |ψj〉 〈ψj| (2.7)

=
∑

i

pipj |ψi〉 〈ψi | ψj〉 〈ψj| (2.8)

=
∑

i

p2
i |ψi〉 〈ψi| . (2.9)
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Taking the trace we find

Tr(ρ2) =
∑

k

〈k|
∑

i

pi |ψi〉 〈ψi| |k〉 (2.10)

=
∑

i

pi Tr(|ψi〉 〈ψi|) (2.11)

=
∑

i

p2
i . (2.12)

If the density matrix ρ represents a pure state as in Eq. (2.5), then we have Tr(ρ2) =∑
i p

2
i = 1 as there is only one pi. On the other hand, if ρ represents a nontrivial mixture

of several pure states then we have Tr(ρ2) < 1 which yields a simple criterion to distinguish
pure and mixed states.

2.1.2 Tensor products

In quantum mechanics we are often interested in more than one isolated system. In most
cases, it is necessary to work with multiparticle states, for example when we want describe
a quantum register which typically contains several qubits. Mathematically, such systems
live in a product Hilbert space H that is a composite of the independent Hilbert spaces
that are associated with each individual particle (qubit). The required formalism is called
the Kronecker or tensor product. We consider the two-particle case where H1 and H2

are two Hilbert spaces of dimension dim(H1) = d1 and dim(H2) = d2. Then

H = H1 ⊗H2 (2.13)

denotes the product Hilbert space of the two subsystems and it is of dimension

dim(H) = d1d2. (2.14)

As an example we may construct a pure two-qubit state |ψ〉 = |0〉⊗|−〉 in the computa-
tional product basis |00〉 , |01〉 , |10〉 , |11〉. Written out explicitly this state is constructed
as follows

|ψ〉 = |0〉 ⊗ |−〉 =

[
1
0

]
⊗ 1√

2

[
1
−1

]
=

1√
2




1

[
1
−1

]

0

[
1
−1

]


 =

1√
2




1
−1
0
0


 . (2.15)

Using the Feynman program with the single-qubit quantum registers state_0 and
state_minus as defined on page 14 we can easily verify the above calculation by typing

> Feynman_evaluate("Kronecker product", state_0, state_minus);

which yields the expected two-qubit quantum register
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Similarly, for two mixed-state quantum registers like state_mixed from above and a
maximally mixed state we have

> state_mixed;
state_max_mixed := Feynman_set_qregister("maximally mixed", 1);

With the general definition of the Kronecker product of the m × n matrix A and the
p× q matrix B

A⊗B =



a11B · · · a1nB
... . . . ...
am1 · · · amnB


 (2.16)

a product state of state_mixed and state_max_mixed is generated as follows

> product_state := Feynman_evaluate("Kronecker product", state_mixed,
state_max_mixed);
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Of course, a composite quantum system does not necessarily have to be in a product
state. The possibility of linear combinations and even mixtures of those gives rise to
correlations between the subsystems which will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.3.

Box 1: Selected syntax options of the Feynman_set_qregister() command

Syntax option Resulting state

((c1*cbs() + c2*cbs() +..+ cn*cbs()) linear combination of computational
basis states, i.e. a pure state of the
form |ψ〉 =

∑
i ci |i〉

(p1*qregister() + p2*qregister() +..+
pn*qregister())

convex combination of pure or mixed
states, i.e. a mixture of the form ρ =∑

i piρi.

("01") or ("++-") or ("+10-") arbitrary n-qubit product states of the
basis states |0〉, |1〉 and |±〉 = (|0〉 ±
|1〉)/

√
2

("maximally mixed", n) n-qubit maximally mixed state ρ =
1

2n I2n

("Bell", "Phi±"), ("Bell", "Psi±"),
("GHZ", n), ("W", n)

popular entangled two-qubit and n-
qubit states |Φ±〉 = (|00〉 ± |11〉)/

√
2,

|Ψ±〉 = (|01〉 ± |10〉)/
√

2, |GHZ〉n =
1√
2

(|00..0〉+ |11..1〉), |W 〉n =
1√
n

(|0..01〉+ |0..10〉+ ..+ |10..0〉)
("graph", n, [[i,j],[k,l],...]) n-qubit graph state with a set of edges

E as defined by the qubit indices
[[i,j],[k,l],...]. The graph state is then
given as |G〉 =

∏
(a,b)∈E

U
{a,b}
CZ |+〉⊗n.

2.1.3 Partial traces and reduced density operators

The Kronecker product allows the mathematical description of composite quantum sys-
tems by concatenating the subspaces of the individual subsystems. Often we will be
interested to take the opposite direction because we want to consider a subsystem that
is part of a larger composite system. This involves a kind of ‘averaging’ over the other
particles’ degrees of freedom which might be not accessible to us, for example because the
composite system is shared between distant parties. The associated mathematical opera-
tion is the partial trace and the resulting density operator of the subsystem of interest is
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often called the reduced density operator. The fact that the result is, in general, a mixed
state reflects the lack of knowledge about the other subsystems which might be correlated
with the subsystem we are investigating. One possible interpretation of this process is to
assume that the other parties have measured their subsystems in any orthonormal basis
but they do not tell us the measurement outcomes.
Before we define the partial trace let us recall the basic definition of the trace operation

which maps operators (matrices) to numbers simply by taking the sum of the diagonal
elements, that is,

Tr(ρ) =
∑

i

〈i |ρ| i〉 , (2.17)

where {|i〉} is any arbitrary basis of the corresponding space. Specifically, using the
operator basis |i〉 〈j| we find

Tr(|i〉 〈j|) = 〈i | j〉 . (2.18)
Using the above definitions, the partial trace is just the usual trace operation but now

restricted to a subspace of a composite system AB. Formally, for a bipartite density
matrix ρAB that acts on a composite Hilbert space H = HA ⊗HB of dimension dimH =
dimHA dimHB = mn, we write

ρA ≡ TrB(ρAB) (2.19)
where TrB(ρAB) denotes the partial trace over the subsystem B.
Explicitly, any bipartite density matrix ρAB can be written as

ρAB =
∑

ij,kl

ρij,kl |iA kB〉 〈jA lB| =
∑

ij,kl

ρij,kl |i〉A〈j| ⊗ |k〉B〈l| (2.20)

with the coefficients ρABij,kl =
〈
iA, kB

∣∣ρ̂AB
∣∣ jA, lB

〉
where |iA〉, |jA〉 denote m-dimensional

basis vectors of the subspace HA and |kB〉, |lB〉 refer to the n-dimensional basis of HB.
The partial trace over the subspace B then corresponds to

ρA = TrB(ρAB) =
∑

ij,kl

ρij,kl |i〉A〈j| · Tr(|k〉B〈l|)

=
∑

ij,kl

ρij,kl |i〉A〈j| 〈kB | lB〉 , (2.21)

which is generalized straightforwardly to multipartite systems. We illustrate the above
formalism with two examples. In the first case, we take the two-qubit product state
(product_state) that we have generated on page 17. By tracing over the second qubit
we expect to find the initial first qubit state (state_mixed, as defined on page 14) and,
analogously, by tracing over the second qubit we find the maximally mixed state
(state_max_mixed, as defined on page 17). Formally we can write

ρAB = ρA ⊗ ρB ⇒
{
ρA = TrB(ρAB)

ρB = TrA(ρAB)
. (2.22)

With the Feynman_evaluate() command the partial traces can be carried out conve-
niently and the Feynman_equal() command verifies the equality with the original states
state_mixed and state_max_mixed, respectively. In addition, a selection of the Feyn-
man_evaluate() syntax options can be found in Box 2 on page 21.
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> Feynman_evaluate("partial trace", product_state, [2]);
Feynman_equal(%, state_mixed);

> Feynman_evaluate("partial trace", product_state, [1]);
Feynman_equal(%, state_max_mixed);

The second example is less intuitive as it demonstrates one of the defining features of
quantum mechanics. We start by generating one of the two-qubit EPR or Bell states,
|Ψ+〉 = (|01〉+ |10〉)/

√
2, which is already predefined in Feynman.

> Bell := Feynman_set_qregister("Bell", "Psi+");

We note that this state is pure and thus completely determined. In other words we
have the best possible knowledge about this composite two-qubit system. Surprisingly, if
we study the individual subsystems (qubits) by tracing out the other qubit, we will find
that the remaining subsystem is in the maximally mixed state which corresponds to the
least possible knowledge about this subsystem.

> Feynman_evaluate("partial trace", Bell, [1]),
Feynman_evaluate("partial trace", Bell, [2]);
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Also note that in both examples of the partial trace we could find at least one of
the two reduced states in the maximally mixed state although the initial pure states
were completely different in both examples. This reminds us of the fact that different
composite states can give rise to the same reduced state after the partial trace. In other
words, information is lost during this operation and, hence, the entropy is increased.

Box 2: Selected syntax options of the Feynman_evaluate() command

Syntax option corresponding operation

("Kronecker product", A, B, ...) Kronecker product A ⊗ B ⊗ ... of vectors,
matrices, qregister() qoperator(), qopera-
tion() structures

("direct sum", A, B, ...) direct matrix sum A⊕B ⊕ ...
("composition", A, B, ...) composition A ◦ B ◦ ... where A,B,... can

be qoperator() or qoperation() structures

("inner product", A, B) inner product 〈A | B〉, where A and B can
be vectors, matrices, pure-state qregister()
structures

("operator function", A, f) evaluates the operator function f(A) =∑
i f(λi) |ai〉 〈ai| of a normal matrix A or

a qoperator() structure

("expectation value", A, qregister) expectation value Tr(Aρ) or 〈ψ |A|ψ〉 for
a matrix or qoperator() A and a qregister()

("partial trace", qregister,
[i1,i2,...,ik]))

calculate the reduced state by performing
the partial trace over the selected qubit
numbers Tri1,...,ik(ρ)
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2.2 Quantum gates and quantum operations

So far we have introduced the concepts of pure and mixed states and how to concate-
nate them via the Kronecker product or discard a subsystem by performing a partial
trace. However, one of the main ingredients in quantum information processing are well
defined state manipulations where the evolution of the quantum system is controlled by
the parameters of the experimental setup.

2.2.1 Evolution of closed quantum systems: quantum gates

For closed quantum systems, the time evolution of a pure state |ψ〉 is usually governed
by the Schrödinger equation

i~
∂

∂t
|ψ(t)〉 = H(t) |ψ(t)〉 (2.23)

with the (possibly time-dependent) Hamiltonian H(t). Formally, the Hamiltonian is a
hermitian operator and for closed systems it generates a unitary time-evolution operator
U(t0, t) that connects some initial state |ψ(t0)〉 at time t0 to the states |ψ(t)〉 at any other
time t by

|ψ(t)〉 = U(t, t0) |ψ(t0)〉 (2.24)

with

U(t, t0) = T̂← exp


− i

~

t∫

t0

dt′H(t′)


 (2.25)

and U †U = UU † = I. In the time evolution operator (2.25), T̂← denotes the chronological
time-ordering, i.e. an operator that orders all products of time-dependent operations in
such a way that the operators for the earliest times come to the right and those for later
times follow to the left. For the special case of an isolated (physical) system where the
Hamiltonian is time independent, Eq. (2.25) simplifies to

U(t, t0) = exp

[
− i

~
H(t− t0)

]
. (2.26)

Similarly, the evolution of a mixed quantum state ρ(t) =
∑

i pi |ψi(t)〉 〈ψi(t)| is given by

ρ(t) = U(t, t0) ρ(t0)U †(t, t0). (2.27)

Within the context of quantum information, such a unitary operator U (i.e., a matrix
for finite dimensional systems which we consider) is referred to as a quantum gate. It
is worth noting that unitarity implies reversibility, i.e., in principle, any sequence of
quantum gates can be carried out (and reversed) without dissipating energy. This is in
remarkable contrast to our familiar electronic computers which make use of irreversible
logic gates like the ‘OR’ operation. However, just like in classical digital information
processing, also in quantum computation it can be shown that a finite set of quantum
gates is sufficient to construct arbitrary circuits. In particular, it is known that the
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set of all single-qubit rotations together with the two-qubit controlled-not gate (Cnot)
represents such a universal set of gates [Barenco et al., 1995].
As we know from the standard quantum mechanics textbooks, the (hermitian) Pauli

matrices X = σx, Y = σy and Z = σz generate exactly the required single-qubit rotations
Rx, Ry and RZ about the three cartesian axes

Rx(θ) = e−iθX/2 =

[
cos θ/2 −i sin θ/2
−i sin θ/2 cos θ/2

]

Ry(θ) = e−iθY/2 =

[
cos θ/2 − sin θ/2
sin θ/2 cos θ/2

]
(2.28)

Rz(θ) = e−iθZ/2 =

[
e−iθ/2 0

0 eiθ/2

]

We can familiarize with these results through a simple example in which we generate
a single qubit rotation about the y-axis and follow its effect in the Bloch sphere visual-
ization. For simplicity, we re-use the single qubit quantum register state_0 in the basis
state |0〉 which we had generated in section 2.1.1 on page 14 and whose Bloch sphere
visualization is shown in Fig. 2.1 (upper left). To describe a quantum gate in Feynman,
we can use the qoperator() data structure which may contain an explicit (user-defined)
matrix or a keystring and possibly some parameters to access those quantum gates that
are already predefined in the program, such as the Pauli matrices X, Y, Z. In order to
compute operator functions, as required in Eqs. (2.28), we can use the Feynman_evaluate()
command.

> Y := qoperator("Y"):
R_y := Feynman_evaluate("operator function",Y,dummy->exp(-I*theta*dummy/2));

We see that the obtained qoperator() structure agrees with the expected result for Ry(θ)
from Eq. (2.28). Due the importance of the single qubit rotations these gates are also
predefined directly and we could have written R_y := qoperator("Ry", theta) as well.
To carry out the rotation on the initial state state_0, we need to apply the qoperator()
which results in a new qregister().

> rotated_state := Feynman_apply(R_y, state_0);
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Figure 2.2: Arbitrary single qubit rotations are essential building blocks for the realization of more
complicated operations. As an example we see a π-rotation of the initial state |0〉 about the
y-axis.

With the following commands, we can visualize the rotation about the y-axis, say for
an angle θ = π, by creating a list of 10 plots which can then be displayed in one picture
as shown in figure 2.2 (or as an animation in the Maple environment).

> temp_plot := x -> Feynman_plot("Bloch vector",
eval(rotated_state, theta=x*Pi/10)):

temp_list := [seq(temp_plot(i), i=0..10)]:
plots[display](temp_list, insequence=false);

Furthermore, we can use the program to decompose some single qubit quantum gate
U2×2 into a sequence of rotations and a global phase. As an example for this, we consider
the so-called Hadamard gate H which is also among the predefined gates in the program.
There are several choices for such a decomposition (see [Nielsen and Chuang, 2000]), but
here we apply the Z − Y decomposition state change via unitary gates

U2×2 = eiαRz(β)Ry(φ)Rz(δ) , (2.29)

where α, β, φ and δ are real numbers (angles).
To carry out the decomposition ofH, we first define the involved matrix representations.

> H := Feynman_quantum_operator("H");
Rx := x -> Feynman_quantum_operator("Rx",x):
Ry := x -> Feynman_quantum_operator("Ry",x):
Rz := x -> Feynman_quantum_operator("Rz",x):
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> U := simplify(exp(I*alpha)*Rz(beta).Ry(phi).Rz(delta));

Finally, we can use normal Maple commands to solve for the variables α, β, φ and δ.
However, in general the solution will not be unique so that we arrive at a set of solutions

> sol := solve(Equate(H, U)):
all_sols := seq(allvalues(i), i=[sol]);

To check that each set of values is a valid solution we may sequentially substitute them
in U and use the Feynman_equal() command to see if the result is equal to H.

> seq(Feynman_equal(subs(i, U), H), i=[all_sols]);

We have mentioned before that, in order to obtain a universal set of quantum gates, the
single qubit operations (rotations) have to be combined with the so-called ‘controlled-not’
or Cnot gate which is a true two-qubit gate in the sense that it cannot be decomposed
into single qubit gates. The first of the two qubits plays the role of the ‘control qubit’
while the other one is the ‘target qubit’. Conditioned on the state of the control qubit,
the Cnot gate applies the Not operation to the target qubit, i.e. it flips the target qubit
from |0〉 to |1〉 or vice versa. But this will happen only if the control qubit is in the state
|1〉. If it is in the state |0〉 the target qubit is left unchanged.
Of course, also the important Cnot gate is already predefined in the program and

we can access its explicit matrix representation with the Feynman_quantum_operator()
command. A short overview of some important syntax options of this command can
also be found in Box 3 on page 29. The explicit matrix representation that the Feyn-
man_quantum_operator() command provides can also be used by the Feynman_print()
command to review the action of the given gate (in this case Cnot) on the basis states
in bra-ket notation.
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Figure 2.3: Standard circuit which uses the Hadamard gate H and the Cnot gate to generate an
entangled Bell |Φ+〉 state from an initially unentangled state.

> cnot := Feynman_quantum_operator("cnot");
Feynman_print(cnot);

From the symbolic bra-ket notation we see again that the state of the second qubit
is flipped only if the first qubit (the control qubit) is in the state |1〉. The importance
of the Cnot gate stems from the fact that one needs a true two-qubit gate to generate
and manipulate entanglement. Since entanglement is a nonlocal phenomenon, this is not
possible with a gate that acts only locally on each qubit. Instead one needs an interaction
between the two qubits, as provided by the Cnot gate. We demonstrate this with a very
simple circuit which generates the entangled Bell state |Φ+〉 = (|00〉+ |11〉)/

√
2 from the

unentangled state |00〉 as it is shown in figure 2.3. Note that the essential ingredient is to
bring the control qubit in a superposition state of |0〉 and |1〉 by applying the Hadamard
gate to it first. As a consequence, the Cnot gate then generates two possible scenarios
in each of which the states of the two qubits are correlated. This is easily verified and
simulated with a few simple commands where we use the short syntax "HI" to denote the
tensor product H ⊗ I of the Hadamard gate on qubit one and the identity on qubit two.

> initial_state := Feynman_set_qregister("00"):
temp_state := Feynman_apply(qoperator("HI"), initial_state):
final_state := Feynman_apply(qoperator("cnot"), temp_state):
factor(Feynman_print(final_state));
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In section 2.3, we will show more examples of how the program can be used to analyze
the entanglement properties of a state.

In order to build up more complicated circuits that act on arbitrary numbers of qubits
one must have a possibility to ‘distribute’ the action of a k-qubit gate on the n-qubit state
space. The simplest case is perhaps that a gate U is supposed to act on the qubit numbers
k1...k2 while all other qubits remain unchanged. As an example consider a three-qubit
quantum register where a Not gate (which corresponds to the Pauli σx operator) shall be
applied to qubit no. 2. Then the operator that acts on the whole state space is simply given
by U = I ⊗X ⊗ I where I is the (single-qubit) identity gate. In the Feynman program,
there are two convenient notations that yield the same explicit matrix representation of
U .

> Feynman_quantum_operator("IXI"), Feynman_quantum_operator(3, "X", [2]);

While the first syntax option ...("IXI") directly resembles the simple tensor product
structure of U , it is limited to those cases that consist only of the predefined single-qubit
gates which do not use additional parameters like a rotation gate. The second syntax
option ...(n, Uk, [i1,...,ik]) is much more flexible as it allows the user to specify that an
arbitrary k-qubit gate Uk should be ‘distributed’ over n qubits such that the k qubit indices
that Uk acts on are given by the qubit numbers i1, ..., ik. Here the specified qubit indices
i1, ..., ik have no specific order and, in particular, they do not need to specify adjacent
qubits. As a simple example we take gain a three-qubit quantum register and consider a
Cnot gate that uses the third qubit as the control qubit and the first qubit as the target
qubit. The corresponding wire diagram is shown in figure 2.4 (left). Already in this
simple case, the calculation of the explicit matrix representation involves rather tedious
computations as the overall operator that acts on the complete 3-qubit quantum register
cannot be composed of a tensor product of the original two-qubit Cnot matrix and the
identity matrix. Instead, one will additionally need a basis change which corresponds
to a permutation of the qubit numbers (which might in turn be decomposed into several
two-qubit Swap operators). One possibility to re-express the desired version of the Cnot
gate in terms of the familiar two-qubit version and Swap gates (i.e. qubit permutations)
is shown in figure 2.4 (left). We can verify the equivalence of the left and right side in
figure 2.4 as follows
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Figure 2.4: Cnot gate that uses qubit no. 3 as control qubit and qubit no. 1 as target qubit. This is
a simple example of a ‘distributed’ quantum gate which cannot be represented just by a
tensor product structure. The equivalent circuit on the right shows one possibility to use
the standard

> U_left := Feynman_quantum_operator(3, "cnot", [3,1]);
U_right := op(1, Feynman_evaluate("composition",

qoperator(3,"swap",[1,3]),
qoperator(3,"swap",[1,2]),
qoperator(3,"cnot",[2,3]),
qoperator(3,"swap",[1,2]),
qoperator(3,"swap",[1,3])));

Feynman_equal(U_left, U_right);

Note that in the wire diagrams, time goes from left to right while, in general, the
corresponding description as a composition Cnot3,1 = (Swap1,3 ◦ Swap1,2 ◦ Cnot2,3 ◦
Swap1,2 ◦ Swap1,3) must be read right to left (even if this does not make a difference in
this particular example).
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Box 3: Selected syntax options of the Feynman_quantum_operator() command

Syntax option corresponding operation

("X") or ("IXYZI") single-qubit Not gate

("H"), ("Rx", θ), ("Ry", θ), ("Rz", θ) single-qubit Hadamard gate, qubit rota-
tions Rx,y,z(θ)

("cnot") and ("c..c", "...") single-qubit Cnot gate and general
(multi-)controlled operation where every
"c" represents one control qubit and "..."
can be any predefined or user-defined
gate.

(n, "...", [i1,..,ik]) distribute any k-qubit gate described by
"..." over an n qubit space such that it
acts on the qubits [i1,..,ik].

("permute", [i1,..,in]) permutation operator rearranging n
qubits according to the new order
[i1,..,in]

2.2.2 Evolution of open quantum systems: quantum operations

In many cases, a physical system S cannot be considered as isolated or closed owing to its
interaction with some environment E. In these cases, the system evolution (without its
environment) cannot be described by a Hamiltonian operator any more and, hence, the
evolution is not unitary but it becomes irreversible. For a brief summary of the theoretical
background on the evolution of open quantum system we refer to Paper V. An extensive
introduction to the subject can be found in [Breuer and Petruccione, 2002; Gardiner and
Zoller, 2004]. Here, we just recall that the general formulas from section 2.2.1 remain
valid for the composite system SE if this is taken to be closed again. Assuming that
the principal system S and the environment E are initially uncorrelated and that the
environment was in some pure (basis) state |e0〉 at that time (which is always possible by
choosing an appropriate basis for E), the general unitary evolution of the whole system
SE can be written as

ρSE(t) = USE(t, t0) (ρS(t0)⊗ |e0〉 〈e0|) U †SE(t, t0). (2.30)
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The evolution of the subsystem S is then obtained by tracing over the degrees of freedom
of the environment

ρ′S = E(ρS) = TrE
[
USE (ρS ⊗ |e0〉 〈e0|)U †SE

]

=
∑

k

〈ek|USE (ρS ⊗ |e0〉 〈e0|)U †SE |ek〉

=
∑

k

EkρSE
†
k, (2.31)

where {|ek〉} denotes an orthonormal basis for the environment. Following the usual
notation, the mapping

ρ 7→ E(ρ) =
∑

k

EkρE
†
k,

∑

k

E†kEk = I (2.32)

is called a quantum operation with the operation elements (or Kraus operators)

Ek = 〈ek |USE| e0〉 , (2.33)

which are acting only on the subsystem S.
Since any quantum operation can be thought to arise from a joint unitary evolution

USE of the principal system and an initially uncorrelated environment, the quantum
operations formalism naturally includes the master equation picture that is frequently
used in quantum optics. There, the system’s state change arises from an interaction
Hamiltonian between the system and its environment [Gardiner and Zoller, 2004].
Two popular examples of a quantum operation and, hence, for a completely positive

trace-preserving map are the (single-qubit) phase damping or dephasing channel and the
amplitude damping channel. Both are frequently used decoherence models as they can
be shown to correspond to relevant physical processes. The amplitude damping channel
describes the dissipative coupling of a qubit to a thermal reservoir in the zero-temperature
limit. The corresponding physical processes can be, for example, the spontaneous emission
of a photon from an excited atom to a single mode of the electromagnetic field or the
inelastic scattering and thermalization of spins to the lattice. In terms of the operator-sum
representation (2.32), the amplitude damping channel is given as

EAD(ρ) = E0 ρE
†
0 + E1 ρE

†
1 (2.34)

with
E0 =

[
1 0
0
√

1− p

]
, E1 =

[
0
√
p

0 0

]
, (2.35)

where the parameter p = 0..1 can be interpreted as the probability of the decay process
|1〉 → |0〉. Asymptotically, for p→ 1, any input state is mapped to the ‘ground state’ |0〉.
The phase damping channel describes a diffusive scattering interaction of the qubit

with its environment which leads to a loss of phase coherence information, hence the
name decoherence. A possible representation of this phase damping channel in terms of
operation elements is given by

EPD(ρ) = E0 ρE
†
0 + E1 ρE

†
1 (2.36)
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with
E0 =

[
1 0
0
√

1− p

]
, E1 =

[
0 0
0
√
p

]
, (2.37)

and where p = 0..1 can be interpreted as a scattering probability. For p→ 1, the quantum
operation causes the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix ρ (of a single-qubit sys-
tem) to vanish. Therefore, this channel will asymptotically destroy all phase information
which is crucial to quantum information processing. This can be easily demonstrated by
applying the phase damping channel to an arbitrary qubit state a |0〉 + b |1〉. To that
aim we define a qoperation() structure which shares its syntax options with the Feyn-
man_quantum_operation() command for which some of the most common options are
shown in Box 4 on page 36.

> assume(p::RealRange(0,1));
PD_channel := qoperation("phase damping", p):
initial_state := qregister(id, qbit(id, a,b));
final_state := Feynman_apply(PD_channel, initial_state);

In many scenarios, the noise parameter p = 0..1 will be connected to the time by
p(t) = 1 − e−Γt with some decay constant Γ > 0 so that p(0) = 0 and p(∞) = 1. Then
the typical exponential decay of the phase information becomes apparent. For Γt → ∞,
all off-diagonal elements are vanished.

> simplify(eval(%, p=1-exp(-Gamma*t))) assuming Gamma>0 and t>0;
eval(%, Gamma*t=infinity);

We stay with the phase damping channel to demonstrate how one can go from the
unitary dynamics USE of the overall system, including the environment E, to the reduced,
nonunitary dynamics of the principal system S according to Eq. (2.33). As there is no
direct command for this task we must generate a simple procedure that will do the required
steps. One first approach could look like the following lines
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Figure 2.5: Circuit model for the phase damping model (see [Nielsen and Chuang, 2000]). The upper
wire (qubit) corresponds to the principal system S in an arbitrary state ρin while the lower
wire (qubit) serves as a model environment.

> Feynman_U_to_Kraus := proc(U::’Matrix’(square), d::list(posint))
#
# returns the Kraus operators which are obtained from the partial
# trace over the environmental degrees of freedom in the overall
# unitary evolution operator U of the ’system + environment’.
# ’d’ is the list of the two dimensions of each subspace
# (1: system, 2: environment), i.e. d=[2,2] for a single qubit
# system with a single qubit environment.
# A list of matrices (the Kraus operators) is returned
#
local U_dim, i, j, k, E;
uses LinearAlgebra;

for k from 1 to d[2] do
E[k] := Matrix(d[1],d[1],

(i,j) -> Feynman_adjoint(
Feynman_evaluate("Kronecker product",
UnitVector(i,d[1]), UnitVector(k,d[2])) )

.U.Feynman_evaluate("Kronecker product",
UnitVector(j,d[1]), UnitVector(1,d[2])) ):

end do:
return(convert(E, list));
end proc:

With this new tool, we consider the circuit representation of the phase damping channel
as shown in figure 2.5. The principal single qubit system S is represented by the upper
wire, the environment E is modeled by a single qubit system that is initially in the state
|0〉e. For the case of the phase damping channel the two-qubit circuit is particulary simple
as it consists only of a controlled y-rotation gate. First, we define the two-qubit unitary
operator USE as seen in figure 2.5. Then we apply our new Feynman_U_to_Kraus()
command where we have to keep in mind that it implicitly assumes the first subsystem
to be the principal system, which is fulfilled in our case. Moreover, we have to pass the
dimensions of both subsystems as a parameter, i.e. d = 2 for both.

> U := Feynman_quantum_operator("c", "Ry", theta);
Feynman_U_to_Kraus(U, [2,2]);
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We can compare the resulting list of two Kraus operators with the explicit matrix
representation of the built-in phase damping channel which we can access via the Feyn-
man_quantum_operation() command. With the substitution p = sin(θ/2)2, we find that
the built-in representation is equivalent to the one obtained before by tracing over the
environment degrees of freedom in the two-qubit unitary matrix U that acts on the system
and the environment.

> Feynman_quantum_operation(PD_channel);
simplify(eval(%, p=sin(theta/2)^2), symbolic);

Although the command Feynman_U_to_Kraus() might need further refinement (e.g.
to filter out zero matrices if they occur) it works in the general case and we could also
apply it to the slightly more complicated circuit model of the amplitude damping channel
which describes the dissipative decay of a qubit (see [Nielsen and Chuang, 2000]).

So far we have mentioned a purely theoretical description of the open system dynamics
in terms of the operator-sum representation (2.32) of a quantum operation. This for-
malism allows us to describe (usually unwanted) decoherence processes that occur due
to the quantum register’s coupling to its environment. In the experimental realization
of a quantum gate U , one typically encounters the problem that the actual state change
is not the ideal gate U but some quantum operation E which approximates it. In order
to visualize such a quantum operation that acts on a d-dimensional Hilbert space and to
compare it with the desired ideal unitary process, one can use the so-called process matrix
χ which is related to the standard operator-sum representation (2.32) as follows

E(ρ) =
d2−1∑

m,n=0

χmnẼmρẼn (2.38)
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where {Ẽm} is a fixed basis set of observable operators on the state space. For a quantum
operation that acts on 2 qubits, the 16 different 2-fold tensor products of the Pauli matrices
(including the identity) are a common choice so that we have in this case

{Ẽm} = {I ⊗ I, I ⊗X, I ⊗ Y, I ⊗ Z,X ⊗ I, ..., Z ⊗ Z} . (2.39)

Using this operator basis, all operation elements Ei of the original quantum operation can
be written as

Ei =
d2−1∑

m=0

aimẼm (2.40)

with complex coefficients aim from which finally the process matrix is obtained as

χmn =
∑

i

aima
∗
in . (2.41)

The process matrix χ completely characterizes the quantum operation E in terms of
experimentally accessible observables. The associated measurement procedure is called
quantum process tomography (see e.g. [Nielsen and Chuang, 2000] for more details) and
it has been applied in many experiments to assess the quality of a given quantum gate
implementation.
In analogy to the interpretation of the elements of a density matrix as the populations of,

and the coherences between the basis states, the process matrix reflects the populations of,
and the coherences between, the basis operators Ẽm that make up the quantum operation.
As an example, we consider again the Cnot gate which can be written in terms of tensor
products of the (normalized) Pauli matrices

UCnot =
1

2
(I ⊗ I + I ⊗X + Z ⊗ I − Z ⊗X) . (2.42)

This is easily verified in the Feynman program with the following lines.

> U := qoperator("cnot"):
Feynman_decompose("Pauli", U, "symbolic");

To visualize the (real part of) process matrix of the ideal Cnot gate, we can again use
the Feynman_plot() command

> Feynman_plot("process matrix", U, "Re");

where the resulting plot corresponds to the leftmost one in figure 2.6. However, under
realistic conditions in a laboratory, the gate implementation will usually suffer from im-
perfections and decoherence effects. We can simulate such a noisy implementation, for
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example of the Cnot gate from above, and visualize the impact on the process matrix as
it would be measured in the experiment. As our noise model we choose two independent
phase damping channels which act on the first and the second qubit, respectively. Using
the definition (2.36) of the phase damping channel EPD we can express our noise model
as a tensor product of the two single-qubit channels or, equivalently, as a composition
of two two-qubit channels where each of them acts only on one qubit while the identity
operation I acts on the other one. Formally, we may write

E1
PD ⊗ E2

PD = (I ⊗ EPD) ◦ (EPD ⊗ I) , (2.43)

and

(E1
PD ⊗ E2

PD)ρ =
∑

i,j

(E1
i ⊗ E2

j )ρ(E1
i ⊗ E2

j )
† . (2.44)

Again, we can check the equivalence simply by performing both operations and com-
paring the results. Similar to the basic case of vectors and matrices, we can use the
Feynman_evaluate("Kronecker product", ...) command also for quantum operations. The
composition of quantum gates and quantum operations is implemented also in Feyn-
man_evaluate().

> Feynman_evaluate("Kronecker product", qoperation("phase damping", p),
qoperation("phase damping", p));

Feynman_evaluate("composition", qoperation(2, "phase damping", p, [1]),
qoperation(2, "phase damping", p, [2]));
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ideal Cnot

noisy Cnot with phase damping

noisy Cnot with amplitude damping

Figure 2.6: left: ideal process matrix of the Cnot gate. upper panel: (real part of the) process matrix
of a noisy Cnot implementation with phase damping with p = 1/3 (left) and p = 2/3
(right). lower panel: same as upper panel but with amplitude damping with p = 1/3 (left)
and p = 2/3 (right).

Box 4: Selected syntax options of the Feynman_quantum_operation() command

Syntax option corresponding operation

("Pauli", p0, p1, p2, p3) single-qubit channel of the form E(ρ) =
p0ρ+

∑3
i=1 pi σiρσi where pi ≥ 0,

∑
i pi = 1

and σi are the Pauli matrices.

("amplitude damping", p) or
("GAD", p) or
("phase damping", p) or
("depolarize", p)

single-qubit ‘amplitude damping’, ‘gener-
alized amplitude damping’ (GAD), ‘phase
damping’ and ‘depolarization’ channel as de-
fined, for example, in [Nielsen and Chuang,
2000]

.

([E0,...,En]) user-defined (single or multi-qubit) quantum
operation as given by the operation elements
Ei (no further evaluation)

(n, "...", [i1,...,ik]) ‘distribute’ a predefined or user-defined k-
qubit channel over an n-qubit space so that
it acts on the qubits i1,...,ik.
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2.3 Entanglement and separability

In the early days of quantum mechanics, Schrödinger called entanglement not one but
rather the characteristic trait of quantum mechanics [Schrödinger, 1935b]. Since then a
state of the form

|Ψ〉 =
|01〉+ |10〉√

2
(2.45)

has become a synonym for entangled (pure) states. What makes these states so peculiar
is the fact that they describe two degrees of freedom (which often correspond to spatially
separated particles) that actually cannot be separated formally so that the measurement
outcomes on both subsystems will be quantum mechanically correlated. Such correlations
are a fundamental feature of our world on the microscopic scale and they are known to
be an essential ingredient for virtually all quantum information processing protocols.
To provide some background for the following discussions, we briefly recall several

important definitions about entanglement and separability which are discussed in more
detail in Paper III.

2.3.1 Schmidt decomposition and purification

We begin by restating the definition of pure-state entanglement. A bipartite pure quantum
state is called entangled if it cannot be written as a product state of the form

|Ψsep〉 = |ψ〉A ⊗ |ψ〉B . (2.46)

This definition can be generalized straightforwardly also to the multipartite case. If such
a product representation is possible, then the state is said to be separable. However,
as this definition is not constructive, it is in general not obvious if a given state can be
brought into product form. A useful criterion for the separability of bipartite pure states
|Ψ〉AB ∈ HA ⊗ HB is the so-called Schmidt decomposition [Schmidt, 1906; Nielsen and
Chuang, 2000] which states that any pure bipartite state can be written in the form

|Ψ〉AB =
∑

i

√
λi |ψi〉A |φi〉B , (2.47)

where {|ψi〉A} and {|φi〉B} are orthonormal bases for the subspaces HA and HB and
√
λi

are the real, nonnegative Schmidt coefficients which fulfil
∑

i λi = 1. From this, it follows
immediately that a pure bipartite state is separable if and only if there is exactly one
term in the Schmidt decomposition, i.e. the state has Schmidt rank one.
A decomposition of the form of Eq. (2.47) can be constructed as follows. We start

with a representation of |Ψ〉AB in arbitrary fixed bases for each subsystem A and B. In
particular, these can be just the familiar computational bases. Then we can write

|Ψ〉AB =
∑

jk

ajk |j〉A |k〉B , (2.48)

so that the ajk form a complex matrix A. We apply the singular value decomposition
A = UDV † where U, V are unitary matrices and D is a diagonal matrix with nonnegative
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entries [Horn and Johnson, 1985, 1991] so that we can write

|Ψ〉AB =
∑

ijk

ujidiivik |j〉A |k〉B . (2.49)

By defining |ψi〉A =
∑

j uji |i〉 and |φi〉B =
∑

k vik |k〉 we arrive at Eq. (2.47). Although
the involved computations are straightforward, they can become rather tedious and lend
themselves to an implementation in a computer algebra system. As a nontrivial example,
we consider the two-qubit state

|ψAB〉 =
1 +
√

6

2
√

6
|00〉 +

1−
√

6

2
√

6
|01〉 +

√
2 −

√
3

2
√

6
|10〉 +

√
2 +

√
3

2
√

6
|11〉 (2.50)

which can be ‘entered’ into the Feynman environment as the state vector of a qregister()
by using a linear combination of computational basis states (represented by the data
structure cbs()):

> Psi_AB := Feynman_set_qregister( (1+sqrt(6))/(2*sqrt(6))*cbs("00")
+ (1-sqrt(6))/(2*sqrt(6))*cbs("01")
+ (sqrt(2)-sqrt(3))/(2*sqrt(6))*cbs("10")
+ (sqrt(2)+sqrt(3))/(2*sqrt(6))*cbs("11") ):

combine(Feynman_print(Psi_AB));

The Schmidt decomposition can now be carried out with the help of the
Feynman_decompose() command which requires that we specify which qubits belong to
subsystem A and B, respectively. In our relatively simple example, the first subsystem is
qubit no. 1 and the second subsystem is qubit no. 2.

> Schmidt_decomp := Feynman_decompose("Schmidt", Psi_AB, [1],[2]);

The result is returned as a list of 3-element lists in the form
[[√

λ1, |ψ1〉A , |φ1〉B
]
, ...,[√

λm, |ψm〉A , |φm〉B
]]
. In our case, we can see that the Schmidt decomposition has two

terms and, hence, the original state Psi_AB must be entangled.
We continue by verifying that the squared Schmidt coefficients λi are the simultaneous

eigenvalues of either of the reduced density matrices ρA and ρB. In particular one finds

ρA = TrB(|ΨAB〉 〈ΨAB|) =
∑

i

λi |ψi〉A 〈ψi| (2.51)

ρB = TrA(|ΨAB〉 〈ΨAB|) =
∑

i

λi |φi〉B 〈φi| . (2.52)

In our example, the right hand sides of Eqs. (2.51) and (2.52) translate to
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> rho[A] := add(i[1]^2*Feynman_transform("ket to rho",i[2]),i=Schmidt_decomp):
rho[B] := add(i[1]^2*Feynman_transform("ket to rho",i[3]),i=Schmidt_decomp):
simplify(rho[A]), rho[B];

On the other hand, the reduced density operators ρA and ρB are obtained by

> op(3, Feynman_evaluate("partial trace", Psi_AB, [2])),
op(3, Feynman_evaluate("partial trace", Psi_AB, [1]));

A consequence of the entanglement in Psi_AB is the fact that both reduced density
operators, ρA and ρB, describe mixed states which reflects again our complete knowledge
about the overall pure state |ΨAB〉 but our incomplete knowledge about its subsystems
which we have to describe in terms of statistical ensembles.

> Feynman_type(Feynman_evaluate("partial trace", Psi_AB, [2]), "pure");
Feynman_type(Feynman_evaluate("partial trace", Psi_AB, [1]), "pure");

One may also reverse the idea of the Schmidt decomposition and start from some
arbitrary mixed state which can always be written in terms of an ensemble decomposition

ρ =

Rank(ρ)∑

i=1

pi |ψi〉 〈ψi| . (2.53)

If we consider now this mixed state as the reduced state ρA of some composite system
AB then one can always find a subsystem B with an arbitrary orthonormal basis {|φi〉B}
such that

|ΦAB〉 =

Rank(ρA)∑

i=1

√
pi |ψi〉A ⊗ |φi〉B (2.54)

is a valid normalized pure state in the extended spaceHA⊗HB. This procedure (and often
also the result |ΦAB〉) is called a purififaction of the initially mixed state ρA. We demon-
strate it by using the mixed state ρA from our computations of the Schmidt decomposition
above as our starting point for the purification.
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> ensemble := Feynman_decompose("spectral", rho[A]);

As our orthonormal extension basis {|φi〉B} we choose the simple computational basis
{|0〉 , |1〉}.

> extension_basis := [Vector([1,0]), Vector([0,1])];
add(sqrt(ensemble[i][1])*Feynman_evaluate("Kronecker product",

ensemble[i][2], extension_basis[i]), i=1..2):
purified_state := qregister(id, 2, %);
Feynman_norm(purified_state);

We check that the purification did not change the reduced state ρA by calculating the
partial trace and comparing with the initial state rho[A] that we wanted to purify.

> op(3, Feynman_evaluate("partial trace", purified_state, [2])),
simplify(rho[A]);
Feynman_equal(%);
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Finally, as a consequence of the freedom in choosing the extension basis {|φi〉B} for
the purification, we note that the constructed purified state is of course not unique. To
emphasize this fact, we can generate another purification by applying an arbitrary (e.g.
random) local unitary operator IA ⊗ UB to the first purification. This is equivalent to
a basis change in the subspace HB. As we would expect, the reduced states ρA are the
same in both cases which can be seen as follows

> basis_change_B := qoperator(2, Feynman_random("unitary", 2), [2]):
new_purified_state := Feynman_apply(basis_change_B, purified_state):
Feynman_equal(Feynman_evaluate("partial trace", new_purified_state, [2]),

Feynman_evaluate("partial trace", purified_state, [2]));

The arbitrariness of the extension basis reflects again the loss of information that is
inherent to the partial trace operation and which we have encountered already in section
2.1.3.

2.3.2 Mixed-state entanglement

Although the Schmidt decomposition provides a useful necessary and sufficient criterion
for the separability of bipartite pure states there are also many situations in which we
have to decide if a mixed quantum state is entangled or separable. A possible scenario is
the investigation of entanglement in noisy environment where the irreversible evolution
of a quantum state will naturally lead to a mixed state.
A general mixed state of a multipartite system AB · · ·Z, i.e. a statistical ensemble of

(multipartite) pure states, is called separable if and only if it can be written in the form

ρsep =
∑

i

pi ρ
i
A ⊗ ρiB ⊗ ...⊗ ρiZ , (2.55)

where pi ≥ 0 and
∑

i pi = 1 and ρik = |ψik〉 〈ψik|, k = A..Z. However, it turns out that it is
in general a very hard computational task to find out if a given mixed state is entangled
or not. More precisely, the problem of distinguishing entangled from separable states was
shown to be NP-hard, i.e. it cannot be solved in polynomial time [Gurvits, 2003; Ioannou,
2007]. Therefore there is little hope of finding a simple analytical criterion that can
distinguish all entangled states from all separable ones. On the other hand, by using the
concept of positive but nor completely positive maps, several rather powerful separability
criteria have been found some of which are discussed in Paper III and which have been
implemented also in the Feynman program.
The standard example of a positive (but not completely positive) map is the trans-

position operation on some density operator (i.e. the usual matrix transposition oper-
ation in some basis). It gives rise to the famous Peres-Horodecki criterion which was
one of the first feasible separability criteria for mixed states [Peres, 1996; Horodecki
et al., 1996]. This criterion uses the partial transposition operation where the usual
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matrix transposition operation T (ρ) = ρT is applied to only one subsystem of a com-
posite state. As an example, here we consider the general bipartite density matrix
ρ =

∑
ikjl

|i〉A 〈j| ⊗ |k〉B 〈l| =
∑
ikjl

ρikjl |ik〉 〈jl|. Then, the partial transpose with respect to

the first subsystem, A, is given by

TA(ρ) ≡ ρTA =
∑

ikjl

ρikjl |jk〉 〈il| . (2.56)

For the simple case of a general 4×4 (i.e. two-qubit) density matrix, the partial transpose
with respect to the first qubit can be carried out as follows using the Feynman_transpose()
command which expects a (density) matrix, a list of integers which specify the dimension
of each subspace and a list of the subspace numbers on which the transposition operation
is to be applied.

> M := Matrix(4,4, ’rho’);
Feynman_transpose(M, [2,2], [1]);

For the partial transpose operation, it can be shown that, although any initial density
matrix ρ must be positive semidefinite (i.e. it has only nonnegative eigenvalues), the
resulting matrix ρTA is not necessarily positive and, hence, not a valid density matrix for
all cases. On the other hand, it was shown that for any separable state ρsep the partial
transposition with respect to one (or several) of the subsystems A,B, ..., Z must be a
positive operator again,

ρTXsep ≥ 0 for X ⊂ {A,B, ..., Z} . (2.57)

Therefore states with a negative partial transpose can be expected to be entangled. This
different behaviour of entangled and separable states under the partial transpose map
is known as the positive partial transposition (PPT) or the Peres-Horodecki criterion.
Below we demonstrate this important result with a the state ΨAB which we have used
also for the Schmidt decomposition in section 2.3.1 and from which we already know
that it is entangled. We start by generating the density matrix ρ = |ΨAB〉 〈ΨAB| and
convincing ourselves that this matrix is positive by using the Feynman_type() command
and Maple’s Eigenvalues command.
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> rho := simplify(op(3, Feynman_transform("ket to rho", Psi_AB))):
Feynman_type(rho, "positive");
with(LinearAlgebra):
Eigenvalues(rho, output=list);

Now we carry out the partial transposition operation on the first qubit1 and find that
the resulting matrix is not positive any more and, thus, the state |ΨAB〉 violates the
separability criterion, as expected.

> rho_PPT := Feynman_transpose(rho, [2,2], [1]):
Feynman_type(rho_PPT, "positive");
Eigenvalues(rho_PPT, output=list);

In order to simplify such separability investigations, the Feynman_type() command
offers a convenient keyword-based access to a variety of separability criteria which are
described in more detail in Paper III. With this command, the separability check of
|ΨAB〉 would be as follows

> Feynman_type(Psi_AB, "separable", "PPT", [[1],[2]]);

However, one should keep in mind that all of the implemented algebraic separability
criteria are only necessary but generally not sufficient. It is therefore useful to have more
than just the PPT criterion available. To show this we consider an example family of an
entangled qutrit-qutrit states (3×3) from [Horodecki, 1997] which the PPT criterion fails
to detect. The corresponding density matrix is real and symmetric

ρ =
1

8a+ 1




a 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 a
0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 a
0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1+a
2

0
√

1−a2

2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0

a 0 0 0 a 0
√

1−a2

2
0 1+a

2




, (2.58)

1One can easily verify that the same result is obtained if we apply the partial transposition operation
to the other subsystem.
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where 0 ≤ a ≤ 1.
Using again the Feynman_type() command we find that the state is separable according

to the PPT criterion (independent of a), i.e. no entanglement is detected.

> assume(a::RealRange(0,1));
PPT_test := Matrix(9,9, (i,j)->‘if‘(i=j, a, 0), shape=symmetric):
PPT_test[5,1] := a: PPT_test[9,1] := a: PPT_test[9,5] := a:
PPT_test[9,7] := sqrt(1-a^2)/2: PPT_test[7,7] := (1+a)/2:
PPT_test[9,9] := (1+a)/2:
PPT_test := 1/(8*a+1)*PPT_test:

> Feynman_type(PPT_test, "separable", "PPT", [3,3]);

On the other hand, our implementation of the so-called ‘realignment’ criterion (see
Paper III and references therein, and also section 2.5) fails to make a statement for the
general case where a is a parameter but, for example, for a = 1/2 it does detect the state’s
entanglement which the PPT criterion missed.

> Feynman_type(PPT_test, "separable", "realignment", [3,3]);
Feynman_type(eval(PPT_test, a=1/2), "separable", "realignment", [3,3]);
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Box 5: Selected syntax options of the Feynman_type() command that refer to
separability tests

Syntax option corresponding separability criterion

(qregister, "separable", "PPT",
[[i1, .., ik], [ik+1, .., ij ], ..., [ij+1, .., in]])

apply the ‘positive partial transpose’
(PPT) criterion to the given bipar-
tite (or multipartite) n-qubit qregis-
ter() to test if it is separable with
respect to the cut(s) defined by the
lists of qubit indices that specify the
subsystem A, B (C,...).

(qregisterAB, "separable",
"majorization", [[i1, .., ik], [ik+1, .., in]])
or
(qregisterAB, "separable", "reduction",
[[i1, .., ik], [ik+1, .., in]])

apply the ‘majorization’ or ‘reduc-
tion’ criterion to a bipartite state.

(qregister, "separable", "realignment",
[[i1, .., ik], [ik+1, .., ij ], .., [ij+1, .., in]])
or
(qregister, "separable", "GPT",
[[i1, .., ik], [ik+1, .., ij ], .., [ij+1, .., in]])

apply the ‘realignment’ or ‘general-
ized partial transpose’ (GPT) crite-
rion which are both extensions of the
PPT citerion.

More details and references for the different separability criteria are given in Paper V.

2.4 Protocols and algorithms

In the following we demonstrate a few quantum information protocols as they regularly
appear in textbooks and courses but which are also frequently referred to in the litera-
ture. The presentation is focused on the general concepts which can be easily followed
and verified by using the Feynman program in parallel. However, for a more detailed
discussion of the protocols and possible extensions, we refer the reader to the literature.
The description follows the usual naming conventions. For example, it has become cus-
tomary to call the different parties A, B, C that are often involved in these protocols
Alice, Bob and Charlie. It is assumed that they can perform measurements on their
accessible subsystems and communicate classically. Moreover, the protocols make use of
entangled states which have to be prepared before the actual protocol, for instance using
the scheme shown in figure 2.3.
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2.4.1 Superdense coding

One of the first examples of how entanglement can be used to achieve classically impossible
results is the so-called superdense coding protocol that was introduced in [Bennett and
Wiesner, 1992]. It demonstrates how two bits of classical information can be transmitted
from Alice to Bob although only one qubit of an entangled pair is transferred from Alice
to Bob.
The procedure is based on the fact that the four Bell states {|Φ±〉 , |Ψ±〉} are intercon-

vertible (possibly up to a global phase) by local operations as follows

I ⊗ I
∣∣Φ+

〉
=

∣∣Φ+
〉

= |β00〉 (2.59)
X ⊗ I

∣∣Φ+
〉

=
∣∣Ψ+

〉
= |β01〉 (2.60)

Z ⊗ I
∣∣Φ+

〉
=

∣∣Φ−
〉

= |β10〉 (2.61)
Y ⊗ I

∣∣Φ+
〉

=
∣∣Ψ−

〉
= |β11〉 . (2.62)

These four states form an orthonormal basis of the two-qubit state space. With these
relations in mind, Alice and Bob agree on an encoding where each classical two-bit xy
string corresponds to one Bell state |βxy〉, where xy = 00, 01, 10 or 11.
We start out with the entangled pair |β00〉 which is shared between Alice and Bob and

follow the circuit representation that is shown in figure 2.7. Depending on the classical
bit string that Alice wants to transmit she will apply a local operation Uxy ∈ {I,X, Y, Z}
to her half the qubit pair and thus encodes the classical information in the quantum
state that she shares with Bob. Then her qubit is sent to Bob via a quantum channel
so that he now possesses the complete pair. To recover the classical information xy he
has to perform a measurement in the corresponding Bell basis {|βxy〉}. Equivalently, Bob
can use again the Cnot gate and the Hadamard gate to switch from the entangled Bell
basis to the unentangled standard computational basis in which he then measures. In
particular, Bob applies a Cnot gate to the entangled pair where the control qubit is the
first one, which he received from Alice, and the target qubit is his own one. Depending on
Alice’s transformation Uxy and, hence, on the bit string xy, the resulting two-qubit state
will be one of the following which are all product states (again up to a global phase).

Cnot |β00〉 =
1√
2

(|00〉+ |10〉) =
1√
2

(|0〉+ |1〉)⊗ |0〉 (2.63)

Cnot |β01〉 =
1√
2

(|11〉+ |01〉) =
1√
2

(|1〉+ |0〉)⊗ |1〉 (2.64)

Cnot |β10〉 =
1√
2

(|00〉 − |10〉) =
1√
2

(|0〉 − |1〉)⊗ |0〉 (2.65)

Cnot |β11〉 =
1√
2

(|11〉 − |01〉) =
1√
2

(|1〉 − |0〉)⊗ |1〉 (2.66)

The fact that the qubit pair is in any case in a product state is important because it
enables Bob to measure both qubits independently. If he measures the second qubit and
finds it in the state |0〉 then the initial bit string must have been either 00 or 10. On the
other hand, if he finds the second qubit in the state |1〉 then the initial bit string must
have been either 01 or 11.
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Figure 2.7: Circuit model for the superdense coding protocol. The dashed box corresponds to the
generation of the of the entangled qubit pair in the Bell |Ψ+〉 state. See text for further
explanations.

Finally, the Hadamard transform is applied to the first qubit before Bob measures it.
Again, depending on the initial bit string xy, the final state of qubit no. 1 after the
Hadamard transform will be (up to irrelevant phase factors)

xy = 00 → |0〉1 (2.67)
xy = 01 → |0〉1 (2.68)
xy = 10 → |1〉1 (2.69)
xy = 11 → |1〉1 (2.70)

If Bob finds the first qubit in the state |0〉 then the classical bit string was 00 or 01. If
the first qubit is measured as |1〉 the bit string must have been 10 or 11. Combining the
measurement results of both qubits, Bob can therefore reconstruct Alice’s bit string.
With the Feynman program, we might simulate the protocol as shown below for the

example case where the bit string that is transmitted is xy = 01 and where we assume
that the initial entangled state has been prepared already so that we skip the simple
entanglement creation steps that are shown in the dashed box in figure 2.7.

> bitstring := 0,1;
initial_state := Feynman_set_qregister("Bell","Phi+"):
Feynman_print(initial_state);

The conditional gate Uxy can be implemented, for example, as an if-statement

> if bitstring = (0,0) then
temp1 := initial_state;

elif bitstring = (0,1) then
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temp1 := Feynman_apply(qoperator("XI"), initial_state);
elif bitstring = (1,0) then

temp1 := Feynman_apply(qoperator("ZI"), initial_state);
elif bitstring = (1,1) then

temp1 := Feynman_apply(qoperator("YI"), initial_state);
end if:
Feynman_print(%);

> temp2 := Feynman_apply(qoperator("cnot"), temp1):
Feynman_print(%);

> qubit2 := Feynman_transform("rho to ket",
Feynman_evaluate("partial trace", temp2, [1]));

qubit1 := Feynman_transform("rho to ket",
Feynman_evaluate("partial trace",
Feynman_apply(qoperator("HI"),temp2),[2]));

Feynman_print(qubit1), Feynman_print(qubit2);

2.4.2 Single qubit teleportation

Quantum teleportation is a technique to transmit an arbitrary, possibly unknown single
qubit state |ψ〉 = α |0〉+β |0〉 from Alice to Bob even without a quantum channel [Bennett
et al., 1993].
The teleportation protocol is summarized in figure 2.8. The procedure requires that

Alice and Bob share an entangled state, for instance the Bell state |Φ+〉. At the beginning,
Alice has the qubit in the unknown state |ψ〉 and her half of the entangled pair. She
interacts her two qubits by applying a Cnot gate and a Hadamard gate. This results in
the overall state

[(I ⊗H)UCnot] (|ψ〉 ⊗
∣∣Φ+

〉
)

=
1

2
[α(|000〉+ |011〉+ |100〉+ |111〉) + β(|001〉+ |010〉 − |101〉 − |110〉)]

=
1

2
[|00〉 (α |0〉+ β |1〉) + |01〉 (α |0〉+ β |1〉)

+ |10〉 (α |0〉 − β |1〉) + |11〉 (α |0〉 − β |1〉)] . (2.71)
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Figure 2.8: Circuit model for the single qubit teleportation. The unknown state |ψ〉 is ‘teleported’ from
Alice to Bob. The double lines represent classical bits as the outcome of a measurement.
See text for further explanations.

From Eq. (2.71) one can see the four possible states |00〉, |01〉, |10〉 and |11〉 on Alice’s
side together with the corresponding state of Bob’s qubit. For example, if Alice finds
her qubits in the state |00〉 then Bob’s qubit is already in the state α |0〉 + β |1〉 so that
no further action on his side is required. By performing a projective measurement of
both of her qubits Alice realizes one of the four possibilities and gets one of the four
classical results xy ∈ {00, 01, 10, 11}. Using a classical channel, Alice informs Bob about
the measurement outcomes. Since Bob’s qubit was entangled with one of Alice’s qubits
her measurement also affects the state of his qubit. The operation that is needed to
recover the state |ψ〉 is therefore conditioned on Alice’s measurement outcome. Based on
her results, Bob applies one of four possible operations Uxy on his qubit according to the
following formal rule U = ZxXy or, more explicitly

xy = 00 → Uxy = I (2.72)
xy = 01 → Uxy = X (2.73)
xy = 10 → Uxy = Z (2.74)
xy = 11 → Uxy = ZX = iY . (2.75)

This is essentially the same conditional gate Uxy that was used by Alice in our superdense
coding example in section 2.4.1. Finally, after applying Uxy, Bob is left with the state |ψ〉,
as intended. Note that the state has neither been copied (which is forbidden by the no-
cloning theorem) nor does the protocol enable faster than light communication (because
a classical channel is still required).
Below we will simulate the protocol with a symbolic single qubit pure state2 |ψ〉 =

α |0〉+ β |1〉 .

> unknown_state := qregister(id, qbit(id, alpha,beta)):
Feynman_print(%);

2Note that the teleportation protocol also works for mixed states.
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> EPR_pair := Feynman_set_qregister("Bell", "Phi+"):
factor(Feynman_print(%));

Now we concatenate the unknown state and the Bell state to the overall three-qubit
state |ψ〉 ⊗ |Φ+〉 which we then put through circuit shown in figure 2.8. In particular we
apply the Cnot gate and the Hadamard gate. The intermediate states are shown below
where the last line of the output corresponds to Eq. (2.71).

> overall := Feynman_evaluate("Kronecker product", unknown_state, EPR_pair):
map(factor, collect(Feynman_print(overall), {alpha,beta}));
overall := Feynman_apply(qoperator(3, "cnot", [1,2]), overall):
map(factor, collect(Feynman_print(overall), {alpha,beta}));
overall := Feynman_apply(qoperator(3, "H", [1]), overall):
map(factor, collect(Feynman_print(overall), {alpha,beta}));

The measurement on Alice’s qubits is represented by the (normalized) projector op-
erators P (i, j) = 2 |ij〉 〈ij| which are applied to the subspace of qubits no. 1 and 2.
Technically, we model the measurement simply by generating a random outcome (i, j)
that determines which one of the four possible measurement results was actually found.
According to the outcome (i, j), the projection operator P (i, j) is applied to Alice’s qubits.

> P := (i,j) -> 2*Feynman_quantum_operator(3, "projector",
cbs([1,1], i,j), [1,2]):

outcome := op(RandomTools[Generate](list(integer(range=0..1),2)));
projected_state := Feynman_apply(qoperator(P(i,j)), overall):
Feynman_print(%);

The reduced state of Bob’s qubit is then computed by tracing over Alice’s qubits after
the measurement. Following Eqs. (2.72)-(2.75), in the last step, Bob has to apply the
final recovery operation U = ZxXy which is a function of the outcome (i, j).
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> Bobs_state := (i,j) -> Feynman_evaluate("partial trace",
projected_state, [1,2]):

X := Feynman_quantum_operator("X"):
Z := Feynman_quantum_operator("Z"):
U := qoperator( Z^outcome[1] . X^outcome[2] );

After Bob has applied the correct operation U on his qubit the resulting state is equiv-
alent to the original unknown state.

> final_state := Feynman_apply(U, Bobs_state(outcome));
Feynman_equal(final_state, Feynman_transform("ket to rho", unknown_state));

An interesting extension of this teleportation scheme has been suggested in [Gorbachev
and Trubilko, 2000] which shows that an extended version of the protocol is also suitable
to teleport entangled multiqubit states.

2.4.3 Entanglement swapping

A remarkable extension of the teleportation idea is the concept of entanglement swapping
in which entanglement is redistributed in such a way that two particles that have never
interacted can become entangled [Zukowski et al., 1993; Bose et al., 1998].
To demonstrate this we assume that Alice and Bob share two entangled Bell |Φ+〉 pairs

with the qubit numbers (1,2) and (3,4), respectively, so that Alice has qubits 1 and 4
in her possession while the qubits no. 2 and 3 are with Bob. To simplify the further
description we use the following notation for the Bell states

|β00〉 =
∣∣Φ+

〉
= (|00〉+ |11〉)/

√
2 (2.76)

|β01〉 =
∣∣Ψ+

〉
= (|01〉+ |10〉)/

√
2 (2.77)

|β10〉 =
∣∣Φ−

〉
= (|00〉 − |11〉)/

√
2 (2.78)

|β11〉 =
∣∣Ψ−

〉
= (|01〉 − |10〉)/

√
2 (2.79)

which we have used already in section 2.4.1. The overall state of the four qubits can be
written as

∣∣Φ+
〉
⊗
∣∣Φ+

〉
= |β00〉 ⊗ |β00〉 =

1

2
(|0000〉+ |0011〉+ |1100〉+ |1111〉) . (2.80)
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When we compute the reduced states ρ1,4 of Alice and ρ2,3 of Bob we find that they are
both in the maximally mixed state ρ1,4 = ρ2,3 = I4/4 which trivially implies that the pairs
(1,4) and (2,3) share no entanglement at all.
Now we recall that the states {|β00〉, |β01〉, |β10〉, |β11〉} form a basis of a two-qubit

Hilbert space, the so-called Bell basis. Hence, Alice can measure her two-qubit state by
projecting onto this basis and she would find her two qubits in one of the four Bell states
|βij〉 each with a probability of 1/4. Depending on her measurement result, also Bob’s
qubits collapse into one of the entangled |βij〉 states so that the qubits 2 and 3 are now
entangled although they have never interacted and they might be even very distant from
each other.
Again, we can simulate the protocol with a few lines of code. First we create the two

entangled pairs and combine them to the overall state from Eq. (2.80).

> pair1 := Feynman_set_qregister("Bell","Phi+"):
pair2 := Feynman_set_qregister("Bell","Phi+"):
overall := Feynman_evaluate("Kronecker product", pair1, pair2):
Feynman_print(%);

We convince ourselves that the two reduced states of Alice and Bob are both in the
maximally mixed state and, hence, unentangled.

> Feynman_evaluate("partial trace", overall, [2,3]),
Feynman_evaluate("partial trace", overall, [1,4]);

Finally, we define the (suitably normalized) Bell projection operator |βij〉 〈βij| and select
a random outcome ij. Bob’s remaining pair (1,3) results from applying the projection to
the overall state and tracing over Alice’s qubits.

> projector := (x,y) -> 2*Feynman_transform("ket to rho", op(3, Bell(x,y))):
outcome := op(RandomTools[Generate](list(integer(range=0..1),2)));
projected := Feynman_apply(qoperator(4,projector(outcome),[1,4]), overall):
pair_13 := Feynman_transform("rho to ket",Feynman_evaluate("partial trace",

projected, [1,4])):
factor(Feynman_print(%));
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Figure 2.9: Alice shares entangled pairs with Bob and Charlie who cannot let interact their qubits with
each other. By performing a measurement in the Bell basis, Alice can generate entangle-
ment between Bob’s and Charlie’s qubit without direct interaction. See text for further
explanations.

For every possible outcome ij of Alice’s measurement, Bob is left with an entangled
pair.

A possible application scenario of entanglement swapping is illustrated in figure 2.9
where a third party, Charlie, comes into play. If Bob and Charlie have no connection to
each other but each of them can receive one half of an entangled pair from Alice then
entanglement swapping provides a method to generate entanglement between Bob and
Charlie which might in turn enable them to carry out other quantum protocols.

2.4.4 Grover search

As an example of how a quantum information processing can be applied to a wide range of
practical problems we consider the Grover search algorithm [Grover, 1997]. It describes an
efficient method to find one (or several) marked elements in an unstructured database. The
practical importance of the algorithm lies in the fact that many problems can be translated
into such a search. For example, the classical encryption codes that are used today in
electronic communication can be broken with certainty by performing an exhaustive search
over all the possible keys. Their security relies on the belief that such a search cannot
be done efficiently on a digital computer. Note in particular, that it is easy to verify
if a given solution is correct but very difficult to find one. In many cases, there are no
better classical algorithms than an exhaustive search. However, the efficiency of Grover’s
algorithm surpasses that of classical search algorithms, providing a quadratic speedup, i.e.
a query that takes O(N) steps with classically can be performed in O(

√
N) steps using

this algorithm.
For the sake of brevity and clarity, our demonstration below shows a simplified version

of the algorithm that focuses on the fundamental steps. A more detailed discussion can
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be found, for example, in the textbooks by Nielsen and Chuang [2000] and Kaye et al.
[2007].
We start with a classical n-bit search space {0, ..., 2n− 1} in which we want to find one

(or several) element(s) x0 that represent the solution of our search problem. First we note
that the search problem can be rephrased as a so-called oracle problem, i.e. there is an
binary n-bit oracle function

f : {0, 1}n 7→ 0, 1 , (2.81)

which is defined as
f(x) :

{
1 if x = x0

0 otherwise . (2.82)

This is exactly the verification operation which we assume to be efficiently implementable
on a digital computer. Given such an oracle function it is always possible to construct a
unitary oracle operator Uf that will recognize and mark a computational basis state |x0〉
that corresponds to the classical bit string x0 that we are looking for

Uf : |ψ〉 7→ (−1)f |ψ〉 ⇒ Uf |x0〉 = − |x0〉 . (2.83)

Formally, we write
Uf = I − 2 |x0〉 〈x0| . (2.84)

The second essential ingredient of the Grover algorithm is an n-qubit phase shift oper-
ator U0⊥ that has the following effect

U0⊥ :

{
|ψ〉 7→ − |ψ〉 if |ψ〉 6= |0〉⊗n

|0〉⊗n 7→ |0〉⊗n .
(2.85)

In other words, the operator U0⊥ applies a phase shift of −1 to all n-qubit states that are
orthogonal to the state |0〉⊗n. Again, we can rewrite this formally as

U0⊥ = 2 |0〉 〈0|⊗n − I . (2.86)

In particular, we will use the inversion operator H⊗nU0⊥H⊗n, whose action is often de-
scribed as an ‘inversion about the mean’. This refers to the geometrical interpretation
that this operator mirrors each amplitude about the mean value of all amplitudes. This
will become clearer in the example below.
With the building blocks from our discussion above, we can define the Grover iterate

G = (H⊗nU0⊥H⊗n)Uf which has the effect of increasing the amplitude of the desired
solution state |x0〉 in our n-qubit quantum register at the cost of all other (unwanted)
states. After repeating the iteration step G for bπ

4

√
2nc times we measure the complete

quantum register. The result will correspond to the desired solution x0 with a high
probability. The complete algorithm is summarized again in figure 2.10.

To understand how the iteration steps act on a quantum register we consider an 3-qubit
example case. We assume that our search problem has the solution ‘3’, i.e. we hope to
find the computational basis state |x0〉 = |011〉 in the measurement at the end of the
iteration.
We begin by preparing the initial state |000〉 and apply the Hadamard gate to all qubits

to generate a superposition of all 23 = 8 computational basis states with equal probability.
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Figure 2.10: Schematic circuit diagram for the n-qubit Grover search algorithm. The H⊗n transfor-

mation brings the quantum register in a superposition of all 2n basis states. The Grover
iteration steps increase the amplitude of the solution state |x0〉 so that finally the solution
can be found in a measurement with high probability. See text for further explanations.

> n := 3: # number of qubits
solution := cbs([n], 3):
initial_state := Feynman_set_qregister(cbs([n],0)):
superposition := Feynman_apply(Feynman_evaluate("Kronecker power",

qoperator("H"), n), initial_state):
factor(Feynman_print(superposition));

Next we define the oracle operator Uf that marks the solution by a phase shift and the
operator H⊗n and, finally, the inversion operator U0⊥ which corresponds to Eq. (2.86).

> oracle := qoperator("oracle", solution):
H_n := Feynman_evaluate("Kronecker power", qoperator("H"), n):
U_0 := qoperator( 2*op(3, Feynman_transform("ket to rho",

Feynman_set_qregister(cbs([n], 0))))
-Matrix(2^n,2^n, shape=identity) ):

U_inversion := Feynman_evaluate("composition", H_n, U_0, H_n):

To visualize the effect of the different operators on the basis state amplitudes or their
corresponding probabilities we can use the Feynman_plot() command.

> Feynman_plot("probability", superposition, "Re");
temp := Feynman_apply(oracle, superposition):
Feynman_plot("probability", temp, "Re");
temp := Feynman_apply(U_inversion, temp):
Feynman_plot("probability", temp, "Re");

The resulting plots are shown in figure 2.11. We can see how the amplitudes are
distributed over the whole state space. After the H⊗3 gate, all states have the same (real
part of the) amplitude. The oracle operator then marks the correct solution |x0〉 = |011〉
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Figure 2.11: Effect of the Grover iteration on the amplitudes of a 3-qubit quantum register.
left: After the H⊗3 gate, the quantum register is in an equal superposition of all basis
states. middle: The oracle operator marks the solution (in this case |011〉) with a −1
phase shift. The dashed line shows the mean value of all amplitudes. right: The ‘inversion
about the mean’ operation amplifies the solution |011〉. This is the result after one Grover
iteration.

with −1 phase shift. The ‘inversion about the mean’ is then the essential step that
amplifies the desired solution and suppresses the ‘wrong’ states.
To simplify the simulation of the several Grover iterations the Feynman program

has the complete Grover iterate G = (H⊗nU0⊥H⊗n)Uf predefined as a quantum ‘gate’
for one (or several) given solution(s). We use this convenient method to show how the
probability of the basis states evolve through several iterations of the algorithm. In our
3-qubit example with a single solution, we know that the optimal number of iterations
is k = bπ

4

√
2nc = 2. After that we would measure the correct solution |011〉 with a

probability of ≈ 95%. We verify this by performing k + 1 = 3 iterations and see how the
probability to find the correct solution |011〉 changes with over the iteration steps.

> optimal_interations := trunc(Pi/4*sqrt(2^n));
temp := superposition:
Feynman_plot("probability", temp, "Re");
for i to optimal_interations+1 do

temp := Feynman_apply(qoperator("Grover step", solution), temp):
Feynman_plot("probability", temp);

end do;

The resulting plots are shown in figure 2.12. As one might expect, we find that after
three iterations the success probability is decreasing again, quite significantly down to
≈ 33%.
After understanding the basic steps of the Grover search algorithm it is interesting to

analyze the effect of noise and imperfections on the final search result. In Paper V, we have
used an implementation of a two-qubit Grover search to show how the final-state fidelity
changes under different decoherence models compared to the ideal case. Those simulations
can be easily adapted to other implementation schemes and decoherence models.
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Figure 2.12: Probabilities of all basis states after one, two and three Grover iterations (from left to
right). After the optimal number of two iterations, the probability of finding the correct
result |011〉 decreases again.

2.5 Entanglement dynamics

In the previous sections, we have seen several applications of entanglement that allow for
information processing protocols that are more efficient than their classical counterparts
or they are completely impossible with classical devices. These applications have shaped
the view of entanglement as a (quantifiable) resource in quantum information theory.
However, despite many efforts in the recent years, our understanding of entanglement
is still rather limited, especially in the multipartite setting. Even for the static case it
is very hard to give a satisfactory characterization and quantification of all aspects of
entanglement in an arbitrary quantum state. In Paper V we give an overview of the
theoretical background on some widely used entanglement measures and their properties.
In the following we will show how the Feynman program can be used to study the

evolution of GHZ-type entanglement under dephasing and dissipative decoherence models.
For an N -qubit quantum system, the reduced dynamics under these two models is often
described in terms of a master equation of the Lindblad form [Gardiner and Zoller, 2004]

d

dt
ρ =

N∑

k=1

(I ⊗ · · · I︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−1

⊗Lk ⊗ I ⊗ · · · I︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−k

)ρ , (2.87)

where ρ is the reduced density operator of the N -qubit quantum register. For simplicity,
we assume that the Lindblad operators Lk, which describe the interaction of the k-th
qubit with the environment, are the same for every qubit. Then they can be written in
the form

Lkρ =
∑

i

1

2
Γ(2ciρc

†
i − c†iciρ− ρc†ici) , (2.88)

where ci and Γi are the system-environment coupling operators and the coupling strengths,
respectively. For qubits, the operators ci can be written in terms of the Pauli matrices.
Using the computational basis |0〉 = (1, 0)T and |1〉 = (0, 1)T and in the case of the
dissipative coupling to a zero temperature reservoir, the ci are given by c = |0〉 〈1| = σ+
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and by c = σ+σ− for the dephasing model. Additionally, we assume that Γi = Γ in both
scenarios.
Specifying to the case of N = 3 qubits and using Maple’s built-in differential equation

solvers, it is not difficult to verify that the evolution of our initial state |GHZ〉 = (|000〉+
|111〉)/

√
2 can be equivalently (but more conveniently) described in terms of a quantum

operation3. We demonstrate this for the case of the dissipative coupling noise. For the
dephasing scenario, only the coupling operator c has to be changed according to the
definition above. (In the code below, the corresponding commands for the dephasing
channel are commented out.)
We begin by defining the initial GHZ state, a symbolic 8 × 8 density matrix ρ = (rij)

for the solution of the master equation and, of course, the single-qubit c operator.

> N := 3;
initial_state := Feynman_set_qregister("GHZ", N):
Feynman_print(initial_state);
rho := Matrix(2^N, (i,j)->r[i,j](t)):
# dephasing
#c := Feynman_quantum_operator("sigma[+]").

Feynman_quantum_operator("sigma[-]");
# amplitude damping
c := Feynman_quantum_operator("sigma[+]");

After substituting Eq. (2.88) into Eq. (2.87) we define the left and right hand side of
the differential equation and the initial conditions (ics) that are given by the initial GHZ
state. Finally, we use Maple’s dsolve command to solve the system of equations. The
resulting set of solutions rij(t) is converted to a quantum register state1 that is a function
of the time t (here we have suppressed the output of most intermediate steps).

> assume(t>=0, Gamma>0);
left := Matrix(2^N, (i,j)-> diff(r[i,j](t), t)):
right := add( Gamma/2*( 2*Feynman_quantum_operator(N,c,[k]).rho.

Feynman_adjoint(Feynman_quantum_operator(N,c,[k]))
- Feynman_adjoint(Feynman_quantum_operator(N,c,[k])).
Feynman_quantum_operator(N,c,[k]).rho
- rho.Feynman_adjoint(Feynman_quantum_operator(N,c,[k])).

3See also [Havel, 2003] and [Tong et al., 2004] for connections between the different representations of
quantum channels.
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Feynman_quantum_operator(N,c,[k]) ), k=1..N):
ics := seq(seq( r[i,j](0) = op(3, Feynman_transform("ket to rho",

initial_state))[i,j], i=1..2^N), j=1..2^N):
sol := dsolve([op(Equate(left, right)), ics]):
result := Matrix(2^N, 2^N, [seq(seq( rhs(op(select(has, sol, r[i,j]))),

i=1..2^N), j=1..2^N)]);
state1 := x -> qregister(id, N, eval(result, {t=x, Gamma=1}));

Note that we have set Γ = 1 for simplicity. For comparison, we generate a second but
equivalent quantum register state2 with the predefined ‘amplitude damping’ channel.

> state2 := t-> Feynman_apply(Feynman_evaluate("Kronecker power",
qoperation("amplitude damping", 1-exp(-t)), N), initial_state);

#state2 := t-> Feynman_apply(Feynman_evaluate("Kronecker power",
qoperation("phase damping", 1-exp(-t)), N), initial_state);

Feynman_equal(state1(t), state2(t));

Since we have verified that the master equation and the quantum operation approach
are equivalent for arbitrary t in our scenario it does not matter if we continue with the
entanglement analysis by using state1 or state2.
As entanglement measure we use the ‘realignment measure’ which was introduced in

[Chen and Wu, 2002, 2003]. This measure is very similar to the well known logarithmic
negativity measure that was introduced in [Vidal and Werner, 2002]. Both measures can
be described as the degree of violation of a separability criterion. However, while the
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negativity is based on the PPT criterion (see also section 2.3), the realignment measure
is connected to the more powerful realignment criterion.
The realignment separability criterion is based on certain rearrangements of the density

matrix for a given system. In order to explain this rearrangement, we recall that any n-
partite density matrix ρ can be written as

ρ =
∑

ij,kl,...

ρij,kl,... |i〉 〈j| ⊗ |k〉 〈l| ⊗ ...

=
∑

ij,kl,...

ρij,kl,... 〈j| ⊗ |i〉 ⊗ 〈l| ⊗ |k〉 ⊗ ... , (2.89)

i.e. in terms of the bases of the individual subspaces. For the canonical basis 〈j| ⊗ |i〉
of a given subspace, moreover, the partial transposition (with respect to this subspace)
T : 〈j| ⊗ |i〉 → |j〉 ⊗ 〈i| can be expressed always as T = TcTr = TrTc, that is by means of
the so-called row transposition Tr : 〈j|⊗|i〉 → 〈j|⊗〈i| and column transposition operation
Tc : 〈j| ⊗ |i〉 → |j〉 ⊗ |i〉. The realignment operation R(AB), acting on the subsystems A
and B (out of n subsystems), is then defined as R(AB) = TcATrB , i.e. in terms of a row
transposition on B and followed by a column transposition on A.
With these definitions in mind, then the multipartite realignment criterion states that

any separable n-partite d1× d2× ...× dn density matrix ρ obeys the following inequalities

‖(R(k) ⊗ In−k)ρ‖1 ≤ 1 for k = 2, 3, ..., n , (2.90)

where ‖A‖1 = Tr
√

A†A denotes the trace norm and R(k) the realignment operation ac-
cording to all the combinations of bipartite cuts of k ≤ n subsystems. The corresponding
realignment measure can be defined as

ER(ρ) = max (log2 ‖R(ρ)‖1), (2.91)

where the maximum is taken over all the realigned density matrices as defined in Eq.
(2.90). It was shown that the realignment measure can detect GHZ and W-type entan-
glement and distinguishes between the two types. However, its main virtue lies in the
fact that it can be calculated for arbitrary (mixed) states by using only simple matrix
operations and without the need for high-dimensional optimization procedures.
A second quantity of interest is the degree of mixing that is introduced during the

evolution of the state. The reason for our interest in this quantity is the observation that
a high degree of mixing and entanglement tend to exclude each other. Therefore, we use
the linear entropy measure

SL(ρ) =
d

d− 1

(
1− Tr(ρ2)

)
, (2.92)

where d = 2N = 8 is the dimension of the Hilbert space. SL is normalized so that it
takes values in the range 0..1 where 0 corresponds to a pure state while 1 stands for the
maximally mixed state.
We are now in the position to monitor the evolution of the linear entropy and the

entanglement in terms of the realignment measure. Since both quantities, the linear
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Figure 2.13: Three-qubit GHZ state under decoherence. The curves show the linear entropy SL (left)
and the realignment measure ER (right) as a function of time for the amplitude damping
channel (solid line) and the dephasing channel (dashed line).

entropy and the realignment measure are already predefined in the Feynman_measures()
command we can evaluate the corresponding expressions very conveniently (and in this
case even analytically) in order to plot their time dependence.

> lin_entropy := Feynman_measures("linear entropy", state2(t)):
entanglement := simplify(Feynman_measures("realignment measure", state2(t))):
plot([lin_entropy, entanglement], t=0..5);

The resulting curves for both decoherence models are shown in figure 2.13. From the
linear entropy curves it is nicely seen how the initially pure GHZ state turns into a mixed
state under both decoherence models. However, for the amplitude damping channel, the
linear entropy vanishes again for large t as one should expect since this decoherence model
transforms the state asymptotically to the ‘ground state’ |000〉 which is obviously pure
and separable. In contrast, the dephasing channel approaches a finite linear entropy value
that is determined by the initial state. Apart from their qualitatively different behaviour
with respect to the mixedness, both decoherence lead asymptotically to a fully separable
state as seen on the right hand side of figure 2.13. As one might intuitively expect from
the comparison of the linear entropy curves, the amplitude damping channel leads to a
faster decay of entanglement as it causes a faster increase in mixing (for Γt ≤ 0.75). More
generally, we can judge a quantum channel’s ability to maintain the entanglement of a
given state by looking at the fixed points set of the channel, i.e. the set of those operators
that are invariant under the channel action4. For our example channels from above, the
fixed points sets have a rather simple structure and

Fix(EAD) = {|000〉 〈000|} (2.93)
Fix(EPD) = {|i〉 〈i|} , i = 000..111 . (2.94)

4The fixed points of a given quantum operation E can be determined from the superoperator representa-
tion LE which is explained in more detail in section 2.3 of V. The eigenvectors of LE that correspond
to eigenvalue 1 are related to the fixed operators via the vec−1() operation.
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Again, we can easily verify this with the Feynman program as follows.

> assume(p::RealRange(0,1));
AD_noise := Feynman_evaluate("Kronecker power",

qoperation("amplitude damping", p), N):
PD_noise := Feynman_evaluate("Kronecker power",

qoperation("phase damping", p), N):
map(Feynman_print, Feynman_evaluate("qoperation fixed points", AD_noise));
map(Feynman_print, Feynman_evaluate("qoperation fixed points", PD_noise));

These fixed point sets are not of much practical use since one cannot two fixed states
whose linear combinations are also included in the set of fixed states. For that also
nondiagonal matrix elements are required as we will see in a simple example below.

2.6 Decoherence-free qubit

In the previous section, we have seen the negative impact of decoherence on the fragile
quantum information in general and in particular on the entanglement. Here we give a
short example of how symmetry properties of quantum operations can be used to protect
quantum information from decoherence. To that aim we consider the popular model of
collective phase damping in the case of two qubits. In contrast to the case in the previous
section where the dephasing noise acted independently on each qubit, now the dephasing
noise acts in a correlated way on the two qubits

Ecoll = {
√

1− p I ⊗ I , √pZ ⊗ Z} . (2.95)

Such a noise model is a reasonable approximation if the physical systems that represent
the qubits are relatively close to each other so that they undergo a very similar interaction
with the environment. As an example one might think of an ion trap where the unwanted
interaction with the environment is caused by stray fields with a wave length that is long
compared to the distance between the ions. It is obvious that this noise model exhibits
a higher degree of symmetry than the individual ‘tensored’ noise E⊗2

PF [cf. Eqs. (2.43) and
(2.44)] because it does not include contributions of I ⊗ Z and Z ⊗ I. Therefore it is not
only permutation invariant5 but it is collective6 as we can easily verify with the help of
the Feynman program.

5We call a quantum operation ‘permutation invariant’ when the whole set of Kraus operators is invariant
under qubit permutations. This does not necessarily imply that every Kraus operator is invariant
under qubit permutation.

6We call a quantum operation collective when each individual Kraus operator is invariant under qubit
permutation.
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> assume(p::RealRange(0,1));
collective_noise := qoperation("fully correlated phase flip", p, 2):
individual_noise := Feynman_evaluate(

"Kronecker power", qoperation("phase flip", p), 2):
> map2(Feynman_decompose, "Pauli",

Feynman_quantum_operation(collective_noise), "symbolic");
map2(Feynman_decompose, "Pauli",
Feynman_quantum_operation(individual_noise), "symbolic");

> Feynman_type(collective_noise, "permutation invariant");
Feynman_type(individual_noise, "permutation invariant");
Feynman_type(collective_noise, "collective");
Feynman_type(individual_noise, "collective");

The higher degree of symmetry gives rise to a slightly more complicated set of fixed
points. In order to get an impression of the general shapes of the invariant density matrices
we combine all fixed points into one (unnormalized) matrix, respectively.

> F1 := eval(add(i, i=Feynman_evaluate("qoperation fixed points",
collective_noise)));

F2 := eval(add(i, i=Feynman_evaluate("qoperation fixed points",
individual_noise)));
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As one should expect, the invariant density matrix F2 for the individual noise model
shows the familiar diagonal form that we have found already for the 3-qubit example in
the previous section [cf. Eq. (2.94)]. However, for the collective phase flip model, the
invariant density matrix F1 has also nondiagonal elements. From the support of F1, i.e.
the complement of its nullspace, we can identify possible invariant states i.e. decoherence-
free subspaces (DFS). Using the spectral decomposition of F1, we find that in our example
the two Bell states |Ψ+〉 and |Φ+〉 are invariant under the collective noise.

> Feynman_decompose("spectral", F1):
map(x->factor(Feynman_print(x[2])), %);

As both invariant states are linear combinations of two basis states we have two possi-
bilities to construct a two-dimensional DFS that can be used to encode one logical qubit
state

∣∣∣ψ̃
〉
L

= α
∣∣0̃
〉
L

+ β
∣∣1̃
〉
L
into a physical two-qubit state.

∣∣∣ψ̃1

〉
L

= α
∣∣0̃
〉
L

+ β
∣∣1̃
〉
L

= α |01〉+ β |10〉 (2.96)
∣∣∣ψ̃2

〉
L

= α
∣∣0̃
〉
L

+ β
∣∣1̃
〉
L

= α |00〉+ β |11〉 (2.97)

We can easily verify that, for both encodings, an arbitrary logical qubit state is not
affected by the collective noise channel, irrespective of the noise strength p.

> logical_qubit1 := Feynman_set_qregister(alpha*cbs("01") + beta*cbs("10")):
logical_qubit2 := Feynman_set_qregister(alpha*cbs("00") + beta*cbs("11")):

simplify(Feynman_apply(collective_noise, logical_qubit1)),
simplify(Feynman_transform("ket to rho", logical_qubit1));

simplify(Feynman_apply(collective_noise, logical_qubit2)),
simplify(Feynman_transform("ket to rho", logical_qubit2));
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Of course, as we should expect, both logical qubits (encodings) cannot protect the state
information from the less symmetric individual noise model, i.e. after applying the indi-
vidual dephasing channel, the resulting states will depend on the noise strength parameter
p.

> simplify(Feynman_apply(individual_noise, logical_qubit1));
simplify(Feynman_apply(individual_noise, logical_qubit2));

In recent years, the methods for protecting quantum information from decoherence
have been further developed and unified [Kribs et al., 2005; Blume-Kohout et al., 2008].
Based on these and related results, an improved support for the identification of noiseless
subspaces is likely to be implemented in a future version of the Feynman program.
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3 Outlook

In chapter 2 we have introduced some of the fundamental concepts and notations of quan-
tum information theory and we have used the Feynman program to provide illustrative
examples for most of these concepts. In connection with the more detailed material in the
papers I, III, V and VIII, chapter 2 has been meant also as a gentle introduction to the
Feynman package and to document its versatility and the current state of its develop-
ment. For the future, there are several conceivable paths to extend the program in order
to further increase the range of possible applications. In the following we will give four
short suggestions for program extensions in different directions and with different levels
of complexity.

3.1 Improved support for simulation of measurements

A desirable extension of the Feynman program is certainly the implementation of quan-
tum measurements. Such an extension should include support for the usual projective
or von Neumann measurements as well as the more general concept of positive operator-
valued measures (POVM) which naturally includes projective measurements [Nielsen and
Chuang, 2000]. An improved support of measurements will not only simplify the simu-
lation of the well-known circuit-based protocols that have been introduced in section 2.4
but they will also be crucial for the simulation of a so-called ‘one-way quantum computer’
[Raussendorf and Briegel, 2001]. In this approach to quantum information processing,
an circuit is not realized by a sequence of unitary quantum gates but by a sequence of
one-qubit measurements in which the circuit is encoded.
A POVM is defined as a set {Ei} of positive semidefinite operators, one for every possi-

ble measurement outcome. The operators Ei are usually required to fulfill the complete-
ness relation

∑
iEi = I. Very similar to usual observables, the probability of obtaining

the measurement result m is given by

Pr(i) = 〈ψ |Ei|ψ〉 or Pr(i) = Tr(Eiρ) (3.1)

for pure and mixed states, respectively. Since a POVM element can always be written as
[Nielsen and Chuang, 2000]

Ei = M †
iMi , (3.2)

one can interpret the operators Mi as Kraus operators and write the system’s state after
the measurement as

ρ′i =
MiρM

†
i

Tr(MiρM
†
i )
. (3.3)

67
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These relations show the connection between POVM measurement and the concept of
quantum operations. Since quantum operations are already well supported in the Feyn-
man program and also projector operators are already implemented, an extended support
for the simulation of (POVM) measurements should be feasible with a limited effort. Such
an extension would be helpful in the simulation of several protocols in which operators
are applied conditioned on the outcome of some subsystem measurement. The program
extension should provide convenient access to all possible measurement probabilities and
the corresponding post-measurement states in order to allow for a simulation of all pos-
sible scenarios (and a selection from them). Based on these requirements, some first
suggestions for new Feynman commands are given in Box 6.

Box 6: New command suggestions for the implementation of quantum
measurements.

Command Short explanation

POVM([E1, ..., Ek]) POVM data structure to keep together the measure-
ment operators Ei; otherwise similar to the qopera-
tion() data structure. Alternatively, one might even
consider using the qoperation() structure to describe
a POVM since they are a special case of them.

Feynman_is_POVM(POVM(...)) Auxiliary command to test if a given POVM data
structure is valid, i.e., it fulfils the completeness re-
lation and the positive-semidefiniteness requirement.
A Boolean value is returned.

Feynman_complete_POVM(
POVM(E1, ..., Ek))

Auxiliary command to force the completeness of a
given POVM by appending one measurement opera-
tor Ek+1 = I −∑k

i=1Ei if necessary. A POVM data
structure is returned.

Feynman_measurement(qregister(),
POVM([E1, ..., Ek]))

Applies a POVM measurement to a quantum
state. The outcome is described by a list
[[Tr(1), ...,Tr(k)], [ρ′1, ..., ρ

′
k]] of the different probabil-

ities and post-measurement states. To provide a sim-
ple and standardized access to the last measurement,
the procedure could store the outcome data also to a
global variable, e.g., Feynman_last_measurement. In
the case of numerical probabilities Pr(i), a keyword
"random" can be used to select randomly one of the
possible outcomes, based on the different probabili-
ties. In this case, only one post-measurement state is
returned.
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3.2 Improved simulation of decoherence effects

Currently, the simulation of decoherence effects in quantum registers is realized via quan-
tum operations E of the form

E(ρ) =
∑

i

EiρE
†
i , (3.4)

where Ei are the (possibly time-dependent) operation elements (or Kraus operators). This
formalism provides a rather general approach to the description of state changes [see Pa-
per V] and it is also commonly used to describe discrete error models in quantum error
correction theory. An additional advantage of this notation is the convenient implementa-
tion of the Jamiołkowski isomorphism between quantum operations and quantum states
which helps to connect the properties of states and channels [see Paper V]. Given the
fundamental importance of quantum operations in several areas of quantum information
theory, it seems likely that quantum operations will remain one of the central concepts
also in the Feynman program. On the other hand, in a considerable part of the literature
also the Lindblad master equation approach is used in which the state evolution is written
as

d

dt
ρ = − i

~
[H, ρ] +

∑

i

γi

(
LiρL

†
i −

1

2
L†iLiρ−

1

2
ρL†iLi

)
, (3.5)

where H is the system Hamiltonian, Li are the Lindblad operators that describe the inter-
action with the environment and γi are the associated interaction strengths [Breuer and
Petruccione, 2002; Gardiner and Zoller, 2004]. Although Maple’s builtin symbolic and
numeric differential equation solvers can be used in many cases to deal with Lindblad-
type equations there might be situations in which a user wants to switch between different
notations. In the recent literature, one can find several methods to achieve that [Havel,
2003; Nakazato et al., 2006; Andersson et al., 2007]. In addition, there is the interest-
ing concept of ‘noise gates’ which allows to rewrite stochastic differential equations1 in
terms of linear operators, i.e. quantum gates, which can be shown to be equivalent to
the corresponding Lindblad-type evolutions [Bassi and Deckert, 2008]. Moreover, the
noise gate formalism offers efficiency advantages for numerical simulations and can also
be generalized to non-Markovian decoherence models.
As a purely numerical alternative or complement to the noise gate formalism the im-

plementation of the efficient stochastic wavefunctions method (also known as quantum
trajectories or quantum Monte Carlo method) should be considered in which the density
matrix is approximated by an ensemble of stochastic state vectors and the Lindblad oper-
ators correspond to ‘quantum jumps’ that occur with a given probability [Dalibard et al.,
1992]. This method has proved to be a valuable and efficient tool in numerous studies of
decoherence effects in quantum optics and related fields, see e.g. [Carlo et al., 2004].
A Feynman extension that implements the abovementioned computational tools is

especially attractive for the simulation of experimental scenarios with medium sized sys-
tems. In these cases, an extensive use of Maple’s builtin compiled NAG routines and

1The solution of stochastic differential equations is supported by the ‘Stochastic’ package for Maple
which is described in [Cyganowski et al., 2001] and can be downloaded from http://www.math.
uni-frankfurt.de/~numerik/maplestoch/.

http://www.math.uni-frankfurt.de/~numerik/maplestoch/
http://www.math.uni-frankfurt.de/~numerik/maplestoch/
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the improved support for parallel computations might enable an implementation without
the need to resort to external compiled code. This seems desirable especially from the
perspective of code maintenance and a simple and platform independent program dis-
tribution. Therefore, such an extension would open up new fields of application for the
program and thus appeal to wider audience, in particular, in the experimental community.

3.3 Simulation of quantum error correction

Irrespective of the improved support for decoherence simulations as it was suggested in the
previous section, it seems attractive to implement further support for quantum error cor-
rection (QEC) techniques. Traditionally, there are two major strategies in quantum error
correction. Active QEC methods can be seen as a generalization of classical error correc-
tion methods. These methods usually rely on some form of ‘distribution’ (i.e. encoding)
of a logic qubit over several physical qubits, the detection of errors and their subsequent
reversal [Nielsen and Chuang, 2000]. This approach allows to construct encodings for
a wide class of errors and a perfect-fidelity recovery of the encoded states. However,
the number of required (physical) qubits is typically quite large, e.g. five (or even more)
physical qubits per protected logical qubit. The second approach, passive QEC, aims to
exploit symmetries in the interaction of a quantum system with its environment which
are then used to construct subspaces (i.e. encodings) that are not affected by the physical
interactions responsible for the occurrence of errors, thus avoiding the error completely.
Quite generally, the error correction procedure involves maps (quantum operations2) for
the encoding (C) of quantum states into a subspace of the full system Hilbert space, an
error model (E), and finally the decoding or recovery (R): ρ C−→ ρC

E−→ ρC
R−→ ρ.

Currently, the Feynman program supports already the computation of the fixed point
set

Fix(E) = {σ ∈ B(H) : E(σ) = σ} (3.6)

and the so-called noise commutant

A′ = {ρ ∈ B(H) : Eρ = ρE ∀E ∈ {Ei, E†i }} (3.7)

of a given quantum operation E = {Ei} 3. As shown in a simple example in section 2.6,
this rather limited support can already be helpful for the identification of decoherence-
free subspaces for a given quantum operation. However, there is no direct support for the
encoding or decoding procedure in the program.
In the recent literature, there have been many efforts to unify the different approaches

to QEC. Promising results have been reported in [Choi and Kribs, 2006; Blume-Kohout
et al., 2008] where emphasis was placed on noiseless subsystems and decoherence-free
subspaces which can be understood as a particularly convenient encoding that does not

2Note that a quantum operation can also be used to describe maps between spaces of different dimen-
sion. In principle, the qoperation() data structure in the Feynman program requires only minor
modifications to support such maps.

3Note that the fixed point set and the noise commutant coincide for unital quantum operations, i.e.
when E(I) = I, see e.g. [Choi and Kribs, 2006]
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require a nontrivial recovery operation. The suggested procedures to identify such noise-
less codes seem to be suitable for an (algebraic) implementation in Maple. Additionally,
there have been numerical approaches to the design of optimal encodings that maximize
the fidelity between input and output states for arbitrary errors E as, for example, in
[Kosut et al., 2008] and references therein. In this approach, the optimization problem
is formulated as a so-called semidefinite program (SDP) [Vandenberghe and Boyd, 1996]
for which efficient solvers are available4. Given the fact that also several other problems
in quantum information theory can be formulated as a SDP, such a numerical approach
seems attractive. In particular, there exist SDP approaches to the separability problem
and entanglement quantification [Spedalieri, 2007; Eisert et al., 2004]. However, since
Maple does currently not provide convenient support for solving SDP problems, this
option would require an interface to an external solver software which makes the program
distribution and maintenance for different platforms more complicated on the long run.
As a first step, it seems therefore advisable to provide support for the more established
active error correction methods. Similar to the set of pre-defined quantum gates and
decoherence models, a collection of well-known error correction codes could be provided,
for instance the three qubit bit flip code, Laflamme’s five qubit codes or even Steane’s
seven qubit and Shor’s nine qubit code [Nielsen and Chuang, 2000].

Due to the great importance –also in other areas of quantum information theory– we
suggest to implement such encodings in terms of the so-called stabilizer formalism which
provides a broad theoretical framework encompassing several other approaches [Gottes-
man, 1997; Nielsen and Chuang, 2000]. The stabilizer formalism is based on subgroups
of the general Pauli group Gn which consists of all possible n-fold tensor products of the
Pauli matrices I, X, Y , Z and the multiplicative factors ±1 and ±i. A subgroup S defines
then a vector space VS which is given as the intersection of the subspaces that are fixed
by each element of S, i.e. s |ψ〉 = |ψ〉 for all s ∈ S and |ψ〉 ∈ VS. The subspace VS is
then said to be stabilized by S or, equivalently, S is the stabilizer of VS. Moreover, any
stabilizer can be characterized more compactly in terms of its (sub)group generators gi
so that we can use the notation S = 〈g1, ..., gl〉.

Using the just introduced nomenclature, in Box 7 on page 72, we propose some new
Feynman commands, which should serve as a starting point for the simulation of quan-
tum error correction. The concepts that are mentioned in that box are not discussed here
in detail. Instead we refer the reader to chapter 10 of [Nielsen and Chuang, 2000] where
several methods are introduced and illustrated by examples. In fact, it will be useful to
implement first a set of lower-level commands that provides a convenient access to group
theory concepts like generators, centralizers, normalizers, etc., which will be frequently
used in the context above.

4See http://www-user.tu-chemnitz.de/~helmberg/sdp_software.html for a list SDP sofware pack-
ages.

http://www-user.tu-chemnitz.de/~helmberg/sdp_software.html
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Box 7: New command suggestions for the implementation of quantum error
correction.

See also chapter 10 of [Nielsen and Chuang, 2000].

Command Short explanation

Feynman_is_independent(
[g1, g2, ..., gn])

Tests whether the given list of generators (of a stabi-
lizer group) is independent in the sense that the group
becomes smaller by removing any of its generators gi
from the group: 〈g1, .., gi−1, gi+1, ..., gn〉 6= 〈g1, .., gn〉.
To determine if the given operators are independent
the check matrix will be used. A Boolean value is
returned.

Feynman_stabilized_space(
[g1, g2, ..., gn])

Computes the vector space which is fixed/stabilized
by the given set of generators. A basis (=list of 2n-
vectors) is returned.

Feynman_is_stabilized(
qregister, [g1, g2, ..., gn])

Tests whether the given state in qregister is stabi-
lized by the list of generators [g1, g2, ..., gn] (the ‘sta-
bilizer’). A Boolean value is returned.

Feynman_stabilizer_check_matrix(
[g1, g2, ..., gn−k])

Computes the check matrix for an [n, k] stabilizer
code: G = [G1|G2]. A matrix is returned.

Feynman_is_correctable(
qoperation, [g1, g2, ..., gn])

Determines whether the given qoperation, i.e. some
set E1, ..., Ek of errors, can be detected/corrected by
a stabilizer code which is generated by the generators
g1, g2, ..., gn. A Boolean value is returned.

Feynman_encode_state(
qregisterk, [g1, g2, ..., gn−k])

Computes the physical n-qubit state in which the
given (logical) k-qubit qregister is encoded. Instead
of the generator list, also a keyword can be used to
specify well-known codes from the literature. An n-
qubit qregister is returned.

Feynman_decode_state(
qregistern, [g1, g2, ..., gn−k])

Computes the logic state which is encoded in the
given (physical) qregister. Instead of the generator
list, again a keyword can be used. A k-qubit qregis-
ter is returned.

Feynman_encode_gate(
qoperatork, [g1, g2, ..., gn−k])

Calculates an n-qubit quantum gate in which the
given k-qubit gate is encoded. A qoperator is
returned.
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3.4 Circuit decomposition

In section 2.2.1, we have given a short overview of the concept of quantum gates which
are the fundamental building blocks of the most frequently used model of quantum com-
putation, the so-called circuit model. Any algorithm can be decomposed into a sequence
of elementary one- and two-qubit gates, either exactly [Barenco et al., 1995] or approxi-
mately [Kitaev, 1997; Dawson and Nielsen, 2006]. A simple example for the case of generic
single qubit gates was given, based on the Z − Y decomposition [see Eq. (2.29)]. As a
generalization of this result, there have been numerous studies on efficient decompositions
of generic n-qubit gates so that only a minimum number of elementary gates is required.
One of the commonly used approaches is the so-called recursive cosine-sine decomposition
(CSD), see e.g. [Möttönen et al., 2004]. A single step in the recursion is based on the
following decomposition of a general unitary matrix U into left and right block diagonal
forms and a central matrix D that consists of four block diagonal blocks

U =

(
L0

L1

)(
D0,0 D0,1

D1,0 D1,1

)(
R0

R1

)
. (3.8)

Here, L0, L1, R0, R1 are again unitary and D0,0, D0,1, D1,0, D1,1 are diagonal with D0,1 =
D0,0. If the blocks have equal dimension this is a special case of the generalized singular
value decomposition [Golub and Van Loan, 1996]. Then, due to the unitary constraint,

D0,0 = D1,1 = diag(cos θ1, cos θ2, ..., cos θN) (3.9)
D0,1 = −D1,0 = diag(sin θ1, sin θ2, ..., sin θN) . (3.10)

This CS decomposition operates then recursively on the blocks L0, L1 and R0, R1 until
a 2 × 2 block diagonal structure is obtained. The decomposed form of a given unitary
operator consists then of a product of operators, each of which is a so-called uniformly
controlled rotation, i.e. a k-fold controlled single qubit rotation where 1 ≤ k ≤ N − 1.
The exact implementation of these gates can be different, depending on the chosen set of
elementary gates, see e.g. [Möttönen et al., 2004]. Typically, the uniformly controlled ro-
tation gate is decomposed into a sequence single qubit rotations and CNOT gates where
the position of the control qubits are determined with the help of so-called Gray codes, i.e.
a binary encoding scheme in which the binary representations of two consecutive numbers
differ in exactly one binary digit[Savage, 1997]. A simple example of such decomposi-
tion is shown in [Nielsen and Chuang, 2000]. For details of the algorithm and further
optimizations we refer to the literature5.
We should mention that there have been alternative, more general approaches to circuit

and gate decomposition which are based on Lie groups and which contain the cosine-sine
decomposition as special cases [Nakajimaa et al., 2006; Dagli et al., 2008]. However,
already the CSD-based approach represents an interesting extension of the Feynman
program which would significantly improve the support for the design and evaluation of
quantum circuits. It seems attractive and advisable to implement several sets of elemen-
tary gates which correspond to different physical realization schemes and provide the user

5A large collection of results on quantum compiling including several Java, Matlab, etc., programs
can be found on R. R. Tucci’s website http://www.ar-tiste.com/.

http://www.ar-tiste.com/
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with a possibility to define new sets of elementary gates. This would enable the user to
translate (’compile‘) a textbook circuit or algorithm into more realistic gate sequences
which can then be the basis for detailed decoherence and entanglement studies. It should
be kept in mind, however, that the currently known approaches to gate and circuit de-
composition typically result in a large number of elementary gates which increases very
rapidly with the size of the number of qubits. In order to provide acceptable performance
on small machines, the algorithms are likely to be implemented only numerically.
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Abstract

During recent years, quantum computations and the study ofn-qubit quantum systems have attracted a lot of interest, both
in theory and experiment. Apart from the promise of performing quantum computations, however, these investigations also
revealed a great deal of difficulties which still need to be solved in practice. In quantum computing, unitary and non-unitary
quantum operations act on a given set of qubits to form (entangled) states, in which the information is encoded by the overall
system often referred to as quantum registers.

To facilitate the simulation of suchn-qubit quantum systems, we present the FEYNMAN program to provide all necessary
tools in order to define and to deal with quantum registers and quantum operations. Although the present version of the program
is restricted tounitary transformations, it equally supports—whenever possible—the representation of the quantum registers
both, in terms of their state vectors and density matrices. In addition to the composition of two or more quantum registers,
moreover, the program also supports theirdecompositioninto various parts by applying the partial trace operation and the
concept of the reduced density matrix. Using an interactive design within the framework of MAPLE, therefore, we expect the
FEYNMAN program to be helpful not only for teaching the basic elements of quantum computing but also for studying their
physical realization in the future.
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Computers for which the program is designed:All computers with a license of the computer algebra system MAPLE [Maple is
a registered trademark of Waterlo Maple Inc.]
Operating systems or monitors under which the program has been tested:Linux, MS Windows XP
Programming language used:MAPLE 9.5 (but should be compatible with 9.0 and 8.0, too)
Memory and time required to execute with typical data:Storage and time requirements critically depend on the number of qubits,
n, in the quantum registers due to the exponential increase of the associated Hilbert space. In particular, complex algebraic
operations may require large amounts of memory even for small qubit numbers. However, most of the standard commands
(see Section 4 for simple examples) react promptly for up to five qubits on a normal single-processor machine (� 1 GHz with
512 MB memory) and use less than 10 MB memory.
No. of lines in distributed program, including test data, etc.:8864
No. of bytes in distributed program, including test data, etc.:493 182
Distribution format: tar.gz
Nature of the physical problem:During the last decade, quantum computing has been found to provide a revolutionary new form
of computation. The algorithms by Shor [P.W. Shor, SIAM J. Sci. Statist. Comput. 26 (1997) 1484] and Grover [L.K. Grover,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 79 (1997) 325.[2]], for example, gave a first impression how one could solve problems in the future, that
are intractable otherwise with all classical computers. Broadly speaking, quantum computing applies quantum logic gates
(unitary transformations) on a given set of qubits, often referred to a quantum registers. Although, the theoretical foundation
of quantum computing is now well understood, there are still many practical difficulties to be overcome for which (classical)
simulations onn-qubit systems may help understand how quantum algorithms work in detail and what kind of physical systems
and environments are most suitable for their realization.
Method of solution:Using the computer algebra system MAPLE, a set of procedures has been developed to define and to deal
with n-qubit quantum registers and quantum logic gates. It provides a hierarchy of commands which can be applied interactively
and which is flexible enough to incorporate non-unitary quantum operations and quantum error corrections models in the future.
Restrictions on the complexity of the problem:The present version of the program facilitates the set-up and manipulation of
quantum registers by a large number of (predefined) quantum logic gates. In contrast to suchidealizedunitary transformations,
however, less attention has been paid so far to non-unitary quantum operations or to the modeling of decoherence phenomena,
although various suitable data structures are already designed and implemented in the code. A further restriction concerns
the number of qubits,n, due to the exponentially growing time and memory requirements. Up to now, most of the complex
commands are restricted to quantum registers with about 6 to 8 qubits, if use has to be made of a standard single-processor
machine.
Unusual features of the program:The FEYNMAN program has been designed for interactive simulations onn-qubit quantum
registers with no other restriction than given by the size and time resources of the computer. Apart from the standard quantum
gates, as discussed in the literature [M.A. Nielsen, I.L. Chuang, Quantum Computation and Quantum Information, Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, 2000], it provides all the necessary tools to generalize these gates forn-qubits (in any given order
of the individual qubits). Both common representations of the quantum registers in terms of their state vectors and/or density
matrices are equally supported by the program whenever possible. In addition, the program also facilitates the composition of
two or more quantum registers into a combined one as well as their decomposition into subsystems by using the partial trace
and the use of the reduced density matrix for the individual parts.
 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Keywords:Kronecker product; Quantum computation; Quantum logic gate; Quantum register; Qubit; (Reduced) density matrix; Unitary
transformation

1. Introduction

Since Shor’s algorithm[1] for factorizing large numbers, the theory of quantum computation and quantum
information has attracted a lot of recent interest. This algorithm, in particular, has demonstrated that quantum
computers may perform certain useful tasks (much) moreefficient than their classical counterparts. Despite of
the great promises of performing quantum computations, however, there are still many practical difficulties to be
resolved before quantum computers might become available in the future. Hereby, many of the difficulties are
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related closely to the (wanted and unwanted) interactions inn-qubit quantum systems as well as to the coupling of
such systems with their environment.

Therefore, although the basic concepts of quantum computing are now well understood, their realization is likely
not possible unless the (dynamical) behavior ofn-qubit quantum systems, so-called quantum registers, can be
simulated and analyzed in detail. For any successful implementation of quantum algorithms, of course, one has to
provide and control the mechanisms for carrying out a sequence of computational steps, where each stepk consists

of a unitary transformationU = e− i
h̄
Hktk (as defined by some system HamiltonianHk and acting for a timetk).

To simulate such anidealizedsequence of computational steps, a number of programs have been developed in
recent years that all provide the underlying (linear-algebra) operations in a form as appropriate for generaln-qubit
quantum registers, although sometimes only for those registers with a fixed number of qubits.

A list of such (quantum computer simulation) programs can be found, for instance, in Refs.[3,4]. Often, how-
ever, these programs were designed for just a particular task, such as the demonstration of the superposition concept
or the evaluation of (specific) quantum circuits and, hence, cannot be used for other applications. So far, most pro-
grams have been restricted to theunitary transformation of quantum registers being in a pure state, without the
possibility to take into account ‘mixtures’ of quantum states (as to be described by density matrices) or the cou-
pling of the quantum registers with their environment (quantum operations).

To facilitate the simulation of such generaln-qubit quantum systems, here we present the FEYNMAN program
that provides all necessary tools in order to deal with quantum registers and quantum operations. In contrast to
most of the traditional programs from above[3,4], we followed an approach similar to[5], and designed and
implemented the FEYNMAN code within the framework of MAPLE in order to take advantage of the (various)
symbolic and numerical features of modern computer algebra. In a first version of our program, we provide a set
of procedures to define quantum registers of variable size and to manipulate them by (time-independent) operators.
Since a large number of such quantum operators have been predefined in the code, we expect the FEYNMAN

program to be useful for quite different applications, both in education and research work.
In the next section, we first start with a brief account on the basic notations and concepts in the theory of quantum

computations in order to facilitate the later use of the program. In Section3, we then describe the program structure
and how it is distributed. This includes a list of all user-accessible commands, together with short descriptions.
Details about the parameters of each procedure, their optional arguments, etc. is provided by an additional user
manual and is appended to the code. Section4 illustrates the use of the FEYNMAN program by means of a few
simple examples which may help display several central features and advantages of the code. Finally, a short
outlook onto the current and possible future extensions of the program is given in Section5.

2. Theoretical background

As the FEYNMAN program has been designed independent of any particularphysical realizationof ann-qubit
quantum system, we may restrict our discussion of the theory to those notations and formulas as implemented
in the program. Apart from the notion of the quantum register as the basic ‘storage’ to describe the behavior of
generaln-qubit (quantum) systems, emphasis is placed on the action of the various quantum gates and how they are
‘distributed’ overn qubits in order to transform the state of the system properly. Both representations of ann-qubit
quantum system in terms of its state vector or density matrix are briefly explained below and are equally supported
(whenever possible) by the program. A more detailed introduction into the theory of quantum computations and
quantum information can be found, for instance, in the lecture notes by Preskill[6] and the textbook by Nielsen
and Chuang[7].

2.1. Quantum bits and registers

2.1.1. Qubits and computational basis
In introducing the basic elements of quantum information theory, one often starts with the quantum bit (qubit)

as the elementary ‘unit’ of information in dealing with quantum computations and the construction a quantum
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computers. In contrast to the classical bit, which can take just one of two distinct values, say ‘0’ and ‘1’ or ‘true’
and ‘false’ (from the Boolean logic), respectively, the qubit is thought as a formal designation of a quantum system
whose state vector is completely described by the superposition of two orthonormal eigenstates. Often, these eigen-
states are labeled as|0〉 and |1〉 analogous to the binary basis used in classical digital computations. In practise,
however, a qubit can be represented by any quantum mechanical two-state system including, for example, spin-1/2
particles with their two possible spin states|↑〉 and|↓〉, trapped ions, or by the charge state of quantum dots.

Independent of the physical realization of a particular qubit, there is an abstract (mathematical) notation

(1)|ψ〉 = a|0〉 + b|1〉 ≡ a

(
1

0

)
+ b

(
0

1

)
=

(
a

b

)
,

in which the state|ψ〉 of the qubit is described as the linear superposition of the two states|0〉 and|1〉 from above.
As usual, these states are supposed to be orthonormal and to form a basis of a two-dimensional Hilbert spaceH.
In this basis, the coefficients (amplitudes)a andb ∈ C are often called arepresentationof the qubit, while the
squared absolute values|a|2 and|b|2 are known to provide the probability of finding the system in one or the other
eigenstate in case of a measurement. That is, the coefficientsa andb are supposed to fulfill the normalization
|a|2 + |b|2 = 1. In the FEYNMAN program, the auxiliary procedureqbit() is used [cf. Section3.2below] in order to
represent (the state of) a qubit by means of the complex coefficientsa andb within the basis{|0〉, |1〉}, often denoted
as thecomputational basis. Besides the computational basis, of course, any other orthonormal basis, such as the
Hadamard basis|+〉 ≡ 1√

2
(|0〉 + |1〉) and|−〉 ≡ 1√

2
(|0〉 − |1〉), could be utilized equally well for all computations.

However, unless stated otherwise we will always refer to the computational basis as the standard basis within the
FEYNMAN program. The representation of a qubit in any other (orthonormal) basis is then obtained by performing
the proper unitary transformation on the coefficientsa andb.

Similar to classical computations, a single (qu-)bit is of little help in carrying out quantum computations. The
generalization of a single qubit ton distinguishable and interacting qubits then leads us to the notion of aquantum
register for which the computational basis is again the most natural choice in order to follow the (dynamical)
behavior ofn-qubit quantum systems. A rather large number of qubits is required not only for the implementation
of useful quantum algorithms, but also for many quantum error-correcting codes (QECC) as necessary to protect
n-qubit systems against the loss of information due to decoherence phenomena.

2.1.2. Quantum registers
The quantum-mechanical state of two or more (distinguishable) qubits can be described most easily if these

qubits are arranged in some particular order and treated altogether in terms of a single quantum register. For ann-
qubit quantum register, i.e. the collection ofn individual qubits, then the state|Ψ 〉 of the overall system is described
by a vector in the 2n-dimensional product spaceH=H1 ⊗H2 ⊗ · · ·⊗Hn of the Hilbert spacesHi (i = 1, . . . , n),
associated with the individual qubits. Again, the 2n basis states inH can be denoted analogously to the 2n binary
states of a classicaln-bit register,|00..00〉, |00..01〉, . . . , |11..11〉, but have to be formed as the (tensor) products
of the corresponding computational basis states{|0〉i , |1〉i , i = 1, . . . , n} of then qubits. In general, therefore, the
state|Ψ 〉 of the quantum register

(2)|Ψ 〉 =
2n−1∑
k=0

ck|k〉decimal= c0




1
0
0
...

0


 + c1




0
1
0
...

0


 + · · · + c2n−1




0
0
0
...

1




is written as a (normalized) superposition of the 2n basis states. Note the rapid increase of the number of basis states
(2n) with the number of qubits,n, in the quantum register. Moreover, a seen from Eq.(2) for an equal superposition
of all the 2n basis states (i.e. ifck ≡ 1/

√
2n for all k), a quantum computer would be able to process some given

computation for all the 2n values of a corresponding classical register simultaneously. It is this phenomenon,
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sometimes known asquantum parallelism, which might provide quantum computers with the (computational)
power to solve problems in the future, which are intractable otherwise for any classical computer.

For n interactingqubits, the superposition of the 2n basis states in Eq.(2) generally results in a ‘correlation’
between the qubits, in which their individual (spin) states are no longer well-defined independently from the states
of the other qubits. Such a correlation always occurs, if the state|Ψ 〉 of the quantum register cannot be represented
as a tensor product|Ψ 〉 = |ψ1〉 ⊗ |ψ2〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |ψn〉 of any particular states|ψi〉 (i = 1, . . . , n) of the individual
qubits, a situation which often applies even if the qubits are well separated in space. In quantum mechanics,
this (non-local) correlation phenomenon is known asentanglementand such a correlated state|Ψ 〉 is said to be
inseparable. As an example for twoentangledqubits refer, for instance, to the Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen (EPR)
states(|00〉 ± |11〉)/√2 which are often used in order to verify and explain the non-locality of quantum mechanics
[8]. In fact, the possible entanglement in ann-qubit quantum register is considered to be one of the key ingredients
of quantum computation as it is anecessarycondition in order to achieve an exponential speed-up, when compared
with classical computations[9]. During the past few years, therefore, the characterization and quantification of
the entanglement (in terms of various usefulmeasures) has been investigated intensively for different multi-qubit
systems in the literature[10,11].

So far, we have always assumed in our discussion above that the state of the system is known completely, even
if it is in an entangled state. Such a system, which is described by means of a state vector|Ψ 〉 from Eq.(2) or a so-
called ‘ket’-vector, is said to be in apure state. More general, however, one often has only incomplete knowledge
about the state of the system, as it occurs in a statistical mixture|Φ〉 = ∑

i pi |Ψi〉 of several (pure) states|Ψi〉
with some given probabilitiespi � 0 and

∑
i pi = 1. To describe a quantum register in such a mixture of states,

then the concept of the density operator needs to be applied in order to obtain a proper quantum-mechanical
description[12]. In the computational basis, the density operator of the system is defined asρ = ∑

i pi |Ψi〉〈Ψi |,
where〈Ψi | = |Ψi〉† = (|Ψi〉∗)T denotes an element (a so-called ‘bra’-vector) of the dual space. The density operator
of a quantum system has a 2n × 2n matrix representation which is self-adjoint[ρ† = (ρ∗)T = ρ], positive semi-
definite (non-negative eigenvalues), and which fulfills the trace condition Trρ = 1. This density matrix, in addition,
describes a pure stateρ = |Ψ 〉〈Ψ |, if and only if Tr(ρ2) = 1.

As outlined further in Section2.2.3, the concept of the density operator is required in order to describe deco-
herence effects inopenquantum systems which are coupled to some environment[16]. Although a description in
terms of the density matrix is more general compared to the concept of pure states, it leads to a rapidly growing
complexity and to quite sizeable storage requirements if more than only a few qubits are involved in the system.
In the FEYNMAN program, both descriptions of a quantum system (register) in terms of its state vector or the
density matrix are equally supported (whenever possible) by the auxiliary procedureqregister(), cf. Section3.2.
In fact, this procedure is the generalization of theqbit() command from above to the case ofn correlated qubits,
where the number of qubits is restricted only by local computer resources. As discussed below, this procedure
provides the central (data) structure to describe the behavior of any pure or mixedn-qubit quantum register within
the FEYNMAN program.

In describing ann-qubit quantum system, it is necessary not only to combine the various qubits and to describe
them in terms of a (single) quantum register but also to split a multi-partite system into subsystems of different
size. Such a splitting is useful, for example, if a quantum system is coupled to an environment or if a measurement
needs to be performed on just a few of the qubits. To deal only with such a part of the system, there is the concept
of thereduceddensity operator and the partial trace operation. For example, we consider a general composite (and
probably entangled) systemAB in the product Hilbert spaceHAB . The density matrix of the composite system is
defined as

(3)ρAB =
NA∑
ik

NB∑
j l

ρij,kl |iA〉|jB〉〈kA|〈lB |,

where{|iA〉} and {|jB〉} denote orthonormal bases for the subspacesHA andHB with dimensionNA andNB ,
respectively.
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Fig. 1. Bloch sphere visualization of a (pure) one-qubit state.

The reduced density operator for the subsystemA is then defined as

(4)ρA = TrB
(
ρAB

)
,

where TrB() is called the partial trace (operation) over the subsystemB. Using the completeness relation∑NB
m |mB〉〈mB | = I , the partial trace is given by

(5)TrB
(
ρAB

) =
NA∑
ik

(
NB∑
m

ρim,km

)
|iA〉〈kA|.

Since the trace over the space of the subsystemB is independent of the particular choice of the basis states{|jB〉},
the partial trace is unique and appropriate to describe all the observables of the remaining systemA. In the FEYN-
MAN program, the partial trace operation can be applied to anyn-qubit quantum register in order to trace out one
or several qubits by using the procedureFeynman_trace().

2.1.3. The Bloch sphere representation for single qubits
To visualize the state of a single qubit, there exists a common representation known as the Bloch sphere. In this

representation, a (pure) one-qubit state is written as

(6)|ψ〉 = cos

(
θ

2

)
|0〉 + eiϕ sin

(
θ

2

)
|1〉,

ignoring the overall phase which is physically irrelevant. Using the decomposition(6) of the state vector, the angles
θ andϕ are then taken as the ‘polar’ angles to describe the orientation of a real vector on the unit sphere, the so-
called Bloch vector of the qubit. For some arbitrary single qubit pure state|ψ〉 the Bloch sphere representation is
illustrated inFig. 1.

Beside of pure states, the Bloch sphere representation can be used also for single qubits in a mixed state if their
density operatorρ is re-written in terms of the Pauli spin matricesσi asρ(
v) = I+
v·
σ

2 with 
σ = (σx, σy, σz), and
if the real vector
v with 0 � |
v| � 1 is now displayed in polar coordinates. For|
v| = 1, in particular, we always
have Tr(ρ2) = 1 and thus a pure state(6) with the corresponding polar anglesθ andϕ. Using the Bloch-sphere
representation, the action of any one-qubit (unitary) gate operation can be interpreted as a rotation of the Bloch
vector. In the FEYNMAN program, a Bloch sphere representation of a single qubit (given possibly as part of an
n-qubit quantum register) is obtained with the help of theFeynman_plot_Bloch_vector() procedure. Unfortunately,
there is no straightforward generalization of this convenient representation known for multi-qubit systems.
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2.2. Quantum gates and operations

Apart from keeping information and data in quantum registers, it should be possible also to manipulate these
data in a controlled way. Analogous to classical computers, this can be achieved formally by applying a sequence
of logical operations onto the state of the quantum systems, the so-called (quantum) gates or, more generally,
the quantum operations. The standard gates are constructed in order to obtain a certain ‘rotation’ of the state
vectors (density operators). In practise, the action of a quantum gate is often carried out by means of external
fields, lasers, or by several other techniques depending on the particular experimental scheme used to realize the
quantum register. Note that, beside of the external perturbation, here the natural evolution of the system due to its
Hamiltonian needs to be taken into account. In the present version of the FEYNMAN program, however, we are not
concerned with the physical realization of quantum registers and, hence, may ignore any explicit time evolution of
the system. Instead, emphasis is placed on the action of the various (pre-defined) logical gates onto the states of
generaln-qubit quantum registers.

2.2.1. Unitary operations and quantum gates
Bennett[13] showed that any classical computation can be implemented also in a (logically and thermodynam-

ically) reversible form. In fact, such a reversible implementation is possible even by using various rather small
sets of logical operators, known asuniversalsets. Although, for the sake of simplicity, classical digital computers
are actually not restricted to reversible operations, Bennett’s concept has become important for the field of quan-
tum computations and quantum information since, for any closed quantum system, the time evolution operator

Ut2,t1 = e− i
h̄
H (t2−t1) is unitary and, hence, represents a entirelyreversibleoperation that maps a quantum state at

time t1 to the state at some other timet2. For some pure state|ψ〉, therefore, we always have

(7)
∣∣ψ(t2)

〉 = Ut2,t1

∣∣ψ(t1)
〉

and, similarly,

(8)ρ(t2) = Ut2,t1

(∑
i

pi

∣∣ψi(t1)〉〈ψi(t1)
∣∣)U

†
t2,t1

= Ut2,t1ρ(t1)U
†
t2,t1

if the state of the system is given by a statistical mixture{pi, |ψi〉}. In a quantum computer, consequently, it is
necessary to implement all the computational steps by means of reversible and unitary operations, taking into
account also the modified Hamiltonian of the underlying (physical) system. Formally, Bennett’s result ensures that
a quantum computer is—at least in principle—capable of performing also every classical algorithm one can think
of, although typically without any gain in speed compared to classical computers.

In general, any algorithm on ann-qubit quantum register could be performed within a single step by acting
(in a highly non-trivial way) with a unitary operation on all then qubits of the register simultaneously. Similar
to classical computations, however, it is more convenient in practise if such operations are decomposed into a
sequence of one- and two-qubit operations (gates), taken from a small set ofuniversal gateswhich is appropriate for
a particular physical realization of the system. In the context of the FEYNMAN program, here we need not discuss
which universal set is most suitable for a given experimental setup. In a formal treatment of quantum algorithms
and transformations, instead, one often uses the two-qubit controlled-not (CNOT) gate together with any one-qubit
gate (constructed from the Pauli sigma matrices) as the basic elements into which then all the quantum gates are
decomposed[14]. More generally, it has been shown also thatany (non-separable) two-qubit gate isuniversalfor
quantum computations if combined with some one-qubit gate[15]. The need of a non-separable two-qubit gate
again highlights the key role of entanglement for performing useful quantum computations.

In order to apply a (unitary) gate operation to just one or a few individual qubits of a given quantum register, we
need to create operators which act only on the subspaces associated to these qubits. First, therefore, let us briefly
recall here the definition of the tensor product for matrix operators. SupposeA andB are two linear operators in
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the subspacesH1 andH2, respectively. ThenA ⊗ B is used to denote a linear operator acting on the product space
H1 ⊗H2 and is defined by

(9)(A ⊗ B)
(|ψ1〉 ⊗ |ψ2〉

) = A|ψ1〉 ⊗ B|ψ2〉.
Using a matrix representation for the operatorsA andB, the tensor (or Kronecker) product of anm × n matrix A

and ap × q matrixB is then given by themp × nq matrix

(10)A ⊗ B =

 a11B · · · a1nB

...
. . .

...

am1B · · · amnB


 ,

whereaij are the matrix elements ofA. For instance, a single-qubitnot or X-gate

(11)X ≡ σx =
(

0 1
1 0

)
,

that acts onto the second qubit within a three-qubit quantum register can be expressed as the tensor product

(12)U = I ⊗ X ⊗ I,

if the two other qubits are left unchanged and ifI denotes the 2× 2 identity operator acting on a single qubit. In
the FEYNMAN program, the matrix representations of many widely used quantum gates are pre-defined already in
the main procedureFeynman_quantum_operator(); seeTable 1, for instance, for the pre-defined one-qubit gates.
More detailed information about all the pre-defined quantum gates in the FEYNMAN program, including their
matrix representation as well as circuit symbols, can be found in the manualFeynman-commands.pdf which
is provided together with the code.

2.2.2. ‘Distributed’ quantum gates
In the previous section, we introduced the use of single and multi-qubit quantum gates, and how they can

be combined with the single-qubit identityI in order to ‘act’ on the space associated with somen-qubit quantum

Table 1
Single-qubit quantum operators (gates) as accessible in the program by the commandFeynman_quantum_operator()1

Argument option Output: returns the matrix representation of

("I") identity operator
("not") or ("sigma_x") or ("X") X ≡ σx

("sigma_y") or ("Y") Y ≡ σy

("sigma_z") or ("Z") Z ≡ σz

("sigma[+]") σ+ = σx + iσy (not unitary!)
("sigma[-]") σ− = σx − iσy (not unitary!)
("phase",φ) relative phase shift byφ
("A",φ) alternative definition of the phase gate
("Hadamard") or ("H") H

("Euler",[α,β,γ,δ]) U = eiαRz(β)Ry(γ )Rz(δ)

("Rx", θ) Rx(θ) rotation
("Ry", θ) Ry(θ) rotation
("Rz", θ) Rz(θ) rotation
("S") phase gate withφ = π/2
("T") π/8 gateT
("notˆ1/2")

√
NOT

1 A complete list of all available single and multi-qubit quantum gates together with their definition are provided by the manualFeynman-
commands.pdf which is distributed with the code.
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Table 2
Distributed two-qubit quantum operators as accessible by the commandFeynman_quantum_operator()

Argument option Output: returns the matrix representation of

(n,"cn",[m1, m2]) or (n,"cnot",[m1, m2]) controlled-notoperation on the qubitsm1 andm2 of ann-qubit
quantum system

(n,"controlled-phase",[m1, m2]) or (n,"cs",[m1, m2]) controlled-phaseor csoperation on the qubitsm1 andm2 of an
n-qubit quantum system

(n,"controlled-z",[m1, m2]) or (n,"cz",[m1, m2]) controlled-zor czoperation on the qubitsm1 andm2

(n,"swap",[m1, m2]) swapoperation on the qubitsm1 andm2

register. To this aim, the use of the tensor product [cf. Eqs.(9) and (12)] is obvious as long as the affected qubits are
neighbors with respect to the numbering of qubits in the quantum register or, respectively, the computational basis.
In contrast, if we consider somek-qubit quantum gate to act ontok � n not adjacent qubits in ann-qubit register,
the 2k matrix elements of thek-qubit quantum gate have to be ‘distributed’ properly over the whole 2n × 2n matrix
which acts on the completen-qubit quantum register. To this end, here we introduce the notion of adistributedgate
if a (k-qubit) gate is applied tok � n selected qubits, given in a sequencem1,m2, . . . ,mk and withmi � n for all
selected indicesi of the qubits.

For example, the controlled-not (CNOT) gate is known to invert the state of the target qubit in dependence of
the state of control qubit. Its matrix representation is given by

(13)CNOT=



1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0


 ,

if the first qubit refers to the control qubit and the second to the target qubit. For instance, if we wish to apply
this CNOT gate to the first and third qubit in a three-qubit quantum register, the use of the tensor product(9)
above is not directly possible unless the qubits are first be renumbered in the quantum register (and that the state
vector or density matrix of the system is transformed accordingly). Although such a permutation of the qubits is
certainly quite standard and is achieved simply by transforming both, the operator and the quantum register into a
computational basis which refers to the new sequence of qubits, in the FEYNMAN program we provide a special
syntax for the procedureFeynman_quantum_operator() that allows the user to ‘distribute’ anyk-qubit operator over
ann-qubit quantum gate just by specifying the sequence of thek < n qubits to be concerned.Table 2displays the
predefined two-qubit gates in the FEYNMAN program and how they can be distributed in order to obtain a proper
n-qubit unitary matrix.

2.2.3. Quantum operations
The quantum gates from above refer to anidealizedquantum computer whose (quantum) registers evolve like

any closedquantum system entirely unitary according to the known Hamiltonian of the system. This is quite in
contrast, of course, to any real implementation where various unwanted interactions of the quantum register with its
environment, such as a spontaneous emission of photons from the system or some other form of energy and phase
dissipation, may occur. Frankly speaking, such a coupling to the environment leads to a non-unitary and hence
irreversible evolution of the quantum computer (the principal system) as it is now only a subsystem of the overall
system ‘quantum computer+ environment’[16]. Or, in other words, the entanglement with the environment finally
results in a reduced density matrix of the principal system which is in amixedstate [cf. Section4.3] and which is
associated with a loss of information (known also as decoherence).

In order to allow a non-unitary evolution of quantum systems (registers), there exists the general formalism
of quantum operations to which one sometimes refers also as superoperators or completely positive maps. Since,
this formalism is not yet fully supported by the FEYNMAN program, here we will give only a brief account on
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this concept and refer for all further details to the literature[7]. In the program, however, a first step towards the
incorporation of quantum operations has been done by providing an appropriate data structure in Section3.2. If
we consider, for instance, a principal systemS and the environmentE, a ‘noisy’ interaction betweenS andE is
described by a (quantum dynamical) mapE that takes a system stateρ to another density matrixρ ′ = E(ρ). In
order to ensure thatρ′ is a valid density operator, it can be shown thatE acting onHS must becompletely positive,
i.e.E(A) must be positive for any positive (density) operatorA and, moreover, if we extendHS by a second Hilbert
spaceHE of arbitrary dimension the combined operationE ⊗ I (I being the identity operation onHE) acting on
product spaceHS ⊗ HE still maps any positive operator of the composite system to a positive operator. In the
(so-called) operator-sum representation, such a map is described by[7,17]

(14)ρ′ = E(ρ) =
∑

i

EiρE
†
i ,

whereEi denotes an operation element (or Kraus operator) with
∑

i E
†
i Ei � I and where the equal sign applies

for all trace-preserving quantum operations. From the definition(14)of the quantum operations it is clear, that this
includes as a special case also theunitary evolution of the quantum system from Section2.2.1, if the quantum
operation is given by a single unitary operation element. With the further support of quantum operations by the
FEYNMAN program, therefore, it will be possible to implement and to follow-up also various decoherence models
for n-qubit quantum registers as discussed recently in the literature[18].

3. Program organization

3.1. Overview

The FEYNMAN program has been designed to support the simulation ofn-qubit quantum systems (quantum
registers). Apart from the definition and initialization of quantum registers, this requires to transform their state
either by unitary or non-unitary operations until the result of the computations can beread off (i.e. measured)
from the register. For any realization of quantum registers, this makes it necessary within the simulation to include
the coupling of the system to its environment, both for wanted and unwanted interactions. However, not all of
these practical ‘requirements’ can be realized in a first implementation of a program. In the present version of the
FEYNMAN program, our aim is to establish the basic data structures and to provide a simple access to the unitary
transformation ofn-qubit quantum registers with no further restriction onn other than given by the memory and
time-limitations of the computer.

As mentioned before, the FEYNMAN program is in several respects different from other codes. Although our pro-
gram is presently restricted to performunitary transformations of quantum registers, it equally supports—whenever
possible—the representation of their states either in terms of state vectors or density matrices. In composition of
two or more quantum registers, addition to, the program also supports theirdecompositioninto various parts by
applying the partial trace operation and the concept of the reduced density matrix. A further advantage is that the
FEYNMAN program provides an interactive tool for which the knowledge of a few (main) procedures is enough
to carry out most of the computations. When compared to a purely numerical implementation using, for instance,
C++ or JAVA , the FEYNMAN program enables the user to perform the computation either in a symbolic or numer-
ical form, without that much extra code has to be developed and tested. Finally, since MAPLE by itself offers a
large set of built-in mathematical functions, this may help extend the program into various directions in the future,
including topics such as non-unitary quantum operations, quantum measures, decoherence, error correction, and
several others.

Following MAPLE’s philosophy, the FEYNMAN program has been organized as a hierarchy of currently about
25 procedures at different level of complexity. Apart from several low-level subprocedures, which remain hidden to
the user, the main body of the procedures can be used either for interactive work or simply as a language element
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in order to build-up commands at some higher level of the hierarchy. As discussed below, these procedures are
divided into two groups, theauxiliary procedures as the building blocks (and data structures) of the program as
well as themain commands, which help operate on this structures. A list of all user-accessible procedures are
displayed inTables 3 and 4; as seen from these tables, use is made of rather long names in order to improve
the readability and the maintenance of the program. Moreover, in order to distinguish the FEYNMAN procedures
from MAPLE’s internal ones, all names of the main commands start with the prefixFeynman_. A more detailed
description of some selected commands, including the argument options and some additional information, can
be found inAppendices A and Bwhich follow the style of the help pages of MAPLE andThe Maple Handbook

Table 3
Auxiliary procedures of the FEYNMAN program to represent the basic data structures. These procedures are utilized mainly for keeping related
information together and to facilitate the data handling with and within the program

Procedure Explanation

cbs() To represent a computational basis state|k〉decof ann-qubit quantum register in the decimal basis|0〉, |1〉, . . . , |k〉, . . . , |2n − 1〉
qbit() To represent an one-qubit state|ψ〉 = a|0〉 + b|1〉 in terms of the two (complex) coefficientsa andb in the computational basis

|0〉 ≡ (1
0
)

and|1〉 ≡ (0
1
)
, respectively

qregister() To represent ann-qubit quantum register either in terms of its 2n-dimensional state vector or the 2n × 2n density matrix

qoperator() To represent ann-qubit quantum logic gate or quantum operator (unitary transformation)

qoperation() To represent ann-qubit quantum operationE(ρ) = ∑
i EiρE

†
i

by means of its operation elements (Kraus operators)Ei

Table 4
Main procedures of the FEYNMAN program as available by the user for interactive work. For three selected commands (marked by an∗ below),
a more detailed explanation is displayed inAppendix B2

Procedure Explanation

Feynman_apply() Applies a givenqoperator() or qoperation() to the state vector or density matrix of ann-qubit quantum register

Feynman_norm() Calculates the norm (or trace) of the state vector or density matrix of a quantum register

Feynman_normalize() Normalizes the state vector or density matrix of a quantum register

Feynman_operator_function()∗ Evaluates an operator function for a given matrix orqoperator() and returns its explicit matrix representation

Feynman_operator_type()∗ Determines whether a given matrix orqoperator() has some particular property (hermitian, normal, etc.)

Feynman_plot_Bloch_vector() Returns a 3D plot of the Bloch-sphere representation for a singleqbit() or for a selected qubit within a given
qregister()

Feynman_plot_probability() Returns a 2D (or 3D) histogram plot of the (squared) amplitudes for a pure or mixed state as represented by
theqregister()

Feynman_print() Prints the state vector or the density matrix of a quantum register in Dirac notation (by using the standard
computational basis)

Feynman_product()∗ Carries out several types of product operations (inner, outer, Kronecker, Hadamard, etc.) for two or more
given quantum operators and/or quantum registers, respectively

Feynman_qgate() Carries out some pre-defined quantum gate on a sequence ofqbit()s

Feynman_quantum_operator() Evaluates the explicit matrix representation of various pre-defined and distributed one-, two-, three-, or
n-qubit quantum operators

Feynman_set_qregister() Returns aqregister() in some (pre-defined) state such as the computational basis states, the Bell states, or
several others

Feynman_trace() Calculates the reduced density operators of aqregister() (i.e. the partial trace) and the expectation values for
given matrix operators

2 A complete description of all user-accessible (exported) commands is provided by the manualFeynman-commands.pdf which is
distributed together with the code.
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by Redfern[19] from earlier years. A complete description of the program is given in the manualFeynman-
commands.pdf and is distributed together with the program.

Beside the benefits in using MAPLE, there are a few drawbacks concerning the performance of the FEYNMAN

program. Even if purely numerical computations are to be carried out, our procedures are slower by about 1–2
orders of magnitude when compared with most traditional languages. This limitation and the storage management
of most CAS presently restricts the number of qubits to about 6–8 if complex computations are performed. To
improve the performance of the program, either a ‘translation’ of the code into some compilable programming
language or the concept of decision diagrams[20] could be used but are currently not supported by the program.

3.2. Auxiliary procedures

Any (automatic) transformation of ann-qubit quantum system due to quantum logic gates, circuits, or even
quantum algorithms must provide the user with a fast and simple access to the underlying quantum-mechanical ob-
jects such as the quantum register or some (unitary) transformation. In fact, these registers and gates are the central
‘building blocks’ which allow one to simulate the behavior of general (n-qubit) systems in quantum computing. To
facilitate the handling of these and similar (data) structures, a number ofauxiliary procedures have been defined in
the FEYNMAN program to deal with qubits, quantum registers, quantum operators, and several other structures as
described in Section2; cf. Table 3.

The use of such auxiliary procedures, which return their argumentsunevaluated, has several merits. Apart from
having related information together, it clearly simplifies the communication with and within the program. The
procedureqregister(), for example, represents a generaln-qubit quantum register in either a pure or mixed state—
including the information about the number of qubits, an identifier, as well as the state vector or density matrix
of the register—, without that the user needs to be concerned about of these details. Similarly, theqoperator()
command is used to specify a particular quantum operator (unitary transformation) by means of akeywordor a
matrix, if given explicitly. The use of keywords, together with the designation of the qubits on which the operator
acts, will later simplify the definition of quantum circuits and algorithms. In practice, there is a large number of
predefined gates available in the FEYNMAN program which are taken from an internal ‘gate library’ and distributed
over any given numbern of qubits by using the commandFeynman_quantum_operator(), see below.

In addition to quantum registers, quantum operations, etc., there is the procedurecbs() to represent a compu-
tational basis state. This auxiliary procedure is typically used in the input of some main commands to refer to
some particular basis states such as|0〉 or |1011〉 (given either in decimal or binary notation). Together with the
commandFeynman_set_qregister(), a call to the procedurescbs() helps set-up and initialize a quantum register in
a well-defined state at the beginning of the simulation.

3.3. Main commands

Having defined some proper ‘data structures’ above, themainprocedures are provided to set-up and manipulate
these data according to the rules of quantum computing. Apart from the unitary transformation of some quantum
register, these commands enable one to compose or to reduce quantum registers and operators, or to visualize
(plot) the state of qubits and quantum registers. The commandFeynman_plot_probability(), for example, returns a
histogram of the (squared) amplitudes for the pure or mixed state of a quantum register as represented byqregister().
Table 4shows a list of all the commands which are presently accessible by the user. For a few selected commands,
in addition, a more detailed explanation can be found inAppendix B.

There are several ways to define and to ‘initialize’ the state of ann-qubit quantum register. Beside its explicit
construction by means of thequbit() command, there is theFeynman_set_qregister() which helps to create quantum
registers in various (pre-defined) states such as the computational basis states, the Bell states, or various others.
Separable states of a quantum register, moreover, can be composed as Kronecker products of two or more quantum
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registers by using the commandFeynman_product(). Typically, however, it is better to start from either a computa-
tional basis state|k〉dec or a randomized quantum register to which then a proper set of transformations is applied
for initialization.

There are two procedures in the FEYNMAN program which provide (and perform) unitary transformations.
While the commandFeynman_qgate() is designed to carry out a (keyword-defined) quantum gate directly onto a
given sequence of independentqubits(), the procedureFeynman_quantum_operator() returns the explicit matrix
representation of these gates, distributed due to the designation of the target qubits. More easily, however, the same
transformation is often obtained by means ofFeynman_apply() with which one may act with aqoperation() or
qoperator() directly onto the state vector or the density matrix of a given quantum register [qregister()].

Finally, to reduce the density operator of a givenqregister(), the commandFeynman_trace() can be invoked
to calculate thepartial trace over one or several qubits. The same procedure also allows to calculate the expec-
tation value of a matrix operator with respect to a given quantum state. Further commands concerning the use of
non-unitary operations or time-dependent transformations will be ‘added’ later in a forthcoming version of the
program.

3.4. Distribution of the program

Following MAPLE’s recent developments, the FEYNMAN program is provided as a library which can be loaded
by thewith(Feynman) command. This library contains all the procedures as listed inTables 3 and 4, along with
several subprocedures which remainhiddento the user. From the CPC library, the FEYNMAN program is distributed
as a (compressed)zip-file feynman.zip from which theFeynman root directory can be obtained. This root
directory contains the library files, the source code and aRead.me for the installation of the package as well as
the program manualFeynman-commands.pdf. This latter document explains all the user relevant commands
along with the output format, their argument options as well as various additional information which is of interest
for the application of the procedures. TheFeynman root directory also contains an example of a.mapleinit
file which can be modified and incorporated into the user’s home. Making use of such a.mapleinit file, the
Feynman library should then be available like any other module of MAPLE.

4. Interactive work using the FEYNMAN procedures: Examples

To illustrate the interactive use of the FEYNMAN procedures, a few simple examples are displayed below as
they might occur, for instance, in an introductory course on quantum computation. Apart from these test cases, of
course, the same procedures can be utilized also for dealing with more complex tasks. Since, however, some of
the procedures result in a rather large MAPLE output, a colon (instead of a semicolon) is used below at the end of
several commands in order to restrict the printed output in this section.

4.1. Identity of simple quantum circuits

In a first example, let us access some of the pre-defined (one-qubit) quantum gates of the FEYNMAN program
and verify, that they fulfill the two well-known relationsXYX = −Y andXRy(θ)X = Ry(−θ), respectively [cf.
Ref.[7], exercise 4.7]. To this end, we just enter at MAPLE’s prompt (having loaded the FEYNMAN module before)

> X := Feynman_quantum_operator("X");

[0 1]
X := [ ]

[1 0]
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> Y := Feynman_quantum_operator("Y");

[0 -I]
Y := [ ]

[I 0 ]

and form the productXYX as usual by

> X.Y.X;

[0 I]
[ ]
[-I 0]

which confirms this identity immediately. For the second relation, similarly, we may type

> Ry := theta -> Feynman_quantum_operator("Ry", theta);

Ry := theta -> Feynman_quantum_operator("Ry", theta)

> X.Ry(theta).X, Ry(-theta);

[ theta theta ] [ theta theta ]
[cos(-----) sin(-----)] [cos(-----) sin(-----)]
[ 2 2 ] [ 2 2 ]
[ ], [ ]
[ theta theta ] [ theta theta ]
[-sin(-----) cos(-----)] [-sin(-----) cos(-----)]
[ 2 2 ] [ 2 2 ]

to obtain the expected result. For one-qubit quantum gates, in addition, it was proved that their 2× 2 unitary
matrices can be expressed always in terms of rotations around the three Cartesian axes, together with an overall
phase factor eiφ with 0 � φ < 2π [cf. Ref. [7], exercise 4.4]. As another short example, therefore, let us confirm
explicitly that the Hadamard gate,H = 1√

2

( 1 1
1 −1

)
, is equivalent to a rotation around they-axis by the angleπ/2,

followed by a rotation around the (former)x-axis by π , and multiplied by a phase factor which still needs to
be determined. Within the FEYNMAN program, this angle is easily derived by first constructing the matrixU =
eiφRx(π)Ry(π/2):

> Ry := alpha -> Feynman_quantum_operator("Ry",alpha):

> Rx := beta -> Feynman_quantum_operator("Rx",beta):

> U := exp(I*phi) * (Rx(Pi).Ry(Pi/2));

[ 1/2 1/2]
[-1/2 I exp(phi I) 2 -1/2 I exp(phi I) 2 ]

U := [ ]
[ 1/2 1/2 ]
[-1/2 I exp(phi I) 2 1/2 I exp(phi I) 2 ]

and by solving the (matrix) equationU = H with respect to the phaseφ, i.e. for all the matrix elements simultane-
ously
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> H := Feynman_quantum_operator("H"):

> solve({U[1,1]=H[1,1], U[1,2]=H[1,2], U[2,1]=H[2,1], U[2,2]=H[2,2]}, phi);

{phi = 1/2*Pi}

Apparently, the angleφ = π/2 fulfills all the four equations and can be used to makeU equivalent to the Hadamard
gate.

> subs(phi=Pi/2, U);

[ 1/2 1/2 ]
[2 2 ]
[---- ---- ]
[ 2 2 ]
[ ]
[ 1/2 1/2]
[2 2 ]
[---- ---- ]
[ 2 2 ]

Using similar steps, of course, a large number of other identities can be shown (or found) which would require
rather lengthy computations otherwise.

4.2. Probability of measuring a computational basis state

So far, we just dealt with one-qubit quantum gates, for which most of the matrix operations could be easily
carried out by hand. In practise, however, the complexity of such operations increases rapidly as quantum registers
with several qubits occur in some computation. For the sake of simplicity, let us consider here the case of two
qubitsA andB which, initially, are both supposed to be in the state|ψA〉 = |ψB〉 = (|0〉 + |1〉)/√2, taken in the
computational basis of their corresponding Hilbert spacesHi . Let us further consider the composite state of these
qubits, i.e. the tensor product|ψ〉 = |ψA〉 ⊗ |ψB〉, and the matrix

U = 1√
2




1 −1 0 0
1 1 0 0
0 0 −1 −1
0 0 1 −1




which acts on both qubits,U |ψ〉 = |φ〉, in order to form a (two-qubit) state. For this state|φ〉, we may ask for the
probability to ‘find’, i.e. to measure, the (computational) basis state|2〉dec= |10〉. Mathematically, this requires of
course to calculate one of the expressions

(15)Tr
(|φ〉〈φ|P10

) = 〈φ|P10|φ〉,
which are known to be equivalent for anypurestate|φ〉 of the system. Within the FEYNMAN program, there exist
several ways to accomplish such computations owing to the (pre-)definition and the combination of various quan-
tum registers (qregister) and quantum operators (qoperators) in the code. Starting from the single-qubit notation
above, we may construct the two-qubit states|ψ〉 and|φ〉 by typing

> psi[A] := qregister(id, qbit(id, 1/sqrt(2), 1/sqrt(2))):

> psi[B] := qregister(id, qbit(id, 1/sqrt(2), 1/sqrt(2))):
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> psi := Feynman_product("Kronecker", psi[A], psi[B]);

[1/2]
[ ]
[1/2]

psi := qregister(id, 2, [ ])
[1/2]
[ ]
[1/2]

and

> U := qoperator(1/sqrt(2)*Matrix([[1,-1,0,0], [1,1,0,0], [0,0,-1,-1],
[0,0,1,-1]])):

> phi := Feynman_apply(U, psi);

[ 0 ]
[ ]
[ 1/2 ]
[ 2 ]
[ ---- ]
[ 2 ]

phi := qregister(id, 2, [ ])
[ 1/2]
[ 2 ]
[- ----]
[ 2 ]
[ ]
[ 0 ]

respectively. The projection operatorP10, moreover, is given by the 2-qubit density operatorP10 = |10〉〈10|, or
simply the outer product of the computational basis state

|10〉 = |1〉 ⊗ |0〉 =
(

0

1

)
⊗

(
1

0

)
=




0
0
1
0




with itself.

> aux_vector := Vector([0,0,1,0]):
> P[10] := Feynman_product("outer", aux_vector, aux_vector);

[0 0 0 0]
[ ]
[0 0 0 0]

P[10] := [ ]
[0 0 1 0]
[ ]
[0 0 0 0]
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FromP10, the expectation value〈φ|P10|φ〉 = 〈φ|10〉〈10|φ〉 respectively the probability for measuring the 2-qubit
system in the basis state|10〉 is then calculated as the inner product of|φ〉 and the auxiliary stateP10|φ〉

> aux := Feynman_apply(qoperator(P[10]), phi):

> Feynman_product("inner", phi, aux);

1/2

if all the necessary steps are carried out explicitly. In the FEYNMAN program, the same computation can be per-
formed much shorter because a large number of frequently required quantum states and (projection) operators are
pre-defined already in the code. Since we have|ψA〉 = |ψB〉 = |+〉 and, hence,|ψA〉 ⊗ |ψB〉 = |++〉, we could
create the starting state|ψ〉 within a single line:

> psi := Feynman_set_qregister("++");

[1/2]
[ ]
[1/2]

psi := qregister("++", 2, [ ])
[1/2]
[ ]
[1/2]

. . . and similarly for the projection operatorP10:

> P[10] := Feynman_quantum_operator("projector", cbs("10")):

The transformation|φ〉 = U |ψ〉 is then carried out as above, using theFeynman_apply() command.
Now the probability Tr(|φ〉〈φ|P10) can be calculated by means of

> Feynman_trace(P[10], phi);

1/2.

This second way in doing the computations ‘proves’ also that the relation(15) is fulfilled for the pure state|φ〉
from above.

4.3. Partial trace of a Bell state

In our last example, finally, we demonstrate how the partial trace can be calculated for the density matrix of a
composite system. Suppose we have the bipartite systemAB and need to investigate the behavior of the subsystem
A without that the systemB is observed, i.e. if we wish to ‘trace out’ the dependence onB. For aproductstate
ρAB = ρA ⊗ ρB , the density matrix of the systemA is obtained simply by taking the trace overρB

ρA = TrB
(
ρA ⊗ ρB

) = ρA Tr
(
ρB

)
,

which, however, does not apply for anyentangledstate. In the case of an entangled system, the reduced density
operators of the subsystems cannot be read off so easily but requires one to carry out the partial trace operation(5)
explicitly. If, for example, we consider the composite systemAB in the Bell state|Φ+〉 = |00〉+|11〉√

2
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> Phi := Feynman_set_qregister("Bell","Phi+");

[ 1/2]
[2 ]
[----]
[ 2 ]
[ ]
[ 0 ]

Phi := qregister("Phi+", 2, [ ])
[ 0 ]
[ ]
[ 1/2]
[2 ]
[----]
[ 2 ]

we may calculate the density matrixρA of the first qubit by tracing out the second qubit:

> rho[A] := Feynman_trace(Phi,[2]);

[1/2 0 ]
rho[A] := qregister(id, 1, [ ])

[ 0 1/2]

From the commandFeynman_trace(), this matrixρA is then obtained as the third argument of the auxiliary proce-
dureqregister(), in line with the (internal) use of quantum registers to represent either a pure or mixed state of an
n-qubit system. Taking the trace over the squared reduced matrix, Tr(ρA)2 = 1

2, we easily see that the subsystem
A is in amixedstate, and that the same applies also for the subsystemB owing to the symmetry of the Bell state
|Φ+〉. Therefore, although the composite system was originally in a pure quantum state, the two subsystemsA

andB by themselves are statistical mixtures of states, a result which is well known from the literature[7] but is
worth here to show again explicitly. The same fact applies for anyopenquantum system, if a principal systemA is
entangledwith its environmentB (see Section2.2.3).

5. Summary and outlook

With the FEYNMAN program, an interactive and flexible tool has been developed for the analysis and simulation
of n-qubit quantum systems. In a first version of this program, our aim was to design the basic (data) structures
for quantum computations, such as quantum registers and quantum gates, and to provide many of the elementary
operations which are needed in order to work with these data structures. Using the computer algebra system MAPLE

as the computational framework, moreover, we are able to support both, symbolic and numerical computations as
well as various hybrid forms, in contrast to many other (commercially or free-accessible)simulatorswhich are
available today for doing quantum computations.

There are several extensions of the FEYNMAN program which are desirable for future applications. Apart from
quantum registers and operators as defined above, the implementation and the support of quantum operations and
quantum circuits (as additional data structure) might help in the analysis and optimization of new algorithms. Such a
development will facilitate also the manipulation of quantum registers with an increasing number and complexity of
the gates as required, for instance, by various (active or passive) error correction schemes. Other possible extensions
refer to the implementation of differentmeasuresinto the FEYNMAN program in order to control the dynamics,
entanglement, or the decoherence of quantum algorithms if ‘realized’ by different physical (qubit) systems. Several
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of such measures have been implemented already and are currently investigated in dependence of the number of
qubits. With these and a few further extensions, we therefore hope that the FEYNMAN program will be helpful not
only for teaching the basic elements of quantum computation and quantum information theory but might find its
way also into the daily research work in the future.

Appendix A. Auxiliary commands

As explained in Section3, there are a number of general terms and associated data structures which occur rather
frequently in the input and output of the main procedures of the FEYNMAN program. These structures refer, for
instance, to the notion of a quantum register or quantum operator and are utilized as the central building blocks of
the program. To facilitate the handling of these data structure (i.e. the communication with and within the various
procedures), here we first describe all auxiliary procedures as discussed in Section3.2. Although several tests are
made on the input of these commands, they usually return their parametersunevaluatedand, hence, mainly serve
as astoragein order to keep the relevant information together in the simulation of theN -qubit systems.

• cbs([n], k)
Auxiliary procedure to represent thecomputational basis state|k〉dec within ann-qubit basis in decimal nota-
tion.
Output: An unevaluated call tocbs() is returned.
Argument options: ([n1,n2, . . .],k1,k2, . . .) to represent acompositecomputational basis state|k1, k2, . . .〉dec,
where ni refers to the number of qubits in theith subspace.
∗([n1,n2, . . .],k1,k2, . . . , “simplify”) to evaluate the composite computational basis state|k〉 = |k1, k2, . . .〉
and to return the corresponding (tensor) product statecbs([n],k) with n = ∑

i ni and where theni again refer
to the number of qubits in theith subspace.
∗(“00..01”) to represent a basis state in the convenientbinarynotation; a computational basis statecbs([n],k) in
thedecimalnotation is returned.
Additional information: A basis ofn qubits contains the computational basis states{|0〉, |1〉, . . . , |k〉, . . . ,
|2n − 1〉}. Owing to the definition of acomputational basis, therefore, the restrictionki < 2ni − 1 must apply
for all i.
See also: qbit(), qregister().

• qbit(id, a, b)
Auxiliary procedure to represent a qubit with identifier id in terms of its complex amplitudesa andb with
respect to the two (computational) basis states|0〉 ≡ (1

0

)
and|1〉 ≡ (0

1

)
; i.e. |ψ〉 = a|0〉 + b|1〉.

Output: An unevaluated call toqbit() is returned.
Additional information: The identifier id must be of typename, string, or integer.
∗ If both coefficients,a andb, are given numerically they must fulfill the relation|a|2 + |b|2 = 1.
See also: qregister().

• qoperation([E1, . . . ,En])
Auxiliary procedure to represent a user-definedn-qubit quantum operationE(ρ) = ∑

i EiρE
†
i in terms of the

operation elements (Kraus operators)Ei .
Output: An unevaluated call toqoperation() is returned.
Argument options:
Additional information: In the present version, the procedureqoperation() is not fully supported by the
program. In general, the same parameter lists (argument options) as for the commandFeynman_quantum_
operation() can be used here. The details of this command, however, will be explained only in a forthcoming
contribution.
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∗ Providing a general data structure for different types of quantum operations, no evaluation is associated with
a call to this auxiliary procedure. This applies, in particular, for all pre-defined quantum operations; instead,
it is mainly utilized in order to simplify the definition of quantum circuits (in a later step of the program
development) and to improve the readability of the code.
∗ The (explicit) representation of the corresponding operation elements is obtained by means of the main
procedureFeynman_quantum_operation().
See also: qoperator()

• qoperator(n, “X”, [k])
Auxiliary procedure to represent (the distributed form of) the pre-defined single-qubit quantum operatorX

acting on thekth qubit in ann-qubit system.
Output: An unevaluated call toqoperator() is returned.
Argument options: (n,U, [i1, . . . , ik]) to represent the distributed form of an user-defined matrix operatorU

acting on thek qubitsi1, . . . , ik of ann-qubit system.
∗ The same parameter lists (argument options) as forFeynman_quantum_operator() can be used here.
Additional information: Providing a data structure for a large set of quantum operators, no evaluation is
associated with a call to this procedure. The explicit matrix representation of the corresponding quantum
operator is obtained by means of the main procedureFeynman_quantum_operator().
See also: qoperation(), Feynman_quantum_operator().

• qregister(id, qbit1, qbit2, . . . , qbitn)
Auxiliary procedure to represent ann-qubit quantum register with identifier id in terms of its individual qubits
qbit1,qbit2, . . . ,qbitn (which implies that the quantum register represents a product state initially).
Output: A quantum registerqregister(id, n, V) is returned wheren is the number of qubits and V a 2n-dimen-
sional state vector.
Argument options: (id, n, V) to represent ann-qubit quantum register whereV is a valid 2n-dimensional state
vector.
∗(id, n, M) to represent ann-qubit quantum register whereM is a valid 2n × 2n density matrixρ =∑2n−1

i,j=0 cij |i〉〈j |.
Additional information: The identifier id must be of typename, string, or integer, respectively.
∗ A quantum register can contain any number of qubits. For the case ofn qubits in a product state (i.e. if the
qubits are not entangled), a 2n-dimensional state vectorV is generated as the tensor product of then separate
single-qubit input states|ψk〉 = ck

0|0〉 + ck
1|1〉:

|Ψ1,2,...,n〉 = |ψ1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |ψn〉

= c0|00. . .00〉 + c1|00. . .01〉 + · · · + c2n−1|11. . .11〉 =




c0
c1
...

c2n−1


 ,

where
∑

i |ci |2 = 1.
See also: qbit(), qregister().

Appendix B. Selected commands of the FEYNMAN program

To illustrate the use of the FEYNMAN program, this appendix describes in more detail a few (selected)
commands fromTable 4. Similar as inAppendix A, thesemain procedures are briefly explained together
with their optional arguments and some additional information, following the style of the formerThe Maple
Handbook [19]. For the list of arguments, the notation fromAppendix A is used in the input and output;
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for example, a notation like...qregistera,qregisterb,... means that the user may type explicitly
...,qregister(ida,na,Va),qregister(idb,nb,Vb),... in the parameter list, or first assign these
(unevaluated) calls toqregister() to some variables, saywa andwb, and later only use these variables at input time:
...,wa,wb,.... A complete list of all the exported commands of the FEYNMAN program can be found in the
manual fileFeynman-commands.pdf which is distributed together with the code.

• Feynman_operator_function(A, f)
Evaluates the operator functionf (A) = ∑

i f (λi)|ai〉〈ai | of a normal matrix operatorA by using its spectral
decomposition.
Output: A matrix is returned.
Argument options: (qoperator, f) to apply the operator function f to the matrixA as described by qoperator;
a qoperator is returned which contains an explicit matrix representationf (A) of the corresponding operator
function.
∗(A, f, [taylor, r]) or (qoperator, f, [taylor, r]) to carry out anr th-order Taylor expansion off (A) instead of the
spectral decomposition; a matrix or qoperator is returned in this case owing to the type of the argument.
Additional information: The functionf must be of typemathfunc, e.g.,x -> sin(x).
∗The operatorA must represent a normal operator with a proper spectral representation, i.e.A = ∑

i λi |ai〉〈ai |
whereλi are the eigenvalues ofA and|ai〉 the eigenvectors.
See also: qoperator(), Feynman_quantum_operator().

• Feynman_operator_type(A, hermitian)
Returnstrue if the matrix operatorA is hermitian, orfalse if this is not the case.
Output: A Boolean value of eithertrue or false is returned, orFAIL otherwise.
Argument options: (qoperator,hermitian) to determine the same for the matrix operator as described by qop-
erator.
∗(A, normal) or (qoperator,normal) to returntrue if the matrix operatorA (or qoperator) is a normal operator,
or false if this is not the case.
∗(A, positive) or (qoperator,positive) to returntrue if the matrix operatorA (or qoperator) is a positive oper-
ator, orfalse if this is not the case.
∗(A, positive_definite) or (qoperator,positive_definite) to returntrue if the matrix operatorA (or qoperator)
is a positive definite operator, orfalse if this is not the case.
∗(A, unitary) or (qoperator,unitary) to returntrue if the matrix operatorA (or qoperator) is a unitary operator,
or false if this is not the case.
Additional information: The procedure returnsFAIL if, for the operatorA, the given property cannot be
determined uniquely, e.g., if two symbolic expressions cannot be recognized to be equivalent due to an unsuc-
cessful internal simplification.
∗For matrix operators with ‘numerical’ elements, it may happen that a Boolean valuetrue is returned for some
particular property even if MAPLE’s internal procedure returnsfalse. In this procedure, small deviations
are accepted for a given property by rounding the numerical values to an internal accuracy ofDigits - 2
digits. Note that this threshold (on the accuracy of the numerical results) depends on the current setting of
MAPLE’s Digits variable.
∗A positive operatorA is defined to be an operator whose expectation value〈v|A|v〉 is a real and non-negative
number for all|v〉.
∗It can be shown that any positive operator is also hermitian and has adiagonal representation

∑
i λi |i〉〈i|,

with non-negative eigenvaluesλi .
∗ An operatorA is calledpositive definiteif 〈v|A|v〉 > 0 for all |v〉 �= 0.
∗An operatorA is said to benormalif A†A = AA†. An operator is normal if and only if it can be diagonalized
with respect to some orthonormal basis (spectral decomposition theorem).
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∗An operatorA is said to behermitian(or self-adjoint) ifA† = A; obviously, any hermitian operator is also
normal.
∗A operatorA is said to beunitary if A†A = AA† = I ; hence, any unitary operator is also normal.
See also:Feynman_quantum_operator().

• Feynman_product(“inner”, qregisterl, qregisterr)
Calculates the inner product〈qregisterl |qregisterr 〉, known also as the scalar product of the two quantum states.
Output: An expression or complex number is returned.
Argument options:

(i) Inner products (or scalar products)
(“scalar”, qregisterl , qregisterr ) to calculate the same product; the two strings"inner" and"scalar"
always refer to the same definition of the product.
∗(“scalar”,v,w) to calculate the scalar product for the two (column) vectorsv andw.

(ii) Kronecker products (or tensor products)
(“Kronecker”,v1, v2) to calculate the Kronecker productv1 ⊗v2 of the vectorsv1 andv2 with dimensions
m andn, respectively; an(m × n)-dimensional vector is returned.
∗(“Kronecker”, A, B) to calculate the Kronecker productA⊗B of the operatorsA andB if given in terms
of two (m × n) and(p × q) matrices; an(mp × nr) matrix is returned.
∗(“Kronecker”, qoperatorA, qoperatorB) to calculate the Kronecker productA ⊗ B of the two matrix op-
eratorsA andB as described by qoperatora and qoperatorb, respectively; a qoperator is returned in this
case which contains the explicit matrix representation of the operator product.
∗(“Kronecker”, qregisterl , qregisterr ) to calculate the Kronecker product of the two states as described by
the (m-qubit) qregisterl and the (n-qubit) qregisterr , respectively; an(m + n)-qubit qregister is returned.
At output, the qregister contains a state vector representation if both quantum registers were given by state
vectors at input time, and a density matrix representation otherwise, cf.qregister().
∗(“Kronecker”, op-state1,op-state2, . . .) to calculate the Kronecker product op-state1 ⊗ op-state2 ⊗ · · · of
two or more matrix operators, density matrices or qregisters; all op-state’s must be of the same type (i.e.
Matrix, qoperator orqregister). A Matrix, qoperator orqregister is returned depend-
ing on the type of the arguments; in the case of qregisters, the state vector representation is used at output
time only if all the qregisters at input contained state vectors (and no density matrix representations).
∗(“Kronecker_power”, A, r) to calculate ther th powerA⊗r of the ((p × q) matrix operatorA; apr × qr -
dimensional matrix is returned.
∗(“Kronecker_power”, qoperator, r) to calculate ther th power of the matrix operator as described by
qoperator; a qoperator is returned which contains the explicit matrix representation of the product.
∗(“Kronecker_power”, qregister, r) to calculate ther th power of the state as described by thep-qubit
qregister. Depending on the representation of the quantum state in qregister, a qregister in state vector or
density matrix representation is returned.
∗(“Kronecker_power”, “Hadamard”, n) to calculate the Hadamard transform ofn qubits,H⊗n, using the
algebraic formula

H⊗n = 1√
2n

∑
x,y

(−1)x·y |x〉〈y|.

(iii) Outer products
(“outer”, qregisterv,qregisterw) to calculate the outer product|v〉〈w| of the two state vectors as described
by the (n-qubit) quantum registers qregisterv and qregisterw, respectively; a qregister containing a(2n ×
2n)-dimensional matrix is returned (not necessarily a valid state!).
∗(“outer”,v,w) to calculate the outer product of twon-dimensional (column) vectors. Ann × n matrix is
returned.
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(iv) Hadamard product
(“Hadamard”, A, B) to calculate the Hadamard productA ◦ B of the two matrices with the (same) di-
mension(m × n). The Hadamard product is defined as the entrywise product:(A ◦ B)i,j = Ai,jBi,j and,
hence, is a submatrix of the Kronecker productA ⊗ B. An m × n matrix is returned.

(v) Trace products or Hilbert–Schmidt products
(“trace”, A, B) or (“Liouville”, A, B) to calculate the trace (or Hilbert–Schmidt or Liouville) inner product
(A,B) = Tr(A†B). An expression or a complex number is returned.

(vi) Commutators and anticommutators
(“commutator”, A, B) to calculate the commutator[A,B] = AB − BA for two quadratic(n × n) matrix
operators A and B; ann × n matrix is returned.
∗(“anticommutator”, A, B) to calculate the anticommutator{A,B} = AB +BA for two quadratic(n× n)

matrix operators A and B; ann × n matrix is returned.
Additional information: In finite-dimensional (complex) vector spaces, theinner product spaceand the
Hilbert spaceare the same; these notations are therefore often used as synonyms.
See also: Feynman_quantum_operator(), qoperator, qregister.
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Abstract

Density matrix theory is applied to re-investigate the entanglement in the spin state of pairs of electrons following the
photoionization of trapped, hydrogen-like ions. For the ionization of one out of two non-interacting atoms, in particular, we
analyzed how the entanglement between the electrons is changed owing to their interaction with the radiation field. Detailed
calculations on theconcurrenceof the final spin-state of the electrons have been performed for the photoionization of hydrogen
as well as for hydrogen-like Xe53+ and U91+ ions. From these computations it is shown that the degree of entanglement, which
is quite well preserved for neutral hydrogen, will be strongly affected by relativistic and non-dipole effects of the radiation field
as the nuclear charge of the ions is increased.
 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Since the early days of quantum mechanics, the
physical interpretation and completeness of this theory
have been the subject of many controversial discus-
sions. In the famous “gedanken” experiment by Ein-
stein, Podolsky, and Rosen (EPR) on the measurement
of spatially separated quantum systems, for instance,
it was argued that quantum theory cannot becomplete
as it allows correlated quantum systems (in the case
of their measurement) to influence each other instan-

* Corresponding author.
E-mail address:tradtke@physik.uni-kassel.de(T. Radtke).

taneously over large distances[1]. This strange quan-
tum mechanical correlation between different parts of
a composite system, which—following the work of
Schrödinger[2,3]—is better known today asquantum
entanglement, clearly violates the principle of local-
ity and was the (main) reason for Einstein to con-
sider quantum mechanics as an incomplete theory.
And experimentally, in fact, another half a century was
needed, including the remarkable work of Bell[4,5]
and many others, in order to decide finally against
Einstein’s objections by measuring thenon-localcor-
relations of entangled quantum states[6,7].

Today, the ‘entanglement’ of quantum systems
plays a key role in quite different areas of physics.

0375-9601/$ – see front matter 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.physleta.2005.06.106
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In the field of quantum computation and quantum in-
formation, for example, a large number of case studies
have been performed during recent years in order to
explore new features ofhow quantum entanglement
may enhance the power of information processing or
help secure the information transfer between different
locations[8,9]. However, despite of the remarkable
progress in this field during the last decade, the real-
ization of its basic ideas, such as superdense coding
[10], quantum cryptography[11] or the implementa-
tion of quantum algorithms[12], is still a challenge
and will surely depend on the (future) capabilities to
find and isolatephysical processes, which facilitate
the observation and manipulation of quantum entan-
glement.

One such process for the creation and manipula-
tion of entanglement isatomic photoionizationas dis-
cussed recently by Pratt and co-workers[13]. These
authors have explored the entanglement of the spins
of two electrons in the ionization of the helium-like as
well as two hydrogen-like ions by circularly polarized
light. In particular, they demonstrated, that entangle-
ment is drastically changed due to the photoionization
process and that this (entanglement) change depends
on the initial spin state of two bound electrons. How-
ever, nosystematicinvestigations have been performed
so far on the transfer of entanglement which, apart of
the electron spin states, is also affected by the rela-
tivistic and non-dipole effects in the electron–photon
interaction as well as the by the geometry of the par-
ticular photoionization experiment.

In this contribution, we now apply density matrix
theory to analyze the transfer and changes in the en-
tanglement of some pair of electrons, if one out of two
non-interacting atoms or ions is photoionized. For the
sake of simplicity, we here restrict the discussion to
the case of trapped, hydrogen-like ions and to an ir-
radiation of the system by circularly polarized light.
For such a system of two trapped ions, then, the en-
tanglement of the electrons is investigated in their fi-
nal spin state as function of the angle and energy of
the incident photons and with emphasis, in particu-
lar, on the effects of relativity and the higher multi-
poles of the radiation field (beyond the electric-dipole
approximation). In the next section, therefore, let us
start with a brief account on the density matrix theory
and its benefits for describing ionization and capture
processes. However, not much will be said about this

theory as it was presented elsewhere at a number of
places[14,15]. Apart from the final-state density ma-
trix and the evaluation of the (relativistic) transition
amplitudes, here we just introduce theconcurrenceas
a quantitative measure for the entanglement of a com-
posite system. Detailed calculations on this measure
of entanglement are later performed and discussed in
Section3 for theK-shell photoionization of hydrogen
atoms as well as for hydrogen-like Xe53+ and U91+
ions. These computations show that the concurrence
of the final-state electrons is strongly affected by rel-
ativistic and non-dipole effects of the radiation field
as the nuclear charge,Z, is increased. Finally, a brief
summary and outlook is given in Section4.

2. Theory

2.1. Density matrix approach

Since its introduction by von Neumann[16] and
Landau[17] in 1927, the density matrix (theory) has
been found powerful in quite many fields of modern
physics. In atomic physics, for instance, this theory has
been applied widely not only for studying the capture
and emission of particles but also for the interaction of
atoms with the radiation field or for describing ion–
atom collisions[14,15]. Especially when combined
with the theory of spherical tensors[18], the density
matrix often provides a tool of great elegance in order
to represent and to deal with ensembles of interacting
particles, which can either be in apurequantum state
or in some statisticalmixtureof states with any given
degree of coherence.

The basic idea of the density matrix theory in its
application to collision processes can be summarized
rather easily: starting with a well-definedinitial state
of a quantum ensemble, this theory enables one to ‘ac-
company’ the ensemble through (the region of) one or
several interactions until somefinal state of the system
is attained. In the following, therefore, we can apply
this formalism also for studying the photoionization
of trapped ions by means of a weak radiation field.
For the sake of simplicity, let us suppose amodelsys-
tem which just consists out of two spatially well sepa-
rated andnon-interactingatoms or ions [cf.Fig. 1],
and which is irradiated by circular-polarized light.
Moreover, let us restrict our considerations to two
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the ionization process in which one (out of two)
trapped, hydrogen-like atoms is photoionized by a circularly polar-
ized photon of energyEγ . Since the quantization axis is chosen
parallel to the emitted electron, the incoming photon can be charac-
terized by means of the (polar) angleθ with respect to this axis.

hydrogen-like ions with nuclear chargeZ1 = Z2 = Z

and zero nuclear spinsI1 = I2 = 0, so that the total
state (of the system) is then described by some linear
combination of the one-electron states|n1j1µ1〉 and
|n2j2µ2〉, respectively. For a weak radiation field, in
addition, we can assume that either no or justoneof
the two ions is photoionized due to its interaction with
the field. For the (combined) system ‘ions+ field’,
therefore, our model system containsinitially the two
electrons in the Coulomb field of the bare ions as well
as the incoming photon with wave vectork and helic-
ity λ.

Despite our assumption of non-interacting ions,
of course, the two electrons of the system can be
preparedprior to the photoionization in some well-
definedpurestate

(1)|Ψ0〉 =
∑
µ1µ2

C0(µ1,µ2)|n1j1µ1〉 ⊗ |n2j2µ2〉,

as obtained from the superposition of the correspond-
ing products states. Below, of course, we wish to con-
sider the electrons as the qubits of atwo-qubitquan-
tum system. In good approximation, this picture is
fulfilled for our model system from above if we con-
sider both of the ions in their (electronic) ground state,
that is for n1 = n2 = 1 and j1 = j2 = 1/2. Since,
moreover, the ground state of the hydrogen-like ions
is quite stable with respect to excitations by external
perturbations, we then remain with the well-known ba-
sis states|µ = +1/2〉 = |↑〉 and|µ = −1/2〉 = |↓〉 for
each of the electrons and, hence, the totalspinstate(1)
of the two electrons can be interpreted also as a vec-
tor of a four-dimensional Hilbert space,{|↑↑〉, |↑↓〉,

|↓↑〉, |↓↓〉}, i.e., by exploiting the (computational) ba-
sis of any valid two-qubit system.

Instead of using the state vector representation(1),
it is often more convenient to describe the spin state of
the electrons by means of their density operator

ρ̂0 = |Ψ0〉〈Ψ0|
=

∑
µ1µ2

∑
µ′

1µ
′
2

C0(µ1,µ2)C
∗
0(µ′

1,µ
′
2)|j1µ1〉〈j1µ

′
1|

(2)⊗ |j2µ2〉〈j2µ
′
2|,

and to define the initial state of the overall system
‘electrons+ incoming photon’ byρ̂i = ρ̂0⊗ ρ̂γ , where
ρ̂γ refers to the incoming radiation. For completely
circular polarized light, the density matrix of the pho-
ton is given by

(3)ρ̂γ = |kλ〉〈kλ|
with λ = +1 for right- andλ = −1 for left-circular
light. Inserting this operator into Eq.(2), we therefore
obtain the density operator of the initial state as

ρ̂i = ρ̂0 ⊗ ρ̂γ

=
∑
µ1µ2

∑
µ′

1µ
′
2

C0(µ1,µ2)C
∗
0(µ′

1,µ
′
2)

(4)× |j1µ1, j2µ2,kλ〉〈j1µ
′
1, j2µ

′
2,kλ|,

or simply

〈j1µ1, j2µ2,kλ′|ρ̂i |j1µ
′
1, j2µ

′
2,kλ′′〉

(5)= δλ′λδλ′′λC0(µ1,µ2)C
∗
0(µ′

1,µ
′
2),

if the density matrix is taken explicitly in a basis of
well-defined angular momenta of the individual elec-
trons.

After the photoionization process, i.e., if one of the
two electrons has been ionized by the photon, thefinal
state of the system is given by a free electron with as-
ymptotic momentump and spin projectionms as well
as the second bound electron which, as before, remains
in the ground state|n = 1, j = 1/2,µf 〉. For this final
state of the system, the density operatorρ̂f is obtained
from the initial-state density matrix(4) due to the stan-
dard relation

(6)ρ̂f = Ôρ̂iÔ†,

where thetransition operatorÔ represents the inter-
action of thetwo electrons with the radiation field. As
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described above, this (weak-field) operatorÔ actslo-
cally on either one of the distinguishable and separated
ions, leaving the other electron unchanged in its initial
bound state. Therefore, the transition operator can be
written as

(7)Ô = R̂1 ⊗ Î2 + Î1 ⊗ R̂2,

where Î is the identity operator and̂R the usual
electron–photon interaction and where, for the photo-
ionization of high-Z ions, the description should be
based on Dirac’s equation and theminimal coupling
of the radiation field.

In Eq. (6), the final-state density operatorρ̂f still
contains the complete quantum-mechanical informa-
tion about the system and, hence, can be utilized in
order to derive the properties of both the electrons, the
bound one as well as for the electron which was emit-
ted from its ion. Here, we shall not further work with
this density operator explicitly but make better use
of its (final-state density) matrix representation within
a basis of the individually well-defined angular mo-
menta of the electrons

〈jf ,p : µf ,ms |ρ̂f |jf ,p : µ′
f ,m′

s〉
=

∑
µ1µ2µ

′
1µ

′
2

〈jf ,p : µf ,ms |Ô|j1µ1, j2µ2,kλ〉

× C0(µ1,µ2)

× 〈j1µ
′
1, j2µ

′
2,kλ|Ô†|jf ,p : µ′

f ,m′
s〉

(8)× C∗
0(µ′

1,µ
′
2),

and where Eq.(5) has been inserted for the initial-state
density matrix.

2.2. Evaluation of the transition amplitudes

The final-state density matrix(8) describes the total
spin state of our two-qubit system following the pho-
toionization of one of the electrons. For any further
analysis of this state, we must first express thetwo-
electronmatrix elements

〈jf p : m1,m2|Ô|j1µ1, j2µ2,kλ〉
= δjf j2δm2µ2〈pm1|R̂1|j1µ1,kλ〉

(9)+ δjf j1δm1µ1〈pm2|R̂2|j2µ2,kλ〉,

in a form which is computationally feasible, i.e., in
terms of one-electrontransition amplitudes as ob-
tained for the transition operator(7). These one-
electron amplitudes describe the transition of an
electron from a bound into a continuum state due its
interaction with the photon field.

Not much need to be said here about the computa-
tion of thebound-freetransition amplitudes

〈pm| R̂ |jµ,kλ〉
(10)=

∫
ψ†

pm(r)α · uλeik·rψjµ(r)d3r,

which have been applied very frequently in the past for
studying the (photo-)ionization and capture of elec-
trons by atoms and ions. During the last few years, in
particular, several (exact)relativistic computations of
these amplitudes have been carried out in the frame-
work of Dirac’s theory and have helped understand
the photo-emission of high-Z projectiles at intermedi-
ate and high collision energies[19,20]. For hydrogen-
like ions, of course, the wave functionsψjµ(r) and
ψpm(r) in Eq.(10) refer to the analytically known so-
lutions of the Dirac Hamiltonian for the bound and
free electron, respectively. In the transition operator
R̂ = α · uλeik·r , moreover,α denotes the (vector of)
Dirac matrices anduλ a unit vector to describe the
polarization of the incoming photons. In the present
work, all the matrix elements(9) and(10) have been
calculated by means of the DIRAC program[21],
a computer-algebraic toolbox which has been devel-
oped by us for studying the properties and the dynam-
ical behaviour of hydrogen-like ions.

2.3. Concurrence as measure of entanglement

Having the transition amplitudes(10), we can cal-
culate the final-state density matrix of our model sys-
tem with one electron in the ground state of its ion
and the second electron emitted from the trap. For the
case of zero nuclear spins, this density matrix still de-
scribes the (final)polarization stateof the system. If,
for example, we take the quantization axis along the
outgoing electron momentum,p ‖ ez [cf. Fig. 1], we
can represent the two qubits in the combined (com-
putational) basis{|↑↑〉, |↑↓〉, |↓↑〉, |↓↓〉} and ask for
the (degree of) entanglement among the electrons af-
ter the photoionization has lead to the emission of the
electron.
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Severalmeasuresare known today to quantify the
degree of entanglement of some multi-partite systems
[22]. During the last years, for instance, such measures
have been utilized to study the dynamics of entangle-
ment if some decoherence occurs due to the interaction
of the qubits with their environment[23,24]. To an-
alyze the (degree of) entanglement for the spin state
of the two-electron system from above, we make use
of the concurrence, a quantum measure to describe
the entanglement of pure and mixed two-qubit quan-
tum states. For an arbitrary two-qubit system with
given density operator̂ρ, the concurrence is defined
as[25,26]

(11)C(ρ̂) = max(0, λ1 − λ2 − λ3 − λ4),

where theλi ’s are the square roots of the eigenvalues
of the matrix ˜̂ρρ̂ in descending order and where˜̂ρ de-
notes the so-called ‘spin-flipped’ matrix

(12)˜̂ρ ≡ (
σ̂y(1) ⊗ σ̂y(2)

)
ρ̂∗(σ̂y(1) ⊗ σ̂y(2)

)
.

In the definition(12)of the spin-flipped matrix, more-
over, ρ̂∗ refers to the complex conjugate ofρ̂, and
σ̂y(1) and σ̂y(2) are the standard Pauli matrices act-
ing on the first and the second qubit, respectively.

Using the formulas(11)and(12), we are able to de-
termine the degree of entanglement for any final-state
density matrix(8), following the photoionization of
one of the electrons. In Section3 below, we shall dis-
cuss the concurrence of the final-state electrons in de-
pendence of the angle and the energy of the incoming
photons as well as for a few different ions. However,
before we start with a more detailed analysis of this
‘final-state entanglement’, let us first briefly consider
the concurrence 0� C(ρ̂0) � 1 of the two electrons in
the initial bound state(1). For a product state of the
two spins,|Ψ0〉 = |µ1 = +1/2〉 ⊗ |µ2 = +1/2〉, we
have—as expected perhaps—initially a zero concur-
renceC(|Ψ0〉〈Ψ0|) = 0, while it becomesC(ρ̂0) = 1
for |Ψ ±〉 = 1/

√
2(|↑↓〉 ± |↓↑〉), telling us once more

that the ‘Bell states’ represent maximally entangled
two-qubit quantum states.

3. Results and discussion

We are now prepared to analyze the changes in the
entanglement of the two electron spins, if one of the
ions is photoionized by a weak radiation field. Before

the interaction has occurred, of course, the entangle-
ment between the electrons is determined completely
by the parametersC0(µ1,µ2) of the initial-state den-
sity operator(2). Here, we shall not discusshow the
system can be initialized in a certain quantum state
but assume simply, that such a preparation is always
possible with sufficient accuracy by applying a proper
set of prior ‘perturbations’ to the system. Then, after
the photoionization of one of the ions, the degree of
entanglement is determined by the final-state density
matrix (8). Apart from the initial spin state of the sys-
tem, of course, this density matrix also depends on the
energyEγ and thedirectionθ of the incoming light as
well as the nuclearchargeZ of the trapped ions. In the
following, we discuss how these three parameters in-
fluence the concurrenceC(ρ̂f ) in the final state, that is
the (degree of) entanglement between the bound and
the finally emitted electrons.

Let us start with the initial product state|Ψ0〉 = |↑↑〉
which has no entanglement between the two elec-
trons,C(|↑↑〉) = 0. To explore the energy and angular
dependence of the final-state entanglement for this
product state, computations have been carried out for
the photoionization of neutral hydrogen as well as the
two hydrogen-like ions Xe53+ and U92+, respectively.
Fig. 2 displays the concurrenceC(ρ̂f ) of the final-
state electrons as function of the photon angleθ and
for photon energiesEγ = 1.01|E1s |, that is for ener-
gies 1% above of the ionization threshold (and where
E1s refers to the 1s binding energy of the electron).
As seen from this figure, the photoionization of one
of the atoms does not change the concurrence in the
final state of the electrons over a wide range of an-
gles θ , i.e., C(ρ̂0) = C(ρ̂f ) ≈ 0, except for photon
angles near to 180◦, i.e., for photons coming inan-
tiparallel to the emitted electron. A similar result was
reported recently by Pratt and co-workers[13], who
studied the change of entanglement in atomic photo-
ionization by applying theelectric-dipole approxi-
mation for the electron–photon interaction, i.e., for
eik·r  1. Although such an approximation is justified
for low-Z ions and for non-relativistic photon energies
(as seen fromFig. 2), it becomes much less appropri-
ate for high-Z (hydrogen-like) ions[19]. For Xe53+
and U92+, for example, the—electric and magnetic—
non-dipole terms in the electron–photon interaction
result in an clear enhancement of the (degree of) en-
tanglement, if one of the electrons is photoionized. For
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Fig. 2. Concurrence of the electrons in their final state as function
of the photon angleθ , following the photoionization of one (out of
two) trapped, hydrogen-like atoms. The ions are assumed initially in
theproductspin state|↑↑〉 with concurrenceC(|↑↑〉) = 0. Results
are shown for hydrogen and the two hydrogen-like ions, Xe53+ and
U92+, as well as for photon energies 1% above of the ionization
threshold.

these ions the concurrence becomes non-zero already
for θ � 120◦ and, again, reaches its maximal value,
C(ρ̂f ) = 1, for θ ≈ 180◦. Fig. 2 therefore shows how
the photoionization of one out of two non-interacting
ions may lead to thecreationof entanglement between
the electrons in their final state.

Apart from the nuclear chargeZ, the entanglement
of the residual two-electron system is affected also by
the energyEγ of the incoming photons. InFig. 3, we
display the energy dependence of the concurrence as
function of the photon angleθ for the three (relative)
energiesε = Eγ /E1s = 1.01,1.5, and 2.0, but only
for hydrogen-like U91+ ions. For such a high-Z ion,
the concurrence appears to be very sensitive to the en-
ergy of incoming radiation and increases by more than
a factor of 4 for the angles 90◦ < θ < 150◦, if the
photon energy is increased from 1% to about 100%
above the ionization threshold. Again, relativistic ef-
fects and the higher multipoles in the radiation field
are responsible that ‘entanglement’ is created here in
the system, even if the two ions donot interact with
each other.

Until now, we have analyzed the changes in the
concurrenceC(ρ̂f ) of the final-state electrons follow-

Fig. 3. The same as inFig. 2 for hydrogen-like U91+ ions but for
the three (relative) photon energiesε = Eγ /E1s = 1.01,1.5, and
2.0, respectively.

ing the photoionization of (one of) the electrons in the
product state|Ψ0〉 = |↑↑〉, i.e., forno initial entangle-
ment. Besides the nuclear chargeZ and the photon
energyEγ , however, the concurrence of the final-state
electrons also depends on the entanglement of the ini-
tial system [cf. Eq.(8)]. In a second example, there-
fore, let us suppose the two hydrogen-like ions to be
in the initial (pure) state

(13)|Ψ0〉 = √
p |↑↓〉 + √

1− p |↓↑〉,
with the ‘mixing parameter’ 0� p � 0.5. While, for
p = 0, this pure state results again in the product
state |Ψ0〉 = |↓↑〉 (with zero concurrence), it gives
rise to the maximally entangled Bell state|Ψ +〉 =
1/

√
2(|↑↓〉 + |↓↑〉) for the other limit,p = 0.5. By

changing the parameterp therefore, this superposition
is very suitable for studying thetransfer of entangle-
ment between the electrons due to their interaction
with the radiation field.

Fig. 4 displays the concurrence of the final-state
electrons as function of the photon angleθ and for
different values of the parameterp. Similar as be-
fore, we performed the calculations for hydrogen and
the two hydrogen-like ions Xe53+ and U91+, and by
applying a photon energyEγ = 1.01|E1s | just above
of the ionization threshold. Five different values of
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Fig. 4. The same as inFig. 2 but for the case that the two electrons are prepared in the initial spin state|Ψ0〉 = √
p |↑↓〉 + √

1− p |↓↑〉 with
0 � p � 0.5. Results are shown for hydrogen and the two hydrogen-like ions, Xe53+ and U92+, as well as for photon energies 1% above of the
ionization threshold.

the mixing parameterp are considered for the initial
state(13) and with the concurrencesCp=0 = 0.0 (—),
Cp=0.1 = 0.6 (– –),Cp=0.2 = 0.8 (– · –),Cp=0.3 = 0.92
(– · · –) andCp=0.5 = 1.0 (· · ·), respectively. As seen
for atomic hydrogen on the left side ofFig. 4, the
degree of theinitial entanglement is preserved in the
(non-relativistic)electric-dipoleapproximation as pre-
dicted before by Pratt and co-workers[13]. However,
if the nuclear charge is increased, the relativistic ef-
fects and higher multipoles become quickly important
and may lead to a significantchangeof the final-state
entanglement. The deviation from theelectric-dipole
approximation become prominent in particular at for-
ward (θ < 30◦) and backward (θ > 150◦) angles of the
incoming light.

Of course, the strongest deviations from the elec-
tric-dipole approximation arises for two trapped U91+
ions, for which the photoionization of one of the
electrons leads to a clearreduction of the concur-
rence for all initial states(13) with p > 0 [cf. right
side ofFig. 4]. For these ions, a smallenhancement
of the final-state entanglement of the system is ob-
served even if one starts from the pure product state
|Ψ0〉p=0 = |↓↑〉. This enhancement results from the
‘spin–flip’ of the electrons due to magnetic interac-
tion with the radiation field which is known to favor a
backwardemission of the photo-electron with respect
to the incoming photons.

4. Summary and outlook

In conclusion, the photoionization of trapped hy-
drogen-like ions has been re-investigated in the frame-
work of density matrix theory with emphasis on the
entanglementamong the electrons. For the photo-
ionization of one out of two non-interacting ions, in
particular, we analyzed the creation and change of
entanglement due to their interaction with the radia-
tion field. In fact, the density matrix theory is found
to provide an efficient tool for studying the (degree
of) entanglement in the spin state of the ions, apart
from other properties such as the angular distribution
or the polarization of the photo-emitted electrons. De-
tailed calculations are performed for theK-shell pho-
toionization of hydrogen and hydrogen-like Xe53+ and
U91+ ions, based on Dirac’s equation and a relativistic
treatment of the radiation field.

Figs. 2 and 3display the angular (and energy) de-
pendence of the concurrence of the two electrons in
their final state as well as its change, if the nuclear
charge of the ions is increased. InFig. 4, moreover,
the concurrence of the electrons is shown for dif-
ferent initial spin states including the product state
|Ψ0〉 = |↓↑〉 as well as the (maximally) entangled Bell
state|Ψ +〉 = 1/

√
2(|↑↓〉 + |↓↑〉). While, in the non-

relativistic limit or for light elements, the entangle-
ment is usually preserved in photoionization of one
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of the atoms or ions, it changes if the nuclear charge
increases. For medium and high-Z elements, more-
over, such a change in the concurrence of the system
arise not only from the relativistic contraction of the
wave functions but also from the higher multipoles
(beyond the electric-dipole approach) in the electron–
photon interaction. In the relativistic domain, there-
fore, the photoionization of non-interacting ions may
lead to thecreationof maximally entangled electron
pairs even if they were initially in a spin state with no
entanglement at all.

In the present contribution, we restricted our in-
vestigations to initiallypure spin state as well as the
photoionization of (one out of two) atoms by means of
circular-polarized light. Apart from such pure states,
the density matrix theory enables one of course to
explore also the changes in the entanglement if one
starts—in a more realistic view—frommixedelectron
states and/or by usingpartially polarized light. For
such anincompleteknowledge of the initial system,
the theoretical analysis of the final-state entanglement
is currently under way and will be presented else-
where.
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Abstract

Studies on the entanglement of n-qubit quantum systems have attracted a lot of interest during recent years. Despite the central role of entangle-
ment in quantum information theory, however, there are still a number of open problems in the theoretical characterization of entangled systems
that make symbolic and numerical simulation on n-qubit quantum registers indispensable for present-day research.

To facilitate the investigation of the separability and entanglement properties of n-qubit quantum registers, here we present a revised version
of the FEYNMAN program in the framework of the computer algebra system MAPLE. In addition to all previous capabilities of this MAPLE code
for defining and manipulating quantum registers, the program now provides various tools which are necessary for the qualitative and quantitative
analysis of entanglement in n-qubit quantum registers. A simple access, in particular, is given to several algebraic separability criteria as well as a
number of entanglement measures and related quantities. As in the previous version, symbolic and numeric computations are equally supported.

Program summary

Title of program: FEYNMAN

Catalogue identifier: ADWE_v2_0
Program summary URL: http://cpc.cs.qub.ac.uk/summaries/ADWE_v2_0
Program obtainable from: CPC Program Library, Queen’s University of Belfast, N. Ireland
Licensing provisions: None
Computers for which the program is designed: All computers with a license of the computer algebra system MAPLE [Maple is a registered
trademark of Waterloo Maple Inc.]
Operating systems under which the program has been tested: Linux, MS Windows XP
Programming language used: MAPLE 10
Typical time and memory requirements: Most commands acting on quantum registers with five or less qubits take � 10 seconds of processor time
(on a Pentium 4 with � 2 GHz or equivalent) and 5–20 MB of memory. However, storage and time requirements critically depend on the number
of qubits, n, in the quantum registers due to the exponential increase of the associated Hilbert space.
No. of lines in distributed program, including test data, etc.: 3107
No. of bytes in distributed program, including test data, etc.: 13 859
Distribution format: tar.gz
Reasons for new version: The first program version established the data structures and commands which are needed to build and manipulate quan-
tum registers. Since the (evolution of) entanglement is a central aspect in quantum information processing the current version adds the capability
to analyze separability and entanglement of quantum registers by implementing algebraic separability criteria and entanglement measures and
related quantities.
Does this version supersede the previous version: Yes
Nature of the physical problem: Entanglement has been identified as an essential resource in virtually all aspects of quantum information theory.
Therefore, the detection and quantification of entanglement is a necessary prerequisite for many applications, such as quantum computation,

✩ This paper and its associated computer program are available via the Computer Physics Communications homepage on ScienceDirect (http://www.sciencedirect.
com/science/journal/00104655).
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E-mail addresses: tradtke@physik.uni-kassel.de (T. Radtke), s.fritzsche@physik.uni-kassel.de (S. Fritzsche).
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communications or quantum cryptography. Up to the present, however, the multipartite entanglement of n-qubit systems has remained largely
unexplored owing to the exponential growth of complexity with the number of qubits involved.
Method of solution: Using the computer algebra system MAPLE, a set of procedures has been developed which supports the definition and
manipulation of n-qubit quantum registers and quantum logic gates [T. Radtke, S. Fritzsche, Comput. Phys. Comm. 173 (2005) 91]. The provided
hierarchy of commands can be used interactively in order to simulate the behavior of n-qubit quantum systems (by applying a number of unitary
or non-unitary operations) and to analyze their separability and entanglement properties.
Restrictions onto the complexity of the problem: The present version of the program facilitates the setup and the manipulation of quantum
registers by means of (predefined) quantum logic gates; it now also provides the tools for performing a symbolic and/or numeric analysis of
the entanglement for the quantum states of such registers. Owing to the rapid increase in the computational complexity of multi-qubit systems,
however, the time and memory requirements often grow rapidly, especially for symbolic computations. This increase of complexity limits the
application of the program to about 6 or 7 qubits on a standard single processor (Pentium 4 with � 2 GHz or equivalent) machine with � 1 GB of
memory.
Unusual features of the program: The FEYNMAN program has been designed within the framework of MAPLE for interactive (symbolic or
numerical) simulations on n-qubit quantum registers with no other restriction than given by the memory and processor resources of the computer.
Whenever possible, both representations of quantum registers in terms of their state vectors and/or density matrices are equally supported by the
program. Apart from simulating quantum gates and quantum operations, the program now facilitates also investigations on the separability and
the entanglement properties of quantum registers.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 03.67.-a; 03.67.Lx; 03.65.Ud

Keywords: Quantum register; Qubit; Entanglement; Separability

1. Introduction

Supported by the discovery of several efficient quantum algorithms in the mid-1990s, the field of quantum computation and
quantum information [1] has become an active research area during recent years. For example, using modern experimental tech-
niques, it has become possible to prepare and control quasi-isolated quantum systems which are nonclassically correlated, i.e.
entangled. Today, in fact, quantum entanglement is recognized as a new physical resource which is important not only for quantum
computation but also for quantum cryptography [2], superdense coding [3], quantum teleportation [4] and other applications.

However, despite the remarkable efforts in classifying the entanglement of multi-qubit systems, this resource is not yet under-
stood in much detail, especially if more but a very few qubits are considered. Apart from the mathematical difficulties, this ‘flaw’
in dealing with multiple qubit systems is mainly due to the complexity which arises from the exponential increase of the dimension
of the associated Hilbert spaces and which has hampered many systematic investigations in the past. Because of the fragile nature
of quantum entanglement, moreover, experimental studies are still difficult to be carried out and, thus, require to perform symbolic
and/or numerical simulations of the time evolution and the properties of multi-qubit systems.

To facilitate the simulation of general n-qubit quantum systems, we recently introduced the FEYNMAN program within the
framework of MAPLE. In a first version of this program [5], this concerned especially the set-up and the manipulation of n-qubit
quantum registers as well as of those operators which are defined in the associated Hilbert spaces. In the present work, we now
extend the FEYNMAN program in order to facilitate also the study of separability and entanglement properties in quantum registers.
In particular, a number of criteria have been implemented in order to test and measure the entanglement status of quantum registers,
including the partitioning into bi- and multipartite systems. Using these measures, it becomes possible for instance to analyze the
properties of quantum registers in the course of an evolution. We therefore hope that the present extension of FEYNMAN will make
the program attractive for further applications in the theory of quantum computations and information.

In the next section, we begin with a brief review of the most important concepts and results from the theory of quantum entan-
glement. Beside of the definition of separability and the entanglement of pure and mixed states, this includes a short account of
the distillation of entanglement as well as a number of criteria for separability. Having this ‘background’ at hand, Section 3 later
describes the new commands of the FEYNMAN program, including a few additional modifications of the code which are neither
connected to separability nor the entanglement of quantum states but which were found convenient to add into the program. More-
over, there are four examples in Section 4 for illustrating some of new features of the FEYNMAN program. Finally, a brief summary
and outlook on future developments of the program are given in Section 5.

2. Theoretical background

To understand the capabilities (and limitations) of the present extension to the FEYNMAN program, let us start from the definition
of separability and entanglement and by explaining some basic material on these topics. For the sake of brevity, here we shall restrict
ourselves to a rather short account on the theory. As appropriate for later use of the program, however, we shall refer below already
to the two main procedures, Feynman_is_separable() and Feynman_measures(), which are discussed later in Section 3.
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2.1. Definition: separability vs. entanglement

2.1.1. Pure state separability
Of course, the simplest possible case of quantum entanglement may occur for a bipartite pure state |ψAB〉 of a composite system

AB , to which a product Hilbert space HA ⊗HB is associated. In general, such a bipartite state is called separable if there exist the
quantum states |ψA〉 ∈HA of part A and |ψB〉 ∈HB (of B) such that |ψAB〉 can be written in the form

(1)|ψAB〉 = |ψA〉 ⊗ |ψB〉,
i.e. in terms of a product representation. Otherwise, the state |ψAB〉 is said to be entangled and to possess hereby a (nonlocal)
property that implies that the outcomes of a measurement on the two—possibly spatially separated—subsystems A and B are no
longer independent of each other. This characteristic feature of quantum mechanics has been first discussed by Einstein, Podolsky
and Rosen (EPR) [6] in their famous debate with Bohr as well as by Schrödinger [7] about seventy years ago. Perhaps, the best
known examples of entangled states are the so-called EPR (or Bell) states. Given the state |Φ+〉 = (|00〉 + |11〉)/√2, for instance,
the outcome of a local measurement on any subsystem, either A or B , is completely random (either “0” or “1”)—if measured first.
In dependence of this (prior) result, however, the outcome of a corresponding measurement on the remaining subsystem is fixed
instantaneously, independent from any separation of the two subsystems in space and time.

As seen from Eq. (1), the definition of entanglement of a bipartite state does not provide any constructive criterion in order to
decide whether a given state has a product representation or not. For this decision, in fact, the Schmidt decomposition [1] has been
found to be a very useful tool, which says that any bipartite pure state with dimensions dA and dB of the corresponding subsystems
can be written in the form

(2)|ψAB〉 =
r∑

i=1

√
λi |ai〉|bi〉, r � min(dA, dB),

where {|ai〉} and {|bi〉} are orthonormal bases in the subspacesHA andHB , respectively, and where
√

λi denote the positive Schmidt
coefficients with

∑r
i=1 λi = 1. It can be shown that the Schmidt coefficients

√
λi correspond to the square roots of the eigenvalues

of any of the reduced density matrices ρA = TrB(ρAB) = ∑
i λi |ai〉〈ai | or ρB = TrA(ρAB) = ∑

i λi |bi〉〈bi | [1]. Moreover, the
Schmidt rank (or Schmidt number), r , is given by the number of nonzero eigenvalues of ρA or ρB . From the definition in Eq. (2),
therefore, it becomes clear that the product states (i.e. the separable states) are those with exactly one Schmidt coefficient or,
equivalently, with Schmidt rank r = 1. In other words, both subsystems with the (reduced) density matrices ρA or ρB have to be in
a pure state by themselves. In practice, therefore, the Schmidt decomposition often serves as a necessary and sufficient separability
criterion for pure bipartite states. In the FEYNMAN program, this decomposition has been implemented in the (new) procedure
Feynman_decompose() and can be carried out easily as shown by one of our examples in Section 4.1.

Apart from bipartite systems (AB), the definition of separability in Eq. (1) can be extended quite naturally also to multipartite
pure states |ψABC...Z〉. Unfortunately, however, here the concept of the Schmidt decomposition cannot be generalized in a straight-
forward way to the case of N different subsystems. Up to the present, therefore, we do not know an equally convenient criterion for
the multipartite separability.

2.1.2. Mixed state separability
For statistical mixtures of quantum states, i.e. for states of the form ρ = ∑

i pi |ψi〉〈ψi |, the question about their separability is
much more involved when compared with the case of pure quantum states. This is because one has to discriminate then between
classical (local) and quantum (nonlocal) correlations for a given state of the system. As a first consequence of this distinction
between local and nonlocal correlations, the terms product state and separable state are no longer synonymous. While any product
state can still be expressed by means of a Kronecker product of the corresponding states of its subsystems,

(3)ρAB = ρA ⊗ ρB,

a separable state can be represented in general only as a convex combination (mixture) of such product states [8],

(4)ρAB =
∑

i

piρ
A
i ⊗ ρB

i =
∑

i

pi |ψi〉A〈ψi | ⊗ |φi〉B〈φi |

with the classical probabilities pi � 0 and
∑

i pi = 1. But although the state ρAB in Eq. (4) cannot be written as a simple product
state, all correlations between the subsystems arise from our incomplete knowledge about the state (since it is a mixture of states)
and, hence, are classical.

Entangled states, in contrast, cannot be prepared by applying only local quantum operations and classical communications
(LOCC). To create entanglement in a composite system, the (physical) subsystems must be brought together to interact with each
other, a process which requires for its description nonlocal operators of the form UAB �= UA ⊗ UB , with UA, UB being unitary op-
erators acting on HA and HB , respectively. In general, therefore, mixed state entanglement is defined—again, in a nonconstructive
way—through the fact that a decomposition of the form (4) does simply not exist for these mixtures.
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The ‘definition of the separability’ of a quantum system as given in Eq. (4) can be generalized in quite obvious way from the
bipartite to the multipartite case. To this end, let us consider a system of N parties with dimensions di (in our context usually qubits,
i.e. di = 2). Then, given a density operator ρ1...N which acts on H1 ⊗ · · · ⊗HN , we call ρ1...N fully separable (or N -separable) if
and only if

(5)ρ1...N =
∑

i

pi |ψi〉1〈ψi | ⊗ · · · ⊗ |ψi〉N 〈ψi |.

Moreover, the state ρ1...N is called k-separable (with k � N ) iff it is separable with respect to every possible k-partite split. For exam-
ple, we may consider the 2-separable (also known as biseparable or semiseparable) three-qubit state ρ̃ABC = 1

4 (I8 −∑4
i=1 |ψi〉〈ψi |)

where the |ψi〉 are given as |0,1,+〉, |1,+,0〉, |+,0,1〉, and |−,−,−〉 with |±〉 = 1/
√

2(|0〉 ± |1〉) [9]. For this mixed 3-partite
state, it can be shown that it is separable with respect to any of the bipartite cuts A|BC,B|CA and C|AB . Still, it is not a mixture
of (pure) product states |ψA〉|ψB〉|ψC〉, i.e. it is not fully separable. Hence, the state ρ̃ABC exhibits genuine tripartite entanglement
which involves all three qubits (simultaneously). In the FEYNMAN program, this strange behavior of not being fully separable can
be easily verified by means of the command Feynman_is_separable() as we will demonstrate below in Section 4.2.

2.1.3. Entanglement distillation and bound entanglement
In addition to the distinction between pure state entanglement and mixed state entanglement discussed above, there is an in-

teresting classification of mixed state entanglement, namely free and bound entanglement. This distinction is made because (the
entanglement of) mixed states can in some cases be converted into maximally entangled pure states by using only local (quantum)
operations and classical communication, i.e. for the case of free entanglement, while it cannot be brought in such form for bound
entangled mixtures.

The distinction between free and bound entanglement often arises from the request that, for many applications in quantum
teleportation and elsewhere, a quantum mixture must first be converted into a maximally entangled pure state (e.g., into one of the
Bell states) in order to benefit from the entanglement of the given state. This ‘conversion process’ is called entanglement purification
or distillation [10–12]. Using some suitable distillation protocol and by starting from m copies of a partially entangled state, one
can produce n < m copies of maximally entangled pure states. Of course, the less entangled the initial states is, the smaller will
be the yield n/m. This is consistent with the well-known fact that LOCC cannot produce entanglement (since it is essentially a
nonlocal resource). In the limit of having infinitely many input copies available, consequently, the yield of the distillation process
gives rise also to a measure of entanglement (the so-called distillable entanglement ED(ρ), cf. Section 2.3). Note, however, that—in
contrast to the case of pure states—not all partially entangled mixed states can be distilled into maximally entangled pure states
[13]. Therefore, in other words, one distinguishes between the free entanglement of mixed states, which can be distilled, and the
bound entanglement which cannot.

2.2. Separability criteria

Having recalled the basic definitions of separability and entanglement, we are now prepared to discuss briefly some popular cri-
teria in order to ‘decide’ whether a given quantum state is entangled or not. For a recent review of the entanglement vs. separability
problem, we refer the reader to Ref. [14].

As mentioned before, entanglement is often described as a nonlocal phenomenon in the sense that, for an entangled state, the
measurement on one subsystem instantaneously affects the outcome of a measurement of the other (possibly very distant) subsys-
tem. It is therefore tempting to apply Bell inequalities in order to test for nonclassical correlations in quantum states. Unfortunately,
it turns out that not all entangled states necessarily violate Bell-type inequalities [15,16] so that some stronger criteria had to be
developed. In the following, we shall begin the discussion with recalling a rigorous but computationally infeasible (i.e. nonopera-
tional) approach in order to provide the background for the discussion of several feasible (operational) criteria which are usually
weaker in the sense that they cannot detect all entangled states.

2.2.1. The positive maps approach
The approach of using positive maps for a decision about the separability of a quantum state is general and considers so-called

superoperators, i.e. the transformation of operators ρ ∈ B(H) that act on some state space H. In this approach, a linear, self-adjoint
and positive map Λ :B(HB) → B(HC) is defined as a map that takes positive and hermitian operators into positive hermitian
operators:

(6)ρ � 0 ⇒ Λ(ρ) � 0, Λ(ρ) = Λ†(ρ).

Moreover, such a positive map is called completely positive (CP) if any extension of H to a larger Hilbert space with arbitrary
dimension is again a positive map:

(7)σ � 0 ⇒ (IA ⊗ ΛB)(σ ) � 0
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with IA denoting the identity operation on the extensionHA. A well-known example for a (completely) positive map is the standard
Hamiltonian time evolution of a quantum system while the transposition operation on some density operator (i.e. the usual matrix
transposition operation in some basis) is an example of a positive (but not CP) map.

The connection between positive maps and the separability problem was given in Refs. [17,18] where it was shown that a
quantum state ρ is separable if and only if for all positive maps Λ :B(HB) → B(HC) we have

(8)(IA ⊗ ΛB)(ρ) � 0.

As seen from Eq. (8), only those maps are of interest for finding a separability criterion which are positive but not CP, since a CP
map fulfills Eq. (8) by definition for any positive operator ρ. In practice, therefore, the approach of positive maps is often of little
help for determining an operational criterion for the separability of a quantum state. This lack arises from the fact that a complete
characterization (of the set) of all positive maps is unfeasible. In some particular cases, however, the concept of positive maps yield
operational separability criteria which we shall discuss below.

2.2.2. Operational, algebraic separability criteria
Regardless of its theoretical elegance and validity, the approach of using positive maps (or the closely related concept of entan-

glement witnesses) is often not very useful if we have to decide whether a particular state is entangled or not. Despite the rather
simple definition of separability in Eq. (4), there is on the other hand no efficiently computable, necessary and sufficient separability
criterion available up to the present. In this section, therefore, we shall summarize some computationally manageable and algebraic
criteria for the separability of quantum states, which have been implemented into the program and which can be accessed via the
appropriate keywords in the Feynman_is_separable() command. For other computational approaches we may refer the reader to
Ref. [19] and references therein.

Although the following criteria for the separability of quantum states can be implemented algebraically, they come at the price
to represent necessary but not sufficient criteria.

(i) Schmidt decomposition
As discussed in Section 2.1.1, the separability of bipartite pure states is well understood. Using the Schmidt decomposition (2),

one can determine uniquely if a given quantum state is separable by testing whether the Schmidt rank is r = 1 or, equivalently,
whether there exists exactly one nonvanishing Schmidt coefficient. From a practical viewpoint, this corresponds to the test if both
subsystems are in a pure state for the overall state to be separable, i.e. if Tr(ρ2

A) = Tr(ρ2
B) = 1.

(ii) Peres–Horodecki criterion
One of the first feasible separability criterion, which could be utilized also for mixed states, has been given in Ref. [20]. This

criterion uses a particular choice of a positive map, the partial transposition operation where the usual matrix transposition operation
T (ρ) = ρT is applied to only one subsystem of a composite state. As an example, here we might consider the general bipartite
density matrix ρ = ∑

ikj l |i〉A〈j | ⊗ |k〉B〈l| = ∑
ikj l ρikj l |ik〉〈j l|. Then, the partial transpose with respect to the first subsystem, A,

is given by

(9)TA(ρ) ≡ ρTA =
∑
ikj l

ρikj l |jk〉〈il|.

For this choice of matrix operation, it can be shown that, although the original density matrix ρ is positive (i.e. has only nonnegative
eigenvalues), the matrix ρTA is not necessarily positive and, hence, not a valid density matrix for all cases. The latter is true, in
particular, for many entangled states. For any separable state ρsep, on the other hand, the partial transposition with respect to one
(or several) of the subsystems A,B, . . . ,Z must be always a positive operator again,

(10)ρTX
sep � 0 for X ⊂ {A,B, . . . ,Z}.

This different behavior of entangled and separable states under the partial transpose map is known as the positive partial transposi-
tion (PPT) or the Peres–Horodecki criterion. Although, in general, this is only a necessary criterion for separability, it was shown
to be sufficient for any bipartite systems with subspace dimensions 2 × 2 and 2 × 3, for which the separable states are characterized
completely by means of the PPT criterion [21].

Owing to the construction of the PPT map, the Peres–Horodecki criterion allows to detect only those entangled states which
have a negative partial transpose (NPT). Although these states certainly refer to a large class of entangled states, there are however,
as pointed out in Ref. [22], entangled states that nevertheless satisfy the PPT criterion which demonstrates that this criterion is in
general only necessary but not sufficient.

(iii) Majorization criterion
In our discussion of the Schmidt decomposition, we saw already that the reduced density operators of a pure entangled state

might refer to a mixed state of the corresponding subsystem. This somehow surprising result is an example of the more general
feature of quantum entanglement that the individual subsystems of an entangled state may exhibit more disorder or ‘mixedness’ (in
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the sense of the von Neumann entropy, cf. Section 2.3.2) than the composite systems. Using this fact, it was shown in Ref. [23] that
for any separable m × n state ρAB of a bipartite system, we have

(11)λ↓
ρAB

≺ λ↓
ρA

and λ↓
ρAB

≺ λ↓
ρB

,

where λ
↓
ρAB

is the vector of the eigenvalues of ρAB in decreasing order (i.e. with λ
↓
1 � λ

↓
2 � · · · � λ

↓
n ), and with a similar definition

of λ
↓
ρA

and λ
↓
ρB

, respectively. For these two relations in (11), extra zeros have to be appended to the vectors, if necessary, in order to

equalize their dimensions. The relation x ≺ y (“x is majorized by y”) means that
∑k

i=1 x
↓
i �

∑k
i=1 y

↓
i holds for 1 � k � n − 1 and

the equality holds for k = n. The majorization criterion provides a simple separability criterion which is based only on the spectral
properties of the global density operator and the reduced density operators. As stated in [24], moreover, the majorization criterion
provides a sufficient condition for the distillability of bipartite states in the sense that all states which violate the majorization
criterion are also distillable.

(iv) Reduction criterion
According to this criterion [25,26], the two inequalities

(12)Im ⊗ ρB − ρAB � 0 and ρA ⊗ In − ρAB � 0

must hold simultaneously for any separable m × n state ρAB of a bipartite system, where ρA,B denote the reduced density matrices
of subsystems A and B , and Im (In) is the m- (n-)dimensional identity matrix. Similar to the PPT criterion, the reduction criterion
represents another particular choice of a positive (but not completely positive) map. It is equivalent to the PPT criterion for 2 × n

(and, hence, a sufficient criterion for 2 × 2 and 2 × 3 quantum states), in general however weaker than PPT in the sense that those
states which violate the reduction criterion also violate the PPT criterion (but not vice versa). Furthermore, the reduction criterion
implies the majorization criterion [24] and all states that violate the reduction criterion are distillable. For generalized versions of
the reduction criterion see, for instance, Refs. [27,28].

(v) Realignment criterion
The separability criteria (i)–(iv) discussed so far are typically not sensitive to bound entanglement or they do not gener-

alize straightforwardly to multipartite systems. In an alternative approach, which addresses these two drawbacks explicitly, a
particular permutation of the matrix elements of the density operator is therefore considered [29]. For an m × n bipartite state
ρ = ∑

ik,j l ρik,j l |ik〉〈j l|, for instance, this (so-called) realignment operation R is defined by

(13)R(ρ) =
∑
ik,j l

ρik,j l |ij 〉〈kl|,

where |i〉, |j〉 are the standard m-dimensional real(!) basis vectors of the first subspace, and |k〉, |l〉 are n-dimensional real basis
vectors of the second subspace, respectively. Note that, similar to the partial transpose operation, the matrix obtained is generally
not a valid density matrix and usually not even a square one.

Using the positive mapR in Eq. (13), the realignment criterion is defined similarly to the PPT criterion for any separable bipartite
system

(14)
∥∥R(ρsep)

∥∥
Tr � 1.

Here, the trace norm ‖ · ‖Tr is defined here as ‖A‖Tr = Tr
√

A†A. In order to generalize this criterion also for multipartite systems,
the realignment criterion on the separability of quantum states uses the fact, that any (fully) separable n-partite state ρ with the
dimensions d1 × d2 × · · · × dn of the individual subsystems will satisfy the inequalities

(15)
∥∥(R(k) ⊗ I(n−k))ρ

∥∥
Tr � 1, k = 2,3, . . . , n,

where R(k) means that for each possible selection of 2 � k � n subsystems, the realignment operation, Eq. (13), is applied to every
possible bipartite split within that particular subset of k subsystems. For each selection of k subsystems, the other n− k subsystems
are then left unchanged. For example, given a tripartite state ρABC , we have to check the condition equation (14) for the bipartite
cuts A|B , A|C, B|C (representing all subsets with k = 2) and A|BC, B|CA, C|AB (for k = 3).

The realignment criterion has been found powerful enough to detect many of the bound entangled states, which are known in
the literature. An example, that was mentioned at the end of Section 2.1.2, is the biseparable three-qubit state ρ̃ABC . In Ref. [30], in
addition, it was shown that the realignment criterion is equivalent also to the (so-called) computable cross norm criterion (CCN).

(vi) Generalized partial transposition criterion (GPT)
Owing to the ability of the realignment criterion to detect bound and multipartite entanglement, there was a natural interest in

generalizing this approach. A first step in this direction is given by the generalized partial transposition criterion (GPT) [31], which
now unifies the PPT and the realignment criterion.
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To formulate the GPT criterion, one needs the so-called generalized partial transposition operations which have been defined in
Ref. [31]. These operations are based on the fact that any n-partite density matrix can be written as

(16)ρ =
∑

ij,kl,...

ρij,kl,...|i〉〈j | ⊗ |k〉〈l| ⊗ · · ·

(17)=
∑

ij,kl,...

ρij,kl,...〈j | ⊗ |i〉 ⊗ 〈l| ⊗ |k〉 ⊗ · · · .

Using the real(!) standard basis for the subspace of every subsystem, then, the row transposition operation is defined by Tr : 〈j | ⊗
|i〉 → 〈j | ⊗ 〈i|, while the column transposition operation is given by Tc : 〈j | ⊗ |i〉 → |j〉 ⊗ |i〉. With these definitions, the GPT
criterion says that any separable n-partite state ρ with the dimensions d1 × d2 × · · · × dn of the individual subsystems satisfies

(18)‖ρTY‖Tr � 1 for Y ⊂ {rA, cA, rB, cB, . . . , rZ, cZ},
where TY means that, for every subsystem A,B,C, . . . ,Z, one can leave it unchanged, apply a row transposition or a col-
umn transposition or both. In other words, Y represents some subset of the row and column transposition operations {rA, cA,

rB, cB, . . . , rZ, cZ}, where, for each of these subsets, the operation T{rk,ck,...} is defined as the successive operation TrkTck
. . . which

acts on one or several of the subsystems, while the remaining subsystems are left untouched. The notation Y = {rA, cA}, for exam-
ple, leads to TrATcA

which is equivalent to the partial transposition operation TA : 〈j | ⊗ |i〉 → |j〉 ⊗ 〈i|, acting on the subsystem A.
Similarly, the realignment operation R is found equivalent to the subset Y = {cA, rB}. In this way, the GPT criterion includes both,
the realignment criterion and the PPT criterion. For a more detailed discussion on various permutation separability criteria and their
dependencies see Ref. [32] and references therein.

Like all the previously discussed separability criteria, in the FEYNMAN program, the GPT criterion can be used to test the
separability of any n-qubit qregister() structure by means of the Feynman_is_separable() command. It should be noted, however,
that the rapid increase in the number of transposition operations, which have to be performed internally, makes the evaluation of
the GPT criterion quite expensive, especially when working with symbolic expressions. Since the realignment criterion is closely
related to the GPT criterion, a similar restriction applies also for the realignment criterion.

2.3. Entanglement measures

For many problems in quantum information theory, it is not only necessary to know, whether a state of a quantum system is
separable or not, but also how much entanglement is involved and how this entanglement develops in time. Although, the question
about the ‘amount’ of entanglement is often a very essential one, progress in its quantification—especially for mixed states—has
been made so far primarily in the domain of bipartite systems. Of course, the main difference in dealing with bi- and multipartite
systems arises from the fact that multipartite states may exhibit rather different entanglement properties for different possible splits
of the composite systems into parts. In practice, therefore, it is considerably more difficult to define (and even more so to compute!)
a meaningful measure of entanglement for multipartite settings. For an introduction to entanglement measures, we refer the reader
to the work of Horodecki [33] and references therein.

The first approaches for quantifying entanglement were motivated by physical arguments in the sense that one was looking
for those measures which helped to understand, how well a certain operation can be performed on the state of a bipartite system
when compared with the maximally entangled Bell states |Φ+〉. Nowadays, instead, these measures are often built on rather formal
requirements. Therefore, before we shall discuss the most frequently applied measures of entanglement, let us start with a short
summary about the axiomatic requirements which any meaningful entanglement measure has to fulfill. For a more detailed account
on different formulations and modifications of these desirable requirements see, for instance, Refs. [36,37].

2.3.1. Formal requirements for entanglement measures
To represent a meaningful entanglement measure, a nonnegative and real-valued functional E(ρ) should satisfy, in addition to

these two obvious requests, the following conditions:

C1 If ρ is separable, then E(ρ) = 0.
C2 (Normalization) For any maximally entangled (two-qubit) state |Φ+〉 = ∑d

i=1
1√
d
|ii〉 ∈HA ⊗HB , the entanglement is given

by

(19)E
(|Φ+〉) = log2 d, d = 2,3, . . . .

For the common case of two qubits (d = 2), this simplifies to E(|Φ+〉) = 1.
C3 (Monotonicity) Since the entanglement in some state ρ always refers to genuine quantum correlations the amount of entan-

glement cannot be increased further under some protocol Λ which applies only local operations and classical communication
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(LOCC):

(20)E
(
ΛLOCC(ρ)

)
� E(ρ).

C4 (Continuity) A small perturbation of ρ should lead to only a slight change of E(ρ), i.e. in the limit of vanishing distance
between two states ρ and σ , the difference between their entanglement should also vanish,

(21)‖ρ − σ‖ → 0 ⇒ E(ρ) − E(σ) → 0.

C5 (Additivity) A number n � 1 of identical copies of a given state ρ ∈HA ⊗HB should contain n times the entanglement of a
single copy,

(22)E(ρ⊗n) = nE(ρ).

C6 (Subadditivity) The entanglement of the tensor product ρ ⊗ σ of two states should not exceed the sum of the individual
entanglement measures,

(23)E(ρ ⊗ σ) � E(ρ) + E(σ).

C7 (Convexity) The entanglement measure should be a convex function, i.e. the mixing of states does not increase the entangle-
ment,

(24)E
(
λρ + (1 − λ)σ

)
� λE(ρ) + (1 − λ)E(σ)

for all 0 � λ � 1. Note, however, that convexity is merely a mathematical requirement for entanglement monotones rather than
being connected to a physical process which leads to the loss of information about a quantum system [61].

Finally, it should be noted that it is not yet clear if all of the conditions mentioned above are indeed necessary. Moreover, a
measure typically fails to fulfill all of these desirable requirements [38].

2.3.2. Physically motivated entanglement measures
In this section, let us start with recalling some of the entanglement measures which are outstanding owing to their physical

meaning and their importance for the theory of entanglement. Unfortunately, most of these ‘physically motivated measures’ are not
supported in the FEYNMAN program because they appear computationally rather unfeasible. However, since many of the measures
implemented below are indeed related to these physically motivated entities, a short review of the latter ones seems to be appropriate.

Entropy of entanglement (reduced von Neumann entropy). From the early days of quantum mechanics it has been known that,
for an entangled pure state, the states of the subsystems (as given by the reduced density matrices) are mixed. For a bipartite pure
state the amount of ‘mixedness’ in either of the subsystems is therefore a natural measure of entanglement [11,39]. This mixedness
can be quantified in terms of the von Neumann entropy S [40] of the reduced density matrices and is known in the literature as the
entropy of entanglement:

(25)EE

(|ψ〉) = S(ρA) = S(ρB), ρA = TrB
(|ψ〉〈ψ |), ρB = TrA

(|ψ〉〈ψ |).
For a general state ρ, moreover, the von Neumann entropy is defined as

(26)S(ρ) = −Tr(ρ log2 ρ) = −
∑

i

λi log2 λi,

where λi are the eigenvalues of ρ. For mixed states, unfortunately, the entropy of entanglement fails to distinguish between classical
and quantum mechanical correlations so that there is no unique generalization known for this measure in the case of mixed states.
Interestingly, however, the uniqueness theorem [37] states that, for pure bipartite states, all entanglement measures should coincide
with the entropy of entanglement.

Distillable entanglement. The distillable entanglement ED(ρ) refers to the possibility of transforming an entangled state of a
bipartite system into a maximally entangled pure state by means of LOCC [10,12,41], as mentioned before in Section 2.1.3. This
measure quantifies how many maximally entangled states of the type |Φ+〉 = (|00〉 + |11〉)/√2 can be extracted (“distilled”) from
a partially entangled input state ρ. More precisely, it gives the ratio of the number nout

|Φ+〉 of maximally entangled output states |Φ+〉
over the number nin

ρ of input states, maximized over all distillation protocols ΛLOCC. For large number nin
ρ (of copies) of the input

state, this leads to [38]

(27)ED(ρ) = sup
{ΛLOCC}

lim
nin

ρ →∞
nout

|Φ+〉
nin

ρ

.
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Entanglement cost. Complementary to the distillable entanglement, the entanglement cost EC(ρ) quantifies the amount of pure
state entanglement that is needed in order to create an entangled state ρ by using LOCC (which is sometimes also called entan-
glement “dilution”) [12,42]. The entanglement cost is defined as the ratio between the number nin

|Φ+〉 of maximally entangled input

states and the number nout
ρ of created output states, if minimized over all dilution protocols and if a large number of input states is

considered

(28)EC(ρ) = inf{ΛLOCC} lim
nin

ρ →∞
nin

|Φ+〉
nout

ρ

.

Entanglement of formation (EOF). It is known that any mixed state quantum state ρ has infinitely many ensemble realizations
[43]. In other words, any state ρ can be decomposed as a convex combination of projectors on pure states (e.g., the eigenstates), ρ =∑

i pi |ψi〉〈ψi | with pi � 0 and
∑

i pi = 1. As discussed above, for each pure (bipartite) state |ψi〉 in the ensemble, the entropy of
entanglement provides a good measure of entanglement. The so-called entanglement of formation is therefore defined as the average
of the entropy of entanglement (reduced von Neumann entropy), minimized over all possible ensemble decompositions [12],

(29)EF (ρ) = inf
ρ=∑

i pi |ψi 〉〈ψi |
∑

i

piEE

(|ψi〉
)
.

The ensemble that realizes the infimum is called optimal.
This way of generalizing an entanglement measure originally defined for pure states is called convex roof extension. By con-

struction, it preserves monotonicity and convexity of the pure state measure. The entanglement of formation EF is conjectured to be
equal to the entanglement cost EC . In Ref. [42], it was proved that at least the regularized version of the entanglement of formation
is equal to the entanglement cost: E∞

F = limn→∞(EF (ρ⊗n)/n) = EC(ρ).

Relative entropy of entanglement (REE). The relative entropy of entanglement (REE) ER(ρ) is given as the (quasi-)distance of an
entangled state ρ from its closest disentangled (i.e. separable) state σ ∈D where D denotes the set of disentangled states [34,35].
In some more detail, the relative entropy of entanglement is defined as

(30)ER(ρ) = inf
σ∈D

S(ρ‖σ) = inf
σ∈D

Tr(ρ log2 ρ − ρ log2 σ),

where S(ρ‖σ) is the quantum relative entropy [44,45]. It can be roughly interpreted as the ‘unlikelihood’ for a separable state to
yield results in some measurement which are consistent with the results for the given (entangled) state. It should be noted, though,
that the quantum relative entropy S(ρ‖σ) does not satisfy all properties of a metric. Additionally, although the quantum relative
entropy is by far the most used of the distance based measures, other distance functions have been investigated as well [46–48].
Well-known examples of such ‘distance measures’ for distinguishing between quantum states are the Hilbert–Schmidt distance

(31)DHS(ρ,σ ) = ‖ρ − σ‖HS =
√

Tr
[
(ρ − σ)†(ρ − σ)

]
,

the trace distance

(32)DTr(ρ,σ ) = 1

2
‖ρ − σ‖Tr = 1

2
Tr

√
(ρ − σ)†(ρ − σ),

or the Bures distance, which is related to the fidelity F(ρ,σ ) of two states,

(33)DB(ρ,σ ) =
√

2 − 2 Tr
√√

ρσ
√

ρ =
√

2 − 2
√

F(ρ,σ ).

In order to support similar investigations, these measures for the distance of two quantum states have been implemented also into
the command Feynman_measures(), where they can be called via some appropriate keyword.

2.3.3. Relations between different entanglement measures
Although different measures typically reflect different aspects of entanglement, there exist some relations between these mea-

sures which are worth to explain. For example, since we cannot distill more entanglement from any state ρ than the amount which
was needed to create it we would expect always

(34)ED(ρ) � EC(ρ).

For pure states, indeed, it was shown in Ref. [11] that in the asymptotic limit of infinitely many copies, state transformations such as
entanglement distillation or entanglement dilution become reversible and, hence, that the entanglement cost EC and the distillable
entanglement ED then coincide with the entropy of entanglement

(35)ED

(|ψ〉) = EC

(|ψ〉) = EE

(|ψ〉).
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For two pure states |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 which have the same entropy of entanglement EE(|ψ1〉) = EE(|ψ2〉), this means that they can
be interconverted with an efficiency approaching unity in the limit of infinitely many copies. For nonequal values of the entropy of
entanglement, in addition, the conversion rate is given by EE(|ψ1〉)/EE(|ψ2〉).

The special case of Eq. (35) for pure states is part of a more general theorem about the uniqueness of entanglement measures
[37,39] which says that the distillable entanglement and the entanglement cost are two extreme measures, providing a lower and an
upper bound for all other entanglement measures E. More precisely, this theorem states that [37]

(36)ED(ρ) � E(ρ) � EC(ρ)

for any entanglement measure E satisfying the requirements C2–C5 from above. In practice, however, these strong conditions
are not fulfilled by most entanglement measures. On the other hand, by imposing weaker conditions, a similar statement can be
formulated also for the regularized (or asymptotic) version E∞(ρ) = limn→∞(E(ρ⊗n)/n) of some entanglement measure E:

(37)ED(ρ) � E∞(ρ) � EC(ρ).

This inequality is satisfied, for example, by the entanglement of formation and the relative entropy of entanglement. The bound
entangled states are examples where the difference between EC and ED is especially obvious since ED is (by definition) zero,
while EC is always finite. This example illustrates that, for a given mixed quantum state, one single measure is often not enough to
quantify the amount of entanglement, even in the limit of infinitely many copies.

2.3.4. Computable measures of entanglement
Most of the measures discussed above are motivated by physical operations which can be performed on the state of some quantum

system, such as the ‘distillation’ of entanglement. From a mathematical point of view, in contrast, the formal evaluation of these
measures typically involves an optimization problem over a state space which grows exponentially with the number of constituent
particles. The lack of a simple operational procedure for calculating these measures of entanglement is therefore ultimately related to
the complexity of distinguishing entangled from separable states, a problem which was shown to be NP-hard [49]. As a consequence
of this complexity, the direct evaluation of these measures is exceedingly difficult and, hence, a great deal of effort has been
dedicated to finding more feasible numerical methods, bounds and approximations (mostly in the bipartite setting). For a more
detailed discussion on computational aspects, we refer the reader to Refs. [50–54].

With regard to these difficulties, there has been a great interest in developing computationally manageable monotones for the
entanglement of quantum states, even if these (auxiliary) measures often lack an intuitive physical interpretation. Although some
success was achieved, e.g., in the case of two-qubit states [55] or by exploiting the symmetry properties of certain quantum states
[56–58], closed expressions for entanglement measures are still not unavailable in general. In the design of the FEYNMAN program,
therefore, we restrict ourselves to the implementation of those measures and bounds which have been defined in the literature in
an algebraic form. In the next subsection, we first summarize the definition and basic information about those quantities which
are implemented into the program. Similar to the separability criteria, the computation of these quantities are invoked via the
single command Feynman_measures() by using appropriate keywords. Whenever possible, moreover, the program supports both,
symbolic and numerical computations [cf. Table 3].

2.3.5. Measures for bipartite entanglement
(i) Negativity and logarithmic negativity
As discussed above in the context of the Peres–Horodecki criterion [cf. Section 2.2.2], the positivity of the partial transpose of

a density operator is a necessary condition for separability. Therefore the (amount of) ‘negativity’ in the spectrum of the partial
transpose gives rise also to an entanglement measure. For the density matrix ρ of a bipartite system, for example, the negativity is
defined as [59]

(38)N (ρ) = ‖ρTA‖Tr − 1

d − 1
,

where ρTA denotes the partial transpose with respect to the subsystem A and where d = min(dA, dB) is the dimension of the smaller
of the two subspaces and ‖A‖Tr = Tr

√
A†A the trace norm. While there is no direct physical interpretation for the negativity, there

is an operational interpretation of a closely related quantity, the logarithmic negativity

(39)EN (ρ) = log2 ‖ρTA‖Tr,

as a special type of entanglement cost under PPT preserving operations [60]. This logarithmic negativity is known also for providing
an upper bound to the distillable entanglement.

Although, in contrast to the negativity (38), the logarithmic negativity is not convex, it can be shown that both measures are
indeed entanglement monotones [61]. It should be noted, however, that EN does not reduce to the entropy of entanglement for
all pure states. Because of their close relation to the PPT criterion, moreover, both measures, N and EN , fail to detect bound
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entanglement for bipartite systems with dimensions higher than 2 × 2 or 2 × 3, respectively. An extension of the negativity concept,
which addresses this problem, has been given recently in Ref. [62].

(ii) Concurrence
Another successful concept for defining an entanglement measure is the so-called concurrence, which is closely related to the

entanglement of formation and which has been defined originally for a system of two qubits [55]. For a general two-qubit state ρ,
this measure is based on the ‘spin-flipped’ (time-reversed) density matrix

(40)ρ̃ = (σy ⊗ σy)ρ
∗(σy ⊗ σy),

where σy denotes the Pauli matrices and ρ∗ the complex conjugate of ρ (in the usual computational basis). With this definition, the
concurrence is then defined as

(41)C(ρAB) = max{0, λ1 − λ2 − λ3 − λ4},
where λi are the square roots of the eigenvalues of ρρ̃ given in decreasing order λ1 � λ2 � · · · . In order to extend this measure also
for multipartite systems, moreover, there exists the notion of the so-called tangle τAB

(42)τAB(ρAB) = C2(ρAB) = [
max{0, λ1 − λ2 − λ3 − λ4}

]2
.

Although the concurrence is used very frequently in the literature, it was introduced rather as an auxiliary quantity for calculating
the entanglement of formation for a pair of qubits. For a general two-qubit state, namely, these two measures are connected to each
other via the relation

(43)Ef (ρ) = h

(
1

2
+ 1

2

√
1 − C2(ρ)

)
,

where h(x) = −x log2 x − (1 − x) log2(1 − x) is the binary entropy function. There have been several attempts to generalize the
concept of concurrence some of which are discussed below (see also Refs. [63,64]).

(iii) I-concurrence
A generalization of the concurrence to a pair of quantum systems A, B of arbitrary dimension is the I -concurrence [65], whose

name comes from the fact that it generalizes the concept of the spin-flip operator in Eq. (40) to the so-called universal inverter
superoperator. For a pure state |ψAB〉 of a bipartite system, the I -concurrence is related to the purities of the reduced density
operators ρA or ρB ,

(44)IC(ψAB) =
√

2
[
1 − Tr

(
ρ2

A

)] =
√

2
[
1 − Tr

(
ρ2

B

)]
,

and has become quite a standard in the literature. Unfortunately, there is no closed expression of the I -concurrence known for the
case of mixed states. However, there is a purely analytical lower bound for the concurrence of bipartite mixed states of arbitrary
dimensions [52]. This approximation is related to the quite powerful realignment criterion for separability (cf. Section 2.2.2) and,
hence, can be computed straightforwardly. In the command Feynman_measures(), this bound is accessible via the keyword (string)
“concurrence bound”. An alternative (but more complicated) lower bound and an approximation for the case of quasi-pure states
was given in Refs. [53] and [54], respectively.

2.3.6. Measures for multipartite entanglement
In contrast to the reasonably well understood bipartite setting, multipartite quantum states exhibit a richer structure in the sense

that there exist several inequivalent types of multipartite entanglement [66]. For multipartite systems, therefore, the (multipartite)
entanglement is more difficult to quantify, even in the case of pure states. In fact, if the number of subsystems is increased, an
exponentially growing amount of different measures is needed in order to fully characterize the entanglement in a given multipartite
state. For this reason also, the measures below can cover only a few different aspects of multipartite entanglement, leaving its full
quantification as an open problem.

(iv) Global entanglement
One attempt to provide a computationally feasible and scalable quantification of entanglement in multipartite systems was made

in Refs. [67,68]. For a pure n-qubit state |ψ〉, the so-called global entanglement is defined as

(45)Q
(|ψ〉) = 2

[
1 − 1/n

n∑
i=1

Tr
(
ρ2

i

)]
,

where ρi represents the density matrix of ith qubit after tracing out all other qubits. As seen from this definition, the global
entanglement can be interpreted as the average over the (bipartite) entanglements of each qubit with the rest of the system.
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Apart from being defined only for pure states, a major drawback of the global entanglement is, that it only extracts the bipartite
correlation between each subsystem (qubit) and the remainder of the system. For this reason, the global entanglement cannot really
account for multipartite entanglement nor can it distinguish global from sub-global entanglement. For example, the two states
|Φ〉 = 1/

√
2(|00〉 + |11〉) ⊗ 1/

√
2(|00〉 + |11〉) and the GHZ-type state |Ψ 〉 = 1/

√
2(|0000〉 + |1111〉) both yield the same value

Q(|Φ〉) = Q(|Ψ 〉) = 1.

(v) N -concurrence
Another generalization of the bipartite I -concurrence in Eq. (44) to N -partite states was given in Refs. [64,69]. For a pure and

normalized N -partite state |ψ〉, the N -concurrence measure is defined as

(46)CN

(|ψ〉) = 21−(N/2)

√
2N − 2 −

∑
i

Tr
(
ρ2

i

)
,

where i runs over all
∑N−1

n=1

(
N
n

) = 2N − 2 different reduced density matrices which are obtained by tracing out n different subsys-
tems (i.e. not only the single qubits but also all possible groups of n = 1,2, . . . ,N − 1 qubits!). The measure CN has the property to
vanish for fully N -separable states and to reach its maximum for GHZ states. In contrast to the before-mentioned global entangle-
ment Q, the N -concurrence accounts also for real multipartite entanglement. Moreover, CN allows for a meaningful comparison of
multipartite states with different numbers of constituents since, for a product state |ΨN 〉 = |ΨN−1〉⊗ |Φ〉, the N -partite concurrence
simply reduces to the (N − 1)-partite concurrence CN−1(|ΨN−1〉). Note, however, that the CN measure is not normalized to unity.

(vi) 3-tangle
Based on the two-qubit, mixed-state concurrence C, the (so-called) 3-tangle, τABC , has been constructed as an entanglement

monotone for quantifying the amount of genuine three-way entanglement in a pure three-qubit state |ψ〉ABC [70], known also as
‘residual entanglement’. This entanglement measure is defined as

(47)τABC

(|ψ〉ABC

) = C2
A(BC) − C2

AB − C2
AC,

where CAB = C(ρAB) and CAC = C(ρAC) are the concurrences of the corresponding two-qubit subsystems and where CA(BC) =
2
√

detρA describes the bipartite entanglement between the subsystem A and BC, respectively.
The prototype of the three-partite entangled states is the Greenberger–Horne–Zeilinger (GHZ) state |GHZ〉 = 1/

√
2(|000〉 +

|111〉) [73] which also yields the maximum value τABC(|GHZ〉) = 1. Since there exist no bipartite correlations in |GHZ〉, tracing
out one of the qubits destroys all entanglement in the state.

3. Extensions to the FEYNMAN program

3.1. Overview

As described previously [5], our intention in developing the FEYNMAN program refers to the simulation of n-qubit quantum
systems (quantum registers) within the framework of the MAPLE computer algebra system. For this purpose, the FEYNMAN pro-
gram has been organized as a module for MAPLE, containing a hierarchy of currently about 40 procedures at quite different level
of complexity. Apart from a number of basic subprocedures, which remain hidden to the user, the main commands can be used
either for interactive work or simply as language elements in order to build-up new commands at some higher level of the hierarchy.
Unlike several other, purely numerical implementations, however, the FEYNMAN program has been designed to enable the user to
perform either symbolic or numerical computations. Moreover, by using MAPLE’s large number of built-in mathematical functions,
a minimum of programming effort is usually required in order to support various user-specific extensions.

To summarize our previous work, our first version [5] established the basic data structures for the simulation of n-qubit quantum
systems, such as qbit(), qregister(), qoperator(), etc. This version also introduced several commands in order to ‘act’ on these data
structures, e.g., in order to apply some pre- or user-defined quantum gates and/or to perform some other operations like the tensor
product of quantum registers or the computation of reduced density operators. Additionally, simple state visualization tools for
quantum registers are provided such as probability plots or the Bloch vector representation.

3.2. Current changes in the program

With the present update of the FEYNMAN program, our main motivation now is to provide also tools concerning the analysis
of the separability and the entanglement properties of quantum registers. Therefore, the new commands Feynman_is_separable()
and Feynman_measures() have been developed. Since one of MAPLE’s advantages is its ability to evaluate symbolic expressions,
rather than performing large-scale numerical optimizations, here we restricted ourselves to algebraic separability criteria and to
several entanglement measures which are defined analytically in the literature. In particular, the Feynman_is_separable() procedure
implements all the separability criteria from Section 2.2.2 which are briefly summarized again in Table 2. In addition, the Feyn-
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Table 1
Additional main commands of the FEYNMAN program which are accessible by the user. A detailed description of all commands is given in
the manual Feynman-commands.pdf which is distributed together with the program

Command Short explanation

Feynman_decompose() Calculates the Schmidt as well as several matrix decompositions.
Feynman_is_separable() Tests for the separability of a qregister() or some general density matrix.
Feynman_measures() Evaluates several (entanglement) measures for the quantum state as given in a qregister().

Table 2
List of the separability criteria which are supported by the command Feynman_is_separable(). These criteria were discussed in Section 2.2.2.
A more detailed description of all argument options of this command is provided in the manual Feynman-commands.pdf

Argument option Explanation

(“Schmidt”, . . . ) Utilizes the Schmidt decomposition Eq. (2), i.e. the purity of subsystem states, in order to deter-
mine the bipartite separability of a pure-state qregister().

(“PPT”, . . . ) Utilizes the Peres–Horodecki or positive partial transposition (PPT) criterion Eq. (10) to determine
the separability of a given qregister() or density matrix.

(“majorization”, . . . ) Utilizes the majorization criterion (11) to determine the bipartite separability of a given qregister()
or density matrix.

(“reduction”, . . . ) Utilizes the reduction criterion (12) to determine the bipartite separability of a given qregister() or
density matrix separability.

(“realignment”, . . . ) Utilizes the matrix realignment criterion (15) to determine the separability of a given qregister()
or density matrix.

(“GPT”, . . . ) Utilizes the generalized partial transposition (GPT) criterion (18) to determine the separability of
a given qregister() or density matrix.

man_measures() command implements the entanglement measures discussed in Section 2.3.4 as well as a few related quantities
[cf. Table 3]. Both of the new commands use a similar syntax where the first argument is a keystring for specifying the desired sep-
arability criterion or measure, typically followed by some qregister() structure and two (or more) integer lists in order to specify the
considered splitting of the qregister, i.e. the qubit numbers which belong to the according groups. Typical examples for examining
the entanglement properties of the split A|BC in some arbitrary three-qubit qregister() structure, qregisterABC , could be:

Feynman_measures("negativity", qregisterABC, [1],[2,3]) or
Feynman_is_separable("PPT", qregisterABC, [[1],[2,3]]).

It should be noted, however, that the entanglement vs. separability problem or the quantification of entanglement is in general a
computationally hard problem, especially in the multipartite setting. Moreover, a sufficient understanding of the different aspects
of (multipartite) entanglement is still not reached. Therefore, the intention of the new FEYNMAN commands is mainly to provide
simple access to those criteria and measures which are widely known in the literature. As a consequence, the program does not
implement new efficient schemes for the quantification of (multipartite) entanglement. Instead, the main advantage of the FEYNMAN

program lies rather in its great flexibility, the ease of use and extendibility which may significantly simplify the investigation of the
entanglement properties in small to medium-sized systems.

Apart from the two new main commands, which are dedicated especially to the separability and entanglement quantification,
another new command is Feynman_decompose(). Besides several useful matrix decompositions, such as the spectral decomposition
or the singular value decomposition, the main purpose of this command is to provide the Schmidt decomposition for pure bipartite
states (as demonstrated in Section 4.1).

In addition to the new procedures in Table 1, some changes have been made also to the code in order to facilitate the development
of user-defined procedures based on the FEYNMAN commands. As a first step into this direction, we now introduced several types of
objects which can be used with MAPLE’s internal type() command in the form type(a, keyword) where true is returned
if the variable or expression a is of the keyword-type and false otherwise. Up to the present, however, most of these types refer
to the FEYNMAN data structures as introduced in Ref. [5]. A short list of the new object types can be found in Table 4.

3.3. Program distribution

As with the previous version, the FEYNMAN program is distributed via the CPC program library as an compressed archive file
containing the FEYNMAN library files and the source code as well as the manual Feynman-commands.pdf, example worksheets
(see next section) and a Read.me file which explains the installation of the program package. After proper installation, the package
can be loaded at the MAPLE prompt using the command with(Feynman).
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Table 3
Measures and quantities from Section 2.3.4 which are currently supported by the command Feynman_measures(). A more detailed descrip-
tion of all argument options of this command is provided in the manual Feynman-commands.pdf

Argument option Explanation

(i) Fidelity and distance measures
(“fidelity”, . . . ) fidelity F(ρ,σ ) = [Tr(

√√
ρσ

√
ρ)]2

(“trace distance”, . . . ) trace distance DTr(ρ,σ ) = 1
2 ‖ρ − σ‖Tr = 1

2 Tr
√

(ρ − σ)†(ρ − σ)

(“Hilbert–Schmidt distance”, . . . ) Hilbert–Schmidt distance DHS(ρ,σ ) = ‖ρ − σ‖HS =
√

Tr[(ρ − σ)†(ρ − σ)]
(“Bures distance”, . . . ) Bures distance DB(ρ,σ ) =

√
2 − 2 Tr

√√
ρσ

√
ρ

(ii) Entropy measures and related quantities
(“entropy”, . . . ) von Neumann entropy S(ρ) = −Tr(ρ log2 ρ)

(“linear entropy”, . . . ) linearized version of the von Neumann entropy, Sl(ρ) = d
d−1 (1 − Tr(ρ2))

(“participation ratio”, . . . ) participation ratio R(ρ) = 1/Tr(ρ2) of a given state. It can be interpreted as the
effective number of pure states that enter the mixture

(“relative entropy”, . . . ) relative entropy S(ρ‖σ) = −S(ρ) − Tr(ρ log2 σ)

(“conditional entropy”, . . . ) (von Neumann) conditional entropy S(A|B) = S(ρAB) − S(ρB)

(“mutual information”, . . . ) mutual information S(A : B) = S(ρA) + S(ρB) − S(ρAB)

(iii) Bipartite entanglement
(“entropy of entanglement”, . . . ) entropy of entanglement EE(|ψAB 〉) = S(ρA) = S(ρB)

(“negativity”, . . . ) negativity N (ρ) = (‖ρTA‖Tr − 1)/(d − 1)

(“logarithmic negativity”, . . . ) logarithmic negativity EN (ρ) = log2 ‖ρTA‖Tr
(“concurrence”, . . . ) concurrence for two qubits, C(ρAB) = max{0, λ1 − λ2 − λ3 − λ4}
(“entanglement of formation”, . . . ) entanglement of formation for two qubits, EF (ρAB) = h( 1

2 + 1
2

√
1 − C2

AB
),

where h(x) = −x log2 x − (1 − x) log2(1 − x)

(“I -concurrence”, . . . ) I -concurrence IC(ψAB) =
√

2[1 − Tr(ρ2
A

)] =
√

2[1 − Tr(ρ2
B

)]
(“concurrence bound”, . . . ) lower bound of the bipartite mixed-state concurrence C(ρ) �

1
m−1 (max(‖ρTA‖,‖R(ρ)‖) − 1) where ρTA and R(ρ) are the partially
transposed and realigned density matrices

(iv) Multipartite entanglement
(“global entanglement”, . . . ) global entanglement Q(|ψ〉) = 2[1 − 1/n

∑n
i=1 Tr(ρ2

i
)]

(“n-concurrence”, . . . ) n-qubit concurrence CN(|ψ〉) = 21−(N/2)
√

2N − 2 − ∑
α Tr(ρ2

α)

(“3-tangle”, . . . ) three-qubit residual entanglement τABC = C2
A(BC)

− C2
AB

− C2
AC

with

CA(BC) = 2
√

detρA

Table 4
New type definitions for the FEYNMAN program. A detailed description of the underlying data structures can be found in the manual
Feynman-commands.pdf which is distributed together with the code

type(a,...) Returns true if a is a . . .

type(a, cbs) cbs() structure (computational basis state)
type(a, qbit) qbit() structure
type(a, qregister) qregister() structure (either a pure or mixed state)
type(a, qregister_pure) qregister() structure containing a (state) vector as third operand
type(a, qregister_mixed) qregister() structure containing a (density) matrix as third operand
type(a, qoperator) qoperator() structure
type(a, qoperation) qoperation() structure

4. Interactive work using the FEYNMAN procedures: Examples

To illustrate the interactive use of the FEYNMAN procedures, four small examples will be displayed below. Apart from these
test cases, of course, the same procedures can be utilized also for dealing with more complex tasks. In the following examples it is
assumed that the FEYNMAN module has been loaded by means of the command with(Feynman). Moreover, since some of the
procedures result in a rather large MAPLE output, a colon (instead of a semicolon) is used at the end of several input lines in order
to suppress the corresponding printout to screen.

4.1. Entanglement of a pure two-qubit state

In our first example, let us employ the ubiquitous Schmidt decomposition for exploring the entanglement properties of a pure
two-qubit state. As explained in Section 2.1.1, any pure bipartite n-qubit system AB , which is described by a state vector |ψAB〉,
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can be brought into the form

(48)|ψAB〉 =
r∑

i=1

√
λi |ai〉|bi〉,

where {|ai〉} and {|bi〉} are two orthonormal bases of the Hilbert spaces HA and HB , respectively, and where
√

λi denotes the
positive Schmidt coefficients with

∑r
i=1 λi = 1. Here, we wish to use the FEYNMAN program for showing such a decomposition

explicitly for a test state for which the result is by far not obvious and where a rather tedious although straightforward calculation
would be needed. As example, let us take the two-qubit state

(49)|ψAB〉 = 1 + √
6

2
√

6
|00〉 + 1 − √

6

2
√

6
|01〉 +

√
2 − √

3

2
√

6
|10〉 +

√
2 + √

3

2
√

6
|11〉

which can be ‘entered’ into the FEYNMAN environment as the state vector of a qregister() by using a linear combination of compu-
tational basis states (cbs()):

> psi_AB := Feynman_set_qregister((1 + sqrt(6))/(2*sqrt(6))*cbs("00")
+ (1 - sqrt(6))/(2*sqrt(6))*cbs("01") + (sqrt(2) - sqrt(3))/(2*sqrt(6))*cbs("10")
+ (sqrt(2) + sqrt(3))/(2*sqrt(6))*cbs("11")):

Having defined the state in this way, the decomposition can be carried out simply by typing:

> Feynman_decompose("Schmidt", psi_AB);

[ 1/2 ] [ 1/2 ] [ 1/2] [ 1/2]
[ 6 ] [ 2 ] [3 ] [2 ]

1/2 [ ---- ] [ ---- ] [----] [----]
3 [ 3 ] [ 2 ] [ 3 ] [ 2 ]

[[----, [ ], [ ]], [1/2, [ ], [ ]]]
2 [ 1/2] [ 1/2] [ 1/2] [ 1/2]

[ 3 ] [ 2 ] [6 ] [2 ]
[ ---- ] [ ---- ] [----] [----]
[ 3 ] [ 2 ] [ 3 ] [ 2 ]

Here, the output is given in the form [[√λ1, [|a1〉, |b1〉]], [√λ2, [|a2〉, |b2〉]]], so that each of the two list elements represents one
term in the sum of Eq. (48). From the fact that there is more than just a single term in the summation (i.e. that the Schmidt rank
is greater than one) we already see that the original state |ψAB〉 was entangled, although not maximally entangled. The same
result could be obtained also by tracing out either qubit A or B and by analyzing the reduced density matrix of the remaining
qubit. In MAPLE’s graphic mode, for instance, the state of the second qubit, B , can be visualized conveniently in the well-known
Bloch sphere, by using the command Feynman_plot_Bloch_vector() which internally traces out all remaining qubits which are not
shown.

Here, we do not display the individual steps explicitly for obtaining the reduced density matrix of one of the qubits which has
been demonstrated in a similar way in Section 4.3 in [5]. Fig. 1 shows the corresponding output graphic for the second qubit; as seen
from this figure, the Bloch vector of the reduced density operator ρA has a length less than unity, indicating that the subsystem A

is in a mixed but not maximally mixed state as expected for a subsystem of an entangled state. In addition, we can easily determine
the entropy of entanglement EE(|ψAB〉) between the two qubits by typing:

> evalf(Feynman_measures("entropy of entanglement", psi_AB, [1],[2]));
0.8112781242

which is found close to one in good agreement with our qualitative discussion of |ψAB〉 above.

4.2. Separability as a consequence of mixing

From the literature, a variety of experiments are known which focused on a controlled preparation and evolution of entangled
states [71,72]. For any initially prepared state ρ of an n-qubit quantum system, in fact, the interaction of this system with some
environmental degrees of freedom typically leads to mixing which can often by modeled by:

(50)ρ′ = (1 − p)ρ + p I/d,

where I is the corresponding d × d identity matrix and 0 � p � 1 the mixing parameter.
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Fig. 1. Bloch sphere visualization of qubit A in Eq. (49), as returned by the MAPLE command line Feynman_plot_Bloch_vector(psi_AB, 1);. It can
be seen that the Bloch vector (polarization vector) has a length less than unity which indicates that the state is mixed.

Of course, any degree of mixing with the maximally mixed (and separable) state I/d decreases the quantum correlations for
the state of the qubit system and, eventually, leads to their complete destruction. An interesting question in this context therefore
refers to the ‘amount of mixing’, which is allowed before the state becomes separable and how the destruction proceeds. Using the
FEYNMAN program, we can answer such questions by comparing the susceptibility to mixing of different states and, in particular,
for states with different types of entanglement. For example, let us consider the following three states:

(a) the three-qubit GHZ state

(51)|ψGHZ〉 = 1√
2

(|000〉 + |111〉),
(b) the W-state

(52)|ψW〉 = 1√
3

(|010〉 + |100〉 + |100〉),
(c) some biseparable mixed three-qubit state with genuine tripartite (bound) entanglement (cf. Section 2.1.2)

(53)ρ̃ABC = 1

4

(
I8 −

4∑
i=1

|ψi〉〈ψi |
)

,

where the |ψi〉 are given as |0,1,+〉, |1,+,0〉, |+,0,1〉 and |−,−,−〉, respectively, and with |±〉 = 1/
√

2(|0〉 ± |1〉).
Within the FEYNMAN program, the three states above can be defined in the form of Eq. (50) as follows:

> GHZ := Feynman_set_qregister((1-p)*Feynman_set_qregister("GHZ") +
p*Feynman_set_qregister("maximally mixed",3)):

> W := Feynman_set_qregister((1-p)*Feynman_set_qregister("W") +
p*Feynman_set_qregister("maximally mixed",3)):

> rho_ABC := Feynman_set_qregister((1-p)*Feynman_set_qregister("biseparable") +
p*Feynman_set_qregister("maximally mixed",3)):

Moreover, we may convince ourselves that all three states are initially not fully separable, i.e. for p = 0. To this end, let us apply
the command Feynman_is_separable() and specify that we wish to use the “realignment” criterion from Section 2.2.2 in order to
decide about the separability of the states:

> Feynman_is_separable("realignment", eval(GHZ, p=0), [[1],[2],[3]]);
false
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> Feynman_is_separable("realignment", eval(W, p=0), [[1],[2],[3]]);
false

> Feynman_is_separable("realignment", eval(rho_ABC, p=0), [[1],[2],[3]]);
false

Here, the last argument [[1],[2],[3]] is used to indicate that each qubit is regarded as an individual subsystem. Apart from this
boolean test on the separability, of course, the command Feynman_is_separable() can be used also to establish a small procedure
which increases the mixing parameter, p, successively and which simply stops when the state becomes fully separable according
to either the realignment criterion or any other implemented criterion.

> max_mixing := proc(qreg)
local i;
for i by 0.001 from 0 to 1 do

if Feynman_is_separable("realignment", eval(qreg, p=i), [[1],[2],[3]]) then
printf(‘The state becomes separable for p >= %a‘, i);

break;
end if;

end do;
end proc:

Using this simple procedure, we now obtain the following estimates:

> max_mixing(GHZ);
The state becomes separable for p >=.800

> max_mixing(W);
The state becomes separable for p >=.791

> max_mixing(rho_ABC);
The state becomes separable for p >=.127

Note that the command Feynman_is_separable() also supports the use of general density matrices instead of a qregister(). With
this feature in mind, we could examine also the separability of general multi-qudit states. Using, in addition, the Feynman_apply()
command together with some properly defined data structure of a quantum operation (qoperation()), more realistic decoherence
scenarios can be studied as well.

4.3. Distance measures in a noisy circuit

In our third example, finally, we shall investigate the distinguishability of two quantum states. For this purpose, let us apply the
trace distance DTr(ρ,ρ′) and the Hilbert–Schmidt distance DHS(ρ,ρ′) in order to compare the output from an ideal quantum gate
with those from a noisy implementation. In particular, let us utilize the fact that the controlled-not gate is equivalent to a simple
circuit of Hadamard gates and a controlled-z gate, see Fig. 2. As a simple noise model, here we apply the so-called amplitude
damping channel ρ′ = EAD(ρ) = ∑

i EiρE
†
i which acts on a single qubit [1]. Using the operator-sum (or Kraus) representation, the

corresponding operation elements (Kraus operators) Ei are then given as follows:

(54)E0 =
[

1 0
0

√
1 − p

]
, E1 =

[
0

√
p

0 0

]
,

where 0 � p � 1 can be interpreted as the probability of a decay process |1〉 → |0〉 of the referring qubit (i.e., No. 2 in our example
above).

Fig. 2. Schematic noisy circuit implementation of the controlled-not gate. The one qubit amplitude damping channel EAD(ρ) determines the deviation of the noisy
circuit from the ideal controlled-not gate.
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We start by creating a two-qubit input register in the state |+〉|0〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉 + |1〉) ⊗ |0〉.

> input := Feynman_set_qregister("+0"):

Next, we calculate the two different output states for the ideal gate and for the noisy circuit implementation, respectively. While, in
the former case, we only have to apply a single quantum operator (qoperator()), which describes the ideal controlled-not gate,

> out1 := Feynman_apply(qoperator("cnot"), input):

there are several of such quantum operators in the latter case. To simulate the noisy channel, in particular, we can define the quantum
operation from the operation elements E0, E1 above by:

> assume(p<=1, p>=0);
> E0 := Matrix([[1,0],[0,sqrt(1-p)]]):
> E1 := Matrix([[0,sqrt(p)],[0,0]]):
> noise := qoperation(2, [E0, E1], [2]):

and can use it to apply it in line with the quantum circuit from Fig. 2:

> out2 := Feynman_apply(qoperator("IH"), input):
> out2 := Feynman_apply(noise, out2):
> out2 := Feynman_apply(qoperator("cz"), out2):
> out2 := Feynman_apply(qoperator("IH"), out2):

Finally, we can compare the two output states conveniently by computing their trace distance DTr(ρ,ρ′) = 1
2 Tr

√
(ρ − ρ′)†(ρ − ρ′)

and the Hilbert–Schmidt distance DHS(ρ,ρ′) = ‖ρ − ρ′‖HS = √
Tr[(ρ − ρ′)†(ρ − ρ′)]

> TD := Feynman_measures("trace distance", out1, out2);

1/2 2 1/2
(2 - 2 (1 - p~) - p~ + p~ )

TD := ---------------------------------
2

> HS := Feynman_measures("HS distance", out1, out2);
1/2 1/2 2 1/4

2 (4 - 4 (1 - p~) - 2 p~ + 2 p~ )
HS := ------------------------------------------

2

The resulting curves of the trace distance and the Hilbert–Schmidt distance as a function of the noise parameter p are shown in
Fig. 3.

4.4. Finite-time disentanglement via spontaneous decay

In the last example, we investigate the entanglement dynamics of a simple model system. More precisely, we demonstrate that
under the influence of spontaneous emission two entangled two-level atoms (i.e. qubits) can become completely disentangled in
finite time [74]—in contrast to the purely exponential decay of the individual atoms. In order to show this, an initial two-qubit state
of the general form

(55)ρ = 1

3

⎛
⎜⎝

a 0 0 0
0 b z 0
0 z∗ c 0
0 0 0 d

⎞
⎟⎠

with the choice 0 � a � 1, d = 1 −a and b = c = z = 1 is assumed. By varying the input state parameter a, the initial entanglement
can be changed between 1/3 and 2/3. Within the FEYNMAN package, a corresponding qregister() structure may be created by
typing
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Fig. 3. Trace distance and Hilbert–Schmidt distance between the output of the ideal circuit and the noisy circuit from Fig. 2 as a function of the noise parameter p.

> rho := 1/3*Matrix([[a,0,0,0],[0,1,1,0],[0,1,1,0],[0,0,0,1-a]]):

> input := qregister(id, 2, rho);

[a/3 0 0 0 ]
[ ]
[ 0 1/3 1/3 0 ]

input := qregister(id, 2, [ ])
[ 0 1/3 1/3 0 ]
[ ]
[ 0 0 0 1/3 - a/3]

As shown in [74], using the interaction picture, the spontaneous decay of the two atoms (qubits) can be described within the
operator-sum or Kraus representation in the form

(56)ρ′ =
4∑

i=1

EiρE
†
i

with the Kraus operators

(57)E1 =
(

γ 0
0 1

)
⊗

(
γ 0
0 1

)
,

(58)E2 =
(

γ 0
0 1

)
⊗

(
0 0
ω 0

)
,

(59)E3 =
(

0 0
ω 0

)
⊗

(
γ 0
0 1

)
,

(60)E4 =
(

0 0
ω 0

)
⊗

(
0 0
ω 0

)
,

where ω = √
1 − γ 2 and γ = e−Γ t/2. For simplicity, we take g = 1 − γ as the decoherence strength parameter ranging from 0 to

1 (which corresponds to the time evolution from t = 0 to t = ∞). Using the qoperation() structure, this evolution may be easily
simulated and the resulting output state ρ′ is obtained as follows

> E1 := Feynman_product("Kronecker", Matrix([[gamma,0],[0,1]]), Matrix([[gamma,0],[0,1]])):
> E2 := Feynman_product("Kronecker", Matrix([[gamma,0],[0,1]]), Matrix([[0,0],[omega,0]])):
> E3 := Feynman_product("Kronecker", Matrix([[0,0],[omega,0]]), Matrix([[gamma,0],[0,1]])):
> E4 := Feynman_product("Kronecker", Matrix([[0,0],[omega,0]]), Matrix([[0,0],[omega,0]])):
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Fig. 4. Entanglement decay via spontaneous emission with an initially entangled state of the form of Eq. (55) with 0 � a � 1, d = 1−a and b = c = z = 1. Complete
disentanglement in finite time takes place for a > 1/3, while for a � 1/3 the disentanglement is completed only asymptotically.

> assume(g>=0, g<=1):
> Kraus_ops := subs(omega=sqrt(1-gamma^2), [E1, E2, E3, E4]):
> Kraus_ops := simplify(subs(gamma=1-g, Kraus_ops)):

> output := simplify(Feynman_apply(qoperation(Kraus_ops), input)):

Finally, in order to visualize the decay of the system’s two-qubit entanglement (in terms of the concurrence measure C(ρ′)) as a
function of the initial state parameter a and the decoherence strength parameter g, we generate a set of data points which yield a
plot similar to Fig. 4.

> k := 20;
> temp := [seq([seq([i/k, j/k, evalf(Feynman_measures("concurrence", eval(output,

{g=i/k, a=j/k})))], i=0..20)], j=0..20)]:

> plots[surfdata](temp, view=1E-15..1, axes=boxed, labels=["decoherence strength",
"state parameter a", "concurrence"]);

5. Summary and outlook

In a recent version of the FEYNMAN program [5], we provided all the tools necessary in order to define and manipulate n-
qubit quantum registers within the framework of MAPLE. Based on this interactive and flexible environment, here we developed
an extension to this code which helps investigate the separability and entanglement properties of such quantum registers. Several
algebraic separability criteria as well as a variety of entanglement measures and other related quantities have been implemented and
can now be accessed conveniently through the new main commands Feynman_is_separable() and Feynman_measures(). Following
moreover the design and philosophy of our first version, the new FEYNMAN commands support both, symbolic and numerical
computations and seamlessly integrate into the existing hierarchy of procedures.

With these new features of the FEYNMAN code, its range of applications is greatly extended. For instance, it now becomes
possible to monitor the evolution of entanglement in quantum circuits. This might be useful also for studying the performance of
various quantum algorithms for which the speed-up and the efficiency is known to be connected to the entanglement of the quantum
register used.

A further possible application concerns the investigation of the decay of entanglement due to ‘decoherence effects’ of various
kinds which is of central interest in all realistic scenarios. For example, one might look for a detailed comparison of the noise
susceptibilities for different quantum states with the same amount of initial entanglement. A better understanding of the decay
process (of entanglement) will help to optimize the lifetime of entanglement in quantum memories. Having such applications in
mind, we remark that the FEYNMAN program performs not only unitary transformations but was designed from the very beginning
to facilitate also the nonunitary evolution of a quantum register in terms of quantum operations. Obviously, however, further design
and program developments are needed in order to provide a powerful tool for studying different decoherence models for quantum
registers that interact with their environment. In particular, it would be highly desirable to have implemented a time-dependent
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Hamiltonian-driven dynamics for the states of some quantum register as well as several simplified models for an open-system
evolution.
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The density-matrix theory, based on Dirac’s relativistic equation, is applied for studying the entanglement
between the photoelectron and residual ion in the course of the photoionization of atoms and ions. In particular,
emphasis is placed on deriving the final-state density matrix of the overall system “photoion+electron,”
including interelectronic effects and the higher multipoles of the radiation field. This final-state density matrix
enables one immediately to analyze the change of entanglement as a function of the energy, angle and the
polarization of the incoming light. Detailed computations have been carried out for the 5s photoionization of
neutral strontium, leading to a photoion in a 5s 2S Jf =1/2 level. It is found that the photoion-electron en-
tanglement decreases significantly near the ionization threshold and that, in general, it depends on both the
photon energy and angle. The possibility to extract photoion-electron pairs with a well-defined degree of
entanglement may have far-reaching consequences for quantum information and elsewhere.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the early days of quantum mechanics, the—often
counterintuitive—implications of this theory have been the
subject of many controversial discussions. For instance, in
the famous gedanken experiment by Einstein, Podolsky, and
Rosen �1� it was shown that quantum mechanics allows for
nonlocal correlations between the outcomes of two �or more�
measurements of spatially separated quantum systems. In-
deed, these strange quantum mechanical correlations violate
the principle of locality and led Einstein to his belief that
quantum mechanics is an incomplete theory. In contrast,
Schrödinger identified these correlations as one of the key
features of quantum mechanics and introduced the name
quantum entanglement for this phenomenon �2�.

Today, the entanglement in composite quantum systems
plays an important role in quite different areas of physics,
from the basic research up to the first successful devices in
the new field of quantum engineering. In quantum informa-
tion �3�, in particular, several applications of quantum en-
tanglement have been developed such as superdense coding
�4�, quantum cryptography �5�, and efficient quantum algo-
rithms �6,7�. However, despite the remarkable progress in the
last decade, the experimental implementation of quantum in-
formation protocols is still a challenge owing to the fragile
nature of quantum entanglement. In many experimental and
theoretical studies, therefore, much attention has been paid
recently to those �quantum� processes which can be utilized
in order to observe and manipulate the entanglement in quan-
tum systems.

One such process which allows for the creation and ma-
nipulation of entanglement is the photoionization of atoms
and ions as suggested recently by Kim and co-workers �8�.

For the case of two hydrogenlike and heliumlike ions, these
authors considered the question how the spin entanglement
between the photoelectron and the remaining photoion is af-
fected in the course of the ionization process. Applying the
independent particle model �IPM� and the dipole approxima-
tion for the electron-photon interaction it was shown, for
example, that the entanglement of an initial triplet state
�nsms 3S� of two bound electrons can be modified signifi-
cantly during the photoionization with circularly polarized
light. These studies by Kim et al. have been extended by us
in Ref. �9�, where we applied the density-matrix theory in
order to analyze the influence of the geometry as well as the
relativistic and nondipole effects in the electron-photon in-
teraction. No attempt, however, was made so far to explore
the role of the electron-electron interaction in the change and
control of entanglement in atomic photoionization processes.
This interaction, which is inherent to all many-electron at-
oms and ions may play an important role in nowadays ex-
periments with trapped many-electron ions and may signifi-
cantly change the spin properties of the emitted
photoelectrons and the residual ions.

In this contribution, we apply the density matrix theory
for studying the change in the entanglement between the
photoelectron and residual ion in the course of the photoion-
ization. To this end, we generalized the formalism from Ref.
�9� for many-electron atoms, including the effects of the
electron-electron interaction and the higher multipoles of the
radiation field. For the sake of simplicity, however, we re-
stricted our considerations to the direct photoionization of an
ns valence electron, leaving the photoion in a well-defined
2S1/2 spin state which can be interpreted as a single qubit.
This restriction excludes all known resonance phenomena in
the photoionization of atoms and ions as well as the question
of how to deal with the residual ion in those cases, where the
final states have a total angular momentum J�1/2.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we explain
the main steps in deriving the final-state density matrix for
the system photoelectron+ion, starting from a well-defined
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geometry and initial setup of the photoionization process.
This final-state density matrix describes the spin states of
both, the emitted photoelectron and the residual ion. It is
shown, in particular, how this matrix can be traced back to
the �reduced� photoionization amplitudes which couple the
bound-state density of the initial atom �ion� to many-electron
scattering states with one electron in the continuum. Indeed,
the derived final-state density matrix can be utilized to cal-
culate all observable properties in the atomic photoionization
process such as total cross sections, the alignment of the ions
or the spin polarization of the photoelectrons. In Sec. II D,
this is shown for the angular distribution of the photoelec-
trons which requires the knowledge of the bound-free tran-
sition amplitudes. In Sec. II E, we later recall the definition
of the concurrence as a useful measure for the entanglement
of any system which consists of two distinguishable qubits,
while the computations of the transition amplitudes are
briefly described in Sec. II F.

Although the main emphasis of this work concerns the
setup of a proper formalism to consider the change of en-
tanglement in atomic photoionization, which appears here as
additional resource to the measurement of cross sections and
angular distributions, Sec. III shows a few selected compu-
tations for the 5s valence-shell photoionization of neutral
strontium near the ionization threshold. These calculations
for the entanglement between the photoion and the emitted
electron are based on amplitudes which are obtained in the
framework of the multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock method.
These results demonstrate that the entanglement is altered
substantially, especially for photon energies near the ioniza-
tion threshold, in dependence of the photon energy and
angle. Finally, a brief summary is given in Sec. IV.

II. THEORY

A. Geometric setup

In order to describe the photoionization process, we shall
first define proper coordinates to describe the photoionization
of atoms and ions in full detail. In Fig. 1, a simplified geo-
metrical setup is shown for the ionization of a single electron
with well-defined asymptotic momentum p. For the sake of
convenience �which will become clear later�, here we choose
the quantization axis parallel to the electron momentum p, in
contrast to many previous investigations where the propaga-
tion direction of the incoming light was taken for the �spin-�
quantization of the system. In the relativistic theory, in fact,
the projection of the electron spin may have a sharp value
only along the axis of the �electron� momentum. For this

choice of the quantization axis, the direction k̂ of the incom-
ing photon is characterized completely by the polar angle �
with respect to the outgoing electron.

B. Density-matrix formalism

Since the introduction of the density matrix by von Neu-
mann and Landau in 1927, this formalism has been found to
be a useful and elegant tool in many fields of modern phys-
ics. In atomic physics, for instance, the density matrix ap-
proach has been applied for studying the capture and emis-

sion of particles as well as the interaction of atoms with the
radiation field and other processes �10–14�.

Instead of the explicit use of the density matrix, the state
of a given system is often described in terms of the so-called
statistical or density operator. This operator can be consid-
ered to represent an ensemble of identical physical systems
which are altogether either in a pure state or in a statistical
mixture of different �pure� states. The time-independent den-
sity matrix formalism is especially appropriate in order to
describe the evolution of an initial system in passing through
several interaction processes until the final state is attained.
From the density matrix of this final state, then all the ob-
servable properties can be derived by using proper projec-
tions �traces�.

In the following, we apply the density matrix theory to the
photoionization of atoms and ions in a weak radiation field,
i.e., if the absorption of a single photon leads to the emission
of a photoelectron with well-defined momentum. The initial
state of the overall system atom+radiation field therefore
consists of the initial state of the atom as well as the repre-
sentation of the incident photon. If both subsystems are ini-
tially uncorrelated �as always in usual photoionization ex-
periments�, then the initial-state density operator is given by
the direct product of the density operators of the subsystems,

�̂i = �̂atom � �̂photon = �̂0 � �̂�. �1�

In addition, we assume below that the atom �ion� is de-
scribed uniquely by a set �0 of inner coordinates �quantum
numbers� and the total angular momentum J0 so that the
initial state of the atom can be written as a general mixed
state with respect to the spin projection M0,

�̂0 = �
M0M0�

cM0M0�
��0J0M0���0J0M0�� . �2�

Similarly, we may specify also the spin state of the inci-
dent photon �beam� by the photon density matrix

FIG. 1. �Color online� Geometry of the ionization process in
which one valence shell electron of a trapped atom �or ion� is pho-
toionized by a �circularly polarized� photon of energy ��. Since the
quantization axis is chosen parallel to the emitted electron, the in-
coming photon can be characterized by means of the �polar� angle �
with respect to this axis.
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�̂� = �
���

c����k���k��� �3�

in the helicity representation, where � is the spin projection

of the photon onto the direction of its momentum k̂. Since
for the photon �with intrinsic spin S=1� the helicity may take
the values �= ±1, only three independent parameters are re-
quired to describe the spin state of the photon by its 2	2
density matrix �3�; they are closely related to the well-known
Stokes parameters of light �11,12�

�c���� = �k���̂��k��� =
1

2
	 1 + P3 P1 − iP2

P1 + iP2 1 − P3

 �4�

which, in optics and atomic physics, are often utilized to
characterize the degree of the polarization of the light. While
P3 reflects the degree of circular polarization, the parameters
P1 and P2 together denote the degree and direction of the
linear polarization of the light in the plane perpendicular to
the photon momentum k.

As mentioned above, the density operator �1� describes
the system atom+incoming photon in the initial state, i.e.,
before the photoionization has happened. In order to make
use of this operator for the further analysis of the photoion-
ization process, it is often more convenient to rewrite it in
the matrix form

��0J0M0,k���̂i��0J0M0�,k��� = cM0M0�
c���, �5�

where we made use of the explicit representations �2� and
�3�. We can utilize this initial-state density matrix �5� to ana-
lyze the spin properties of the final system photoion
+electron, following the photoinduced emission of an elec-
tron. These spin properties can be obtained from the final-
state density operator �̂ f which, in turn, is related to �̂i by the
standard expression

�̂ f = R̂�̂iR̂†. �6�

In this relation, R̂�k�=�i�i ·u�,ie
ik·ri is the transition op-

erator which can be written as a sum of one-particle opera-
tors where each one-particle operator describes, within the
framework of the relativistic Dirac theory, the interaction of
the electron with the radiation field of the photon. Here, �i
= ��x,i ,�y,i ,�z,i� denotes the �vector of the� Dirac matrices
and the unit vector u�,i specifies the circular polarization of
the photon.

After the absorption of the photon, we have a free electron
with asymptotic linear momentum p and spin projection ms,
while the photoion is left in a fine-structure state with total
angular momentum Jf. Using a basis with well-defined �an-
gular� momenta J0 and Jf of the initial and the residual ion,
the final-state density operator can be written as

�� fJfMf,pms��̂ f�� fJfMf�,pms�� = �
M0M0����

�� fJfMf,pms�R̂��0J0M0,k��

	��0J0M0,k���̂i��0J0M0�,k�����0J0M0�,k���R̂†�� fJfMf�,pms��

= �
M0M0����

cM0M0�
c����� fJfMf,pms��

i

�iu�,ie
ik·ri��0J0M0

	�� fJfMf�,pms���
i

�iu��,ie
ik·ri��0J0M0�*

, �7�

where �� fJfMf ,pms��i�i ·u�,ie
ik·ri��0J0M0� represents the

�photoionization� matrix element for the transition from a
many-electron bound state of the atom to a scattering state
with just one free electron in the continuum.

1. Partial wave and multipole expansion

For the computation and analysis of the final-state density
matrix �7�, further simplification of the transition amplitude
�� fJfMf ,pms��i�i ·u�,ie

ik·ri��0J0M0� is required. In order to
achieve such a simplification we first must decompose the
continuum wave function �pms� of the emitted electron into
partial waves. As discussed previously, special care must be
taken in choosing the quantization axis since this influences
the explicit form of the decomposition. For instance, using
the electron momentum p as the quantization axis �cf. Fig.

1�, the full expansion of the continuum wave function is
given by �15�

�pms� = �

=−�

�
�0�

+�

ilei�
�4�2l + 1�	l0
1

2
ms�jms
��
jms� , �8�

where the summation runs over all values of Dirac’s angular
momentum quantum number


 � 
�j,l� = ± �j + 1/2� for l = j ± 1/2,

and � denotes the kinetic energy of the ejected electron and j
and �−1�l the total angular momentum and parity of the par-
tial waves ��
jms�. Moreover, the additional phase shift �


in Eq. �8� arises from the potential of the nucleus and the
remaining electrons of the photoion.
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Apart from the continuum wave function of the outgoing
electron, we shall rewrite in a second and independent ex-
pansion also the one-particle operators of the transition op-

erator R̂�k̂� in terms of spherical tensors, i.e., in terms of
electric and magnetic multipole fields. Given the wave vector
k of the ionizing photon, the multipole decomposition of the
photon wave is defined by

u�eik·r = �2�
L=1

�

�
M=−L

+L

iL�2L + 1ALM
��� DM�

L �n̂� , �9�

where

ALM
��� = ALM

�m� + i�ALM
�e� = �

p=0,1
�i��pALM

�p� �10�

represent the magnetic �p=0� and electric �p=1� multipole
fields and DM�

L �n̂�=DM�
L �k→ez� is the Wigner D-function or

Wigner rotation matrix of rank L. This matrix takes into ac-
count the fact that we have chosen the direction of the elec-
tron momentum p as the quantization instead of the photon
momentum k.

2. Derivation of the final-state matrix elements

Inserting the partial wave expansion Eq. �8� for the con-
tinuum wave of the free electron and the multipole expansion
Eqs. �9� and �10� of the photon field into Eq. �7�, the final-
state spin density matrix can be written �up to some normal-
ization constant� as

�� fJfMf,pms��̂ f�� fJfMf�,pms�� = �
M0M0����pp�

LL�MM�

�

cM0M0�
c���i

−l+l�+L−L��i��p�i���p�

	 ei��
−�
���l,l�,L,L��1/2	l0
1

2
ms�jms
	l�0

1

2
ms��j�ms�
�� fJfMf ;�
jms��

i

�iALM,i
�p� ��0J0M0

	�� fJfMf�;�
�j�ms���
i

�iAL�M�,i
�p�� ��0J0M0�*

DM�
L �n̂�DM���

L�*
�n̂� , �11�

where we used the notation �l , l� , . . . �= �2l+1��2l�+1�. . . .
Indeed, Eq. �11� represents the most general form of the

final-state density which describes the spin states of both the
emitted photoelectron �pms� and the residual ion �� fJfMf�. In
this form, all wave functions and operators �in the transition
matrix elements� are now expressed in a spherical represen-
tation and can thus be evaluated by using the techniques of
Racah’s algebra �16�. To construct the many-electron scatter-
ing states of well-defined symmetry, we may use the standard
procedure for the coupling of the angular momenta J f and j
of the residual ion and the ejected electron

�� fJfMf ;�
jms� = Â�
JtMt

�JfMf jms�JtMt���� fJf,
�:JtMt� ,

�12�

where the operator Â is used to ensure the proper antisym-
metrization of the emitted photoelectron with respect to the
bound-state wave function. Inserting the expression �12� into
Eq. �11�, the final-state density matrix can be rewritten as

�� fJfMf,pms��̂ f�� fJfMf�,pms�� = �
M0M0����pp�

LL�MM�

�

�
JtMt

Jt�Mt�

cM0M0�
c����i��p�i���p�i−l+l�+L−L�

	 ei��
−�
���l,l�,L,L��1/2�l01/2ms�jms��l�01/2ms��j�ms���JfMf jms�JtMt��JfMf�j�ms��Jt�Mt��

	��� fJf,
�:JtMt��
i

�iALM,i
�p� ��0J0M0

	��� fJf,
��:Jt�Mt���
i

�iAL�M�,i
�p�� ��0J0M0�*

DM�
L �n̂�DM���

L�* �n̂� , �13�
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where Mt=Mf +ms and Mt�=Mf�+ms�.
We are now prepared to make a last step in evaluating the

final-state density matrix and bring it into the form which is
most convenient for computations. By making use of the
Wigner-Eckart theorem

��� fJf,
�:JtMt��
i

�iALM,i
�p� ��0J0M0

=
1

�2Jt + 1
�J0M0LM�JtMt�

	��� fJf,�
j�,Jt��
i

�iAL,i
�p���0J0 �14�

and introducing the short-hand notation

��� fJf,�
j�,Jt�HLp��0J0�

= i−lei�
��� fJf,�
j�,Jt��
i

�iAL,i
�p���0J0 , �15�

we are able to trace back the final-state density matrix ele-
ments to the reduced matrix elements of the multipole fields.
These reduced matrix elements form the fundamental build-
ing blocks for the evaluation of a large number of properties
related to the atomic photoionization process and have been
discussed in detail in Ref. �13�. Inserting Eqs. �14� and �15�
into �13� we finally obtain a rather general expression for the
final-state density matrix which describes the overall system
photoion+electron following the photoionization process:

�� fJfMf,pms��̂ f�� fJfMf�,pms�� = �
M0M0����pp�

LL�MM�

�

�
JtMt

Jt�Mt�

cM0M0�
c���i

L−L� �l,l�,L,L��1/2

�Jt,Jt��
1/2

	 �l01/2ms�jms��l�01/2ms��j�ms���JfMf jms�JtMt��JfMf�j�ms��Jt�Mt���J0M0LM�JtMt�

	�J0M0�L�M��Jt�Mt����� fJf,�
j�,Jt�HLp��0J0���� fJf,�
�j��,Jt��HL�p���0J0�*DM�
L �n̂�DM���

L�* �n̂� .

�16�

The theory developed so far is general and not restricted
to any shell structure of the initial atom or the photoioniza-
tion of an electron from a particular shell. Formula �16� ap-
plies even for the case that the photoinduced emission of an
electron is accompanied by the excitation or shake-up of
other bound-state electrons, leading to some satellite lines in
the photoelectron spectrum. However, in order to interpret
the spin states of the residual photoion and the ejected elec-
tron as two distinguishable quantum bits �qubits�, i.e., as
two-state systems in both cases, it is useful to restrict the
further analysis to the photoionization of a �closed-shell�
atom in a ns2 1S0 ground state. Such a configuration applies,
for instance, for all alkaline-earth metal atoms and their iso-
electronic sequences. For any 1S0 initial state, we may sup-
pose the atom to be maximally entangled as a consequence
of the Pauli principle. Note, however, that the concurrence
�cf. Sec. II E� cannot be used for measuring the entanglement
of the system, as this measure assumes two distinguishable
subsystems. If, moreover, we consider the direct photoion-
ization of one of the ns electrons, the photoion is left in a
stable ns 2S1/2 ground state �Jf =1/2� of the singly ionized
atom. Obviously, this restriction allows for an immediate in-
terpretation of the total system photoion+electron as a two-
qubit system whose entanglement can be characterized by

means of the concurrence measure. Other quantum measures
might be used to characterize and analyze the entanglement
also for photoionization processes which result in final states
of the photoion with Jf �1/2, i.e., in arbitrary d1	d2 quan-
tum systems �17,18�. A further interesting scenario for study-
ing the entanglement transfer in the course of atomic photo-
ionization occurs if inner-shell hole states are created which
decay by photon or electron emission. In this case, the treat-
ment of the photoionization must be extended considerably
to incorporate the intermediate resonance states �of the pho-
toion� in the setup and computations of the final-state density
matrix.

C. Photoionization with unpolarized or circularly polarized
light

Formula �16� for the final-state density matrix can be fur-
ther simplified if, other than unpolarized atoms in their initial
state, we consider the photoionization by unpolarized or cir-
cularly polarized light. In this case, the density operators of
the atom and photon �cf. Eqs. �2� and �3�� become

�̂0 =
1

2J0 + 1�
M0

��0J0M0���0J0M0� �17�
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and

�̂� = �
�

c���k���k�� , �18�

where c��=1/2 applies for the case of unpolarized light
while c��=��,±1 describes the left ��=−1� and the right ��
= +1� circularly polarized light. The combined initial-state
matrix elements �5� thus simplify to

��0J0M0,k���̂i��0J0M0�,k��� = �����M0M0�
c��

2J0 + 1
. �19�

Inserting Eq. �19� into expression �16� and by making use of
Racah’s algebra, the final-state density matrix for unpolar-
ized or circularly polarized light becomes

�� fJfMf,pms��̂ f�� fJfMf�,pms�� = �
��LL�

�

�

�
JtMt

Jt�Mt�

c��D�0
� �0,�,0�iL−L� �l,l�,L,L�,��1/2

�Jt�1/2

	 �− 1�J0+Jt�+1�l01/2ms�jms��l�01/2ms��j�ms��

	 �JfMf jms�JtMt��JfMf�j�ms��Jt�Mt�����Jt�Mt��JtMt��L�L� − ���0��L� L �

Jt Jt� J0
�

	��� fJf,�
j�,Jt�HL��0J0���� fJf,�
�j��,Jt��HL���0J0�*, �20�

where �¯� denotes the Wigner 6j symbol and where the
summation over � is restricted by �= �L−L�� , . . . ,L+L�. In
Eq. �20�, moreover, we used the fact that for unpolarized or
circularly polarized light, the rotation k→ez of the photon
wave is completely characterized by a single angle � so that
D�0

� �n̂�=D�0
� �0,� ,0�.

D. Angular distribution of the photoelectrons

The final-state density matrix �20� contains the complete
information about the system photoion+electron and, hence,
can be utilized to derive all observables for both particles. In

the density matrix theory, a �so-called� detector operator P̂
can be assigned to each observable which projects out the
�subspace of� final states leading to a click at the detectors in
the present setup of the experiment. This detector operator
also determines the probability W of registering an event at
the detector simply by taking the trace of its product with the

final-state density matrix W=Tr�P̂�̂ f�.
For instance, to measure the angular distribution of the

emitted photoelectrons, one usually applies a detector which
is not sensitive to neither the spin of the photoelectron nor to
the spin state of the residual ion,

P̂ = �
Mfms

�� fJfMf,pms��� fJfMf,pms� , �21�

as seen from the sum over the spin projections ms of the
electron and the magnetic quantum numbers Mf of the pho-
toion. From this operator, we immediately obtain also the
well-known angular distribution of the photoelectrons

W��� = Tr��̂ f� = �
Mfms

�� fJfMf,pms��̂ f�� fJfMf,pms� ,

�22�

which is just the normal trace of the final-state density ma-
trix.

E. Final-state entanglement

From the final-state density matrix �20� for the photoion-
ization of an atom by unpolarized or �purely� circular polar-
ized light, we can derive not only the individual properties of
the outgoing electron or the residual ion but also those prop-
erties which are associated with the combined system
photoion+electron. Apart from the outcome of various coin-
cidence measurements, we may consider, for example, the
quantum mechanical correlation of the �spins of the� two
particles, i.e., their spin entanglement. Of course, in order to
quantify this entanglement and to introduce a proper measure
for it, information is first required about the possible spin
states of each subsystem. Following the �direct� photoioniza-
tion of a single electron, the electron and photoion are dis-
tinguishable eventually and can be treated as a two-qubit
system with the four-dimensional product basis
��↑↑�,�↑↓�,�↓↑�,�↓↓��, iff the residual ion has total angular mo-
mentum J=1/2 with MJ= ±1/2. This requirement is ful-
filled, for instance, for the photoionization of a ns valence
electron of alkaline-earth atoms, by starting from the �closed-
shell� ns2 1S0 ground state of the atoms �or isoelectronic
ions� and leading to a photoion in a ns 2S1/2 ground level.

In general, the quantification of entanglement is still an
unsolved problem for multipartite quantum systems if they
are in a mixed state. For such systems, the possible entangle-
ment measures are often defined as variational expressions
which usually involve an optimization over all possible pure-
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state decompositions �=�ipi��i���i� of a mixed state �. For
bipartite systems, such as described above for the photoin-
duced emission of a single electron, in contrast, several com-
putable entanglement measures have been proposed during
the last years �see, e.g., Ref. �19� for a recent introduction
and review�. For two-qubit systems, the so-called concur-
rence is certainly the most widely used measure �20,21�. For
an arbitrary two-qubit state, either pure or mixed, described
by the density operator �̂, the concurrence is defined as

C��̂� = max�0,��1 − ��2 − ��3 − ��4� , �23�

where ��i are the square roots of the eigenvalues �i.e., the

singular values� of the matrix �̃̂�̂ in descending order and

where �̃̂ denotes the so-called spin-flipped matrix,

�̃̂ � ��̂y
�1�

� �̂y
�2���̂*��̂y

�1�
� �̂y

�2�� . �24�

In the definition �24� of the spin-flipped matrix, �̂* refers to
the complex conjugate of �̂, and �̂y

�1� and �̂y
�2� are the standard

Pauli matrices acting on the first and the second qubit, re-
spectively.

Using the formulas �23� and �24�, we are able to deter-
mine the degree of entanglement from the final-state density
matrix �16� or �20� if it represents a proper two-qubit system.
All that is needed is to ensure that the two subsystems
photoion+electron can be treated as distinguishable two-
state systems on which �projetive� measurements can be car-
ried out. In Sec. III, these formulas are applied for studying
the concurrence between the photoion and the ejected elec-
tron following the 5s photoionization of neutral strontium.
The computations of the final-state concurrence have been
performed using the FEYNMAN program which has been de-
veloped in our group for the simulation and �entanglement�
analysis of quantum registers �22�.

F. Computations

Our discussion above shows how the computation of the
density matrix and, hence, of most properties in the photo-
ionization of atoms and ions can be traced back to the re-
duced matrix elements �15� which describe the interaction of
an electronic bound state with the radiation field. Since these
reduced matrix elements occur very frequently in the calcu-
lation of atomic data, such as transition probabilities and
ionization cross sections, here we do not need to discuss their
evaluation in detail. In the computations below, we applied
the �relativistic� multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock method to
approximate proper bound-state wave functions and for
evaluating all the required matrix elements. The calculations
were carried out by means of the RATIP program of our group
�23,24� which now provides also the �reduced� photoioniza-
tion amplitudes �15� for atoms and ions in rather arbitrary
configurations �25,26�.

The MCDF method has been found useful in many atomic
calculations, especially for medium and heavy elements or if
�several� open shells are involved. Not much needs to be said
here about this method �23,27�, in which an atomic state is
approximated by a linear combination of �so-called� configu-
ration state functions �CSFs� of the same symmetry

���PJM� = �
r=1

nc

cr�����rPJM� . �25�

In this ansatz for an atomic state, nc is the number of CSF
and �cr���� denotes its representation in this basis. In most
computations, moreover, the CSF are constructed as antisym-
metrized products of a common set of orthonormal orbitals
and are optimized on the basis of the Dirac-Coulomb Hamil-
tonian. Further relativistic contributions to the representation
�cr���� of the atomic states are then added, owing to the
given requirements, by diagonalizing the Dirac-Coulomb-
Breit Hamiltonian matrix in first-order perturbation theory.

Besides the reduced matrix elements

��� fJf,�
j�,Jt�HLp��0J0�

as the key ingredients for calculating the final-state density
matrix, Eq. �16� also displays the angular part of the density
matrix which consists of the six Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and some phase factors. Owing to the 16-fold summation in
Eq. �16�, special care must be taken to achieve an efficient
evaluation of these coefficients. Below, we made use of the
RACAH �28� and DIRAC �29� programs which have been de-
veloped in our group in Kassel for dealing with the atomic
shell model.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Section II describes how the density matrix theory can be
utilized in order to discuss and analyze the change �and con-
trol� of entanglement in the photoionization of many-electron
atoms and ions. Equations �16� and �20� for the final-state
density matrix of the system photoion+electron, in particu-
lar, are the main result of this work which can be applied
immediately for studying various ionization processes; they
show how atomic photoionization can provide an alternative
path in creating entanglement �of given degree� in atomic
systems. As a first example, let us consider here the photo-
ionization of neutral strontium �Z=38�, starting from its sin-
glet ground state �= �Kr�5s2 1S0. Owing to Pauli’s principle,
this state can be considered as completely spin-entangled al-
though this property is not required for analyzing the en-
tanglement between the photoion and the outgoing electron
after the photoionization has occurred. Therefore, we shall
not discuss whether and how this initial entanglement of the
�bound electrons of an� atom could be specified quantita-
tively by means of a mathematically sound measure; as in
Ref. �8�, we simply define C��̂0�=1.

After the emission of one of the 5s valence electrons ow-
ing to the absorption of either right-circular ��= +1� or un-
polarized light:

Sr + h� → Sr+�5s2S1/2� + e−,

the spin entanglement between the singly ionized Sr+ ion in
its �Kr� 5s 2S1/2 ground state and the ejected photoelectron is
determined by the final-state density matrix �20�. Apart from
the internal structure of the strontium atom, this density ma-
trix depends also on the energy E� as well as the direction �
and the polarization of the incident light �cf. Fig. 1�. In the
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following, we calculate the concurrence of this two-qubit
system above and investigate how it depends on these pa-
rameters. Having once understood this dependence, of
course, we may reverse our argumentation above and use the
photoionization process in order to extract photoion-electron
pairs with a given degree of entanglement.

For the 5s photoionization of atomic strontium, Fig. 2
�upper panel� displays the concurrence of the final Sr+ ion-
electron pair as a function of the photon angle �. Results are
shown for right-circular light in length and velocity gauge
and for the three photon energies E�=10 eV, 20 eV, and
30 eV, respectively. When compared to the initial concur-
rence of C��̂0�=1, a strong decrease occurs in forward and
backward direction of the incoming photons as well as if one
approaches the photoionization threshold at Ethr=5.69 eV.
The rather large changes in the degree of entanglement be-
tween the photoion and the outgoing electron reflects the
electron-electron and spin-orbit interaction in the ground
state of strontium and will be discussed below.

Of course, in order to measure the concurrence of a
photoion-electron pair for a given angle � of the incident
photon beam, we would need enough intensity for the emis-
sion of an electron under these circumstances. In the lower
panel of Fig. 2, therefore, we also display the angular distri-
bution for right-circularly polarized light and at the same
photon energies as above. As seen from this figure, the an-
gular distribution is mainly proportional to �sin ��2 which is
well known from the emission pattern of the s-shell photo-
ionization in the nonrelativistic regime. In particular, it can
be seen that the electron emission occurs mainly perpendicu-
lar to the direction of the incoming light ��=90° � while the
forward and backward emission is strongly suppressed.

Note however that near to the ionization threshold, i.e.,
for E��10 eV, the photoionization amplitudes occur to be
very sensitive to correlation effects. This is seen, for in-

stance, from the rather large deviations in the angular distri-
butions if they are calculated in the two different couplings
of the radiation field to the bound state density, namely in
length and velocity gauge. These deviations between the two
gauges arise partially from the fact that rather restricted
wave-function expansions �25� have been used for both ini-
tial and final ionic states. A better agreement between the
gauges might be expected if the number of correlation state
functions is increased. This would lead, however, also to a
significant increase in the computational requirements which
does not seem to be necessary for the qualitative discussion
in the present work.

In contrast to the angular distribution, the concurrence
�i.e., the degree of entanglement� between the photoion and
the electron appears less sensitive with regard to the gauge
form for the coupling of the radiation field. As seen from the
upper panel of Fig. 2, the discrepancy between length and
velocity gauge is for �=90° about 20% at E�=20 eV and
decreases to 3% for E��30 eV �including those energies
which are not shown in this figure�. Apart from low photon
energies, the concurrence follows the symmetry of the angu-
lar distributions of the photoelectrons; in particular, it ap-
pears symmetric with respect to a forward ���90° � and
backward emission ���90° � of the ejected electron. As dis-
cussed above, this symmetry might occur even for low pho-
ton energies E�=10 eV, for which, however, the accuracy in
calculating the reduced photoionization amplitudes �15� is
not high enough to interpret the different shapes of the con-
currence in the two gauges from above.

While the shape of the concurrence, considered as a func-
tion of the photon angle, is quite independent of the energy
of the incoming light, the absolute values C��̂ f� for E�

=10 eV decreases to a maximum value C��̂ f��0.2 which
shows that most of the initial entanglement C��̂0�=1 is lost in
the course of the photoabsorption and simultaneous electron

FIG. 2. �Upper panel� Final-state concurrence value as a function of the photon incidence angle �. Results are shown for the case of
right-circularly polarized light and for different photon energies E1=10 eV, E2=20 eV, E3=30 eV as well as for length gauge �—� and
velocity gauge �-·-�. �Lower panel� Angular distribution of the photoelectrons using length gauge �—� and velocity gauge �-·-�.
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emission. This strong decrease of the entanglement near the
photoionization threshold must be attributed to many-particle
and spin-orbit effects, which are dominant in the low-energy
regime �30�. For higher photon energies, in contrast, these
effects become less important leading to a concurrence
C��̂ f��1 over a wide range of angles. This conservation of
the concurrence, when compared to C��̂0�=1, also follows
from the properties of the electron-photon interaction: The

transition operator R̂�k�=�i�i ·u�,ie
ik·ri itself is independent

of the spin coordinates, at least within the nonrelativistic
limit, and hence cannot directly affect the spin of the elec-
trons. For the photon energies E�=20 and 30 eV, the angular
distribution of the concurrence C��̂ f� approaches the shape
which was obtained before within the IPM where the initial
entanglement is fully preserved for all angles except for �
→0° and �→180° �8,9�.

Until now we have discussed the angular distribution of
the final-state concurrence for fixed energies of the incoming
photon. Figure 3 displays in addition the energy dependence
of the concurrence for the three photon angles �=30°, 60°,
and 90°. These angles of the incident photons have been
chosen since the electron emission is predominant in the
angle range of 30° ���90° �cf. bottom panel of Fig. 2�.
Again, the concurrence C��̂ f� is shown in length and velocity
gauge to document the sensitivity of this measure with re-
spect to the way we treat the coupling of the radiation field to
the bound-state electron density in the many-electron com-
putations. As seen from the upper panel in Fig. 3, both
gauges yield qualitatively similar results. For all three photon
angles, a significantly reduced entanglement of C=0.3–0.6 is
found near the ionization threshold Ethr=5.69 eV. An even
smaller degree of entanglement can be found around the two
well-pronounced minima at E��11 eV �8 eV� and E�

�16 eV �10 eV� for length �velocity� gauge. The positions

of these two minima are largely independent of the photon
angle. Finally, for E��17 eV, the concurrence rapidly ap-
proaches unity as it should be expected since the independent
particle model becomes a good approximation again when
the photon energy is �much� larger than the interelectronic
and spin-orbit interactions.

Although the energy dependence of the final-state concur-
rence is quite similar for the three angles of the incoming
light, the absolute values of C��̂ f� do depend on the particular
choice of �. For instance, the value of the concurrence maxi-
mum near E�=14 eV strongly depends on the photon angle
and increases from C�0.15 at �=30° up to C�0.97 at �
=90° �length gauge�.

Up to the present, all results for the angular and energy
dependence of the concurrence between the spins of the pho-
toelectron and the residual Sr+ �5s 2S1/2� ion were shown for
the case of right-circularly polarized light. In order to explore
the dependence of the final-state concurrence on the polar-
ization of the incoming light, calculations have been per-
formed also for the photoionization of neutral strontium by
unpolarized light. As seen from the lower panel of Fig. 3, the
concurrence is hardly affected by the �circular� polarization
of the incoming light. A stronger effect may be expected for
the case of linearly polarized light which is however not
included in the formalism presented above. Compared to the
special-case simplifications in Sec. II C, the investigation of
linear polarization effects would require a more complicated
geometry including the introduction of an additional angle
for describing the polarization plane’s orientation.

IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

The density matrix theory has been applied for studying
the entanglement between the photoelectron and residual ion

FIG. 3. Final-state concurrence as a function of the photon energy for fixed photon angles �=30°, �=60°, and �=90° as well as for
right-circularly polarized light �upper panel� and unpolarized light �lower panel�. Results are shown for length gauge �—� and velocity gauge
�-·-�.
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in the course of the photoionization of atoms and ions. This
generalizes our previous work in Ref. �9� for many-electron
atoms, by including interelectronic effects and the higher
multipoles of the radiation field. Emphasis has been placed
on deriving the final-state density matrix of the photoelectron
and the residual ion which enables one to analyze the change
of entanglement �concurrence� as a function of the energy,
angle and the polarization of the incoming light.

In a first application of this theory, we calculated the
photoion-electron entanglement for the 5s photoionization of
neutral strontium with a 5s2 1S0 ground state, leading to a
photoion in a 5s 2S1/2 state, i.e., in a Jf =1/2 level. After the
emission of the electron, therefore, the final system
photoion+electron can be considered as a �distinguishable�
two-qubit system for which the concurrence provides a mea-
sure for the degree of entanglement. The concurrence of this
system has been calculated as function of the angle and en-
ergy of the photons as well as for right-circularly polarized
and unpolarized light. From these calculations, it is found
that the initial-state entanglement �which is assumed to be
C��̂0�=1 for the 1S0 ground state of strontium� decreases sig-
nificantly near the photoionization threshold and, in general,
depends on both, the photon energy and angle. On the other
hand, our results do not show any notable influence of the
final-state entanglement on the photon polarization. For pho-
ton energies E��20 eV, the initial-state entanglement is al-

most fully preserved which agrees with results obtained
within the independent particle model �8,9�. Note, however,
that for these energies the 4p photoelectron emission starts to
dominate the photoionization of neutral strontium, leading to
resonance phenomena in the cross sections �25,31� and the
emission of �additional� Auger electrons.

Knowledge about the entanglement between the photo-
electron and the residual ion provides an alternative view on
the fundamental process of atomic photoionization which
comes in addition to the study of �photoionization� cross
sections, angular distributions, or the spin-polarization of the
outgoing electron. While the latter three properties are asso-
ciated with either the photoion or the electron, the entangle-
ment between these particle is a property of both. Moreover,
a detailed understanding of the �change of� entanglement in
the course of the photoionization, taken as functions of the
various parameters of the incoming light, will enable one to
extract photoion-electron pairs with a well-defined degree of
entanglement. Such a control of the creation of entangled
pairs may have far-reaching consequences not only in quan-
tum information but also at several places elsewhere.
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Abstract

During the last decade, several quantum information protocols, such as quantum key distribution, teleportation or quantum computation, have
attracted a lot of interest. Despite the recent success and research efforts in quantum information processing, however, we are just at the beginning
of understanding the role of entanglement and the behavior of quantum systems in noisy environments, i.e. for nonideal implementations.

Therefore, in order to facilitate the investigation of entanglement and decoherence in n-qubit quantum registers, here we present a revised
version of the FEYNMAN program for working with quantum operations and their associated (Jamiołkowski) dual states. Based on the imple-
mentation of several popular decoherence models, we provide tools especially for the quantitative analysis of quantum operations. Apart from the
implementation of different noise models, the current program extension may help investigate the fragility of many quantum states, one of the
main obstacles in realizing quantum information protocols today.

Program summary

Title of program: Feynman
Catalogue identifier: ADWE_v3_0
Program summary URL: http://cpc.cs.qub.ac.uk/summaries/ADWE_v3_0
Program obtainable from: CPC Program Library, Queen’s University of Belfast, N. Ireland
Licensing provisions: None
Operating systems: Any system that supports MAPLE; tested under Microsoft Windows XP, SuSe Linux 10
Program language used: MAPLE 10
Typical time and memory requirements: Most commands that act upon quantum registers with five or less qubits take � 10 seconds of processor
time (on a Pentium 4 processor with � 2 GHz or equivalent) and 5–20 MB of memory. Especially when working with symbolic expressions,
however, the memory and time requirements critically depend on the number of qubits in the quantum registers, owing to the exponential dimension
growth of the associated Hilbert space. For example, complex (symbolic) noise models (with several Kraus operators) for multi-qubit systems
often result in very large symbolic expressions that dramatically slow down the evaluation of measures or other quantities. In these cases, MAPLE’s
assume facility sometimes helps to reduce the complexity of symbolic expressions, but often only numerical evaluation is possible. Since the
complexity of the FEYNMAN commands is very different, no general scaling law for the CPU time and memory usage can be given.
No. of bytes in distributed program including test data, etc.: 799 265
No. of lines in distributed program including test data, etc.: 18 589
Distribution format: tar.gz
Reasons for new version: While the previous program versions were designed mainly to create and manipulate the state of quantum registers, the
present extension aims to support quantum operations as the essential ingredient for studying the effects of noisy environments.
Does this version supersede the previous version: Yes
Nature of the physical problem: Today, entanglement is identified as the essential resource in virtually all aspects of quantum information theory.
In most practical implementations of quantum information protocols, however, decoherence typically limits the lifetime of entanglement. It is
therefore necessary and highly desirable to understand the evolution of entanglement in noisy environments.

✩ This paper and its associated computer program are available via the Computer Physics Communications homepage on ScienceDirect (http://www.sciencedirect.
com/science/journal/00104655).
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Method of solution: Using the computer algebra system MAPLE, we have developed a set of procedures that support the definition and manip-
ulation of n-qubit quantum registers as well as (unitary) logic gates and (nonunitary) quantum operations that act on the quantum registers. The
provided hierarchy of commands can be used interactively in order to simulate and analyze the evolution of n-qubit quantum systems in ideal and
nonideal quantum circuits.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 03.67.Lx; 03.65.Ud; 03.75.Gg

Keywords: Quantum register; Quantum operation; Channel; Decoherence

1. Introduction

During the last decade, the field of quantum computation and information has become a rapidly growing research area with
applications ranging from quantum teleportation [1] and quantum cryptography [2] to superdense coding [3] and efficient quantum
computations [4,5]. These applications are famous examples of quantum information protocols, i.e. procedures in which one acts on
quantum states in order to achieve tasks that are not possible in classical information processing. In all these protocols, entanglement
has been identified as the central resource that is necessary in order to ‘exploit’ the remarkable features of quantum information
processing [6,7].

Although several of the concepts, which were suggested only theoretically at the beginning of these developments, have mean-
while been implemented with great success in the laboratory [8–10], the fragility of quantum entanglement is still a limiting factor
for many practical realizations. Indeed, the decoherence in quantum states, i.e. their unwanted interaction with the environment, is
a major challenge in all applications. To overcome the difficulties due to the decoherence in the phases and/or amplitudes of com-
plex quantum states, a number of active and passive methods have been suggested to protect and recover the contained quantum
information [11–13].

In dealing with the interaction of (open) quantum systems with their environment, especially the concept of quantum operations
(or completely positive maps) has become a valuable tool to describe the errors and decoherence effects. In contrast to the frequently
applied Markovian approach of master equations [14,15], the use of quantum operations is rather general and does not necessarily
imply assumptions about the strength of the system-environment coupling. Moreover, quantum operations are suitable to describe
discrete error models which are the starting point for quantum error correction methods.

To facilitate simulations of the evolution and behavior of n-qubit quantum systems, we have recently introduced the FEYNMAN

program, a simple quantum simulator within the framework of the general-purpose computer algebra system MAPLE. With this
program, our intention is to provide an easily extendible set of symbolic and numerical utilities, which help shorten some of the
typical calculations as they appear frequently in the simulation of quantum registers. In a first version [16], therefore, we provided
the tools for creating and manipulating quantum registers, for applying quantum gates on quantum registers, or for analyzing their
properties with regard to entanglement, entropy, or their distance from other quantum states [17]. In the present work, we extend
these tools to enable the user to deal also with quantum operations. Specifically, the new commands provide a simple access to
some frequently used decoherence models and enable also a quantitative analysis by implementing several measures for quantum
operations. Moreover, by using the so-called ‘Jamiołkowski dual state’ representation of a quantum operation, many tools for the
analysis of quantum states can now be used also for quantum operations. We therefore hope that the present extension will simplify
the analysis of decoherence phenomena in n-qubit quantum systems and will make the FEYNMAN program an attractive toolbox
for applications in the field of quantum computation and information.

In the next section, we briefly provide some theoretical background on the concept and use of quantum operations, together with
the nomenclature as applied in the FEYNMAN program below. Apart from the formal properties of these operations, this includes
a short discussion on their relation to the (dual) states due to the Jamiołkowski isomorphism as well as on several measures for
characterizing the action of these operations. Based on this background, Section 3 later describes how quantum operations are
implemented in the FEYNMAN program and which new commands are available to work with them. Section 4 then provides four
short examples that illustrate the interactive work with the program and where some of the new features are shown in more detail.
In Section 5, finally, a brief summary and outlook on the possible further development of the program is given.

2. Theoretical background

Positive and completely positive maps play a very important role in the context of quantum information theory, concerning espe-
cially the investigation of decoherence and entanglement in quantum systems. For instance, based on a detailed analysis of positive
(but not completely positive) maps, several criteria have been developed in the past in order to be able to decide whether a quantum
state is entangled or separable [18]. Several of such separability criteria for pure and mixed quantum states were implemented
already in our previous version of the FEYNMAN program [17]. In this section, we now focus on the description of decoherence
phenomena using completely positive maps, briefly referred to as quantum operations. Here, emphasis is placed on the basic defin-
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itions and notations as implemented in the current program extension. For a more detailed introduction to the dynamics and noisy
evolution of open quantum systems we refer the reader to Refs. [14,15].

2.1. Evolution of closed quantum systems

For closed quantum systems, the time evolution of a pure state (wavefunction) |ψ〉 is often governed by a Schrödinger equation

(1)ih̄
∂

∂t

∣∣ψ(t)
〉 = H(t)

∣∣ψ(t)
〉

with the (possibly time-dependent) Hamiltonian H(t). More generally, closed systems are known to follow a unitary time-evolution
operator U(t0, t) that connects some initial state |ψ(t0)〉 at time t0 to the states |ψ(t)〉 at any other time t by

(2)
∣∣ψ(t)

〉 = U(t, t0)
∣∣ψ(t0)

〉
with

(3)U(t, t0) = T̂← exp

[
− i

h̄

t∫
t0

dt ′ H(t ′)
]

and U†U = UU† = I . In the time evolution operator (3), T̂← denotes the chronological time-ordering, i.e. an operator that orders
all products of time-dependent operations in a such way that the operators for the earliest times come to the right and those for later
times follow to the left. For the special case of an isolated (physical) system where the Hamiltonian is time independent, Eq. (3)
simplifies to

(4)U(t, t0) = exp

[
− i

h̄
H(t − t0)

]
.

Similarly, the evolution of a mixed quantum state ρ(t) = ∑
i pi |ψi(t)〉〈ψi(t)| is given by

(5)ρ(t) = U(t, t0)ρ(t0)U
†(t, t0).

2.2. Subsystem evolution and quantum operations

In many cases, a physical system S cannot be considered as isolated or closed owing to its interaction with some environment E.
In these cases, the evolution of the system (without its environment) cannot be described by a Hamiltonian operator any more.
Still, the general formulas from the previous section remain valid for the composite system SE if this is taken to be closed again.
Assuming that the principal system S and the environment E are initially uncorrelated and that the environment was in some pure
(basis) state |e0〉 at that time (which is always possible by performing a purification), the general unitary evolution of the whole
system SE can be written as

(6)ρSE(t) = USE(t, t0)
(
ρS(t0) ⊗ |e0〉〈e0|

)
U

†
SE(t, t0).

The evolution of the subsystem S is then obtained by tracing over the degrees of freedom of the environment

ρ′
S = E(ρS) = TrE

[
USE

(
ρS ⊗ |e0〉〈e0|

)
U

†
SE

]
=

∑
k

〈ek|USE
(
ρS ⊗ |e0〉〈e0|

)
U

†
SE|ek〉

(7)=
∑

k

EkρSE
†
k ,

where {|ek〉} denotes an orthonormal basis for the environment and where, for the sake of simplicity, we have omitted the explicit
time-dependence of the evolution operators and density matrices. Following the notation of the textbook by Nielsen and Chuang [6],
we shall call below the mapping

(8)ρ �→ E(ρ) =
∑

k

EkρE
†
k ,

∑
k

E
†
kEk � I

a quantum operation with the operation elements Ek = 〈ek|USE|e0〉, which are acting only on the subsystem S. In the literature,
such quantum operations are also known as quantum channels, superoperators [7] or completely positive maps (see below), while
the operation elements Ek are sometimes referred to as Kraus operators [19]. Note, however, that the description of a quantum
operation in terms of its operation elements is not unique as seen from the freedom in choosing an orthonormal basis {|ek〉} for
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the environment. In particular, two representations {E1, . . . ,Em} and {F1, . . . ,Fn} of a quantum operation are considered to be the
same if they are related by an m × m unitary matrix (uij )

(9)Ei =
∑
j

uijFj .

Here, one has to append zero operators, if necessary, in order to achieve m = n. Despite this unitary freedom in the operator-sum
representation, there exists a canonical decomposition with a minimum number of operation elements, cf. Section 2.3.1.

In order to describe a physically meaningful evolution of a (sub)system ρ, we require a quantum operation E of the general
form (8) to be a linear operator that maps valid density operators onto valid density operators again. This requirement implies that
a quantum operation E has to possess the following properties:

(i) E is hermiticity-preserving: ρ = ρ† ⇒ E(ρ) = E(ρ)†,
(ii) E is trace-preserving: Tr(ρ) = 1 ⇒ Tr(E(ρ)) = 1 (which requires

∑
k E

†
kEk = I ),

(iii) E is positivity-preserving: ρ � 0 ⇒ E(ρ) � 0,
(iv) E is completely positive: for any extension HE of the initial state space HS , we require that HS ⊗HE � ρSE � 0 ⇒ [ES ⊗

IE](ρSE) � 0, independent of the particular dimension of HE .

While the first three conditions (i)–(iii) guarantee that the general properties of a density matrix apply also for the final density
matrix E(ρ), condition (iv) might appear less obvious at the first glance. Still, this condition is physically reasonable since we
require not only the local evolution ρ′

S = ES(ρS) of some subsystem S to be positivity-preserving but also any combined evolution
ρ′

SE = [ES ⊗ IE](ρSE) which acts trivially on HE . Otherwise, such a combined evolution could lead to a joint state ρ′
SE that is

not positive and, hence, not a valid density matrix. A well-known counterexample of a positive but not completely positive map
is the transposition operator T, which is also an example for using of a positive map as separability criterion [18]. Although
we have ρ � 0 ⇒ T (ρ) = ρT � 0, the same is in general not true if the operator T is applied only to the subsystem A (or B)
of some composite system AB . In fact, the resulting matrix ρTA = [TA ⊗ IB ](ρAB) is then not always a valid density matrix,
since it may have negative eigenvalues. This can easily be verified, for example, for the maximally entangled two-qubit state
|Φ+〉 = 1√

2
(|00〉 + |11〉) [6].

A popular example of a valid quantum operation and, hence, for a completely positive trace-preserving map is the so-called
(single-qubit) phase damping or dephasing channel, which is one of the most important decoherence models. It describes a diffusive
scattering interaction of the qubit with its environment [6,7]. A possible representation of this phase damping channel in terms of
operation element is given by

(10)EPD(ρ) = E0ρE
†
0 + E1ρE

†
1

with

(11)E0 =
[

1 0

0
√

1 − p

]
, E1 =

[
0 0

0
√

p

]
,

and where p = 0, . . . ,1 can be interpreted as a scattering probability. For p → 1, the quantum operation causes the off-diagonal
elements of the density matrix ρ (of a single-qubit system) to vanish. Therefore, this channel will asymptotically destroy all phase
information which is crucial to quantum information processing. Note, however, that there exist also other representations of the
phase damping channel owing to the unitary freedom (9) in the operator-sum representation (8). One example of such a unitarily
related representation is given by the phase-flip channel with the operation elements

(12)E′
0 = √

1 − p′I = √
1 − p′

[
1 0

0 1

]
, E′

1 = √
p′σz = √

p′
[

1 0

0 −1

]
.

One can show that, for p′ = (1 − √
1 − p )/2, the two representations are unitarily equivalent. Among other pre-defined quantum

operations, the phase-damping channel and the phase-flip channel can be accessed via the Feynman_quantum_operation() command
(see also Table 3).

Finally, in order to avoid confusion about the term decoherence, let us note that it referred originally only to the purely quantum
mechanical dephasing model from above. Today, however, it is used also for other types of interaction with the environment in the
literature.

2.3. Duality between quantum operations and states

Having defined a quantum operation and its fundamental properties in the previous section we recall now an interesting and
powerful connection between quantum operations and quantum states. In particular, for every quantum operation E that acts on
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Given is a quantum operation EAB...Z that acts on the subsystems A, B, . . . ,Z (which may each consist of one or several qubits). (b) The corresponding
dual state ρE is obtained by letting EAB...Z act only on the copied subsystems A′ , B ′, . . . ,Z′ , where each subsystem A′ (B ′, . . .) is in the maximally entangled pure
state P+ = |Φ+〉〈Φ+| with its copy A′ (B ′, . . .).

Table 1
Some important relations between the properties of quantum operations and the properties of their corresponding dual states [21,22]

Quantum operation E Quantum state ρE
Completely positive positive
Trace-preserving positive and Tr′H(ρE ) = 1

dH 1

Hermiticity-preserving hermitian

Factorizable (or pure), i.e. E can be written as E(ρ) = E1ρE
†
1 pure

Unital (or bistochastic) TrH(ρE ) = 1
dH 1 and Tr′H(ρE ) = 1

dH 1

Entanglement breaking separable

a d-dimensional state space H, there exists an associated 2d-dimensional state ρE in the set of the density matrices D(H⊗H′).
The so-called dual state ρE reflects the properties of the original quantum operation. This duality is known as the Jamiołkowski
isomorphism [20–22] between hermiticity-preserving linear maps and hermitian matrices.

In the single-party setting, i.e. when we do not distinguish between different subsystems in the d-dimensional state space on
which E acts, we define the dual state ρE ∈ D(H ⊗H′) so that the quantum operation E acts locally on one subsystem of the
maximally entangled pure state |Φ+〉 in the extended space H⊗H′ as follows

(13)ρE = (IH ⊗ EH′)|Φ+〉〈Φ+| with |Φ+〉 = 1√
dH

dH∑
i=1

|i〉H|i〉′H.

In the multipartite case, we assume that a given quantum operation E acts on an n-partite state space H=HA ⊗HB ⊗ · · ·⊗HZ

with the dimensions dk . Similarly to Eq. (13), the dual state is now defined as

(14)ρE = (IH ⊗ EH′)P +

so that E acts only on the copy in H′ =HA′ ⊗HB ′ ⊗ · · · ⊗HZ′ . The state P + is now given as the tensor product of the maximally
entangled states in each composite subsystem AA′,BB ′, . . . ,ZZ′: P + = P +

AA′ ⊗P +
BB ′ ⊗ · · ·⊗P +

ZZ′ where P +
kk′ = |Φ+

kk′ 〉〈Φ+
kk′ | and

|Φ+
kk′ 〉 = 1√

dk

∑dk

i=1 |ii〉kk′ (cf. [23]). An illustration of the multipartite version of the duality between quantum operations and states
is shown in Fig. 1.

The duality between quantum operations and quantum states is particularly useful as it allows one to characterize a quantum
operation in terms of the well-known properties of its corresponding state. Some of those relations are given in Table 1. In the FEYN-
MAN package, the dual state of a quantum operation can be calculated with the help of the Feynman_qoperation_representation()
command. Moreover, the concept of the dual state is also used by the Feynman_qoperation_type() command to check several prop-
erties of quantum operations and by the Feynman_measures() command in order to evaluate a variety of measures for quantum
operations (see also Table 4).

2.3.1. Related representations of quantum operations
In addition to the operator-sum representation (or Kraus representation) and the description via the corresponding dual state,

there are also other (related) representations of a quantum operation which are used in the literature and in the FEYNMAN program.
The first alternative representation is the ‘superoperator’ matrix L which emphasizes the fact that a quantum operation E is a

linear map (i.e. an operator) acting on density matrices (operators). Therefore, a quantum operation ρ ′ = E(ρ) = ∑
i EiρE

†
i can be
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equivalently characterized in the ‘vectorized’ notation of the linear superoperator

(15)vec(ρ′) = Lvec(ρ) where L =
∑

i

E∗
i ⊗ Ei,

where vec(A) stands for the (column) vector that is obtained by appending all columns of the m × n matrix A to its first column so
that we have a single column of dimension mn (see Ch. 4 in [24]). As follows from the definition (15), the resulting superoperator
matrix L has the dimension d2 × d2 if the operation elements are of dimension d × d .

Closely related to the superoperator matrix L is the Choi matrix (or ‘dynamical matrix’) D being defined as the ‘realigned’
superoperator matrix L: D =R(L). The ‘realignment’ operation R(L) is a well-defined rearrangement of the matrix entries of L

(see [25] and the FEYNMAN program manual). Due to the connection between the spectral decomposition of the Choi matrix and
the operator-sum representation of a quantum operation, the Choi matrix also provides a canonical operator-sum decomposition
where the minimum number of operation elements is determined by the rank of the Choi matrix. We have

(16)D =
r∑

i=1

di |χi〉〈χi | ⇒ E(ρ) =
r∑

i=1

EiρE
†
i where Ei = √

diχ̃i ,

where χ̃i is the matrix that results from the inverse vec(·) operation and r = Rank(D). These canonical operation elements are
unique (up to reordering).

In addition to the connection to the operator-sum representation, the Choi matrix is also related to the Jamiołkowski dual state
ρE = D/d where d = dim(H) is the dimension of the space on which the quantum operation E acts, i.e. d = 2n for an n-qubit
channel. Note, however, that there are slightly different definitions of L and D based on the different versions of the vec(·) operation
[22,26].

2.4. Measures for quantum operations

In many situations it is useful to have, for example, a distance measure to compare some quantum operation describing an actual
physical process to an idealized process (e.g., a quantum gate) [27]. By using the duality (14) between quantum operations and
states, several distance measures for states can be translated to quantum operations in a straightforward way. Symbolically, we can
write

(17)D̃(E,F) = D(ρE , ρF ),

where D denotes one of the well-known (distance) measures for states, such as the trace distance, fidelity, Bures distance and others
which have different advantages and problems depending on the application [27].

In addition to the distance measures, there exist, of course, several quantities that frequently serve as a measure how of well a
quantum operation preserves physical properties or resources like the purity of an input state or its entanglement [28,33]. Such kind
of measures are often applied to characterize the effects of decoherence and noise acting on a quantum register. We do not discuss
these measures here but refer to an overview of the implemented measures for quantum operations which is given in Table 4.

3. Implementation and further extensions to the FEYNMAN program

3.1. Overview

Our main motivation for developing the FEYNMAN program is to provide a toolbox for the simulation of n-qubit quantum sys-
tems (quantum registers) within the framework of MAPLE, i.e. for a general-purpose computer algebra system with widespread
use in science and engineering. For this purpose, the FEYNMAN program has been organized as a module (package) for MAPLE,
containing a hierarchy of currently about 60 procedures at quite different levels of complexity. Apart from various subprocedures,
which remain hidden to the user, the main commands can be used for interactive work and as language elements in order to build-up
new commands at some higher level of the hierarchy. Although a number of similar, algebraic, programs exist also for MATHE-
MATICA [29], in most of the other cases, emphasis in developing ‘qubit simulators’ has been placed on purely numerical studies, cf.
Ref. [30]. In contrast, the FEYNMAN program is designed for performing either symbolic and/or numerical computations. More-
over, making use of the large number of MAPLE’s built-in functions, only a minimum of programming effort is usually required in
order to extend the program and adapt it to user-specific needs.

In a first version of the FEYNMAN program [16], the basic data structures for the simulation of n-qubit quantum systems were
established, referring especially to the three data types qbit(), qregister() and qoperator(), respectively. These structures (procedures)
are utilized for keeping related information together and to facilitate the data handling with and within the program. Moreover, a
number of commands were introduced in this version in order to act upon these data structures, e.g., by applying some pre-defined
or user-defined quantum gates or for performing standard applications, such as the tensor product of two or more quantum registers
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Table 2
New (or extended) commands of the FEYNMAN program as accessible by the users. A detailed description of all commands is provided in the manual Feynman-
commands.pdf which is distributed together with the code

Command Short explanation

Feynman_compose() Computes the composition of two (or more) quantum operations, i.e. the successive application of two or more
quantum operations. In contrast, the tensor product of two quantum operations is supported by the command
Feynman_product("Kronecker", . . . ).

Feynman_measures() Evaluates several measures for quantum operations as summarized in Table 4.
Feynman_qoperation_invariants() Returns the fixed points of a quantum operation, i.e. those matrix operators that are invariant under the considered

quantum operation.
Feynman_qoperation_representation() Provides several representations of a quantum operation as outlined in Section 2.3.1.
Feynman_qoperation_rank() Returns the (Choi) rank of a quantum operation.
Feynman_qoperation_type() Tests whether a quantum operation has some given property, such as collective (that is invariant under qubit

permutation), unital and others, or if this is not the case.
Feynman_quantum_operation() Provides access to a number of pre-defined and frequently applied single-qubit and multi-qubit quantum operations

(channels).

or the computation of reduced density operators. In addition, some simple visualization tools were provided in order to ‘display’ the
state of quantum registers by using probability plots or the Bloch vector representation of single qubits. In a second version, later,
we focused mainly on the entanglement properties of quantum states by implementing several separability criteria and ‘measures’
for entanglement. Most of these measures can be accessed by means of the command Feynman_measures(), together with a number
of other, frequently applied quantities concerning the distance between or the entropy of quantum states.

With the present extension of the program, we now concentrate on the definition and application of quantum operations, i.e.
on completely positive and trace-preserving maps (CPT maps) that can be written in the form of Eq. (8). In fact, the concept of
the quantum operations provides a very general tool in order to describe the (typically nonunitary) evolution of quantum register
if they interact with their environment. The use of quantum operations hereby emphasizes the discrete changes of the state of a
quantum system, in contrast to the continuous-time description by means of master equations [6,14]. Note that for every time-
dependent quantum state ρ(t), there exists always a description of its evolution in terms of an operator-sum representation which
may, however, depend on the initial state of the system [31,32].

3.2. Implementation of quantum operations

In the FEYNMAN program, the data structure qoperation() is utilized to deal with quantum operations, as introduced already in
the first version of the program [16]. However, in order to support the work with such operations and operator-sum representations,
seven main commands have been added (or significantly extended) to the FEYNMAN program. A brief summary of these additional
commands can be found in Table 2 while, for all further details, we refer the reader to the manual Feynman-commands.pdf
which is distributed together with the code.

The data structure qoperation() is used to describe some quantum operation for a given ‘size’ of the system, i.e. for a given
number of qubits; this data object either contains a keyword description of a quantum operation or simply a list with the explicit
matrix representations of the corresponding operation elements. The use of keywords (together with a specified number of addi-
tional parameters) allows for a compact notation for quantum operations which can later be evaluated on demand by invoking the
command Feynman_quantum_operation(). This procedure knows not only a number of pre-defined quantum operations, as they
appear frequently in the literature, but supports also their ‘distribution’ in the operation elements, if applied to quantum systems
larger (in the number of qubits) than the corresponding noise model. For example, the command Feynman_quantum_operation()
knows the popular (single-qubit) dephasing and amplitude damping channels as well as a few simple n-qubit generalizations of
these noises [6,7]. An overview about the currently pre-defined quantum operations is given in Table 3.

In fact, the implementation and use of the data structure qoperation() and the command Feynman_quantum_operation() is ana-
logue to the implementation of quantum gates, for which we have qoperator() to provide the data structure and the command
Feynman_quantum_operator() for the explicit evaluation of this structure. In both cases, therefore, the data structures can be con-
sidered as language elements that basically store the unevaluated argument options, while Feynman_quantum_operation() and
Feynman_quantum_operator() are utilized to evaluate the language elements to explicit matrix representations. Apart from defin-
ing and evaluating quantum operations, the FEYNMAN program now supports also compositions and tensor products of quantum
operations by means of the commands Feynman_compose() and Feynman_product(), respectively.

In addition to the commands above, which enable the user to create, combine and apply a qoperation(), we also provide tools
for the—qualitative and quantitative—analysis of quantum operations. To this end, the command Feynman_qoperation_type() has
been added and the procedure Feynman_measures() has been extended substantially. The command Feynman_qoperation_type()
can be used to test a qoperation() for being of a given type (property), for instance, of being trace-preserving, unital (E(1) = 1),
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Table 3
List of pre-defined quantum operations that are implemented by the command Feynman_quantum_operation(). A more detailed description of all argument options
of this command is provided in the manual Feynman-commands.pdf

Argument option to return the list of operation elements of

Single-qubit quantum operations
("Pauli", p0, p1, p2, p3) E(ρ) = p0ρ + ∑3

i=1 piσiρσi ,
where pi � 0,

∑
i pi = 1 and σi are the Pauli matrices.

("depolarize",p) E0 =
√

1 − 3
4 pI,E1 =

√
p
4 X,E2 =

√
p
4 Y,E3 =

√
p
4 Z

("phase damping",p) E0 = [ 1 0
0

√
1−p

]
,E1 = √

pσ−σ+ = [0 0
0

√
p

]
("phase flip",p) E0 = √

1 − pI,E1 = √
pZ

("bit flip",p) E0 = √
1 − pI,E1 = √

pX

("bit+phase flip",p) E0 = √
1 − pI,E1 = √

pY

("amplitude damping",p) E0 = [ 1 0
0

√
1−p

]
,E1 = √

pσ+ = [ 0
√

p

0 0

]
("generalized amplitude damping",p,γ )
or ("GAD",p,γ )

E0 = √
1 − γ

[ 1 0
0

√
1−p

]
,E1 = √

1 − γ
[ 0

√
p

0 0

]
,

E2 = √
γ
[√

1−p 0
0 1

]
,E3 = √

γ
[ 0 0√

p 0

]
n-qubit quantum operations
("individual amplitude damping",p,n) Amplitude damping that acts only upon one out of n qubits at a time. For this quantum

operation, the Kraus operators Ei have the tensor product structure

Ei = √
p/nσ

(i)
+ = √

p/nI ⊗ · · · ⊗ σ+ ⊗ · · · ⊗ I and E0 =
√

I − ∑n
i=1 E

†
i
Ei .

("individual phase flip",p,n) Individual phase flip that acts only upon one out of n qubits at a time. The Kraus
operators Ei have a the tensor product structure

Ei = √
p/nσ

(i)
z = √

p/nI ⊗ · · · ⊗ σz ⊗ · · · ⊗ I and E0 =
√

I − ∑n
i=1 E

†
i
Ei .

("fully correlated amplitude damping",p,n) Correlated amplitude damping that acts upon all n qubits simultaneously. The two Kraus

operators are given by E0 =
√

I − E
†
1E1 and E1 = √

pσ⊗n+ .
("fully correlated phase flip",p,n) Correlated phase flip operation that acts upon all n qubits simultaneously. The two Kraus

operators are given by E0 = √
1 − pI⊗n and E1 = √

pσ⊗n
z .

or collective, that means invariant under the permutation of the qubit indices. In contrast, the command Feynman_measures()
facilitates the computation of several measures, such as the entanglement fidelity or the distance of two quantum operations, which
is defined via the duality between quantum operations and states, see Section 2.3 for details. In Section 4.2, moreover, we shall
demonstrate how the command Feynman_is_separable() can be utilized to investigate the separability properties of a quantum
operation, i.e. we demonstrate the connection between a quantum operation’s ability to break the entanglement of arbitrary initial
states and the entanglement of the quantum operation’s dual state.

3.3. Further changes to the program

In addition to the program extensions, which are necessary in order to deal with quantum operations, some minor changes and
improvements have been made in the FEYNMAN program. However, not much need to be said here about these modifications of
the code. To facilitate numerical studies, we introduced the global variable Feynman_precision which defines a numerical
noise threshold, e.g., when checking the equality of two objects or deciding if a separability criterion is fulfilled. For example, if
the user wants to check whether a quantum operation (which is defined by symbolic or numeric operation elements Ei ) is trace-
preserving or not then the program calculates M = ∑

i E
†
i Ei . Then, provided that M can be finally evaluated to a numeric matrix,

the program checks if M equals the identity matrix. In the case of a symbolic matrix M that still contains variables, typically no
decision can be made and the program proceeds without further message. In the numeric case, each matrix element Mij may deviate
from the expected value in the order of the Feynman_precision value before the program considers the quantum operation not
to be trace-preserving. This tolerance is to avoid error messages that would occur otherwise due to rounding errors. A list of the
user-accessible FEYNMAN commands that are affected by the Feynman_precision variable is given in the manual.

For the interactive work with the FEYNMAN procedures, we recommend the user to increase MAPLE’s Digits variable to, say,
Digits := 20, at the beginning of the session. By default, the Feynman_precision variable is set to 10−15. Of course, both
values can be changed manually by the user at any time during program execution.

3.4. Program distribution

As with the previous versions, the FEYNMAN program is distributed via the CPC program library as an compressed archive
file that contains the FEYNMAN library file, the source code as well as the manual Feynman-commands.pdf. In addition, this
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Table 4
List of measures that are implemented (additionally) by the command Feynman_measures() in order to deal with quantum operations. A more detailed description
of all argument options of this command is provided in the manual Feynman-commands.pdf

Argument option Explanation

(“J distance”, qoperationE ,
qoperationF )

Jamiołkowski distance DJ (E,F) which is equivalent to the trace distance DTr(ρE , ρF ) between the
corresponding dual states [27].

(“J fidelity”, qoperationE ,
qoperationF )

Jamiołkowski fidelity FJ (E,F) = F(ρE , ρF ), i.e. the fidelity of the corresponding dual states [27].

(“C-distance”, qoperationE ,
qoperationF )

C-distance C(E,F) = √
1 − F(ρE , ρF ) [27].

(“decoherence norm”, qoperationE ) Decoherence norm as given by the Hilbert–Schmidt norm of the associated ‘superoperator’ L:
N(E) = ‖L‖HS =

√
TrL†L [22].

(“process purity”, qoperationE ) Process purity Tr(ρ2
E ) for ‘measuring’ of how well a quantum operation maintains the purity of an input state [27].

(“entropy exchange”, qregisterρ ,
qoperationE )

Entropy exchange S(ρ,E) = S(W), where W is related to the operation elements Ei by Wij = Tr(EiρE
†
j
). The

entropy exchange is a measure for the information exchanged between a system in the state ρ and its environment
during the evolution E [35].

(“coherent information”, qregisterρ ,
qoperationE )

Coherent information I (ρ,E) = S(E(ρ)) − S(ρ,E), where S(ρ,E) is the entropy exchange. The coherent
information measures the degree to which quantum coherence is maintained by E [28,33].

(“entanglement fidelity”, qregisterρ ,
qoperationE )

Entanglement fidelity Fe(ρ,E) = ∑
i |Tr(ρEi)|2, where Ei are the operation elements of E [28,33].

(“channel fidelity”, qoperationE ) The channel fidelity denotes a special case of the entanglement fidelity using a maximally entangled pure state |Φ〉:
Fc(E) = 〈Φ|(I ⊗ E)(Φ)|Φ〉 [34].

(“average fidelity”, qoperationE ,
qoperatorU )

Average (gate) fidelity F(E,U) = FJ (E,U)d+1
d+1 , where FJ stands for the Jamiołkowski fidelity and d is the

dimension of the space on which E and U act [27,36].
(“phase-space contraction”,
qoperationE )

Phase-space contraction as a consequence of the dissipation process E(ρ); this is essentially a measure of the
channel’s nonunitality given by η = N Tr[(E(ρI ) − ρI )2], where N = dimH and ρI = I/N is the maximally
mixed state [38].

archive includes several example worksheets (see the next section) and a Read.me file to briefly explain the installation of the
program package. After proper installation, the program can be loaded like any other module of MAPLE by using the command
with(Feynman).

4. Interactive work using the FEYNMAN procedures: Examples

To illustrate the interactive use of the FEYNMAN procedures, four short examples will be displayed below. They provide a
first impression of how the FEYNMAN commands can be used for computations that are straightforward but tedious to perform
otherwise. Of course, the same procedures can be utilized also for dealing with more complex tasks as indicated by our third
example below.

In the following, we assume that the FEYNMAN program has been ‘loaded’ at the beginning of the session and that MAPLE

prompt is available for interactive work. Moreover, since several procedures result in rather a large MAPLE output, a colon (instead
of a semicolon) is used to terminate several of the input lines in order to suppress the corresponding printout to screen.

4.1. Local amplitude damping

In a first example, we demonstrate the effect of a channel that acts only locally on one subsystem of a two-qubit state. To this
end, let us consider a two-qubit system in the |11〉 state (e.g., two excited ions in a trap). Assuming that spontaneous emission of
a photon is the dominant source of noise, we use the amplitude damping channel to model this effect which asymptotically takes a
qubit to its ‘ground state’ |0〉.

To demonstrate the effect of this amplitude damping channel by means of the FEYNMAN program, we may start with specifying
the initial two-qubit ‘excited’ state and the two local amplitude damping channels by typing

assume(p>=0 and p<=1);
initial_state := Feynman_set_qregister("11"):
damping1 := qoperation(2, "amplitude damping", p, [1]):
damping2 := qoperation(2, "amplitude damping", p, [2]):

and where each channel acts on just one of the two qubits. In these input lines, moreover, we have assumed that the damping
parameter (probability) is restricted to the range p = 0..1, which is made explicit by the trailing tildes also in the output below.
Here, the syntax qoperation(n, "...", [k]) means that we wish to ‘distribute’ the pre-defined (single-qubit) amplitude
damping channel over an n-qubit space but where it should act only upon qubit no. k.
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Having defined the initial state and the amplitude damping model, we may convince ourselves quite easily that these local
channels really affect only one of the qubits, while the other one remains untouched. This is achieved by applying each of these
channels to the initial state:

final_state1 := Feynman_apply(damping1, initial_state):
final_state2 := Feynman_apply(damping2, initial_state):

Instead of showing the internal MAPLE output of these commands, however, its more convenient to use the short printout as provided
by the command Feynman_print():

Feynman_print(final_state1);
Feynman_print(final_state2);

p~|01><01| + (1 - p~) |11><11|
p~|10><10| + (1 - p~) |11><11|

As one can see from the first output line, with probability p the initial state |11〉 decays to |01〉 and is left unchanged with probability
1 − p. In other words, the channel acts only on the first qubit. Of course, a similar statement can be made for the second output
line and the second qubit. In order to allow this ‘noise model’ also for both qubits simultaneously, we may combine the action of
both channels by either composing the local two-qubit channels from above, i.e. E12 = E2 ◦ E1, or by computing the tensor product
E12 = E1 ⊗ E2 of the corresponding single-qubit channels:

combined_damping1 := Feynman_qoperation_compose(damping2, damping1):
single_qubit := qoperation("amplitude damping", p):
combined_damping2 := Feynman_product("Kronecker", single_qubit, single_qubit):

Following similar lines as above, we can show now that the decay of the system affects both qubits

final_state3 := Feynman_apply(combined_damping1, initial_state):
final_state4 := Feynman_apply(combined_damping2, initial_state):
Feynman_print(final_state3);
Feynman_print(final_state4);

2 2
p~ |00><00| - p~ (-1 + p~) |01><01| - p~(-1 + p~) |10><10| + (-1 + p~) |11><11|

2 2
p~ |00><00| - p~ (-1 + p~) |01><01| - p~(-1 + p~) |10><10| + (-1 + p~) |11><11|

and that the result is the same, independent of the mathematical construction of these two-qubit channels. Of course, this is no
surprise since both channels are equivalent (which is seen quite easily by looking at the corresponding operation elements). More
formally, the equivalence of the two-qubit channels combined_damping1 and combined_damping2 can be checked by
calculating the distance (measure) between these quantum operations. For the generalization of the trace-distance [cf. Section 2.4],
for instance, this is obtained by the command:

Feynman_measures("J distance", combined_damping1, combined_damping2);
0.

4.2. Entanglement-breaking channel

In our second example, we compare the effect of two quantum operations on the entanglement of some input state. If some
quantum operation E turns any arbitrary input state into a separable output state then E is said to be entanglement-breaking. In this
case the quantum operation’s dual state must be separable, too. Therefore, it is sufficient to investigate the separability of the dual
states.

We begin by defining the depolarization and phase-damping channels, together with their corresponding dual states.
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channel1 := qoperation("depolarize", p):
channel2 := qoperation("phase damping", p):
dual_state1 := Feynman_qoperation_representation("dual state", channel1):
dual_state2 := Feynman_qoperation_representation("dual state", channel2):

If we assume here that the decoherence strength of the channels increases monotonically with the decay parameter p, where
p ≈ 1 − e−Γ t is often taken in order to denote an exponential decay of the (sub-)system, we may ask of whether a channel becomes
entanglement-breaking for p → 1, i.e. for t → ∞. For this limit, let us test the separability of the dual states by means of the
command Feynman_is_separable(). In particular, let us choose the positive partial transpose (PPT) criterion as a necessary (but not
sufficient!) test for separability:

Feynman_is_separable("PPT", eval(dual_state1, p=1), [[1],[2]]);

true

Feynman_is_separable("PPT", eval(dual_state2, p=1), [[1],[2]]);

true

As seen from this output, both dual states are separable for p → 1 and, hence, both channels will eventually destroy all entan-
glement, independent from the input state. Again, this result might not be surprising since we expect that the interaction with the
environment will asymptotically wash out the internal correlations of a quantum system. However, a more detailed analysis using
e.g. the concurrence measure reveals the qualitative difference between the two noise models. This is seen from the concurrence of
the two dual states as displayed in Fig. 2.

temp1 := Feynman_measures("concurrence", dual_state1):
temp2 := Feynman_measures("concurrence", dual_state2):
plot([temp1, temp2], p=0..1);

While, for the phase damping channel, the entanglement of the dual state is destroyed only asymptotically in time, it vanishes for
a depolarization channel for p ≈ 2/3. That is, the depolarization channel becomes entanglement-breaking already at some finite
time t . This behavior is sometimes also called ‘sudden death of entanglement’.

Fig. 2. Concurrence of the dual states as function of the decoherence parameter p. Results are shown for the depolarizing channel (solid) and the phase damping
channel (dashed). While both channels are entanglement-breaking for p → 1, the depolarizing channel becomes entanglement-breaking already at finite times, i.e.
for p < 1.
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4.3. Entanglement vs. purity: Characterization of single-qubit channels

In our third example, we attempt to characterize several single-qubit channels with regard to their entanglement and purity
properties. Using the duality between channels and the (dual) states in Eq. (13), this task is closely related to the investigation of
how local (single-qubit) channels affect a two-qubit Bell state, a case study that was done similarly by Ziman and Bužek [37].

To create an ‘entanglement-vs.-purity’ phase diagram for a few selected channels, let us investigate the entanglement and purity
of the corresponding dual states. Beside of some known channels [cf. Table 3], here we shall consider especially the class of
(single-qubit) unital channels, i.e. channels that obey the condition E(1) = 1. Of course, most of the popular single-qubit channels
are unital, since they are special cases of the implemented Pauli channel, E(ρ) = ∑

i σiρσ
†
i , i = 0..3, which provides a suitable

basis for this class. A well-known exception is the amplitude damping channel which describes a dissipative, nonunital process. In
general, the nonunitality of a quantum operation can be measured by means of the ‘phase-space contraction’ (measure) [38], which
has been implemented also in the FEYNMAN program (see Table 4).

We begin by defining the channels and their dual states

channel1 := qoperation("phase damping", p):
channel2 := qoperation("amplitude damping", p):
channel3 := qoperation("depolarize", p):
channel4 := qoperation("Pauli", a,b,c,d):

dual_state1 := Feynman_qoperation_representation("dual state", channel1):
dual_state2 := Feynman_qoperation_representation("dual state", channel2):
dual_state3 := Feynman_qoperation_representation("dual state", channel3):
dual_state4 := Feynman_qoperation_representation("dual state", channel4):

For the first three channels, which just depend on the single parameter p = 0..1, we can evaluate both, the concurrence as a measure
for entanglement and the purity of the dual states. The purity is defined as the trace of the squared density matrix, Tr(ρ2), which,
in turn, is equivalent to the reciprocal of the so-called ‘participation ratio’ within the FEYNMAN program. For these channels,
therefore, the entanglement-vs.-purity graphs can be generated as parametric plots

plot1 := plot([1/Feynman_measures("participation ratio", dual_state1),
Feynman_measures("concurrence", dual_state1), p=0..1],
Purity=0..1, Concurrence=0..1):

plot2 := plot([1/Feynman_measures("participation ratio", dual_state2),
Feynman_measures("concurrence", dual_state2), p=0..1]):

plot3 := plot([1/Feynman_measures("participation ratio", dual_state3),
Feynman_measures("concurrence", dual_state3), p=0..1]):

The (fourth) Pauli channel, in contrast, depends on the four parameters a, b, c, d which should be ‘normalized’ to a +b+c+d = 1.
In the entanglement-vs.-purity diagram, this parameter space corresponds to some area which we can visualize most easily by
(randomly) generating a number of such Pauli channels. However, no attempt is made to obtain a truly uniform distribution of these
‘random’ unital channels.

data4 := table():
for i from 1 to 1000 do

a := RandomTools[Generate](float(range=0..1, method=uniform));
b := RandomTools[Generate](float(range=0..1, method=uniform));
c := RandomTools[Generate](float(range=0..1, method=uniform));
d := RandomTools[Generate](float(range=0..1, method=uniform));
temp := a+b+c+d;
a := a/temp;
b := b/temp;
c := c/temp;
d := d/temp;
data4[i] := [1/Feynman_measures("participation ratio", eval(dual_state4,

{’a’=a, ’b’=b, ’c’=c, ’d’=d})), Feynman_measures("concurrence",
eval(dual_state4, {’a’=a, ’b’=b, ’c’=c, ’d’=d}))];

end do:
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Fig. 3. Concurrence-vs.-purity phase diagram for a few selected single-qubit channels. The depolarization and phase damping channels mark the border of the area
that is filled by the set of all unital channels. The amplitude damping is an example of a nonunital channel.

data4 := convert(data4, list):

plot4 := plot(data4, style=point):

Finally, we can display the four generated plot structures within a single figure

plots[display]([plot1, plot2, plot3, plot4]);

which is displayed below. As seen from Fig. 3, the entanglement and the amount of mixing in a quantum state tend to exclude each
other, i.e. maximal entanglement is observed only for pure states [39]. In addition, we find that the depolarizing and phase damping
channel coincide just with the borders of the area that is spanned by the class of all unital channels. As expected for a nonunital
channel, the curve of the amplitude damping channel clearly leaves the ‘unital area’. In order to make this more explicit, we can
use the above-mentioned phase-space contraction as a quantitative measure of a channel’s nonunitality.

Feynman_measures("phase-space contraction", qoperation("depolarize", p));
0.

Feynman_measures("phase-space contraction", qoperation("amplitude damping", p));

2
p~

4.4. Grover’s algorithm with noise

Our last example demonstrates the impact of different noise types on the result of a simple quantum algorithm. As an example
we take Grover’s quantum algorithm for searching an unstructured database [5,6]. For the sake of simplicity, we consider the simple
case of a four-element database which is represented by two-qubit quantum register. In our example, the desired search result will
be given by the |01〉 basis state (which is just an arbitrary choice).

The circuit implementing the search algorithm is shown in Fig. 4. At the beginning, the two qubits representing the database are
initialized in the |00〉 state and then brought into an equal superposition 1

2 (|00〉 + |01〉 + |10〉 + |11〉) of all four basis states. This
is achieved by applying a Hadamard gate to both of the qubits. Then the first essential step is carried out by applying the so-called
‘oracle’ which marks the searched state (in our example |01〉) by changing the sign of its coefficient so that the register is now in
the state 1

2 (|00〉 − |01〉 + |10〉 + |11〉). This oracle operator corresponds to I − |01〉〈01| and is implemented by the gate sequence
1–3. However, after the oracle query, a measurement would still not distinguish the searched state from the other states since the
absolute values and hence the measuring probabilities are the same. Therefore, the second essential step in Grover’s algorithm is
to transform the phase difference of the searched state into an amplitude difference. This is achieved by an ‘inversion about the
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Fig. 4. Grover search algorithm for two qubits. See the main text for an explanation of the individual steps.

mean’ operation which is implemented by the steps 5–9 in Fig. 4 (see, e.g., [6]). The key idea is that this step amplifies the searched
state while suppressing the unwanted states. This is repeated a certain number of times so that, finally, only the correct result of
the search problem is measured with a probability close to unity. In the general n-qubit case (corresponding to a search space with
N = 2n database elements), the steps 1–10 have to be repeated ≈ π

4

√
N times (for n � 1). In our (ideal) example case, a single

application of this procedure is already enough to transform the register to the state |01〉, i.e. a measurement will yield the correct
search result with certainty.

Using the FEYNMAN program, we want to explore how imperfections and noise may effect the search algorithm and lead to
deviations from the ideal result. To that aim, we will assume that between the idealized quantum gates a given quantum operation
with noise strength p acts on the quantum register. For our demonstration, we simply use three of the predefined noise models:
the ‘fully correlated phase flip’, the ‘individual phase flip’ and the ‘fully correlated amplitude damping’ model (see Table 3). In
principle, any other (user-defined) model can be applied, but we note that with increasing number of qubits and increased complexity
of the noise model the algebraic calculations become very slow. In these cases, it is helpful to restrict oneself to purely numerical
calculations.

To model the noisy quantum search algorithm as described above, we begin by defining the initial state |00〉 and directly create
the superposition of the basis states by applying two Hadamard gates.

> initial_state := Feynman_apply(qoperator("HH"), Feynman_set_qregister("00"));

[1/2]
[ ]
[1/2]

initial_state := qregister("00", 2, [ ])
[1/2]
[ ]
[1/2]

Now we define the steps 1–10 as given in Fig. 4.

> step[1] := qoperator("XH"):
> step[2] := qoperator("cnot"):
> step[3] := qoperator("XH"):
> step[4] := qoperator("HH"):
> step[5] := qoperator("XX"):
> step[6] := qoperator("IH"):
> step[7] := qoperator("cnot"):
> step[8] := qoperator("IH"):
> step[9] := qoperator("XX"):
> step[10] := qoperator("HH"):

The next commands define the three different (two-qubit) noise models A, B , C that will be applied between the quantum gates.
Each of the models uses some symbolic parameter 0 � p � 1 to control the decoherence strength.

> assume(p>=0 and p<=1):
> noise_A := qoperation("fully correlated phase flip", p, 2):
> noise_B := qoperation("individual phase flip", p, 2):
> noise_C := qoperation("fully correlated amplitude damping", p, 2):

Finally, we use a simple loop construction in order to successively apply the steps 1–10 and apply one of the three noise models A,
B , C before each step, respectively. This results in three different final states, one for each noise model.
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Fig. 5. Visualization of the final-state density matrix resulting from the noisy search algorithm where noise model C was applied with a strength parameter p = 0.05
after each quantum gate.

> temp_A := initial_state:
> temp_B := initial_state:
> temp_C := initial_state:
> for i from 1 to 10 do

temp_A := Feynman_apply(noise_A, temp_A);
temp_A := simplify(Feynman_apply(step[i], temp_A));
temp_B := Feynman_apply(noise_B, temp_B);
temp_B := simplify(Feynman_apply(step[i], temp_B));
temp_C := Feynman_apply(noise_C, temp_C);
temp_C := simplify(Feynman_apply(step[i], temp_C));

end do:
> final_state_A := temp_A:
> final_state_B := temp_B:
> final_state_C := temp_C:

To get an impression of the different noise models’ effects on the final state, one can plot the absolute values of the density matrix
entries as shown in Fig. 5.

Feynman_plot_probability(eval(final_state_C, p=0.05));

For example, from Fig. 5 one can see that the fully correlated amplitude damping (model C with p = 0.05) generally leads to
nonzero matrix elements although the second diagonal element (which corresponds to the correct final state |01〉) still clearly
dominates. Additionally, one can recognize the tendency to populate the ‘ground state’ |00〉 which is just the asymptotic state of the
applied dissipative noise model C.

Finally, in order to compare the different noise models, we might be interested, for example, in the fidelity between the real
(noisy) final state and the ideal result. This is achieved by the following commands and the resulting curves are shown in Fig. 6.

> ideal_result := eval(final_state_A, p=0):
data_A := []:
data_B := []:
data_C := []:
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Fig. 6. Fidelity between the ideal final state of the quantum search algorithm and the noisy final states due to the models A, B , C with the noise parameter p as
described in the text.

for i from 0 to 1 by 0.02 do
data_A := [op(data_A), [i, Feynman_measures("fidelity", ideal_result,

eval(final_state_A, p=i))]]:
data_B := [op(data_B), [i, Feynman_measures("fidelity", ideal_result,

eval(final_state_B, p=i))]]:
data_C := [op(data_C), [i, Feynman_measures("fidelity", ideal_result,

eval(final_state_C, p=i))]]:
end do:

> plot([data_A, data_B, data_C], ’p’=0..1, fidelity=0..1, legend=["noise model A",
"noise model B", "noise model C"]);

5. Summary and outlook

Following our previous intention to provide a simple and flexible tool for dealing with n-qubit quantum systems, the current
extension of the code now enables the user to manipulate quantum operations and, hence, to model the interaction of such systems
with their environment. In particular, the command Feynman_quantum_operation() provides a very convenient access to a number
of frequently applied ‘decoherence models’. Moreover, to support a quantitative analysis of the properties of the various channels,
several measures for quantum operations and their dual states have been implemented by the procedure Feynman_measures(). The
implementation of the Jamiołkowski dual states (via Feynman_qoperation_representation()) connects the data structure qoperation()
for quantum operations to the qregister() structure for quantum registers, for which several tools were developed already in a
previous version of the FEYNMAN program.

With the present extension, therefore, we made FEYNMAN ready for the simulation of decoherence in quantum registers, which is
known today as one of the main obstacles in realizing various quantum information protocols. Apart from studying such ‘noise mod-
els’, however, an interesting further development concerns the implementation of active and/or passive error correction schemes.
Using the command Feynman_qoperation_invariants(), already the current version can assist in finding the fixed points of a quantum
operation, i.e. those matrix operators that are invariant under the action of the given channel. But further work is certainly needed
and desirable in order to apply the FEYNMAN program in other fields of quantum information, such as error correction or use it
for studying the entanglement in physical systems, e.g., the transfer of entanglement in atomic (photo-)ionization [40,41] or decay
processes [42,43].
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From the work by W. Perrie et al. �Phys. Rev. Lett. 54, 1790 �1985��, it is known that the photon pairs that
are emitted in the 2s1/2→1s1/2 �two-photon� decay of atomic hydrogen are quantum mechanically correlated,
i.e., entangled. However, less information is available about the degree of polarization entanglement between
the two photons if an arbitrary geometry is considered for collecting the photons. In this paper, we study the
effect of the decay geometry on the degree of polarization entanglement between the two emitted photons.
Results are shown for the 2s1/2→1s1/2 and 3d5/2→1s1/2 two-photon transitions of atomic hydrogen. The
outlined theory is general and can be applied also to heavier elements. To demonstrate the influence of
relativistic and multipole effects, results are also shown for the 3d5/2→1s1/2 transition of hydrogenlike
uranium.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For a long time, nonlocality and entanglement have been
known as puzzling features of quantum mechanics, incom-
patible with our “classical view” that all phenomena in na-
ture should be local and realistic. Since the pioneering work
of Bell �1�, therefore, many experiments have aimed to test
and understand these counterintuitive implications of quan-
tum theory �2–4�. Only rather recently, however, the en-
tanglement of composite quantum systems has been found an
important resource for establishing novel quantum informa-
tion protocols, such as quantum cryptography �5�, teleporta-
tion �6�, or for developing quantum algorithms �7,8� that may
outperform any classical information processing in the fu-
ture.

Due to this new interest in quantum entanglement, an ac-
tive research program has been initiated during the last de-
cade in order to explore physical systems that are suitable for
producing and controlling entanglement. Historically, among
the first processes available for entanglement studies were
photon pairs that can be generated, for example, via cascaded
two-photon emission as it was done in the first photon en-
tanglement experiments �3�.

In this work, we �re�consider a similar process that is also
known to produce entangled photon pairs: The two-photon
decay of metastable atoms and ions and, especially, atomic
hydrogen with its well-known 2s1/2→1s1/2 and 3d5/2
→1s1/2 2E1 decay as perhaps the simplest of these systems.
So far, most of the studies of this process were focusing on
the total decay rates �9,10�, the energy distributions between
the photons �11,10,12�, and the angular correlation �13,14�.
Later, atomic hydrogen �deuterium� has also been used to
study the polarization correlation between the emitted pho-
tons and to test Bell’s inequality �15–17�; but although the
generation of quantum mechanically correlated photons has
been demonstrated in these experiments, the geometrical
properties of the emitted photons’ polarization entanglement
have not been analyzed in detail so far. Moreover, one should

note that although the violation of Bell’s inequality can serve
as an indicator for entanglement �18�, it is usually not suit-
able to quantify the amount of entanglement. This is due to
the fact that, in general, nonlocality �in the sense of violating
Bell’s inequality� is not equivalent to entanglement �in the
sense of nonseparability� as there exist entangled quantum
states which do not violate any Bell-type inequality �19�.
Therefore, in the following analysis, we will restrict our-
selves to the widely accepted concurrence measure of en-
tanglement which is strictly greater than zero for all en-
tangled two-qubit states �20�.

Our analysis of the photon-photon entanglement is based
on the density matrix of the “atom+photon pair” that is de-
scribed in Sec. II. There, we give a brief overview of the
relativistic Green’s function approach to calculate the final
two-photon density matrix. This approach is general enough
to be applied also to heavier systems. We also provide a
simplified formula for the nonrelativistic dipole approxima-
tion. In Sec. III, we present the results for the 2s1/2→1s1/2
and 3d5/2→1s1/2 decay of atomic hydrogen with different
geometries and initial sublevel populations. In order to illus-
trate the influence of relativistic effects we compare these
results to the case of hydrogenlike uranium. Finally, a brief
summary is given in Sec. IV.

II. THEORY

A. General bound-bound transition amplitude

The two-photon decay of atoms and ions is naturally de-
scribed in the framework of second-order perturbation theory
and the relativistic Dirac equation. Within this framework,
the two-photon transition amplitude is given by �21,22�

M�� f,�i,�1,�2� = �
�

� �� f�A1
*���	����A2

*��i	

E� − Ei + E�2

+
�� f�A2

*���	����A1
*��i	

E� − Ei + E�1

,��
� �1�
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where Ei and Ef are the eigenvalues, and �i�r�
�niji�i
�r� and

� f�r�
�nf jf�f
�r� are the well-known solutions of the Dirac

Hamiltonian for a single electron, if bound to the nucleus.
Because of energy conservation, the energies Ei and Ef are
related to the energies E�1,2

of the emitted photons by Ei

−Ef =E�1
+E�2

. From this one can define the energy sharing
x=E�1

/ �E�1
+E�2

� between the emitted photons. For photons
propagating with wave vector ki �i=1,2� and unit polariza-
tion vector u�i

�ki ·u�i
=0�, moreover, the electron-photon in-

teraction operator Ai in the transition amplitude �1� can be
written in velocity gauge as

Ai = �u�i
eikir, �2�

where �i= �1 denotes the helicity, i.e., the spin projection of
the photon upon the direction k of propagation. As usual, the
helicity �1 corresponds to a circular polarization �� of the
emitted photons.

As seen from Eq. �1�, the evaluation of the second-order
transition amplitude requires the summation over the “com-
plete” spectrum of the system, including a summation over
the discrete part of the spectrum as well as the integration
over the continuum. For atomic hydrogen �or hydrogenlike

ions�, this summation can be carried out either explicitly �21�
or by using the Green’s function of the atom �14,23,24�:

GE�r,r�� =
���	����
E� − E

.��
� �3�

Substituting Eq. �3� into Eq. �1� and making use of Eq. �2�,
we can rewrite the two-photon transition amplitude in the
form

Mfi�� f,�i,�1,�2�

= ��nf jf�f
�r��� · u

�1

* e−ik1·rGEi−E�2
�r,r��� · u

�2

*

	e−ik2·r���niji�i
�r��	 + ��nf jf�f

�r��� · u
�2

* e−ik2·r

	GEi−E�1
�r,r��� · u

�1

* e−ik1·r���niji�i
�r��	 , �4�

which appears to be convenient for studying the properties of
the two-photon decay as the Coulomb-Green’s function is
known analytically for both the relativistic and the nonrela-
tivistic case �23�. For example, the relativistic Coulomb-
Green’s function takes the form

GE�r,r�� =
1

rr�
�

m
� gE


LL�r,r���
m�r̂��
m
† �r̂�� − igE


LS�r,r���
m�r̂��−
m
† �r̂��

igE

SL�r,r���−
m�r̂��
m

† �r̂�� gE

SS �r,r���−
m�r̂��−
m

† �r̂��
� , �5�

where the angular part is written in terms of the Dirac
spinors �
m�r̂�, while the radial part is given by the four

components gE

TT��r ,r�� with T=L ,S referring to the large and

small components of the associated relativistic wave func-
tions. For the sake of brevity, here we will not display the
radial components gE


TT��r ,r�� explicitly but just recall that
they can be expressed in terms of the special Whittaker func-
tions of the first and second kind �23�.

Together with a multipole decomposition of the photon
fields, this radial-angular representation of the Green’s func-
tion allows us to use Racah’s algebra to carry out the angular
momentum integrations that are required to evaluate the tran-
sition amplitudes �4� �see �14� and references therein for
more details�. Moreover, note that in Eq. �5�, the summation
over the relativistic angular momentum quantum number 
 is
restricted to only a few values due to the selection rules for a
given bound-bound transition.

In the following, we shall employ the second-order am-
plitude �4� in order to analyze in detail the correlated spin
states of the two emitted photons. Most naturally, this analy-
sis can be performed by means of the density matrix that is
associated to the spin-polarization of the emitted photons.
However, since the application of this formalism to the two-
photon decay has been discussed elsewhere �24�, let us note
only that the final-state �reduced� density matrix of the two
emitted photons in the helicity representation is given by

�k1�1,k2�2��̂ f�k1�1�,k2�2�	

= �
�i,�i�,�f

�niji�i��̂i�niji�i�	Mfi�� f,�i,�1,�2�

	M
fi
*�� f,�i�,�1�,�2�� , �6�

where the partial trace has to be taken over the unobserved
�final� state of the atom and �niji�i��̂i�niji�i�	 denotes some
generic initial-state density matrix. In the following, this
general formulation of the bound-bound transition will allow
us to study the effect of different initial populations of the
excited state. The theory developed so far applies for the
two-photon decay of any atom, if the energies and wave
functions in the amplitude �1� are adopted properly for
many-electron systems.

B. Nonrelativistic electric dipole approximation

In the previous section, we have outlined a rather general,
relativistic theory that is suitable also for the two-photon
decay of high-Z systems. However, due to the fundamental
role of hydrogen and its experimental accessibility we
present also a formula for the final two-photon state in the
electric dipole approximation where we assume a two-step
2E1 transition with only a single intermediate state. With the
additional restriction to an initially unpolarized atom �or ion�
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and an equal energy sharing x=0.5 between the two emitted
photons we arrive at the following density matrix for the
final two-photon state �28�:

�k1�1,k2�2��̂ f�k1�1�,k2�2�	

= C�1�2�1��2� �
L,�1,�2

D�1�2

L �k�

	�1�11 − �1��L�1	�1 − �21�2��L�2	

	� j� j f 1

ji j� 1

1 1 L
� + � 1 1 L

j� j� ji
�� 1 1 L

j� j� j f
�� ,

�7�

where C is a normalization constant, k= �� , ,�� the direc-
tion of the second photon relative to the first photon, ji �j f�
are the angular momentum quantum numbers of the initial
�final� state, and j� corresponds to the intermediate atomic
state in the two-step decay process. Our approach of taking
into account only p3/2 intermediate states is justified for the
hydrogenic 3d5/2→1s1/2 but also for the 2s1/2→1s1/2 transi-
tion, this approximation is valid as the intermediate states
p1/2 and p3/2 are degenerate in the nonrelativistic limit. Also
note that in Eq. �7� the final two-photon density matrix does
not depend explicitly on the radial integrals any more as they
can be absorbed into the normalization constant C. Hence
Eq. �7� depends only on the decay geometry.

With the help of the simplified two-photon density matrix
�7�, one can easily reproduce the well-known 1+cos2��
�9,13� and 1+1 /13 cos2�� �25,26� shapes of the angular cor-
relation for the hydrogenic 2s→1s and 3d→1s decay, re-
spectively. Additionally, for the case of back-to-back emis-
sion �=180° � during the 2s→1s decay, our approximate
formula is also in agreement with the quantum mechanical
prediction of 1

4 �1+cos�2��� for the linear polarization corre-
lation as reported in �17,27�. Here, � denotes the relative
alignment of the two linear polarizers.

C. Measure of entanglement

Apart from performing angle-resolved studies �24�, the
helicity representation of the reduced density matrix �6� or
�7� is convenient also for obtaining the polarization entangle-
ment between the two photons. For this purpose, of course,
we require a proper measure for the entanglement of the
“two-qubit” system that is given by the spin-states of the
photon pair. Although, for general N-qubit systems, the quan-
tification of entanglement is still a great challenge for current
research �see, e.g., Ref. �29� for a recent review on entangle-
ment measures�, Wootter’s concurrence �20� can be applied
for any two-qubit systems, such as a photon pairs, and has
been widely used in the literature in order to determine their
degree of entanglement. For any two-qubit state �̂, either
pure or mixed, the concurrence is defined as

C��̂� = max�0,�e1 − �e2 − �e3 − �e4� , �8�

where �ei are the square roots of the eigenvalues of the ma-
trix �̂��̂2

�1�
� �̂2

�2���̂*��̂2
�1�

� �̂2
�2�� in descending order, �̂* is the

complex conjugate of �̂, and �̂2
�1,2� are the Pauli matrices

acting on the first and the second qubit, respectively.
It is, however, important to note that the concurrence val-

ues that we calculate in this way are conditioned on the si-
multaneous detection of the two photons in well-defined di-
rections. This corresponds to a postselected analysis of the
entanglement as it is common in parametric down-
conversion experiments.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Nonrelativistic regime

Having available the reduced density matrix for the spins
of the two photons, we are now prepared to analyze the
angular and entanglement properties of the photon pairs in
the 2s1/2→1s1/2 decay of one electron atoms. For the sake of
convenience, let us start from the angular correlation func-
tion W�n1 ,n2� which has been investigated in great detail,
both in the framework of the nonrelativistic �13� and relativ-
istic theory �14�. For low-Z ions, this correlation function
follows a simple �and symmetric� 1+cos2  behavior �cf. left
panel of Fig. 1�, where  is the �opening� angle between the
two photons, and implies that the photons are preferably
emitted either in parallel �=0° � or back-to-back �
=180° � geometry, while the emission under 90° is sup-
pressed by about a factor of 2.

Similar to the angular correlation, the concurrence �8� is
symmetric also with respect to =90° and has its minimum
at this angle. However, while the �angle-dependent� probabil-
ity to find a photon pair is reduced just by a factor of 2, the
concurrence changes from C=1 for the maximally entangled
�Bell� state ��+	= ���+�−	+ ��−�+	� /�2 at =0° down to zero
at =90° and back to a maximum entanglement for the state
��+	= ���+�+	+ ��−�−	� /�2, if the photons are emitted at 
=180°. For =0° and 180°, this behavior can be understood
quite easily �within the helicity basis� due to the conservation
of the spin projection along the axis of propagation and has

FIG. 1. Two-photon angular correlation function �left� and po-
larization entanglement in the helicity basis �right� as functions of
the opening angle  between two photons emitted in the 2s1/2
→1s1/2 decay of unpolarized hydrogen. Calculations are presented
for the equal energy sharing x=0.5 between the photons.
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been utilized before in studying the violation of Bell’s in-
equalities by means of the two-photon decay of atomic deu-
terium �15�. For =90°, a more elaborate analysis is required
in order to explain the vanishing entanglement, although this
result might be expected in the nonrelativistic limit from the
well-known fact that, in atomic and nuclear physics, no cor-
relation occurs between the polarization states of two pho-
tons which are emitted under =90° in a J=0→J=1→J
=0 radiative cascade �28�.

Figure 1 applies for the case that the atoms in the excited
2s1/2 state are unpolarized. Using modern laser techniques,

most �valence-shell excited� atoms can be polarized in a
given direction and with a predetermined degree of polariza-
tion. Therefore we shall analyze next how the angular distri-
bution and entanglement is affected if we consider the decay
of initially polarized atoms. In contrast to the unpolarized
case, three angles are required in order to fully describe the
photon emission. If we define the reaction plane �x-z plane�
to be spanned by the directions of the initial polarization
�quantization axis� and the propagation of the first photon
�cf. Fig. 2�, the �polar� angle 1 is sufficient to characterize
the first photon, and the two angles 2 and �2 for the second
one.

For an initially polarized atom, Fig. 3 displays the angular
correlation and polarization entanglement as a function of
the �polar� angle 2. Calculations have been done for the
emission of the first photon under the angles 1=0°, 30°, and
60° �with respect to polarization axis of the atoms� and for
different angles �2. For 1=0° �left column�, the results for
the angular correlation and concurrence agree with the unpo-
larized case in Fig. 1 and do not depend on the second angle
�2 since the �initial� axial symmetry of the overall system
must be preserved if the first photon is emitted along the
quantization axis. This situation changes for a photon emis-
sion under some angle, say 1=30° or 1=60°, and leads to
a shift in the graph of the concurrence to the right, i.e., to-
wards higher values of the angle 2, while the principal
shape of the concurrence does not change. However, both the
angular correlation and the �maximum degree of� entangle-
ment decrease if 1, the angle between the polarization axis

x

z

y

����

��

P

FIG. 2. �Color online� Geometric setup for the two-photon de-
cay of a polarized atom. The polarization axis P defines the quan-
tization axis. The first photon fixes the reaction plane �x-z plane�
and requires only one angle, 1. 2 and �2 describe the direction of
the second photon.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Two-photon angular correlation �upper panel� and polarization entanglement �lower panel� as functions of the
angle 2 of the second photon for the 2s1/2→1s1/2 decay of initially polarized hydrogen. Results are shown for different combinations of the
angles 1 and �2.
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of the atom and the first photon, is enlarged. Most clearly,
this is seen below for 1=60° and �2=85° in the right col-
umn of Fig. 3.

For polarized ions in the 2s1/2 state, all the effects are
purely geometric and, in fact, very similar to the case of
initially unpolarized atoms: The two photons are completely
polarization entangled only if they are emitted in parallel or
antiparallel directions, i.e., for 2=1 and 2=180°-1 while
the entanglement vanishes for all geometries where the pho-
tons are emitted perpendicularly. Qualitatively, the angular
correlation function shows a very similar behavior so that
maximum/minimum entanglement always coincides with
maximum/minimum intensity. The similarity between the de-
cay of the polarized and unpolarized 2s1/2 state can be un-
derstood in the nonrelativistic limit if the effects of the spin-
orbit interaction are neglected. In this simple approach, the
2s1/2→1s1/2 decay can be viewed as a transition between
two pure 2s �l=0� and 1s �l=0� states, and where the polar-
ization correlation of the photon pair is not affected by the
spin of the electron.

Apart from the well-studied 2s1/2→1s1/2 decay of hydro-
gen, the 3d5/2→1s1/2 two-photon transition has also been
observed previously �30�. Compared to the dominant 3d5/2
→2p3/2→1s1/2 cascade decay of two subsequently emitted
photons, the �simultaneous� two-photon transition is then
suppressed by about six orders of magnitude �10�. Neverthe-
less, this weak two-photon decay might be utilized for an
equal energy sharing between the two photons. For this de-
cay, Fig. 4 displays the angular correlation and polarization
entanglement, assuming different initial populations of the

3d5/2 �sub-� levels. For initially unpolarized atoms, no en-
tanglement is found, independent of the opening angle be-
tween the two photons. As was argued in Ref. �31� for gen-
eral two-qubit systems, classical correlations compete with
quantum mechanical correlations and may rule out entangle-
ment, if the mixedness of the state becomes sufficiently
strong. For unpolarized hydrogen in the 3d5/2 level, indeed,
the complete mixture in the excited state gives rise to a
highly mixed two-photon state even in the nonrelativistic
framework.

In addition, there is also no photon-photon entanglement
for the decay of the �i= �5 /2 sublevels as seen from the
right column in Fig. 4. For these two sublevels, the ����
=2 �two-photon� transition always implies a pure product
state of the photon pair, independent of their geometry. How-
ever, a remarkable angular dependence of the photon-photon
entanglement is found for the decay of the initial �i
= �3 /2 and �1 /2 substates. In these cases, the classical
correlations in the mixed final state �of the two photons� tend
to decrease the maximum attainable entanglement but lead to
a zero concurrence only at selected angles. In Fig. 4, the
concurrence is displayed for the decay of the �i= �1 /2 sub-
states as a function of 2, and for a fixed polar angle 1
=60° of the “first” photon. When compared with the �i
= �3 /2 states, a notably lower degree of entanglement is
found for the �i= �1 /2 substates, a behavior which is con-
sistent again with the typically larger degree of “mixedness”
in the �i=1 /2 case if, for instance, measured in terms of the
linear entropy SL���= 4

3 �1−Tr��2�� which takes values in the
range 0 to 1.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Two-photon angular correlation �upper panel� and polarization entanglement �lower panel� as functions of the
emission angle 2 of the second photon for the 3d5/2→1s1/2 decay of polarized hydrogen. Results are shown for different initial populations
of the �3d ,�i	 sublevels, an equal energy sharing x=0.5 and for a fixed angle 1=60°.
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B. Relativistic regime

So far, our discussion has been focused on the �nonrela-
tivistic� case of hydrogen where the simplified density matrix
�7� provides a very good description of the final two-photon
system �when the initial atom is unpolarized�. However, the
theory in Sec. II A includes also relativistic and multipole
effects so that it is suitable for the study of heavier systems.
In a previous study on the spin entanglement between the
photoion and the emitted electron during the photoionization
of hydrogenlike systems �32�, it was found that these relativ-
istic effects can have a significant influence on the final-state
entanglement.

Hence in order to obtain more insight also into the rela-
tivistic and multipole effects on the polarization entangle-
ment in the two-photon decay, we have done exemplary
computations for the 3d5/2→1s1/2 decay of hydrogenlike
uranium with different initial populations of the sublevels
�3d ,�i	. For comparison, the results for the concurrence
measure are shown in Fig. 5 together with the ones obtained
for hydrogen. From the curves for �i= �1 /2 and �3 /2 �left
and center� one can see that the results for uranium �solid
lines� show a qualitatively similar behavior compared to the
hydrogen curves �dashed lines�. In particular, the positions of
the zeros and maximum values agree within only a few de-
grees. On the other hand, one can see that for uranium the
attained concurrence is notably lower than for hydrogen. For
example, for �i= �1 /2 and 2=70° –160° the relativistic
and multipole effects in uranium lead to a decrease of the
concurrence by approximately 15% compared to hydrogen;

and similarly, for �i= �3 /2 and 2=40° –120° the concur-
rence values for uranium are up to 20% lower than for hy-
drogen. In contrast to the �i= �1 /2, �3 /2 cases, the situa-
tion is qualitatively different for �i= �5 /2 �Fig. 5, right�.
While for hydrogen there is no polarization entanglement at
all, for uranium we find a rather sharply peaked, slightly
asymmetric curve with a maximum concurrence value of C
=0.045 at 2=90°. These examples clearly demonstrate that
relativistic and multipole effects can influence the polariza-
tion entanglement in a nontrivial way.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we have investigated the entanglement be-
tween the spin states of the two photons emitted in the
2s1/2→1s1/2 and 3d5/2→1s1/2 decay of hydrogenlike sys-
tems. From the analysis above, based on Dirac’s equation
and second-order perturbation theory, a strong variation in
the �degree of� entanglement is found, as a function of the
geometry of the photon detection as well as the initial popu-
lation of the ionic sublevels in the excited state �atomic po-
larization�. While the results for the nonrelativistic dipole
approximation reflect only the dependence on the geometry
there can be also a significant change of the polarization
entanglement due to the relativistic and multipole effects as
we have shown for the 3d5/2→1s1/2 decay of hydrogenlike
uranium. It can be expected that such nonrelativistic effects
will play a role also for the violation of the Bell inequality.
Based on the general theory presented in the current work,
this question will be investigated elsewhere.
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Abstract. From the work by Perrie et al. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 54, 1790 (1985)], photon pairs from the
2s1/2 → 1s1/2 (two-photon) decay of atomic hydrogen are known to be quantum mechanically correlated.
In these experiments, the polarization states of the photons emitted in back-to-back geometry were shown to
violate the Bell inequality as a qualitative sign of nonlocality and entanglement. In the present contribution,
we analyze how these nonlocal quantum correlations, as given by the violation of the Bell inequality, differ
from the concurrence as a true entanglement measure. Results are shown for both quantifiers in dependence
of the decay geometry and the initial polarization of the atoms for the 2s1/2 → 1s1/2 and 3d5/2 → 1s1/2

two-photon decay of atomic hydrogen. These results display the difference between nonlocality and
entanglement and, hence, may stimulate further experiments on nonlocal quantum correlations in atomic
systems.

PACS. 32.10.-f Properties of atoms – 31.10.+z Theory of electronic structure, electronic transitions, and
chemical binding – 03.67.Bg Entanglement production and manipulation – 03.65.Ud Entanglement and
quantum nonlocality

1 Introduction

Since the foundation of quantum mechanics, the
two-photon transitions in the hydrogen atom have been
the subject of intense studies both in theory and ex-
periment [1–10]. While, initially, the main emphasis was
placed on the total decay rates and energy distribution of
the emitted photon pairs, recently the correlations in the
polarization state of the 2s1/2 → 1s1/2 photons have been
analyzed in detail [11–13], following the pioneering exper-
iments by Aspect et al. [14]. In these experiments, it was
demonstrated that the polarization correlation cannot be
explained by any local realistic theory that uses hidden
variables. This experimental test was based on the semi-
nal work of Bell [15] who derived an inequality that limits
the correlation of two measurement outcomes if one as-
sumes that the measured observables correspond to local
statistical variables.

Indeed, the measured photon polarization correlations
in [14] clearly violated the Bell inequality, i.e., they were
stronger than any local hidden variable theory admitted.
Therefore, the experiment ruled out any chance of de-

a e-mail: tradtke@physik.uni-kassel.de
b e-mail: surz@physi.uni-heidelberg.de

scribing quantum mechanics using such a hidden variable
theory. The experimental evidence that nonlocality is in-
deed an intrinsic feature of quantum mechanics is well in
contrast to Einstein’s beliefs in his historical debate with
Bohr and Schrödinger who introduced the notion of en-
tanglement for nonproduct (pure) states [16–18]. The ap-
plication of these intriguing nonclassical features of quan-
tum mechanics has been investigated extensively during
the past decade in the context of quantum information
theory where it was shown that entanglement is the cru-
cial resource in quantum information protocols such as
teleportation, quantum cryptography or efficient quantum
computing algorithms that can outperform their classical
counterparts [19]. Since then the quantification of entan-
glement has remained as a central problem. These investi-
gations (see Ref. [20] for a recent review on entanglement
measures) also showed that, in general, one needs to dis-
tinguish between nonlocality (as indicated by the viola-
tion of Bell’s inequality) and entanglement as the formal
nonseparability of a composite (possibly mixed) quantum
state as defined in the famous work of Werner [21].

In this work, we reconsider the two-photon decay of
hydrogen in view of the polarization correlation between
the emitted photons. To this end, the violation of the
CHSH inequality due to Clauser et al. [22], i.e. a particular
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variant of Bell’s inequality, is compared with the (so-
called) concurrence measure of entanglement [23], based
on the reduced density matrix of the photon pair. In the
next section, we briefly summarize the calculation of the
final two-photon density matrix by means of the rela-
tivistic Green’s function approach and also introduce (in
Sect. 2.3) the measures for the Bell violation and entan-
glement. In Section 3, we later present the results for the
2s1/2 → 1s1/2 and 3d5/2 → 1s1/2 decay of atomic hydro-
gen for different decay geometries and polarization (sub-
level population) of the initial state. Finally, a brief sum-
mary is given in Section 4.

2 Theoretical background

Not much need to be said about the basic formalism
for studying the two-photon emission from one-electron
atoms. In the past, this formalism has been applied widely
in order to explore not only the total decay rates [5] but
also the energy as well as angular distributions [7,24,25]
and even the correlation in the polarization state of the
photons [26]. Below, we therefore restrict ourselves to a
rather short account of the basic expressions, just enough
for introducing the quantum measures for the nonlocality
and nonseparability of the state of the photon pair.

2.1 Choice of coordinates

To analyze the (correlated) spin state of two photons
quantitatively, we need to introduce proper coordinates.
Let us suppose that the excited atom is either aligned or
polarized before its decay along the z-axis, which is used
for quantization. Together with the direction of the first
photon k1, this quantization axis then defines the reaction
plane (x-z plane) and only one polar angle θ1 is required
to characterize the first decay photon, while the two an-
gles θ2 and φ2 are utilized to specify the emission of the
second photon (see Fig. 1).

This ‘geometry’ for the emission of the photon pair be-
comes even simpler if the excited atomic state is initially
unaligned (unpolarized). In this case, there is no distin-
guished direction for the system and, hence, it is conve-
nient to adopt the z-axis along the momentum of the first
photon k1. The opening angle θ ≡ θ2 between the two
photons is then sufficient to characterize the decay geom-
etry completely.

2.2 Two-photon density matrix

Most naturally, the spin states of the emitted photons
are described within the density matrix approach [27–29].
Having defined the ‘geometry’ in the last subsection, the
two-photon density matrix for an atomic transition from
the initial state |niκi〉 to the final state |nfκf 〉 is given

Fig. 1. (Color online) Geometry for the two-photon decay
of hydrogen. The quantization axis (z-axis) is defined by the
polarization axis P of the atom and gives rise, together with
the emission of the first photon under the polar angle θ1, to
the reaction plane (x-z plane). The two angles θ2 and ϕ2 are
needed then to specify the emission of the second photon.

within the helicity representation by [26,30]:

〈k1λ1,k2λ2 |ρ̂γ |k1λ
′
1,k2λ

′
2〉 =

∑

μi,μ′
i,μf

Mfi(μf , μi, λ1, λ2)

×〈niκiμi |ρ̂i|niκiμ
′
i〉M∗

fi(μf , μ
′
i, λ

′
1, λ

′
2), (1)

where k1,2 denotes the wave vector and λ1,2 = ±1 the
helicity of the photons, that is the spin projection onto
their direction of propagation. In the helicity representa-
tion, the two spin projections λ = ±1 correspond to the
right and left circular polarization states |σ±〉 of a photon.

Equation (1) shows explicitly that the spin state of
the emitted photons depends on the population of the
excited atomic state, as seen from the density matrix ρ̂i, as
well as on the transition amplitude Mfi(μf , μi, λ1, λ2).
This amplitude ‘connects’ the two bound states |niκi〉 and
|nfκf 〉 of an atom due to the coupling of the electron to
the light field and, within the second-order perturbation
theory, is given by:

Mfi(μf , μi, λ1, λ2) =
∫∑

ν

〈
ψnf jf μf

|A∗
1|ψν

〉
〈ψν |A∗

2|ψnijiμi〉
Eν − Ei + Eγ2

+
∫∑

ν

〈
ψnf jf μf

|A∗
2|ψν

〉
〈ψν |A∗

1|ψnijiμi〉
Eν − Ei + Eγ1

. (2)

In this formula, the operator Ai = α · uλieki·r describes
the (relativistic) electron-photon interaction and the unit
vectors uλ1,2 the polarization of the individual photons.
Since the relativistic second-order transition amplitude
has been applied very frequently in studying the two-
photon processes, here we shall not discuss the further
evaluation of equation (2) and refer the reader for all de-
tails to references [5,7,24,25].
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2.3 Quantum measures to characterize the nonlocality
and entanglement of photon pairs

The density matrix (1) can be utilized for a quantitative
analysis of the polarization correlations between the two
photons. For this purpose, let us introduce here two mea-
sures to quantify the (amount of) entanglement and non-
locality for a given photon pair. Formally, of course, we
may identify the polarization of a photon as a qubit (two-
level system) and make use of some well-known results
from quantum information theory.

Although the quantification of entanglement is still an
open problem for generalN -qubit systems, Wootter’s con-
currence measure [23] provides a analytical formula that
can be applied to any two-qubit system, such as the po-
larization state of a photon pair, and that has been widely
used. For any two-qubit state ρ̂, either pure or mixed, the
concurrence is defined as

C(ρ̂) = max (0,
√
e1 −

√
e2 −

√
e3 −

√
e4), (3)

where
√
ei are the descendingly ordered square roots of the

eigenvalues of the matrix ρ̂
(
σ̂

(1)
2 ⊗ σ̂

(2)
2

)
ρ̂∗

(
σ̂

(1)
2 ⊗ σ̂

(2)
2

)
,

ρ̂∗ is the complex conjugate of ρ̂, and where σ̂(1,2)
2 are the

Pauli σy matrices acting on the first and the second qubit,
respectively. With this measure, we are able to quantify
the purely quantum mechanical correlations between two
qubits. Note that this implies that the concurrence mea-
sure vanishes only if the two-qubit state is separable, i.e. if
the density matrix can be written as a convex combination
of product states [21]:

ρ̂ =
∑

i

pi |ψi〉 〈ψi| ⊗ |φi〉 〈φi| with pi > 0 ,
∑

i

pi = 1.

(4)
In previous experiments [11–13], the correlation between
the emitted photon pairs has been discussed in terms of
their ‘incompatibility’ with local theories of hidden vari-
ables, which can be tested by means of Bell’s inequal-
ity [15]. It is well-known that quantum states that violate
the Bell inequality have to be entangled (i.e. are nonsep-
arable) and actually all pure entangled (two-qubit) states
do violate the Bell inequalities [31]. However, it was found
that the situation is different for mixed quantum states
where some entangled states, for instance the so-called
Werner states, do not violate any Bell-type inequality [21].
Therefore, in order to study the difference between nonlo-
cality and entanglement, we adopt below a measure from
references [32,33] that quantifies the violation of a widely
used variant of the Bell inequality that is due to Clauser
et al. [22]. For the case of two qubits in an arbitrary mixed
state ρ̂, the Bell-CHSH inequality can be written as

|Tr (ρ̂BCHSH)| ≤ 2 , (5)

where BCHSH is the Bell operator given as

BCHSH = a·σ(1)⊗(b+b′)·σ(2)+a′·σ(1)⊗(b−b′)·σ(2) (6)

with given unit vectors a,a′, b, b′ ∈ R3, and σ(1,2) =
(σ̂(1,2)

1 , σ̂
(1,2)
2 , σ̂

(1,2)
3 ) is the vector of the Pauli spin ma-

trices acting on the first or second qubit, respectively. If,

for a given density matrix ρ̂, there exist vectors a,a′, b, b′

so that the criterion (5) is not fulfilled, then the state is
said to violate the Bell-CHSH inequality. In order to quan-
tify the (maximal) violation, we first rewrite the two-qubit
density matrix in terms of the Pauli basis

Rij = Tr (ρ̂ σ̂(1)
i ⊗ σ̂

(2)
j ). (7)

With this notation, the ‘Bell violation’ measure is de-
fined as

B(ρ̂) =
√

max(0, s21 + s22 − 1) , (8)

where s1,2 are the two largest singular values of the matrix
Rij [33,34]. The definition (8) has the useful property that
it is always equal to the concurrence measure (3) for pure
states.

We shall point out, however, that the Bell violation
is not a good entanglement measure for general mixed
(two-qubit) states where it provides merely a ‘hint’ on the
strength of entanglement. In general, one has to be cau-
tious in relating the Bell violation and the concurrence
measure to each other, since the concurrence measures the
degree of quantum mechanical correlations while the Bell
violation quantifies the degree of nonlocality that is found
in the outcome of a measurement. In this sense, the differ-
ence between the two measures can be interpreted also as
‘hidden nonlocality’. In particular, the Bell violation may
vanish for some mixed states that are actually entangled
as we shall demonstrate in the next section for the case of
photon pairs emitted during the 3d5/2 → 1s1/2 decay of
hydrogen.

3 Results and discussion

Most easily, a comparison between the nonlocality and en-
tanglement of the polarization state of the photons emit-
ted in the (two-photon) decay of atomic hydrogen can be
made for the 2s1/2 → 1s1/2 and 3d5/2 → 1s1/2 transitions.
Below, all computations of the transition amplitudes and
the quantum measures were carried out by means of the
Ratip [35] and Feynman programs [36] that have been
developed in our group during the past years.

3.1 The 2s1/2 → 1s1/2 decay

For the 2s1/2 → 1s1/2 two-photon decay of hydrogen, it is
well-known that the two emitted photons violate the Bell-
CHSH inequalities and, hence, are entangled with each
other. This has been studied in particular for the case
that the two photons were emitted in back-to-back ge-
ometry [11], and for which the experimental results were
found to agree well with quantum mechanical predictions.
In Figure 2, we display the concurrence and the Bell vio-
lation measures as a function of the polar angle θ2, while
the two other angles in specifying the geometry of the
photon pair are kept fixed, θ1 = 0◦ and ϕ2 = 0◦. As
seen from this figure, the two measures coincide exactly
in this case since the final polarization state of the photons
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Two-photon polarization entanglement
and Bell violation for the 2s1/2 → 1s1/2 decay of hydrogen
with a fixed energy ratio x = 0.5 between the photons. Results
are shown for the initially polarized μi = ±1/2 states of the
atom and as a function of θ2 (θ1 = 0◦ and ϕ2 = 0◦). Since
the final polarization state of the photon pair is always pure
in this case, the Bell violation and concurrence measure are
equivalent.

is always pure. In more detail, we obtain the maximally
entangled (Bell) state |Ψ+〉 = (|σ+σ−〉 + |σ−σ+〉)/

√
2 if

both photons are emitted in parallel (θ2 = 0◦), and the
Bell state |Φ+〉 = (|σ+σ+〉 + |σ−σ−〉)/

√
2 for a back-to-

back emission (θ2 = 180◦). For all other geometries of the
photon emission both, the concurrence and Bell violation,
decrease and vanish completely if the photons are emitted
perpendicular to each other (θ2 = 90◦). As pointed out in
reference [26] for the 2s1/2 → 1s1/2 decay of hydrogen-like
ions, this typical behaviour of the concurrence (and the
Bell violation for a pure final state of the photon pair) can
be understood as a geometrical effect due to the conserva-
tion of angular momentum. Note that Figure 2 is obtained
for the special geometry of a two-photon measurement in
which the emission of the ‘first’ photon is fixed along the
direction of the quantization axis: θ1 = 0◦. In fact, this
choice of the geometry coincides with those of an initially
unpolarized atom where the results may depend only on
the opening angle θ ≡ θ2.

3.2 The 3d5/2 → 1s1/2 decay

For the 3d5/2 → 1s1/2 decay of hydrogen, the entangle-
ment and Bell violation will not coincide in general since
the polarization state of the photon pair is no longer a
pure state. As shown in reference [26], moreover, the two
photons are not entangled if the atoms are initially un-
polarized or if only (one of) the μi = ±5/2 substates is
populated. In the discussion below, let us therefore re-
strict ourselves to the population of either the μi = 1/2
or μi = 3/2 sublevels of hydrogen excited to the 3d5/2

level. In Figure 3, we first display an ‘overview’ about the

Fig. 3. (Color online) Visualization of the angular distribution
of the two-photon entanglement (upper panel) and the Bell
violation (lower panel) for the 3d5/2 → 1s1/2 two-photon decay
of hydrogen in the initial substate μi = ±1/2. The black arrows
define the z-axes, while the red arrows in the reaction plane
indicate the direction of the first photon, i.e. θ1 = 30◦ and
θ1 = 60◦ (left and right column, respectively).

angular distribution of both, the concurrence and the Bell
violation, as function of the direction (i.e. the two angles
θ2 and ϕ2) under which the second photon is emitted with
regard to the quantization axis. In this figure, the first pho-
ton is assumed to leave the atom under the fixed direction
of either θ1 = 30◦ (left column) or θ1 = 60◦ (right column)
in the x-z reaction plane. For virtually all directions of
the second photon, the concurrence of the two-photon po-
larization state (upper panel) is significantly larger than
the Bell violation (lower panel). Moreover, the distribu-
tion of the entanglement and Bell violation changes from
an initially dipole-like shape towards a more complicated
behaviour if the emission angle θ1 is increased, and this
change comes together with a decrease of both measures.

The clear decrease of both measures is seen also in
Figure 4 where we present the concurrence and the Bell
violation as functions of θ2, if the first photon is emitted
under θ1 = 30◦ (upper panel) or θ1 = 60◦ (lower panel)
as well as for different azimuth angles ϕ2 = 0◦, 45◦, 85◦
of the second photon (columns 1–3). Especially for θ1 =
30◦ (upper panel), the concurrence behaves qualitatively
rather similar to the case of the 2s1/2 → 1s1/2 decay: the
entanglement reaches here the maximum (Cmax ≈ 0.77)
for θ2 = 0◦ and θ2 = 180◦, while a minimum concurrence
is found for θ2 in the range of 60...90◦. Except for ϕ2 = 0◦,
however, the concurrence is always greater than zero for
all angles.

On the other hand, the degree of Bell violation is sig-
nificantly lower than the concurrence for all angles, and
it vanishes completely for a large range of θ2 values. The
maximal values of the Bell violation vary between 0.61 and
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Fig. 4. Concurrence and Bell violation in the 3d5/2 → 1s1/2 decay for an initial atomic substate μi = ±1/2. Results are shown
as function of θ2 and for fixed angles θ1 = 30◦ (upper panel), θ1 = 60◦ (lower panel) and ϕ2 = 0◦, 45◦, 85◦. These curves
correspond to different cuts in Figure 3.

Fig. 5. Same as Figure 4 but for for the initial atomic substate μi = ±3/2 and θ1 = 60◦.

0.63, and they are located close to the concurrence max-
ima. As seen already from Figure 3 (right column), the
difference between the concurrence and the Bell violation
becomes even more apparent for θ1 = 60◦ (Fig. 4, lower
panel). Although the maximum value of the concurrence
decreases to Cmax ≈ 0.42, the Bell violation vanishes for
all geometries except for ϕ2 = 0◦, i.e. a violation of the
Bell-CHSH inequalities occurs only for a photon emission
within the reaction plane and even then only in the regions
θ2 ≈ 42◦...73◦ and θ2 ≈ 113◦...163◦.

In Figure 5, finally, similar curves are shown for the
population of the initial substate μi = 3/2, if the first
photon is emitted under θ1 = 60◦. In this case, both the
concurrence and Bell violation take their maximum values
in the plane that is orthogonal to the quantization axis.
This means that, independent of the azimuth angle ϕ2,
the concurrence vanishes for θ2 = 0◦ and θ2 = 180◦, while
it reaches its maximum value (≈0.8 for θ1 = 60◦) close
to θ2 = 90◦, with the exact position varying for different
values of ϕ2. Again the Bell violation generally takes lower
values (≈0.55 at maximum) and even vanishes for θ2 ≤

50◦ and θ2 ≥ 132◦. In contrast to the initial μi = 1/2
substate, the principal shape of both curves remain similar
with increasing (decreasing) values of θ1. For θ1 < 30◦,
however, there is no Bell violation, independent of the
other angles of the photon emission, while a significant
concurrence can still be found.

4 Summary

We have studied the difference between the (polarization)
entanglement and the violation of the Bell-CHSH inequal-
ity for the two-photon decay of atomic hydrogen. In the
2s1/2 → 1s1/2 decay, especially, the emitted photons end
always up in a pure (composite) state and, hence, the two
measures must coincide as expected from the literature.

For the 3d5/2 → 1s1/2 case, in contrast, the final state
of the emitted photon pair is generally mixed and leads to
significant differences between the entanglement and the
Bell violation. Apart from the decay geometry, here the
results also depend on the initial polarization (substate)
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of the atom. While the two measures differ qualitatively
especially for μi = 1/2, their overall shape behaves rather
similar for the two-photon decay of the μi = 3/2 sublevel.
These results show that the violation of the Bell-CHSH
inequality is not well suited in most cases to detect en-
tanglement, i.e. the nonlocality of the state may remain
hidden. For future experiments, it seems therefore advis-
able to implement direct measurement schemes for the
entanglement [38,39]. In addition, it is meanwhile known
that several copies of an entangled two-qubit state can
always be used in order to extract (‘distill’) pure-state en-
tanglement [40–42]. In this context, it would therefore be
interesting to explore the entanglement distillation prop-
erties of mixed entangled (two-photon) states that occur
in the 3d5/2 → 1s1/2 decay. Investigations in this direction
are currently underway and will be reported elsewhere.

The work of A.S. was supported by the Helmholtz Gemein-
schaft (Nachwuchsgruppe VH–NG–421). S.F. acknowledges
support by BMBF and GSI (project No. KS–FRT).
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Abstract

Entanglement is known today as a key resource in many protocols from quantum
computation and quantum information theory. However, despite the successful demon-
stration of several protocols, such as teleportation or quantum key distribution, there are
still many open questions of how entanglement affects the efficiency of quantum algo-
rithms or how it can be protected against noisy environments. The investigation of these
and related questions often requires a search or optimization over the set of quantum
states and, hence, a parametrization of them and various other objects. To facilitate this
kind of studies in quantum information theory, here we present an extension of the Feyn-
man program that was developed during recent years as a toolbox for the simulation and
analysis of quantum registers. In particular, we implement parameterizations of hermi-
tian and unitary matrices (of arbitrary order), pure and mixed quantum states as well as
separable states. In addition to being a prerequisite for the study of many optimization
problems, these parameterizations also provide the necessary basis for heuristic studies
which make use of random states, unitary matrices and other objects.
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NEW VERSION SUMMARY

Program title: Feynman

Catalogue identifier: ADWE_v4_0

Program summary URL: http://cpc.cs.qub.ac.uk/summaries/ADWE_v4_0

Program obtainable from: CPC Program Library, Queen’s University of Belfast, N. Ireland.

Licensing provisions: None.

Operating systems: Any system that supports Maple; program has been tested under Mi-
crosoft Windows XP, Linux.

Program language used: Maple 11.

Typical time and memory requirements: Most commands that act upon quantum registers
with five or less qubits take ≤ 10 seconds of processor time on a Pentium 4 processor with
≥ 2GHz or newer, and about 5–20 MB of working memory (on addition to the memory
for the Maple environment). Especially when working with symbolic expressions, however,
the requirements on Cpu time and memory critically depend on the size of the quantum
registers, owing to the exponential growth of the dimension of the associated Hilbert space.
For example, complex (symbolic) noise models, i.e. with several symbolic Kraus operators,
result for multi-qubit systems often in very large expressions that dramatically slow down the
evaluation of e.g. distance measures or the final-state entropy etc. In these cases, Maple’s
assume facility sometimes helps to reduce the complexity of the symbolic expressions, but
more often only a numerical evaluation is possible eventually. Since the complexity of the
various commands of the Feynman program and the possible usage scenarios can be very
different, no general scaling law for the Cpu time or the memory requirements can be given.

No. of bytes in distributed program including test data, etc.:

No. of lines in distributed program including test data, etc.:

Distribution format: tar.gz

Reasons for new version: In the first version of the Feynman program [1], we implemented
the data structures and tools that are necessary to create, manipulate and to analyze the state
of quantum registers. Later [2,3], support was added to deal with quantum operations (noisy
channels) as an ingredient which is essential for studying the effects of decoherence. With
the present extension, we add a number of parametrizations of objects frequently utilized in
decoherence and entanglement studies, such as hermitian and unitary matrices, probability
distributions, or various kinds of quantum states. This extension therefore provides the basis,
for example, for the optimization of a given function over the set of pure states or the simple
generation of random objects.

Does this version supersede the previous version: Yes.

Nature of the physical problem: During the last decades, quantum information science has
contributed to our understanding of quantum mechanics and has provided also new and
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efficient protocols, based on the use of entangled quantum states. To determine the behaviour
and entanglement of n-qubit quantum registers, symbolic and numerical simulations need to
be applied in order to analyze how these quantum information protocols work and which role
the entanglement plays hereby.

Method of solution: Using the computer algebra system Maple, we have developed a set
of procedures that support the definition, manipulation and analysis of n-qubit quantum
registers. These procedures also help to deal with (unitary) logic gates and (nonunitary)
quantum operations that act upon the quantum registers. With the parameterization of
various frequently-applied objects, that are implemented in the present version, the program
now facilitates a wider range of symbolic and numerical studies. All commands can be used
interactively in order to simulate and analyze the evolution of n-qubit quantum systems, both
in ideal and noisy quantum circuits.

Keywords: qubit, quantum register, separable states, parametrization.

References:

[1] T. Radtke, S. Fritzsche, Comp. Phys. Comm. 173 (2005) 91.
[2] T. Radtke, S. Fritzsche, Comp. Phys. Comm. 175 (2006) 145.
[3] T. Radtke, S. Fritzsche, Comp. Phys. Comm. 176 (2007) 617.

PACS: 03.67.Ac, 03.67.Mn, 03.65.Ud

1 Introduction

In the last years, the field of quantum information has become an established branch of
research in physics with interesting connections to mathematics and computer science. The
interest arises from the fact that, by utilizing entangled i.e., non-classical states of matter,
novel quantum information protocols like teleportation [1], quantum cryptography [2] and
efficient quantum computation have opened up new possibilities that have no counterparts
in classical information processing [3]. Successful experimental implementations have shown
that quantum systems can, in principle, solve certain problems efficiently which are intractable
for classical processors, for instance the factorization of large numbers [4]. Moreover, these
capabilities can exist -within certain limits- even in the presence of imperfections and the
inevitable noise that is due to the interactions with the environment.
Despite the encouraging result that quantum information processing should be possible also
in realistic experimental scenarios, there are still many open questions dealing, for example,
with the role of entanglement as the crucial but fragile resource in quantum information and
its protection against decoherence in the physical realizations of quantum protocols. In order
to investigate those or related problems, the simulation of quantum registers is a useful tool
and often even the only way to gain more insight. To facilitate the simulation and analysis of
n-qubit quantum systems, we have developed the Feynman program, a quantum simulator
package within the framework of the computer algebra system Maple. The main motivation
for the development has been to provide an easily extendible set of symbolic and numerical
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utilities, which help shorten some of the typical calculations as they appear frequently in the
simulation of quantum registers. In the first two program versions [5, 6] we therefore intro-
duced the program’s basic data structures along with the tools for creating and manipulating
quantum registers, applying quantum gates to them and analyzing their properties with re-
gard to entanglement, entropy, or their distance from other quantum states. The previous
program update [7] added extensive support for quantum operations which enables the user
to simulate decoherence effects and analyze the properties of quantum channels by making
use of the duality (Jamiołkowsi isomorphism) between states and channels.
In addition to the large collection of measures that are already implemented in the Feynman
program, it also often occurs in the context of quantum information theory that some quantity
of interest is defined as an optimization problem, e.g. over the set of all pure states or density
matrices or over the set of unitary operators. Often, there are no known analytical expres-
sions for such quantities so that only a numerical evaluation is possible. To perform such a
computation, the search space has to be parametrized. In order to facilitate this process, the
present program revision provides a variety of parametrizations for frequently used objects
like hermitian and unitary matrices, general pure and mixed states and separable pure and
mixed states. Apart from optimization or search problems, the availability of parametriza-
tions for the most frequently used objects implies the ability to create random objects which
might be of interest in a first heuristic approach to a problem. Therefore, together with the
various efficiency improvements that have been made, the present program extension pro-
vides an enhanced support for numerical investigations. Consequently, the present extension
further increases the flexibility and the range of possible applications of the Feynman pro-
gram, thus making it an attractive toolbox for research and education in the field of quantum
computation and information.
The rest of the work is organized as follows. In the next section, we briefly summarize some
theoretical background on the parametrization of hermitian and unitary matrices as well as
pure and mixed quantum states. We recall the basic properties of these objects and present the
parametrization formulas that are used in the program. Based on this background, Section
3 later describes how these parametrizations are embedded in the Feynman program and
gives an overview of the program changes. Section 4 then provides four short examples that
illustrate the interactive work with the program where some of the new features are shown
in more detail. In Section 5, finally, a brief summary and outlook on the possible further
development of the program is given.

2 Theoretical background

In the following, we recall some basic properties of hermitian and unitary matrices as well
as the different kinds of quantum states that are needed to understand their parametrization
and implementation in the code. The aim is here to summarize all important formulas and
major schemes of parametrization, simply for the sake of reference and in order to facilitate
the discussion of our examples in Section IV; for all further proofs and derivations, however,
we shall refer the reader to the literature.
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2.1 Parametrization of hermitian matrices

Let us start with the hermitian (or self-adjoint) matrices whose relevance for quantum me-
chanics arises from the fact that hermitian operators (matrices) represent the observables of
a quantum system, i.e. of what is measurable. Moreover, an important subset of the hermi-
tian matrices also occur frequently in form of the density matrices that can describe both,
pure and mixed state of the system. From the definition of a hermitian operator as being
self-adjoint, A = A†, it follows immediately that the elements of a complex hermitian matrix
obey the relation: aij = a∗ji. Of course, this implies that the diagonal elements are all real
and that N2 parameters are sufficient to characterize a N ×N hermitian matrix. Therefore,
a straightforward parametrization is obtained for these matrices by specifying the N real di-
agonal elements as well as the real and imaginary parts of, say, the upper triangle. In the
Feynman program, this direct parametrization of a hermitian matrices is obtained by calling
the command Feynman_parametrize("hermitian","direct", N, [p1,...,pN2 ]) with N2 given (real)
parameters.
A different but often useful parametrization is obtained if the N ×N hermitian matrices are
considered as elements of a vector space over the real numbers, i.e. by making use of the
fact that any linear combination of hermitian matrices with real coefficients leads again to
a hermitian matrix. As discussed above, the dimension of this vector space must be N2.
Together with the identity matrix I, a suitable basis for this vector space is given by the
set of N2 − 1 linearly independent hermitian matrices that are known as generalized Pauli
or Gell-Mann matrices from the literature. This set of Gell-Mann matrices, {λi}, can be
constructed in the following way [8, 9]:

1. For every pair (i, j) with i, j = 1, 2, ..., N and i < j, we define two N × N matrices
λ{1}(i, j) and λ{2}(i, j) of the form

[λ{1}(i, j)]µ,ν = δjµδiν + δjνδiν [λ{2}(i, j)]µ,ν = −i(δiµδjν − δiνδiν) . (1)

This gives rise to N(N − 1) linearly independent matrices.

2. The remaining N − 1 matrices have a diagonal shape and they are defined as

λk2−1 =

√
2

k2 − k




(1 0 0 0 ... 0
0 1 0 0 ... 0
0 0 1)k−1 0 ... 0
0 0 0 −(k − 1) ... 0
... ... ... ... ... ...

0 0 0 0 ... 0




N×N

(2)

for k = 2, 3, ..., N , i.e., for every k there are k − 1 ones on the main diagonal and the
k-th entry is −(k − 1).

Within the Feynman program, the set of Gell-Mann matrices is provided by the command
Feynman_define("SU generators", N, "symbolic") which, for N = 2, yields the well-known
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Pauli matrices

λ1 = σx =

(
0 1
1 0

)
λ2 = σy =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
λ3 = σz =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
. (3)

Note that the set {λi} consists only of traceless matrices and does not include the identity
matrix IN . It is easy to verify that the identity matrix (which might be scaled with some real
normalization constant

√
2/N) is hermitian and linearly independent from the {λi} matrices

so that we can use it to form a complete N2-dimensional basis for the vector space of the
N ×N hermitian matrices. Using this complete basis, any hermitian matrix A can be written
in the form

A = p0

√
2/N IN +

N2−1∑

i=1

pi λi , (4)

where {pi} are the N2 real parameters. The parametrization (4) of the hermitian matrices
in terms of the generalized Gell-Mann matrices can be utilized in the Feynman program by
Feynman_parametrize("hermitian","standard", N, [p1,...,pN2 ]).

2.2 Parametrization of unitary matrices

Another important class of matrices are the unitary matrices that appear in many different
fields of modern physics. In quantum theory, for example, unitary operators (matrices) are
known to describe the time evolution of any closed system as easily seen from the Schrödinger
equation. For qubits and quantum registers that are sufficiently isolated from their environ-
ment all quantum gates must therefore be given by unitary operations.
A square matrix U of dimension N ×N is called a unitary matrix if the adjoint – that is the
complex conjugated and transposed – matrix is equal to its inverse

U † = (U∗)T = U−1 , (5)

so that
U †U = I , (6)

where I is the N ×N identity matrix. From this simple and well-known relation between the
adjoint and the inverse matrix of U , it becomes clear why, for closed systems, any sequence
of unitary operators and, hence, any quantum circuit is always reversible as long as no mea-
surement is performed. For a unitary matrix, moreover, the modulus of the determinant is
always

| detU | = 1 , (7)

and one can easily show that these matrices are closed under the usual matrix product. Since,
in addition, the identity and the inverse of a unitary matrix are also unitary, theN×N unitary
matrices form a group which is often denoted as U(N). From this set of matrices, the subset
of matrices with detU = +1 are called special unitary, and they form the subgroup SU(N)
of the general unitary group U(N).
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Due to the importance of the unitary operators in quantum theory, various representations
and parametrizations have been presented and discussed in the literature. Although they all
describe either the group U(N) or SU(N), they might be more or less favorable for certain
applications and, therefore, several of these parametrizations should be easily accessible within
the Feynman program.

2.2.1 Standard parametrization of SU(N)

The canonical way of parametrizing the set U(N) follows from the well-known relation

U = eiH , (8)

i.e., any unitary matrix can be generated from some hermitian matrixH. In particular, we can
apply the N2 − 1 hermitian and traceless Gell-Mann matrices {λi} from the previous section
to generate all matrices from the group SU(N). Note that we do not need to consider the
identity matrix for generating the special unitary matrices SU(N) since the exponentiation
of iα IN gives rise to just the (complex) phase factor eiα that distinguishes the groups U(N)
and SU(N) from each other. Using the Gell-Mann generators (1-2) from above, the standard
parametrization of the group SU(N) is given by

U = exp


i

N2−1∑

i=1

θiλi


 (9)

with the N2 − 1 real parameters θi. Within Feynman, this parametrization can be accessed
by the command Feynman_parametrize("SU", "standard", N, [θ1, ..., θN2−1]).

2.2.2 Generalized Euler angle parametrization of SU(N)

An alternative and sometimes computationally favorable parametrization of SU(N) is due to
Tilma and Sudarshan [8] who generalized the parametrization of U ∈ SU(2) in terms of the
Euler angles,

U = eiσzθ1eiσyθ2eiσzθ3 , (10)

and where σy and σz are the usual Pauli matrices [cf. Eq. (3)]. ForN > 2, this parametrization
can be generalized as [8]

U =
∏

N≥m≥2


 ∏

2≤k≤m

A(k, j(m))


 e

iλ3θN2−(N−1) · · · eiλ(N−1)2−1θN2−2eiλN2−1θN2−1 (11)

A(k, j(m)) = eiλ3θ(2k−3)+j(m)

j(m) =





0 m = N∑
0≤l≤N−m−1

2(m+ l) m 6= M .

Here, again, we have N2 − 1 real parameters, θi, as necessary for covering all matrices of
SU(N). This form can be invoked in the code by Feynman_parametrize("SU", "Euler angles",
N, [θ1, ..., θN2−1]).
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2.2.3 Parametrization of U(N)

Since every matrix U ∈ U(N) can be constructed from some special unitary matrix U0 ∈
SU(N) just by multiplying an overall phase

U = eiθN2U0 , (12)

nothing need to said about the parametrization of the N ×N unitary matrices; in the Feyn-
man program, this parametrization can be utilized by calling either Feynman_parametrize("U",
"standard", N, [θ1, ..., θN2 ]) or Feynman_parametrize("U", "Euler angles", N, [θ1, ..., θN2 ]), re-
spectively.

2.2.4 Jarlskog’s parametrization

Recently, moreover, Jarlskog [11] presented a simple and recursive parametrization of the
N × N unitary matrices U(N). In this parametrization, a unitary matrix U is expressed as
product of three unitary matrices

U (N) = Φ(N)(~α) V (N) Φ(N)(~β) , (13)

where the (two) unitary matrices Φ(N) are diagonal,

Φ(N)(~α) = diag(eiα1 , eiα2 , ... , eiαN ) (14)

with all the α’s being real and similarly for Φ(N)(~β) and its parameters β1, ... , βN . In Ref.
[11], these diagonal matrices Φ are called external pure phase matrices. Furthermore, the
nontrivial matrix V (N) can be written in the form

V (N) = AN,2AN,3...AN,N−1AN,N , (15)

where the AN,k are given by

AN,k =

(
A(k) 0
0 IN−k

)
, (16)

and where IN−k denotes the (N − k) × (N − k) identity matrix (which does not appear for
k = N). In this representation, moreover, the A(k) are k × k unitary matrices,

A(k) =

(
Ik−1 − (1− cos(θk))

∣∣A(k)
〉 〈
A(k)

∣∣ sin(θk)
∣∣A(k)

〉

− sin(θk)
〈
A(k)

∣∣ cos(θk)

)
(17)

and
∣∣A(k)

〉
complex vectors

∣∣∣A(k)
〉

=




a
(k)
1

a
(k)
2

...

...

a
(k)
k−1



,

〈
A(k) | A(k)

〉
= 1 , (18)
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that are normalized and of dimension (k − 1). Despite its somewhat sophisticated form,
the parametrization (13)–(18) of the N × N unitary matrices is computationally attractive,
especially for large N . In the Feynman program, Jarlskog’s parametrization is implemented
by the command Feynman_parametrize("U", "Jarlskog", N, [θ1, ..., θN2+1]). For the sake of
simplicity, however, this implementation makes use of N2 + 1 parameters, i.e. one more than
strictly necessary since we use 2N parameters for the two diagonal matrices Φ(N)(~α) and
Φ(N)(~β). These parameters are not all independent as only the sums αi+βj with i, j = 1, ..., N
contribute in the final unitary matrix (see [11] for a more detailed discussion of the parameter
counting).

2.3 Parametrization of classical probability distributions

For the parametrizations of quantum states and density matrices, it is often useful to have a
normalized classical probability distribution {pi} available with

∑
i pi = 1. For such distribu-

tions, a commonly used trigonometric parametrization is given by [12]

pi = sin2 θi−1

N−1∏

j=i

cos2 θj and with θ0 = π/2 , (19)

i.e. in terms of the N − 1 real parameters θ1, ..., θN−1. More explicitly, this vector of proba-
bilities can be written as

P =




cos2(θ1) · · · cos2(θN−1)
sin2(θ1) cos2(θ2) · · · cos2(θN−1)

...
sin2(θN−2) cos2(θN−1)

sin2(θN−1)



. (20)

In the Feynman program, this (so-called) standard parametrization of a classical prob-
ability distribution (CPD) is implemented as Feynman_parametrize("CPD", "standard", N,
[θ1, ..., θN−1].

2.4 Classification of quantum states

Before we shall continue with describing the parametrization of quantum states, let us first
recall the basic classification of quantum states with respect to pure and mixed states on the
one hand and the subclassification into entangled and separable states on the other hand.
In the usual computational basis, an N -dimensional pure state is represented by a complex
normalized N -vector |ψ〉. Each complex vector component ci = |ci|eiθi can be expressed by
its modulus |ci| and a phase factor eiθi . As the overall phase of the quantum state is not
observable and therefore physically irrelevant it is common to neglect one (usually the first)
phase factor and interpret the remaining N − 1 phase factors as relative phases. Moreover,
it is well known that the squares of the moduli describe the probabilities pi = |ci|2 of finding
the quantum system in the corresponding basis states when a measurement in that basis is
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performed. As discussed in section 2.3, the description of the N normalized probabilities pi

requires N − 1 real parameters. Together with the N − 1 relative phases, the total number of
parameters for an N -dimensional state vector amounts to 2N − 2.
Mixed quantum states are described by density matrices ρ, i.e. hermitian, positive semidefinite
and trace-normalized operators. The positive semidefiniteness implies that all eigenvalues of
ρ are nonnegative which is consistent with their interpretation as weights or probabilities in
an ensemble of pure states, i.e. due to the spectral theorem, any mixed state can be written
as

ρ =
∑

i

pi |ψi〉 〈ψi| . (21)

Moreover, we recall that any statistical ‘mixture’ of density matrices (i.e., a convex combina-
tion) of the form

ρ =
∑

i

pi ρi (22)

with pi ≥ 0 and
∑

i pi = 1 also yields a valid density matrix. Hence, the set of density matrices
forms a convex set [14] that is often denoted D 1. Together with the pure-state decomposition
(21), one can see that the pure states correspond to the closure of D since they cannot be
written as a convex combination of two density matrices. In other words, the pure states
are the extreme points of the set of all states (see also Fig. 1). In order to parametrize a
general N ×N density matrix N2 − 1 parameters are required, the same number as required
for SU(N) as will be discussed in more detail in section 2.5.2.
Apart from the fundamental distinction between pure and mixed states, in quantum informa-
tion theory, it is also important to distinguish between entangled and separable states.
A general multipartite pure state is said to be separable if it can be written as a product state
of the form

|ψ〉sep = |ψ〉A ⊗ |ψ〉B ⊗ ...⊗ |ψ〉Z . (23)

One can easily see that the number of required parameters for a dA · dB · ... · dZ dimensional
product state is given by the sum of the parameter numbers of its constituents |ψ〉i, i.e.∑

i 2di − 2 (i = A...Z).
In the case of a (multipartite) mixed state, i.e. a statistical ensemble of (multipartite) pure
states, the situation is more involved. Such a state is separable if it can be written in the
form

ρsep =
r2∑

i=1

pi ρ
i
A ⊗ ρi

B ⊗ ...⊗ ρi
Z with r = Rank (ρsep) , (24)

where pi ≥ 0 and
∑

i pi = 1 and ρi
k =

∣∣ψi
k

〉 〈
ψi

k

∣∣, k = A..Z. The fact that (at most) r2

ensemble members are needed to represent a general mixed state is due to Caratheodory’s
theorem (see e.g. [12]). It states that any element of a d-dimensional compact convex set can
be represented by a convex combination (i.e. a mixture) of at most d+ 1 points. As we know
from the discussion above, the set D of density matrices is such a compact and convex set.
We also know that for the common example of a mixed two-qubit system, the general state

1Note that, in the literature, D is sometimes also used for the set of disentangled (i.e., separable) states.
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Figure 1: Schematic visualization of the convex set D of all states and the convex subset S
of all separable states. Note that, formally, the closure of S corresponds to the pure product
states |ψ〉sep which are however a subset of the closure of D. Therefore, strictly speaking, the
dotted line cannot belong to the closure of S because these points represent mixed states.

space is of dimension d = N2 − 1 = (2 × 2)2 − 1 = 15. Therefore, at most d + 1 = 16 pure
states are required to represent a two-qubit mixed state. In order to represent the convex
subset S of separable two-qubit mixed states, only 2 × 2 pure product states may enter the
pure-state decomposition of the density matrix where each of the product states requires 4
real parameters. Together with the 15 parameters for the 16 weights pi, we have then in total
(at most) 15 + 16 · 4 = 79 real parameters that are needed to represent the set of separable
two-qubit states.
Figure 1 shows an attempt to schematically visualize the relations between general pure and
mixed states and product states and separable states. Note, however, that this visualization
has its subtleties since D is a convex set with all pure states as its extreme points, and at
the same time S is a convex subset of D with the pure product states as extreme points. In
other words, being a true subset of D, S must be included in D but the boundary of S (i.e.
the pure product states) cannot lie in the interior of D. However, these two facts are hard to
visualize at the same time in a simple and intuitive way. Therefore, we recall that in Figure 1
the dotted part of the border of S should actually not be interpreted as pure states because
the dotted parts are in the interior of D and, thus, must correspond to mixed states. Instead,
only the bold part of the boundary of S represents the pure product states.
Finally, let us remark that the distinction between entangled and separable states is of central
importance in quantum information since entanglement is the crucial resource in many quan-
tum protocols. It is, however, in general not easy to determine if a given state can be written
in the form (23) or (24) and, hence, decide whether it is entangled or not. This problem has
been addressed by a variety of separability criteria in the literature some of which have been
implemented within Feynman (together with several entanglement measures) and have been
discussed in a previous version [6].
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2.5 Parametrization of quantum states

In the Feynman program, the (n-qubit) quantum states are typically stored and manipulated
by means of the data structure qregister(). These quantum registers contain either a normal-
ized 2n-dimensional state vector, if the state is pure, or a 2n × 2n trace normalized density
matrix for all mixed states. In the following, however, we shall not restrict the parametrization
of quantum states to (multi-)qubit systems but allow for any dimension of states, including
those that are not supported by the qregister() data structure.

2.5.1 Pure states

From our discussion in Section 2.4 and by ignoring an irrelevant global phase, anN -dimensional
pure state can be described by (the square roots of) a probability distribution [see Eq. (19)]
as well as N − 1 relative phases

|ψ〉 =




√
p0√

p1e
iθ1

...
√
pN−1e

iθN−1



, (25)

i.e. in terms of 2N − 2 real parameters. We refer to this as the ‘standard’ parametriza-
tion of pure states which is implemented in the Feynman as Feynman_parametrize("pure
state","standard",N ,[p0, ..., pN−1, θ1, ..., θN−1]).

2.5.2 Mixed state parametrization

In the previous section, we have mentioned that the parametrization of a generalN×N density
matrix requires N(N − 1) real parameters. Below, these matrices are parametrized in two
ways: (i) Directly by specifying all matrix elements, which leads to an overparametrization,
and (ii) based on the generalized Euler angle parametrization of SU(N) from Section 2.2.2.

Direct parametrization

Following the work of Grondalski and coworkers [13], a simple (over-) parametrization of
an N × N density matrix is obtained by using a complex matrix T whose elements Tnm =
tRe + i t Im are chosen by altogether 2N 2 real parameters in the interval [0, 1]. From such a
matrix, a valid density matrix is then constructed by

ρ =
TT †

Tr(TT †)
. (26)

Although this scheme applies N2 +N parameters more than strictly necessary, its simplicity
and fast implementation has been found attractive for various applications.

Generalized Euler angle parametrization
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The second parametrization of density matrices makes use of the well-known fact that any
density matrix can be expressed in the form

ρ = UρdU
† , (27)

where ρd is the diagonal form of the density matrix and U a unitary matrix. Since ρ is
hermitian and positive semi-definite, the diagonal elements of ρd must be real and nonnegative
and they can be interpreted as a probability distribution. Adopting the notation from [8], we
need N − 1 real parameters to parametrize ρd which then takes the form

ρd =




sin2(θ1) · · · sin2(θN−1) 0 · · · 0
0 cos2(θ1) sin2(θ2) · · · sin2(θN−1) · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · cos2(θN−1)



. (28)

Moreover, by applying Eq. (4), the matrix ρd can be expanded in the hermitian basis that
consists of the generalized Gell-Mann matrices {λi} and the identity matrix IN = λ0.
Especially for two-qubits (i.e., N = 4), Eq. (28) takes the form [10]

ρd =




sin2(θ1) sin2(θ2) sin2(θ3) 0 0 0
0 cos2(θ1) sin2(θ2) sin2(θ3) 0 0
0 0 cos2(θ2) sin2(θ3) 0
0 0 0 cos2(θ3)




=
1
4
I4 +

1
2
(2w2 − 1)x2y2 · λ3 +

1
2
√

3
(3x2 − 2)y2 · λ8 +

1
2
√

6
(4y2 − 3) · λ15 , (29)

where w2 = sin2(θ1), x2 = sin2(θ2) and y2 = sin2(θ3). Moreover, using Eq. (11) with
N = 4, the generalized Euler parametrization of U and U †, evaluates to

U = eiα1λ3 eiα2λ2 eiα3λ3 eiα4λ5 eiα5λ3 eiα6λ10 eiα7λ3 eiα8λ2 eiα9λ3

× eiα10λ5 eiα11λ3 eiα12λ2 eiα13λ3 eiα14λ8 eiα15λ15 , (30)

while its adjoint matrix becomes

U † = e−iα15λ15 e−iα14λ8 e−iα13λ3 e−iα12λ2 e−iα11λ3 e−iα10λ5 e−iα9λ3 e−iα8λ2 e−iα7λ3

× e−iα6λ10 e−iα5λ3 e−iα4λ5 e−iα3λ3 e−iα2λ2 e−iα1λ3 . (31)

In this representation of U and U †, we denote the free parameters (angles) by αi, i = 1, ..., 15
in order to distinguish them from the θi in Eq. (28). If we substitute Eqs. (29), (30) and (31)
into Eq. (27) we obtain

ρ = · · · eiα13λ3 eiα14λ8 eiα15λ15

×
(

1
4
I4 +

1
2
(2w2 − 1)x2y2 · λ3 +

1
2
√

3
(3x2 − 2)y2 · λ8 +

1
2
√

6
(4y2 − 3) · λ15

)

× e−iα15λ15 e−iα14λ8 e−iα13λ3 · · · . (32)
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In Eq. (32) the first line shows only the last three factors of U as given by Eq. (30) and,
similarly, the last line shows only the first three factors of U † as given by Eq. (31). We note
that all three lines of Eq. (32) involve only I4, λ3, λ8, λ15 which all commute with each other.
This allows for a further simplification since the last three terms of U and the first three terms
U † can now cancel out. Therefore, a two-qubit density matrix can always be written in the
form

ρ = eiα1λ3 eiα2λ2 eiα3λ3 eiα4λ5 eiα5λ3 eiα6λ10 eiα7λ3 eiα8λ2 eiα9λ3 eiα10λ5 eiα11λ3 eiα12λ2

×
(

1
4
I4 +

1
2
(2w2 − 1)x2y2 · λ3 +

1
2
√

3
(3x2 − 2)y2 · λ8 +

1
2
√

6
(4y2 − 3) · λ15

)

×e−iα12λ2 e−iα11λ3 e−iα10λ5 e−iα9λ3 e−iα8λ2 e−iα7λ3 e−iα6λ10 e−iα5λ3 e−iα4λ5

×e−iα3λ3 e−iα2λ2 e−iα1λ3 , (33)

The last simplification effectively reduces the number of required parameters for U by three,
which is exactly the number of parameters that are needed for ρd.
This scheme, that was indicated above for N = 4, i.e. for any mixed two-qubit state, can be
generalized also for mixed states of any higher dimension. It requires N2 − 1 parameters in
order to parametrize anN×N density matrix, well in line with the parametrization of SU(N).
Note that the reduced parametrization of SU(N) from above is known in the literature as the
subgroup SU(N)/ZN [10, 14].
In the Feynman program, the direct (over-)parametrization [cf. Eq. (26)] of N × N den-
sity matrices can be utilized by the command Feynman_parametrize("mixed state", "direct",
N, [p1, ..., p2N2 ]), while the generalized Euler representation (28) is implemented by Feyn-
man_parametrize("mixed state", "Euler angles", N, [θ1, ..., θN−1, α1, ..., αN2−1]). In addition,
the above mentioned subgroup SU(N)/ZN is implemented as Feynman_parametrize("SU over
Z", N, [α1, ..., αN(N−1)]).

2.5.3 Parametrization of separable states

Using Eqs. (23) and (24) together with the ‘standard’ parametrization of arbitrary state
vectors [c.f. Eq. (25)] yields the ‘standard’ parametrizations of pure product states and
mixed separable states. In the Feynman program, the pure product state of a k-partite
quantum systems can be accessed by Feynman_parametrize("product state", "standard", [dA,
dB, ..., dZ ],[p1,...,pn]) where the dk define the dimensions of the individual subsystems A,
B,...,Z. For this implementation, a list of n =

∑k
i=1 2di − 2 parameters is required. For

a k-qubit system where di = 2 for all subsystems, this means that 2k parameters are ex-
pected. Similarly, a k-partite separable mixed state can be parametrized with the com-
mand Feynman_parametrize("separable state", "standard", [dA, dB, ..., dZ ],[p1,...,pn]). For
this parametrization, the parameter counting is slightly more complicated and has been dis-
cussed in detail for the case of a two-qubit system in section 2.4. However, for a given list of
subsystem dimensions di, a very simple way to determine the number of required parameters
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is the command nops(Feynman_parameters("separable state", "standard", [dA, dB, ..., dZ ]))
which will be explained in the following section.

3 Implementation and further extensions to the FEYNMAN

program

3.1 Overview

The Feynman program has been developed during the last few years as a toolbox for the
simulation of n-qubit quantum systems (quantum registers) within the framework of Maple.
Our approach does not emphasize any particular experimental realization scheme, such as ion
traps, photon based implementations or others. Instead our aim is to implement the general
concepts that are common to all relevant implementations within a flexible and extendible
framework. Moreover, by using a computer algebra system as the underlying framework, the
Feynman package supports both symbolic and/or numerical computations which further ex-
tends the range of possible applications. With the exception of some Mathematica projects
[16], the support for symbolic computations is in contrast to the majority of other quantum
simulators, such as Qlib [17] or Qubit4Matlab [18] which are based on Matlab and also
most of the C++ programs and libraries where emphasis is placed on numerical studies.
A rather exhaustive list of quantum computer simulators and similar quantum information
software tools can be found in [19].
So far, the Feynman program has been developed and published in several steps. In the
first version [5], we have restricted ourselves essentially to the introduction of the basic data
structures for the simulation of n-qubit quantum systems referring, in particular, to the three
data types qbit(), qregister() and qoperator(). These structures (auxiliary procedures) are used
for keeping together related information and to facilitate the data handling with and within the
program. Moreover, a number of commands were introduced in that initial program version
that enable the user to act upon these data structures, e.g. by applying some pre-defined or
user-defined quantum gates or for performing standard operations, such as the tensor product
of two or more quantum registers or the computation of reduced density operators and so
on. In addition, some simple visualization tools were provided in order to ‘display’ the state
of quantum registers by using probability plots or the Bloch vector representation of single
qubits.
In a second program version [6], later, we focused mainly on the entanglement properties of
quantum states by implementing several separability criteria and measures of entanglement.
Most of these measures can be accessed through the command Feynman_measures(), together
with a number of other frequently applied quantities like the distance between two quantum
states or their entropy.
More recently [7], we have implemented support for quantum operations, i.e. completely
positive and trace-preserving maps (CPT maps) that can be used to describe general (unitary
or nonunitary) state changes as it is needed to simulate decoherence effects. Additionally,
we provided several commands that make use of the duality between quantum states and
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quantum operations (also known as the Jamiołkowski isomorphism). Using this method,
for example, several (distance) measures and separability criteria for quantum states can be
transferred to quantum operations.
In the present program extension, we now concentrate on the parametrization of some of
the most frequently used objects within the context of quantum computation and quantum
information, especially pure and mixed quantum states, pure product states and separable
(mixed) states as well as hermitian and unitary matrices.
Technically, the Feynman program is organized as a module (package) forMaple, containing
a hierarchy of currently about 90 (sub)procedures at different hierarchy levels. Apart from
various subprocedures, which remain hidden to the user, the main commands can be used for
interactive work and as language elements in order to build-up new commands at some higher
level of the hierarchy. Given the large number of functions that are already implemented in
the Feynman package and the simple access to Maple’s built-in mathematical functions, it
is particularly easy for the user to extend and adapt the program on a higher level.

3.2 Implementation of the parametrizations

At the higher levels of the Feynman program, the qregister() and qoperator() data structures
are typically used to describe all n-qubit quantum states (pure or mixed) and the unitary
operations or quantum gates that act on them. However, for the parametrization of quantum
states, hermitian and unitary matrices, we decided to implement these new functions at a lower
level of the hierarchy. On the one hand, the circumvention of the qregister() and qoperator()
data structures increases efficiency for those cases where the parametrization routines are
called repeatedly. On the other hand, it provides a more flexible approach as it allows the
user to generate, for example, 6×6 density matrices which do not correspond to a multi-qubit
system but to a qubit-qutrit (i.e. 2× 3) system.
In order to make the parametrizations accessible at the user level, only two new main
commands have been added that are directly related to this functionality, namely Feyn-
man_parameters() and Feynman_parametrize(). The first mentioned returns a list of parameter
ranges and, hence, implicitly the number parameters for a given object to be parametrized.
However, we should note that in most of the currently implemented (often trigonometric)
parametrizations, the parameters are actually periodic so that the ranges can be chosen arbi-
trarily. This freedom in the parameter ranges can be helpful, for example, when a parametriza-
tion is used in connection with an unconstrained optimization procedure. On the other hand,
in order to support possible future extensions or user modifications, explicit parameter ranges
might be necessary so that this feature has been implemented from the beginning.
After determining the required number of parameters via Feynman_parameters(), the sec-
ond new main command Feynman_parametrize() is used to actually generate the selected
object. Both commands expect a keystring as the first argument to specify the object to be
parametrized, followed by another keystring to set the parametrization method, and finally
a dimension parameter. The Feynman_parametrize() command expects, of course, also a list
of the actual (typically numerical) parameters to generate the selected object. Alternatively,
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instead of the parameter list, the keyword "random" can be used return a random object
where the parameter values are chosen from a uniform distribution. Note however that this
does not necessarily imply that the generated objects also cover the according set uniformly.
In order to further support the work with random objects we have also added the alterna-
tive command Feynman_random() which can be used to generate uniformly distributed state
vectors, density matrices and unitary matrices. These implementations are independent of
the parametrizations in Feynman_parametrize(). A summary of the currently implemented
syntax options of Feynman_parameters() and Feynman_parametrize() is given in Table 1.

3.3 Further changes to the program

Apart from adding the new main commands Feynman_parameters() and Feynman_parametrize()
for generating quantum states and matrices, we have taken the opportunity to reorganize some
of the main commands of the Feynman package. The primary aim of this reorganization is
the reduction of the total number of commands by collecting similar functionality within one
larger main command. One example for this is the new main command Feynman_evaluate()
that covers many basic operations like inner and outer products of matrices or vectors, Kro-
necker products of different objects, (partial) traces and other functions that were previously
distributed over several main commands. Another example is the new main command Feyn-
man_type() which combines virtually all checks for predefined properties of matrices, quantum
registers and quantum operations within one command. Apart from reducing the number of
main commands the reorganization will also make it easier to implement new functions with-
out the need to introduce a new main command.
Due to the discussed reorganization of the main commands we provide a brief summary of
all main commands of the Feynman program in Tables 2 and 3 while, for syntax options
and all further details, we refer the reader to the manual Feynman-commands.pdf which is
distributed together with the program.
In addition to the command reorganization, further changes and improvements have been
made to the code of many main and auxiliary commands in the Feynman program. Most
of these changes are motivated by the fact that the newly introduced parametrizations are
typically used in numerical investigations. As Maple is an interpreted language, numerical
computations and frequent function calling are often less efficient than in compiled code. To
take this into account the Feynman code has been optimized in many places in order to
make use of hardware floating evaluation, for example, by calling the compiled NAG routines
that come with Maple. In this way, the original approach of providing an easily extendible
and essentially platform independent program is not abandoned. However, the significant
speedup that can be achieved with this method is limited to those cases where Maple’s
computational precision is explicitly set to machine precision using the command Digits :=
trunc(evalhf(Digits)); which is now the recommended default setting when loading the
Feynman package. This change also affects the global variable Feynman_precision that has
been introduced in the previous version to define an acceptable error threshold, e.g. when
checking the equality of two floating point numbers. By default, this variable is now set to
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Table 1: Syntax options of the commands Feynman_parameters() and Feynman_parametrize().
For Feynman_parameters(), the type of the object to be parametrized, the method as well
as the dimension must be specified. A list of parameter ranges is returned. In Feyn-
man_parametrize(), a list of parameters must be supplied in addition to the type, method
and the dimension of the selected object. Alternatively, the keyword "random" can be used
to generate the given object but for a random set of parameters.

object type method dimension description

"SU"
"standard"
"Euler angles"

N N ×N special unitary matrix

"U"
"standard"
"Euler angles"
"Jarlskog"

N N ×N unitary matrix

"SU over Z" "Euler angles" N
N × N unitary matrix from the
subgroup SU(N)/ZN

"hermitian"
"direct"
"standard"

N N ×N hermitian matrix

"CPD" "standard" N
N dimensional normalized classi-
cal probability distribution
[p1, ..., pN ]

"pure state" "standard" N N -dimensional normalized pure
state

"product state" "standard" [dA,dB,...,dZ]
dA · dB · ... · dZ dimensional sep-
arable pure state |ψ〉 = |ψA〉 ⊗
|ψB〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |ψZ〉

"mixed state"
"direct"
"Euler angles"

N N×N normalized density matrix

"separable state" "standard" [dA,dB,...,dZ]
dA · dB · ... · dZ dimensional sepa-
rable mixed state ρ =

∑
pi ρ

i
A ⊗

ρi
B ⊗ ...⊗ ρi

Z
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Feynman_precision := evalf(10ˆ(-trunc(0.8*Digits))); which evaluates to 10−11 for
Digits=14 (on 32-bit Windows) and 10−12 for Digits = 15 (on 32-bit Linux). Of course,
these default settings can be changed at any time by the user.
Apart from these code optimizations no further efforts have been made to take advantage
of Maple’s new multiprocessor capabilities that have been introduced in version 11. Our
preliminary tests show that the current implementation of the SMP kernel is often significantly
slower than the optimized and more mature single processor kernel. Although this can be
expected to change in future versions of Maple we currently do not recommend to enable
the SMP support (which is disabled by default in version 11).

3.4 Program distribution

As with the previous versions, the Feynman program is distributed as a compressed archive
file that contains the Feynman library files, the source code as well as the manual file
Feynman-commands.pdf. In addition, this archive includes several example worksheets (in-
cluding those from previous versions and the examples in the following section) and a Read.me
file to briefly explain the installation of the library. After the proper installation, the program
can be loaded like any other module of Maple by using the command with(Feynman).

4 Interactive work using the FEYNMAN procedures: Examples

To illustrate the interactive use of the Feynman procedures, we shall discuss four short exam-
ples below. These examples demonstrate how the parametrization of matrices and quantum
states can be applied in order to derive, for example, a parametrized expression for the fidelity
of two arbitrary pure states or for generating randomly distributed states. For the sake of con-
venience, these examples are included also as Maple worksheets in the distribution archive.
Of course, these procedures can be utilized also as building blocks to define commands of
higher complexity as it might be needed, for instance, for a so-called convex-roof optimization
where a given function (‘measure’), which is defined for pure states, is extended to mixed
states by minimizing or maximizing that function over all possible pure-state decompositions
of a given density matrix.
In the following, we assume that the Feynman program has been ‘loaded’ via the command
with(Feynman) at the beginning of the session and that the Maple prompt is available for
interactive work. Moreover, since several procedures result in a rather large Maple output, a
colon (instead of a semicolon) is used to terminate some of the input lines in order to suppress
the corresponding printout to screen.

4.1 Fidelity of a symbolically parametrized pure state

In our first example, let us show how the fidelity (i.e., the overlap) of two qubits, A and B,
changes as a function of the qubit state parameters of the first qubit. For this, we can utilize
the symbolic parametrization for the pure state of a single qubit

|ψ〉 = cos(p1) |0〉+ eip2 sin(p1) . (34)
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Table 2: Main commands of the Feynman program as accessible by the user. New and signif-
icantly modified commands are marked with an ∗). A detailed description of all commands is
provided in the manual Feynman-commands.pdf which is distributed together with the code.

Command Short explanation

Feynman_adjoint() Computes the adjoint of a given matrix, vector and dual
(=‘adjoint’) quantum operations.

Feynman_apply() Applies qoperator() and qoperation() structures to a
qregister().

Feynman_decompose() Computes the spectral decomposition of a matrix and sev-
eral other matrix decompositions as well as the Schmidt
decomposition of a pure state.

∗) Feynman_define() Returns predefined objects like the generalized Gell-Mann
matrices or or the generators of the Pauli group

Feynman_eigenvectors() Computes eigenvectors and eigenvalues with additional sup-
port for some symbolic cases that are not originally sup-
ported by Maple

∗) Feynman_evaluate() Carries out a large number of basic operations like inner
and outer products, Kronecker products, (partial) traces,
commutators, vector and matrix norms etc.

Feynman_equal() Checks the equality of two scalars, vectors or matrices within
some numerical noise limits

Feynman_measures() Computes a variety of different measures (entanglement, fi-
delity etc.) New options: "singlet fraction", "Fubiny-Study
distance", "Bell violation", new implementation of the av-
erage (gate) fidelity of a quantum operation [15].

Feynman_normalize() Normalizes a given vector or qregister()
∗) Feynman_parameters() Returns a list of parameter ranges for the implemented

parametrizations.
∗) Feynman_parametrize() Computes different objects (state vectors, density matrices,

unitary matrices etc.) from a set of given parameters or
randomly.

Feynman_plot() Returns plots of the Bloch vector representation of a qubit,
probability plots of a qregister() and the process matrix of a
qoperation()

Feynman_print() Returns a ‘pretty print’ of a qregister() (and other objects)
using Dirac notation in the computational basis

Feynman_qoperation_representation() Computes several representations of a quantum operation,
such as its dual state, the superoperator matrix and others.
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Table 3: Main commands of the Feynman program (continued). New and significantly
modified commands are marked with an ∗).

Command Short explanation

Feynman_quantum_operation() Provides the explicit list of Kraus operators for predefined
quantum operations like the ‘amplitude damping’ and ‘de-
polarization’ channel and others.

Feynman_quantum_operator() Provides the explicit matrix representation for predefined
quantum gates like the ‘controlled-not’ and the ‘Hadamard’
gate and others.

∗) Feynman_random() Computes random state vectors, density matrices and uni-
tary matrices. The generated objects are distributed uni-
formly with respect to the Fubiny-Study metric, Hilbert-
Schmidt norm and the Haar measure, respectively.

Feynman_set_qregister() Provides a large collection of predefined quantum states that
appear frequently in the literature.

Feynman_transform() Carries out basis changes (e.g. qubit permutations) of qreg-
ister() and qoperator() structures and performs other nota-
tion changes.

Feynman_transpose() Applies the (partial) transposition operation or a so-called
‘general transposition’ to a given matrix

∗) Feynman_type() Checks for a large number of properties of matrices, qregis-
ter() and qoperation() structures.
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which is based on the two parameters, p1 and p2 (up to some global phase that is irrelevant
here). As the parameters correspond to angles we can assume them to be nonnegative here.
In the Feynman program, this parametrization is obtained if we enter

> assume(p::list(nonnegative));
> psi := Feynman_parametrize("pure state","standard",2,[seq(p[i], i=1..2)]);

[ cos(p~[1]) ]
psi := [ ]

[exp(p~[2] I) sin(p~[1])]

Since the Feynman_parametrize() command returns for a pure state only a (state) vector
instead of a complete qregister() structure, we still have to define our first single-qubit qreg-
ister(), A, for later use. At the same time, we can generate our second quantum register, B,
for example in the (fixed) state |+〉 = (|0〉+ |1〉)/

√
2. If needed, the actual state vector of B,

say |φ〉, can then be extracted as the third operand of B.

> A := qregister(id, 1, psi):
> B := Feynman_set_qregister("+"):
phi := op(3, B);

[ 1/2]
[2 ]
[----]
[ 2 ]

phi := [ ]
[ 1/2]
[2 ]
[----]
[ 2 ]

After that, we have available the bare state vectors |ψ〉 and |φ〉 as well the corresponding
qregisters A and B. To analyze the ‘distance’ between the states, we can first consider their
(squared) overlap | 〈ψ | φ〉 |2,

> abs(Feynman_adjoint(psi).phi)^2;
1/2 _______ 1/2 _________________________ 2

| 1/2 2 cos((p~[1])) + 1/2 2 (exp(p~[2] I) sin(p~[1])) |

which is known in quantum information theory also as the fidelity of the two states

> F := Feynman_measures("fidelity", A, B);
1/2 _______ 1/2 _________________________ .

F := | 1/2 2 cos((p~[1])) + 1/2 2 (exp(p~[2] I) sin(p~[1])) |^2

To explore now how the relative phase p2 of the state (34) affects its fidelity with regard to
|φ〉, we may plot F (p1) for two fixed values, say, p2 = 0 and p2 = π/4. In Maple, this is
easily achieved by
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Figure 2: Fidelity of the state |+〉 = (|0〉 + |1〉)/
√

2 with regard to a general single qubit
state that is parametrized as |ψ〉 = cos(p1) |0〉 + eip2 sin(p1). The curves show the value of
the fidelity as a function of p1 for a correct phase p2 = 0 (solid line) and non-optimal phase
of p2 = π/4.

> plot([eval(F, p[2]=0), eval(F, p[2]=Pi/4)], p[1]=0..2*Pi, labels=["p1", "F"],
thickness=[3,3], linestyle=[solid, dash],
legend=["correct phase", "phase shift of Pi/4"]);

and gives rise to Figure 2. From this figure, we see immediately the (negative) influence
of a phase mismatch (dashed line). While for the correct phase, i.e. p2 = 0, the fidelity
reaches periodically the maximum value 1, a perfect overlap cannot be obtained for the phase
p2 = π/4. Despite its simplicity, this example therefore nicely illustrates the effect of some
unwanted interaction with the environment which may influence the relative phase information
and, hence, degrade the fidelity e.g. in a quantum memory.

4.2 Random state generation

In our next example, we visualize and analyze randomly generated density matrices with
respect to their distribution over the state space. For this, we make use of the command
Feynman_random() that provides pure and mixed states by applying Toth’s method [18].
This method distributes the states uniformly over the space of all corresponding (pure or
mixed) quantum states. We can convince ourselves of this uniform distribution in the case
of single-qubit states by generating a large number of these random states and by displaying
them by means of a three-dimensional Bloch sphere.
While, for pure states, the Bloch vector has always length ‘one’ and thus points somewhere
on the sphere, these vectors populate the interior of the Bloch sphere in the case of mixed
states. For a single-qubit state ρ, of course, the three (real) components of the Bloch vector
v are obtained as the expectation values of its product with the Pauli sigma matrices

vi = Tr (ρ σi) . (35)
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Therefore, let us start this example by defining the Pauli matrices

> X := Matrix(Feynman_quantum_operator("X"), datatype=complex[8]):
Y := Matrix(Feynman_quantum_operator("Y"), datatype=complex[8]):
Z := Matrix(Feynman_quantum_operator("Z"), datatype=complex[8]):

and where the second argument, datatype=complex[8] allows Maple to use the more effi-
cient hardware floating point routines for the evaluation of the following commands. Having
the Pauli matrices, we can generate a list of the (x, y, z) components of the Bloch vectors for
pure states by

> with(LinearAlgebra):
> data_pure := table:
for i to 4000 do

temp := Feynman_transform("ket to rho", Feynman_random("pure state", 2));
data_pure[i] := map(Re, [Trace(X.temp), Trace(Y.temp), Trace(Z.temp)]);

end do:
data_pure := convert(data_pure, list):

and similarly for a list of mixed states

> data_mixed := table:
for i to 7000 do

temp := Feynman_random_rho(1);
data_mixed[i] := map(Re, [Trace(X.temp), Trace(Y.temp), Trace(Z.temp)]);

end do:
data_mixed := convert(data_mixed, list):

Owing to Maple’s graphic interface, we can easily plot and even rotate these data sets
interactively in order to verify that the pure states are uniformly distributed on the unit
sphere, while the mixed states fill its interior.

> plots[pointplot3d](data_pure, labels=["X", "Y", "Z"], view=[0..1, -1..1, -1..1],
axes=boxed, scaling=constrained, font=[TIMES,ROMAN,12], symbol=solidsphere,
symbolsize=8, orientation=[-135, 65]);

> plots[pointplot3d](data_mixed, labels=["X", "Y", "Z"], view=[0..1, -1..1, -1..1],
axes=boxed, scaling=constrained, font=[TIMES,ROMAN,12], symbol=solidsphere,
symbolsize=8, orientation=[-135, 65]);

The resulting pictures are shown in Figure 3.
In order to analyze the distribution of the random (quantum) states from the procedure
Feynman_random() also quantitatively (but now for arbitrary dimension), we may consider
the distribution of their pairwise distance. For density matrices, the natural distance measure
is given by the Hilbert-Schmidt distance

DHS(ρ, σ) = ‖ρ− σ‖HS =
√

Tr[(ρ− σ)†(ρ− σ)] (36)

and can be utilized to examine the statistical distribution of the distance between random
two-qubit states
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Figure 3: Bloch sphere visualization of the random pure single qubit states generated by
Feynman_random("pure state", 2) (left) and mixed ones from Feynman_random("mixed state",
1) (right). Only one hemisphere is shown to verify that, for pure states, the sphere is empty
while mixed states occupy the complete Bloch ball.

> HS_data := [seq(Feynman_evaluate("HS norm",
Feynman_random("mixed state",2) - Feynman_random("mixed state",2)),
i=1..5000)]:

> Statistics[Histogram](HS_data, bincount=40, labels=["HS distance","count"]);

The distribution for these 5000 randomly chosen two-qubit states is shown in Figure 4. If other
methods are applied for generating random states (e.g. by using the keyword "random" with
the command Feynman_parametrize()), then a less balanced distribution is typically obtained.

4.3 Nonlocality versus entanglement

The previous example just showed a way how we can generate random (pure and mixed) states
within the Feynman program. Let us next apply these states in order to explore heuristi-
cally the relation between the violation of the CHSH inequality (Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt
inequality [20]), as a sign of the nonlocality, and the entanglement of a quantum state, which
was discussed in more detail in Ref. [21].
For a two-qubit system, the entanglement is most easily measured by Wootter’s concurrence
which is given by [22]

C(ρ) = max (0,
√
e1 −

√
e2 −

√
e3 −

√
e4) , (37)

where
√
ei are the square roots of the eigenvalues of the matrix

ρ
(
σ(1)

y ⊗ σ(2)
y

)
ρ∗

(
σ(1)

y ⊗ σ(2)
y

)
,

taken in descending order. In this matrix, ρ∗ denotes the complex conjugate of ρ and σ(1,2)
y

are the usual Pauli σy matrices, acting on the first or second qubit, respectively.
The CHSH inequality as a variant of Bell’s inequality [23] has been widely applied for studying
the nonlocal properties of quantum systems. This inequality limits the correlations that may
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Figure 4: Distribution of the Hilbert-Schmidt distance between random density matrices
generated with Feynman_random().

occur between the outcomes of two measurements (that are carried out at places sufficiently
distant from each other), if one assumes that the measured observables must correspond to
local statistical variables. A stronger correlation than the CHSH threshold for the outcome
of two (distant) measurements is therefore a sign of nonlocality as it has been analyzed in
numerous tests, e.g. the famous experiment by Aspect et al. [24].
For an arbitrary two-qubits state ρ, the Bell-CHSH inequality can be written as

|Tr (ρBCHSH)| ≤ 2 , (38)

where BCHSH is the (so-called) Bell-CHSH operator given as

BCHSH = a · σ(1) ⊗ (b + b′) · σ(2) + a′ · σ(1) ⊗ (b− b′) · σ(2) , (39)

and a,a′, b, b′ ∈ R3 being unit vectors. In this notation of the CHSH operator, moreover,
the σ(1,2) = (σ(1,2)

x , σ
(1,2)
y , σ

(1,2)
z ) are vectors of the Pauli spin matrices that act on the first

or second qubit, respectively. If, for a given density matrix ρ, there exist vectors a,a′ and
b, b′ so that the criterion (38) is not fulfilled, then the state is said to violate the Bell-CHSH
inequality, i.e., it features nonlocal correlations that are incompatible with a local realistic
model. In order to quantify the (maximal) violation, we first rewrite the two-qubit density
matrix in terms of the Pauli basis

Rij = Tr (ρ σ(1)
i ⊗ σ

(2)
j ). (40)

Using this notation, the ‘Bell violation’ measure in the Feynman program is defined as

B(ρ) =
√

max(0, s21 + s22 − 1) , (41)

and where s1,2 are the two largest singular values of the matrix Rij [21, 25]. The definition
(41) has the useful property of being equal to the concurrence measure (37) for pure states
as we will see also below.
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In order to visualize the relation between the Bell violation, B(ρ), and the entanglement,
C(ρ), of general two-qubit (pure and mixed) states, we first generate a set of 5000 random
states and calculate both measures for each of them.

> data1 := table():
data2 := table():
for i from 1 to 5000 do

temp1 := Feynman_set_qregister("random", 2);
temp2 := ’qregister’(id, 2, Feynman_random("pure state", 4));
data1[i] := [Feynman_measures("concurrence", temp1),

Feynman_measures("Bell violation", temp1)];
data2[i] := [Feynman_measures("concurrence", temp2),

Feynman_measures("Bell violation", temp2)];
end do:
data1 := convert(data1, list):
data2 := convert(data2, list):

Here, we recall that we have to define the qregister() structure temp2 manually because the
Feynman_random() command generates only a state vector. From this data we can create a
plot structure in which later the grey data points will correspond to random two-qubit mixed
states while the blue data points (which will actually form the diagonal blue line in the plot)
correspond to random two-qubit pure states.

> scatter_plot := plot([data1, data2], color=[grey,blue],
labels=["Concurrence","Bell-CHSH violation"], style=point, symbolsize=[5,7]):

In addition, we can also create an parametric plot for the one-parameter family of the Werner
states [26] and the maximally entangled mixed states (MEMS) [28, 27] that are both already
predefined in the Feynman program

> k := 50: # defines the number of data points for the curves
Werner_plot := plot([seq(
[Feynman_measures("concurrence", Feynman_set_qregister("Werner", i/k)),
Feynman_measures("Bell violation", Feynman_set_qregister("Werner", i/k))],

i=0..k)], color=red, linestyle=dash, thickness=3):
MEMS_plot := plot([seq(
[Feynman_measures("concurrence", Feynman_set_qregister("MEMS", i/k)),
Feynman_measures("Bell violation", Feynman_set_qregister("MEMS", i/k))],

i=0..k)], color=black, thickness=2):
> plots[display]([scatter_plot, MEMS_plot, Werner_plot], axes=boxed);

The plot finally obtained from the last line combines the previously generated scatter plot
and the just computed curves. The plot is shown in Figure 5 (left) and is very similar to the
one shown by Verstraete and Wolf [21], except for a slightly different normalization of the Bell
violation measure. While the Bell violation and the entanglement is apparently the same for
the pure states (blue diagonal), for mixed states entanglement does not necessarily imply the
violation of the Bell inequality. This is seen especially for some of the mixed states that have
a concurrence C(ρ) ≥ 0.5 but show only little or no Bell violation at all. The most famous
examples of entangled states that do not violate the CHSH-inequalities are probably the
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Figure 5: left: The maximal violation of the Bell-CHSH inequality as a function of the
concurrence. For pure states (diagonal solid line), both measures coincide and correspond
to the upper bound for the Bell violation. The maximally entangled mixed states (black
solid line) correspond to the lower bound. The well-known Werner states (dotted line) lie in
between. right: Same as on the left but with the linear entropy as additional dimension of
the plot.

Werner states (dashed line) and the MEMS which have the maximum amount of entanglement
for a given degree of mixedness (in terms of their entropy). As a third dimension of the plot,
therefore, it might be instructive to add also the linear entropy Sl(ρ) = 4

3

(
1− Tr(ρ2)

)
, which

can be done very similarly as above (see Fig. 5, right). In particular, by using Maple’s ability
to rotate such three-dimensional plots interactively, one has a simple and very intuitive way
to explore the interplay between the mixedness of a state and its entanglement as well as
nonlocality. Moreover, such plots help to understand the role of special families of quantum
states, such as the Werner states or MEMS.

4.4 Minimizing the relative entropy for two-qubit states

In our final example, we demonstrate the computation of the so-called ‘relative entropy of
entanglement’ (REE) for a two-qubit system. This entanglement measure has been one of
the first concepts in the literature for the quantification of entanglement and can be defined
intuitively as the minimal distance of a given state to the set of separable states [12],

SREE(ρ) = min
σsep

S(ρ‖σsep) = Tr ρ(log ρ− log σsep) , (42)

where S(ρ‖σsep) represents the quantum relative entropy which serves as a quasi-distance
measure and where the minimization has to be performed over all separable two-qubit states
σsep. But despite the simple interpretation of the relative entropy of entanglement, it can
usually be determined only numerically. This minimization over the space of all separable
states is demonstrated in the following.
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Let us first define two (two-qubit) states, an entangled one and a separable state. For the sake
of convenience, we choose two Werner states but there is nothing specific about this choice
and we could take also any other pair of an entangled and a separable state.

> separable_state := Feynman_set_qregister("Werner", 0.2):
> entangled_state := Feynman_set_qregister("Werner", 1.0):

We may convince ourselves of their respective separability properties by using, for example,
the Feynman_type() command in connection with the separable keyword and the well-known
‘positive partial-transpose’ (PPT) criterion

> Feynman_type(separable_state, "separable","PPT", [[1],[2]]);
Feynman_type(entangled_state, "separable, "PPT", [[1],[2]]);

true
false

In order to perform now the minimization over the whole set of separable two-qubit states,
we may first ask the program about the number of the required parameters (see also Section
2.5.3) and then write a small objective function that uses these parameters to compute the
relative entropy between the (globally) given state, i.e. the entangled or separable Werner
state from above, and the parametrized separable state.

> nops(Feynman_parameters("separable state", "standard", [2,2]));

79

> objective := proc(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8, x9, x10, x11, x12, x13,
x14, x15, x16, x17, x18, x19, x20, x21, x22, x23, x24, x25, x26, x27, x28,
x29, x30, x31, x32, x33, x34, x35, x36, x37, x38, x39, x40, x41, x42, x43,
x44, x45, x46, x47, x48, x49, x50, x51, x52, x53, x54, x55, x56, x57, x58,
x59, x60, x61, x62, x63, x64, x65, x66, x67, x68, x69, x70, x71, x72, x73,
x74, x75, x76, x77, x78, x79)::float[8];
options hfloat;
global given_state;
Feynman_measures("relative entropy", given_state, ’qregister’(id, 2,
Feynman_parametrize("separable state","standard", [2,2], [args])));

end proc:

In the following, we shall exploit the fact that a local minimum of a convex function (such
as the relative entropy) over a convex set (the separable states) is automatically a global
minimum [12]. Therefore, it appears sufficient to employ a local minimization procedure,
e.g. the derivative-free Nelder-Mead or simplex method which are implemented in Maple’s
built-in ‘Optimization’ package. Indeed, we could provide a random initial point for the
minimization. As the required time depends also on this initial point, it can be useful to
repeat the random generation several times as to avoid particularly high values (e.g. > 10) of
the objective function.

> given_state := entangled_state:
> some_point := seq(RandomTools[Generate](float(range=0..10,
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method=uniform)), i=1..79):
> objective(some_point);

2.0225158437315

Here we have used Maple’s built-in RandomTools package to generate 79 random floating
point parameters within the range 0..10. The actual minimization is done using the ‘Minimize’
command where the desired method, accuracy and a limit on the number of objective function
evaluations can be specified. The result is a list containing the lowest found objective function
value and the vector of parameters corresponding to that solution.

> infolevel[Optimization] := 3;
> Optimization[Minimize](objective, initialpoint=[some_point],
method=nonlinearsimplex, optimalitytolerance=1.0E-5,
evaluationlimit=7000);

NLPSolve: calling NLP solver
SolveUnconstrainedNM: using method=nonlinearsimplex
SolveUnconstrainedNM: number of problem variables 79
SolveUnconstrainedNM: trying evalhf mode
SolveUnconstrainedNM: trying evalf mode
Warning, limiting number of function evaluations reached
E04CCA: number of function evaluations 5958

[1.00014022910700007, Vector(1..79)]

The result SREE ≈ 1.0 clearly indicates an entangled state, as we have expected from the
separability test above. Note that the status reports indicate that the minimization stopped
before the maximum number of function evaluations was reached so that the result should
be correct within the specified accuracy. To ensure this, it is advisable to enable these status
reports by typing infolevel[Optimization] := 3; before carrying out the optimization.
For the second state, the procedure is of course very similar except that SREE should vanish
because the state is separable and, obviously, the closest separable state is the state itself.

> given_state := separable_state:
> some_point := seq(RandomTools[Generate](float(range=0..10,
method=uniform)), i=1..79):

> objective(some_point);
1.1044598870200

> Optimization[Minimize](objective, initialpoint=[some_point],
method=nonlinearsimplex, optimalitytolerance=1.0E-5,
evaluationlimit=7000);

NLPSolve: calling NLP solver
SolveUnconstrainedNM: using method=nonlinearsimplex
SolveUnconstrainedNM: number of problem variables 79
SolveUnconstrainedNM: trying evalhf mode
SolveUnconstrainedNM: trying evalf mode
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E04CCA: number of function evaluations 6541

[0.0000611719017000000002, Vector(1..79)]

Depending on the objective value of the initial point and the number of allowed objective
function evaluations, convergence can be different. Still, a relative entropy close to zero has
been found as expected.

5 Summary and outlook

We have presented an updated version of the Feynman program which has been developed
during the last years as a versatile tool for the simulation and analysis of quantum registers
but also to teach and to deal with typical tasks in quantum information theory. While,
in the first version, the basic data structures for quantum registers and (unitary) gates were
implemented, several program extensions then added support for noisy quantum channels and
the analysis of separability and entanglement properties of quantum registers. In particular,
the program can connect the two fundamental concepts of states and channels by using the
Jamiołkowski isomorphism that enables the user to transfer concepts like distance measures or
separability from states to channels. For the two data structures qregister() and qoperation(),
a variety of different measures are provided that support also a quantitative analysis of many
properties.
With the present revision, we further extend the program capabilities by providing convenient
access to the parametrization of frequently used objects like pure and mixed quantum states,
hermitian and unitary matrices and classical probability distributions.
This functionality is useful since many problems in the context of quantum information involve
the search over all quantum gates (i.e., unitary operators), pure or separable states etc., as
shown in our last example. As an additional benefit, the parametrizations enable a very simple
access to random objects which can be useful in heuristic studies. To further support such
numerical studies, the program has also been optimized in various places to take advantage of
hardware floating-point evaluation. Together, these changes considerably improveFeynman’s
capability to support numerical studies in the simulation of quantum registers.
For the future development of the package, there are different directions in which the pro-
gram could be extended. Given the current capability to describe error models as quantum
operations, an interesting direction for the further development of the program is certainly an
improved support for quantum error correction techniques. This could include tools for the
identification of noiseless subsystems as well as established qubit encodings from the literature
and the ability to design and optimize new encodings that are adapted to a given noise type.
Such an extension might be complemented by the implementation of some time propagation
schemes which can facilitate, for example, the study of entanglement dynamics in small and
medium-sized systems.
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